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Foreword

In February 1974, the writer of this practicum was

appointed principal of Intermediate School 158, Bronx, New York.

-1.S. 158 was a new school still under construction and was not

scheduled for occupancy until September 1974. At the time of

his appointment, the writer was principal of C.S. 54, an upper-

grades elementary school located in the same school district-

This practicum, "Creating a Diverse Teaching and

Learning Environment at an Inner City Middle School",

represents the principal's effort to develop a climate of

teaching and learning wWkich would result in a significant

improvement in achievement for I.S. 158 students,when compared

with the achievement scores of other students in the discrict's

middle and junior high schools.

Traditionally in New York City, principals of new

schools are-afforded half a school year, to plan and organize

their schools prior to receiving pupils. This planning time

was not afforded me as principal of a new school. Although

appointed in February 1974, I remained on assignment at

C.S. 34 with all of the duties and responsibilities of the

principal of that school. My continued assignment at C.S. 34

is significant to an understanding of the fact that in-depth

implementation of this practicum was not possible prior to the
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oftning of I.S. 158 as a school organization. Consequently,

thefindings reported in the evaluation do not represent the

results of a full year's operation. The findings, however,

show promise of the practicum's effectiveness. The program

is working.
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AIFTRACT

This report, "Creating a Diverse Teaching and Learning

Environment in an Inncr-City Middle School,", was prepared

by Charles L. Dunn, Principal of Int diate School 158 in

New York's Borough f the Bronx. 1 de -ibes a practicum

in which the author and his staff attempted to create a

diversity of learning environments in which the learning

styles of inner-city-poverty level youth in the pre-adole-

scent years could be better matched with the teaching styles

'and strengths of faculty.

The report outlines the problems leading to inception of

the project, sets forth goals and objectives, describes the
,

implementation process, and, to the extent possible in a one-

year experimental project, reports on outcomes -- both measur-

able and as perceived by the author and his staff. And because

of time constraints and the pressures involved in opening a new,

inner-city school, the report does not pretend to offer final

answers. Two, three, or perhaps even more years will be

required before all the answers are in.
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II

INTRODUCTION

The pre-adolescent period that parallels the middle'school

years has come to be recognized as one of the most difficult

developmental periods for the human individual. It is during_
this period that young t ,;s dramatic changes in their

physiological development, become more conscious of their peer

culture, experience gmotional traumas leading to rebellion

against adult authority, and most of all, a period during which

they need consistent understanding and, sometimes, indulgent

adult support.

For the adults who must interact with young people, it is

a time when they must realize that the youngsters can and will

think for themselves, thal-: they cannot be directed.to act it.i1:11

out reason and understanaamg, that they must constantly, In

non-directive way, be enuomaraged to exercise their intelliRf ce
1

and initiative in solving their own real problems.

For inner-city minority youth, the pre-adolescent period is

even more traumatic than that generally experienced by non-minority

youth in America today. The considered progress realized by minor-

1

William Kuaraceus, "Worilng With Youth: Some Operational Principles
and Youth Values", Thv lulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals, Vol. 53, #341 (December, 1969), 63.

16
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ities during the height of the civil rights movement, the subse-

quent problems created by white backlash, and the economic crises

of our cities have exacerbated an attitude ,of futility of many of

these youngsters. Failure of the system in administering to their

needs and those of their families has led many of these youths to
_

develop value systems inconsistent with those considered desirable

by our larger adult population. The personal 'goals of these youths

and routes to the achievement of those goals are often considered

atypical. These young people are sensitive to criticism, have come"

to expect failure, and often view the positive successes of adult

minority members with a javr,,diced eye. The consistent failure of

many minority youths to realtztt.- success consistent with white

American standards has led tzper to develop negative,self concepts

and behaviOr that often appear 41,n be negativistic. Recognizing 7--

these added dimensions in thtv p4rsonalitles of minority pre-adole-

scent youngsters, we, as ed ,oators, must extend our plans and

approaches for working with them.

I am convinced that exiting school environments_cmn be

created in an inner-city se/tint for pre-adolescent ndmwmity youth.

The school is a social systIm ana, as such, can foster, in a planned,

comprehensive, and systematic +ay, coAditions that suppamt creative

learning. The school environment also can support individuality in

students and staff alike.

In this report, I shall c,f4,zr a description of the learning

environment at I.S. 158, the Bronx, New York. Admittedly, as they

1 7
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now exist, these learning envi-ronments are not representative Of

broad, smoothly functioning systems with all of their intricate

and varied parts working in harmony. The process of change i5

slow, difficult, and- often painful. What I do say, however, is
_

that a process has begun at I.S. 158X which recognizes: (1) that

there exists no one best curriculum for all pupils or staffs;

(2) that no important or long range success can be realized in

an educationalendeavor without consideration for all aspects

of a sChool operation; and (3) that young'sters have varying

interests, and learn in various ways and under varying conditions,

just as teaers differ in interests and expertise. These basic

considerations have resulted in the development of a program

which affords students and staff, to a limited degree, instruc-

tional/learning options.

Schools, as orchestrators of the myriad human resources

necessary for development of the whole child, must now assume

a position of broad community leadership. They must bring into

effective play all of those resources, in and out of school,

necessary for children to learn.

As schools move toward assumption of the role assigned

them by society, the individual child becomes the focus of

school planning. Learning ceases to be painful, but rather

becomes a pleasant experience for every child. The student has

available to hiM those supports necessary to help him succeed

is



at his level and thus avoids the failure pattern or dehumanizing

experiences which now encourage pupils to flee active involvement

in the school experience: An appropriate place for every child

becomes a reality-

The subsequent success of many pupils who leave school

frustrated and considered academic failures, suggests that their

past failures havent been due to a lack of ability but rather,

that the aipproaches in dealing with them have been wrong. In

New York City, we can look at the successesT-of our public school

dropouts in street academIes, Harlem Prep, _alternative schools,

and success in the world of work and view these as indicators

of innate ability and academic potential. If we accept the

argument that academic failure by massive numbers of Afro-Amer-

ican, Hispanic-American, and Mexican-American pupils has not

been due to the absence of ability,-then we7muSt conclude that,

as educators, we have not offered a large percentage of these

purils that which they needed to realize success in our publlc

schools.

The failure of large segments of the pupil population

underscored the need for drastic changes in the educational

delivery system.-` An examination of the system as it generally

operates in ghetto xreas reveals several flaws which, by thsir

very nature, serve lza impede academic success by some pupils.

Specifically, I re+-er to: (1) the tendency to organize clsses

19



according"to ability levels; (2) teacher-dominated clasSroom

instruction; (3) whole class lessons; (4) absence of curriculum

relevancy as related to the needs, interests, and experiential

levels of the pupils; (5) blocking pupils into programs; and

(6) the efforts of teachers' unions to secure increased advan-

tages ftyr their clients whicil rebound to the detriment of the

-child.

Tb address the needs of the individual middle school

Student, -our system has to change. We-must offer himalterna-

tives reflective of his particular needs, learning style,

interests, wishes, and desires. Some Frimary components of

these alternatives will be: ,(1) instruction by objectives;

(2) cooperative problem-solving in small groups as a means of

transition to independent activities; (3) use of on-going

diagnosis as a guide to instructional plwnning; (4) organiza-.

tion of the classroom environment to reflect a variety of media

and learning experiences; (5) degree and manner of pupil teactier

inter-action, based on individual pupil needs; (6)instructional

materials which reflect diversity of interests, abilities, needs,

and experiences; (7)cooperative teacher-pupil planning; (8)in-

'struction based on the cognitive style of the learner; (9)viable

choices and' (10) a consideration of individual affective needs

in all lea=ming erperiences.

r 0
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As I.S. 158 prepared to move toward improved broad and

individual evaluations in an effort to improve its delivery

systems, the roles and needs of parents in this ?rocess were

igrved. In small suburban schools, parents have always

played an active role and schools have more or less serwed as

the center of community activities. Parents have voluIrteered

their seTvices, visited' the schoo4s regularly, and, in general,

served to promote the realization of a true home-school partner-

ship. As a result, statis-tics reveal that, in these school

communities, there is a general absence, of parental disen-

chantment with the schools. In urban school cemmunities, how-

ever, for many and sundry reasons, there has been an .absence of

this active home/school partnership and one can conjecture that

this absemce has contributed to low pupil success xates and

parental disenchantment with the schools. In planning our

program, we were able, with varying degrees of success, to main-

tain on-going parental involvement.

*In our large urban areas, cries for decentralization, com-

munity control, parental involvement, are frequently heard. In

response, professionals often go into a state of panic, charging

that pwrents want to take over the schools, dictate policy, and

in essence tell them how to do their jobs, then fire them when

they don't perform accordingly. By negatively viewing parentml

demands, as professionals, we have .1ailed to -recognize one of

the most vital links in a successful educwtional program.

2 1.
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Our optional learning progi ecognizes that a piLive

home/scKool,relationship, of necessity, will be one'of its

most important components. As teachers'and parents begin to-

see each other frequently, informally, and in a supportive

manner; they have provided the reinforcement necessary for

effecting the total efforts of our school. Parents need to

be informed and to know that'theirs is a vital role in the_

deVelopment of tKeir dhildren Parents are-4emanding, and .

Tightly so, to be consulted before broad policy is decided

upon.:and implemented, to participate in the evaluation process,

and to play a role in deciding what efforts will be made to

upgrade and improve school performance.

Just as parents have a need to be consulted and involved

in a meaningful way, the staff has certain needs as .they

attempt to facilitate the learning process. In a research

study of the needs and problems of teachers, the N.E.A. found

that five difficulties outrank all others in importance to

teachers. They were: (l) protection of job security; (2)adapt-

ing instruction to the wide range of pupil abilities and achieve-

ment; (3) relating to pupil indifference; (4)dealing with an over-

abundance of non-instructional duties; and (5)providing for indi-

vidual needs when class loads were too large. A study of the

views of I.S. 158 staff members was consistent with tKe N.E.A.

findings. However, they expressed added concerns to be present-

ed in the body of this report.
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While attempting to address the needs of my many constituents,

in the development of this program, I had to be forever mindful of

my commitment to the total educative process. I had to .serve as

a catalyst and leader in improving the quality of education in

our school. A major consideration to my success in this role

definition was effective administration in meeting these needs.

I had to know and establish positive working relationships with

those human forces which shape community attitudes and influence

policy decisions. I recognized the power of the parents, teachers,

and pupils to make my efforts succeed or doom them to failure. In

non-supportive roles, each of these groups possessed destructive

weapons which they could call into play. Parents and members of

the community can engage in open confrontations, rumors, defiance,

or calculated organized action. Staff, on the other hand, can

sabotage programs, take positive efforts out of context, insist

upon rigid adherence to contracts, support ineffective. colleagues,

etc. Pupils, as another power group in the school setting, might

use rumors, peer pressures, defiance, and organized action. In

initiating the program, I experienced all of these pressure tac-

tics. To reconciln these varied interests in our school, I had

to be persuasive, fair, objective, analytical, resourceful, per-

sistent, patient and committed.

A monitoring plogram, which evaluates and reassesses need,

is an integral part of effort to afford pupil and staff options.

A cooperative system of involvement and information feedback
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serves to reduce resistance to my efforts and offers increased

support for cooperative perceptions of what our school can become.

This report does not pretent to offer a panacea to the many

problems which inhibit or prevent urgan ghetto youth from rea-

lizing success in the public school setting. Nor does.it pre-

tend to serve as a model which can be replicated in any middle

school setting to the satisfaction of parents, staff, and com-

munity. It desribes how one principal, in cooperation with his

clients, staff, parents, and varied community resources, worked

to create a diverse learning environment.in an inner-city middle

school.
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PRELIMINARY RESEARCH

Providing learning environments that will maximize oppor-

tunities for students to grow.on and develop academically and

socially in terms of their true potential is a primary purpose

of our schools. Delimiting the schools' focus in the venture,

John Goodlad has said, however .

"Only some human ailments can be taken care of by
education right now. Because education is a. long term
answer to mankind'-s problems and not a short term one,
we must very carefully, at all levels of educational
decision making, differentiate between what education
can do in the long run and what human engineering can
do in the short run." 2

We are in accord with Goodlad'S assessment that schools

cannot do everything. However, we venture to suggest they can

do more than they currently are attempting for the inner city

poor.

Inner city poor children generally begin their school careers

,at a di_scernibry lower level of scholastic readiness as related to

the instructional approaches and performance demands expected of

them, than do their white, middle class-counterparts. As these

inner-city youths go through the system continuing to be exposed

to instructional approaches inconsistent with their learning styles,

and evaluations atypical of their life styles, they continue to

regress according to the system's standards. By eighth grade they

are considered further behind than they had been in the first.

2John I. Goodlad, "Who Should Be In Charge: What Decisions by Whom?"
Address given at Lincoln High School, Schenectady, New York,
April 27, 1970.

2 5
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Traditionally, the poor in our society have looked upon

education as the route to upward mobility. Inherent in their

struggle for survival has bcen a high priority for education

and the determination that their children enjoy educational

opportunities which they, for whatever reasons, did not have.

In today's affluent society, economic survival depends heavily

upon formal education. The man on the street is no longer as

naive and uninformed as he once was. The mass media have

remedied that, especiarly in a city such as New York. A grow-

ing number of poor people now see that education is one of our

most important resources to be used in perpetuating the human

species. They also see that the schools are riddled with

problems and inadequacies. They see that the problems have

already become too numerous, too vast and far reaching to be

handled by a few. The problems require the input of many if

solutions are to be found.

The development of viable instructionalapproaches designed

to reverse the failure patterns experienced by inner city poor

children continues to be a challemge for educators. We,are con-
\

stantly bombarded with new theories and suggested approaches for

improving delivery systems. Articles and books are written ex-

tolling new theories, methods or approaches as "the" answers to

our educational ills. Yet none of these have proven to be a

final solution. I believe one answer lies with the indiVidual

school administrator, his staff, parents, and students.

2 6
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INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP FEEDBACK

It is quite clear that the school-age children in Community

School District 12, Bronx, New York, are failing to acquire an

adequate education. 'The longer these students stay in school,

the larger the proportion who fall below accepted grade levels

of performance, according to standardized test results. In the

third grade, 42.6 percent are performing below grade level, and

by the sixth grade this proportion has increased to an unbeliev-

able 57.8 percent.

The problem in C.S.D. 12, however, centers not so much

around the fact that our students do not achieve up to grade

level as around the reasons for their failure. From an analysis

of ten rank correlations of selected measures of educational

deterioration, it can be inferred that sixth grade performance

reflects a relative decline in verbal skills more so than does.

third grade performance. This means, in turn, that the ranking

of District 12 schools in terms of the performance of sixth

grade students is more accurately predicted by changes occurring

between the third and sixth grades than by the actual performance

of these same students at an earlier stage in their education

careers. More important, according to these correlations, the

performance of third grade students tells us nothing in.terms of

how rapidly this performance will deteriorate by grade six. It

is, therefore, reasonable to rationalize that the source of edu-

2 7
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cational problems of C.S.D.12's students lies in processes that

occur during the time they are in school, rather than in process-

es prior to their entrance into school.

Diagram I

57.8%
below

UNDERACHIEVEMENT

12 are
Comprehension

of the students in C.S.D.
grade level in Reading

by the 6th Grade.

ABOVE GRADE LEVEII

24.1 22.5 3rd Grade 6th Grade
GRADE LEVELT7." 3rd Grade 6th Grade

42.6

57.8
BELOW GRADE LEVEL

SCHOOL DROP OUTS

48% of the students from C.S.D. 12 dropped out of
high school without receiving a diploma during the period.

out of 1,276 students graduating JR. HIGH
from Jr. High School in 1973:

HIGH SCHOOL

2 8



Data for 1973/74 drawn from the New York Public School

System indicates a high rate f,potential "dropoutism" and a

woeful amount of retardation. According to the Matropolitan

Achievement Tests in reading and math, more than 71% of the

students in grades 6-9 were below the level of minimum com-

petency in these two areas.

Table I Metropolitan Achievement Test Results 4/'74

% 2 years Below Grade Equivalent

GRADE
AREA 6 7 8 9

READING 67.7 67.5 77.9 77.7

MATHEMATICS

15

The percentage of students below minimum competency sug-

gested the need to structure a delivery system at I.S. 158

significantly different from those in other middle and junior.

. high schools in our district. To know that we had to do

something different was one thing. What to do and how to do

it was quite another question.

2 9
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I had gleaned a srs.t of purpose and direction from sul?

Ntudies of the literata_le on middle 5,,,fhmn2.7. 7.11-d inner city

v-,IcatioI yet I recogn-- ( -he need,fo information

ioAdLgeno'.=!. to our schoc Cu 3unity. It is ,Auite true that 3,

t(- ticum should repInfsz.- n effort based on need as indi-

....2(1 by hard data. Hot r, the integration of research iloms

*/.11 realistic program Tlarming had to takl.., into account

ribtle factor of the degr t',.! of convergence or discrepancy be-

tween the actual conditions in our district and the perceptions

of the relevant publics involved in the educational process.

Methods which are appropriate to an accurate determination of

the way in which the schools are perceived had to be employed.

My task would have been considerably easier if I could have

relied exclusively on the usual method of test data, public

opinion polling and'attitude testing. I used some of these

methbds. But the results did not begin to plumb.the depth or

complexity of attitudes, feelings, conflicts, inconsistencies,

contradictions, and anxieties involved in relating to a community

which had begun to lose faith in the one institution to which it

h d looked as a means of upward mobility.

The literature on both ,inner-city education and such reforms as
the middle school is almost limitless. As James J. Morisseau
put it in his recent book, "The Mini-School Experiment/Restruc-
turing Your School: A Handbook" (New York Urban Coalition;
New York, 1976.) -- "Beyond the landmark exposes of the late
1960s, at least 20 major books devoted to the crisis and/or
proposals for its solution were published in 1973 alone."
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To secure feedback frx r1erv, of our school communA

my approach was one of est,b1121,-di s many contacts as p-s-

sible with individuals and gr R. eliciting their sportane-

ous expressions of deep feeli,11 s, desperations, self

doubts, anxieties, and wishes. 'led heavily upon group

discussion and interaction as ,-.,1:1:(!es of data. This metErLd was

considered likely to produce aecause that was consistent

with the natural style of pemis t also observed that middle

and junior high school student!,, I ke other pre-adolescents,

tended to.function within peer gr4g.ings of varying degrees of

organization and cohesion.

The following quotes are representative of the feedbck I

received from individual and grmoup contacts in the I.S.,158

school community.

...In Alabama, what 'vas that govemmor's name?
Wallace.. He tried to v=x7 ts.he kkEs....he had
them at home, waitingtam.11s tableand cooking
for him, you see, but s7t---i771- he denwt.wantto
them education. They in the Ovole army
just to stop some Blaic* kilds from learning.
I don't understand that

,Drug Addict, Male
Age about 24.

...For.three years I have warked In this school,
nothing has changed Suppesedly, there.have

.

been some improvements. Lams have been passed
'such as school aid, bettex- working .conditions

ai



for teachers. Hilt even there, what about better working
conditions for kiiiS? You are supposed to have up to 25 kids
in a class. They-won't give you another teacher until you
have 30 kids in a class, and then, that's the total school
average. In other words, you know what'I mein, if you have
32 and 35 kids in every class in the first grade, but only 25
in the sixth grade, you don't get amother.teacher. Now wkv
is that? I mean,:he asked for two -teachers,' which Means that
there is an excess of at least.60 kids. .And he was turned down.
I don't understand. I understand they stopped construCtion on
a new building. .They've been at it a year and only have a big
hole in the ground. There,.if you had a strong parent association
it would be of value.. They have the power to. do something,
perhaps more than we do. Let them go .out and picket and get a,
play street. Let them bang on the Mayor's door and get a new
school before the next.five years areup. I have .sean apartment
buildings in my neighborhood so up in.two or three months. This
is a three story buildingl...

Woman.

...There's only one teacher that can control them and that was
our lady teacher. She was a lady, a big fat lady. Her name
was Miss P. and she allmys argues, and dhe hits you sometimes,
but she was strict. She haC big "buns",-they used to fool with
you, you know, but nobody never could do nothing to her. The
whole school respected her; she was the only one that could keep
a class organized. And then what happened, when the men teachers
you know, the young men teachers - they come to school and want
to show off, you know, so they caught it more.

You know what happene4-when Icame to this class, my first class;
I went to class, and you couldn't do no kind of work. The
teach er. was so scared.to turn his back on the boys, real scared,
and they throw a booket him,- and the teacher is so scared,
they taill him come on. and fight, and they all sit down and laugh.
They don't care, they- like that, so they fight.
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Then you'd be sitting down in froftt and they'd say
Hoe." The call ±t names. "Hey, Moe, came here, you
crazy thing." Se e walks out to get the orinci70
and they lock the hnor_ and he can't get bark in ard the
principal can't gel: in-the door. And the next tIng you
know they,take a:=ok, throw it out the window --breaks
the class up and then they can't do nothing.

Then we have the_lady. teachers. They get behind the lady
teachers, they feel her. .ass, they fedl her wholehody
andthe teacher don'tsay nothing becauseshe's scared.

One class was controlled, it was typewriting, because
everybody like typewriting, so they controlled it. She
was a young teacher. She was kind of skinny, you know, but
I tell you, she going to be. fighting them, so nobody ain't
going ta touch her. You go to school, find typewriters
broken; you're lucky if you find one typewriter that's good,
so everybody's fighting all th a. time for that, yam know.

You have four classes ofgym; sgy four times thirt71 that s
a lot af people. What hanpens you can't play basketball
'cause they are so Crowded. So you got to do exercise. So
what appens, everybody keeps on thedr nice clean clothes,
nobody nuts on gym-clothes, so they make you get on the floor
everybody with nice clean clothes on - they get mad, so one
guy says, "I'm not getting on the floor." so the teacher
goes on over there, he fight with him a little while, then he
tell everybody go in the back and stand there, go in the back
and just stand up, or else you gonna get hit. So-you go back
and you stand up.

Everybody wants to play basketball, -that's one of-tne main
things in life, so neople get a basketball and they go out
in the yard and play basketball. Then the Dean rums.out in
the yard anthcatches them and write-them up. and every time
it's the same thing; The sames onEv,z- playing basketball,
'cause that's what they like.

Sometimes the schiml would be crowded, -you know, 'cause
it's cold outside, so :you go to school that day. ---

BOy, Age .-E5.

3 "
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...The taacher.'s give -ap too easily. iw up before theyget stars.-ed. _Don't h=e sufficient itaeirf-zt. The teachersthrow chIldren of' -their classes orii,rily stop teachingthem. fr-ley put -au= ma the board and le it go at that.
I have Ihd bad t.,',Pr'nF."*"'ea, too, in a whi-_tighborhood.
They did everyth-07 ...-7-rept feel free to- t,a.t up the kids.
Here, both the NeZ17 the White teacirs feel completely
_free to beat up -n-he ,---bildren and the qirpal knows it.
They know he knows -IL -=nd that nothing 1 be done aboutit. The :principal ds wejudiced. Becamm: he knows he
is prejudiced, he covers it ty .giving theIBlack teachersthe best classes., The 'Rlack teachers am-:, the best teachers
because they are :more statrle.. Some Black and White teachers
ask_for the worst classes, .because they dom't want to work.In the wo'st clanems, they d2on It have to Tlaork because,
whatever happens, they. just say, "It ±s the children."
The White teachers ,areaargay inekperienced -- the principal
does not expect Imich tam The teachers. He often says, openly,
'"Why did they put-,Tme here?"' The Board of :Education should
have putan experiEnced_principal there. There is a lot ofbrutality -- brutal beatings, an'th. nobody :ca.res -- nothing isdone about it.. The pasents, the -principal, and the teachersdon t care.--

Woman.

...Discrimin is even the :se--77.-- I attend right now.
I know my tex,17----.7, is very priudiceause I have certain
questions that, tmve to be ar1-1=crere d. tbr-ray knowledge, but
he will never rammer. He wc athrzy., z rail on a littleWhite bog to 'ElErre answer.. I totP..dm one night, to hisface, the-.:if.":.crailst't want to answem-my questions just tellme and I w4zuaLl...... There are ziarayn ,other -teachers. Hedidn't v:gi, a:wining.. He juzzct. arankmt---a-t figured I was
going-tza maid, Vie31 Imaylaw,ne-time." There is nonext time anti rklgrnot--"zaking second bestfromy

B y _Age 17.

3 4
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in a. sense it's like a run-aronnd -70 me, because,
like when I was in the South a cot--ple suanths ago, and
I was sitting on a porch one day, end it dawned on me..
trp in New York, where I live, you can go to _ school inzitit

their children, but you can't live in their-meighborhoods.
And where I was I was living in their ne1-ahborhood, they
were all around

Man, -Age 27.

....I don't limit: the hThack man to low inonme areas alone.
_The, ghetto alormilis oray one of the act:lb:lents in time that
have beset the children along the 1.1ay; mrnblem of tar.. black
man is universal, the world over.--

Maiz, _Age about Fla.

...youLlknow the average young p=son out here don't have a
job, man, they don 't have anythimto do- They don 't have
any alternative, you know, but ta go out there and try to
make a living for themselves,. Mae when you come .dawn
the Tombs down there, thezere down there _for robbing and
breaking in. Theypt,;ant to know-many you did it and -whiEre
you live, but-you have to live. 17013 go down to the employ-
ment agency and yon ;can't get a c They have you -uniting
all day, but you can It :get a job. l'hey don't have a jtab for
you. Yet you have to live. I'm reerr to do -anything aarrone
else is ready to d -- becausgs, to -- I want
live. No one wan Tt.. die. E. Warit, tt:

Ding-Addict, Male, .

Age 30.

...If a man qualifiaes it shmacEbe fi=st. come, first _serve.
You understand-what a mean? Regardless of whether we Ire
black or white, we -Zlizave families! It should be first
come, first serve- Iiut_.-that's not how they do you! la
you Ire black, yow're automatically turned down on a lot of
jobs . They'll take yourapplication, but no sooner' than you
walk out of the office, or wherever it is, they take the
application and put -it in. the,Aarstebanket, and7.-te1l. you they In
let you know in. a. =pat 'cf. weeks. ITythaveno ings,
things like that.,---

Mari,_Ag:about



...In New York, we must go out and.chcazilop jobs for yenng-
sters. This ie because all the counseling and hand-bniding
and guidance in the world is going to come to naught :If at
the end of the process there are no Lola to send times young
people to. Youngsters are out of wor...k twice as much as your
older group. And the pattern has beim twice as much as that
with the black. So you have four times as much with `:blacks
and Puerto Ricans. Now, New York. }Tv. :become a 1.ow-wame
paying city, and a great many of thewe youngsters do Israt jobs,
but what kind of jobs are they? They are blind-alley jobs;
they are jobs that will disappear -ten. years from now.

2tan, Age about 30-

...Now what is integration into pc;vert21 Tt doesn't make ,any
sense! So we integrate everythingza still don It have
anything. How can. you be considereircequal to the White man
when you have to go to him for a job., you know? -We've been
working all our lives for them, and the %ray thirgs are set
up, we'll work for the next 300 or itQC years.--

Man), Age ahmut 2.

. -Now when a white kid .ficets to be 17 cr1, he ts..-.3.4 to
go into business.. Any sdhject that 'rim,. -choose to-te..1, or
any place that you-.. Choose:to go.1.1.110 vtgal-tieteaszcwie this
is his education, he's .been taught thi. nd.-Wilmn..das agoes-rta
college and comes out mean...hels. resiar -to Master .mEntylithing
that he chooses to take up.-- But here,.. rehould...-get.thmsame
education, bu.t I can't do .ift . .Even though I'm llingto
work and sweat for it, I mean.. I can-'t .411o. :it. They-A:omit wart
me ta dd it! Why?. This is what r .can7tt;:'-understainit.'"
willing to get out --- okay-, so I'm wdaltuTh' g to tare- Atha :shovel.
and.. go out to dig. a -ditch.. All ±gh c thmlTh
an hour for :digging hia ditch.. 1Pfim.winirg'.o;:talairovel-.
and ,go dig it; why won't they.Iet; arta Bat- -12de
-take years ago, I mean all.youcceifd find cmt. thehove1 ..was7
black men.--

--So you're saying that they ares taldng the jobs wal3, from
the black man?--

--That s what they 're doing because °unions have d...tdrr..,.
They organize and run the prires...snatigh that., ...r:ineezke,
too much money for the black man,, -they figure, to belmaking.--

_Man Age, attant.331.



...I don't see why we've got to always look up to the
white man's life. That's what we've been exposed to,
you know: be like the white man, do what the white man
does, let's get like the white man. I think we have to
have criteria of our own. They had Amos and Andy on T.V.,
they were done by white men. You hear the fellows saying,
"Oh, I'm going-to get me a white broad!"- We should-form
our own criteria. We should try and have some more people
like Martin Luther King, like James Baldwin, like Dr.
Kenneth Glark. We can send some draftsmen to school, some
engineers; people can come back and build a city for blacks
to live in, or you know, not just for blacks but for blacks
and anyone else who wants to live there. Why do we always
have to get up -- come up to the white man's level -- we
struggle:Ike the devil to get up there, and we hardly ever
do it. Wig can't we form our awn level? In other words,
the white-man4ls level is on the right side, why can't we form
the-black-maals level on the left side? Work our way up
there?--

Girl, Age 15.

..We don't stick together, that's the right deal,_we
don't stick together. Like any other race of people, they
all stick together and try to do things for themselves.
Out here, everyone for themselves, you know,' that's the way
it is. The kids are brought up and see how the adults are,
well -- they follow the same pattern and no one gets nowhere.
Our leaders are trying to clear things down South, but it's
right here they should try harder to do something. That's
what I'm trying to say. They should try harder right here,
right here, it's terrible. It's terrible. It's likea jungle.
This is a jungle!-=We are ripping each other off and yet we
say "brother".

..Those leaders, they don't live in the kind of building
that we live in. They live -- those leaders -- they might
live in our neighborhood, but I bet they live in a little
tucked-away place somethere. They wouldn't live around here.
They would fight if it was them. Why should they fight for us?
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They give you that big talk when they get in the
votes and everything, but when has*our neighbor-
hood really been cleaned up? Not since I've been
here no way! From the looks of the situation,
I couldn't even believe there were any leaders
around here. Where are the leaders? I can't see
any good that they have done.--

Woman, Age about 35.

In addition to my personal interviews with members of our

school community, my study of the literature .added a theoretical

dimension to my perception of conditions which contribute to or

serve to impede the establishment of healthy teaching/learning

environments for teachers and students. I extracted from these

materials statements which I thought would serve to indicate the

perceptions of our students, staff, and parents, in terms of the

teaching/learning climate they would like to see in our new

school. In addition to a questionnaire which I structured for

the staff, an inventory of "Teachers and Princdpals Perceptions

of the Functions and Learning Faci of a School for Pre and Early

Adolescents" was also administeredto the staff.3

3William E. Bowman, "A Study of Junior High School and Middle
School Teachers and Principals Perceptions of the Function
and Learning Faci of a School for Pre and Early Adolescents";
unpublished doctoral dissertation, The University of Wisconsin,
(1973) .
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I. S. 1 8X STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

SEX GRADE

Below are a series of questions which will help us to

better understand what your earlier experiences in school have

been like and how we can plan to make I.S. 158 the type of school

you would like it to be. To the left of each question put a "Y"

if your answer is Yes and a NI" if your answer is No .

1. Have your previous teachers afforded you every opportunity

to learn?

2. In the past, have you felt free to discuss your feelings with

your teachers?

3. Should your subjects help you learn more about the world 'of work?

4. Do you feel you would learn more if you could pick your subjects

and your teachers?

Do,you feel you would enjoy school more if you could select some

of your subjects and teachers?

6. Are you satisfied with what you are being taught?

7. Are you satisfied with the way your teachers teach you?

8. Do you feel how well you learn or don't learn should influence

how your teacher is rated?
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9. Do you like clarses in which i1 the children do the same thing

at the same tirm=?

10. If your parents did not make you, would :you come to school

regularly?

11. Do your teachers give you enough mhances to participate in

.class lessons?

12. In school, do you 1 arn more by -Amrking alone than you do by

working in groups?

13. Should teachers make childremiemra9

When you go to a class do yaw like-the subject more than the

teacher?

15. Do you feel pupils should.have a-voice in how our school is run?

16. As part of your school experieace, do you feel pupils would be

willing to work in neighborhood establishments without receiving

pay?

17. Would yon.like many ofthe thiogp you An out of school.to be

_included dn the thingsyou.db in-schodi?

18. Doyou-think your .schodl-wadld be better-if -yoUr parent(

visited more often and Showed a greater interest in its operation?



19. When applying discipline to pupils, should all pupils be

treated the same no matter what the circumstances?

20. What do you consider to be a good teacher?

4 1
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I. S. 158X STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE

Personnel: Professional, 35 Auxiliary, 10
Y.Yes/N=No

1. Is it realistic for I.S. 158 to set as a goal "Meeting the

emotional, social, and eucational needs of all students, to

the degree possible, in a public middle school:Y

2. Do your pupils' generally feel free to discuss their school

and personal problems with you?

3. Db most of your pupils' freely admit a lack of understanding

when an assignment is given?

4. Do you agree that up to 90% of I.S. 158 students are well

adjusted socially and emotionally?

___5. Is it desirable for parents to visit school regularly without,

prior appointments?

6. In your initiated contacts with parents are they usually in

support of the student?

7. In your instructional program, do you make it a point, on an

on-going basis, to foster an appreciation for our diverse life

styles?

8. Do you feel our students' are mature enough to select the non-

basic subjects they will take and the teacher who will teach .

them?

2 8
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Do you free]y admit a lack of understanding when unclear

about an instructional approach?

10. Do you seek curriculum assistance from supervisors and

colleagues when it is needed?

11. Do you feel free to engage in innovative practices in your

classroom?

12. Do you experience pressure from your colleagues not to be

innovative?

1 . Do you generally feel that what you are doing in your class-

room is superior to innovations suggested bY the administra-

tion, colleagues, district office, etc.?

14. Is it fair to say that "culture is learned, not inborn"?

15. Would you voluntarily participate in a staff workshop on

"Afro-Hispanic Culture" after school or during your unscheduled

school time?

16. If you were given the opportunity, in cooperation with your

supervisor to identify specific desired changes in learner

behavior and assisted in developing instructional approaches

'designed to negotiate these changes, would the pupils success

or failure be a fair indicator of your performance as a pro-

fessional?

4 '
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17. When ability grouping is used as a basic criteria for class

organization, the teacherls expectation of students is

directly related to the class placement?

1 . Do you feel heterogenouS class groupings delimit your effective-

ness as a practicing professional?

19. Do you feel sharing your dissatisfaction with the performance of

a colleague would encourage that colleague to ctrive for

positive change?

20. Do you delimit student participation in order to cover prescribed

curriculum content?

21. We claim that a majority of our students do not have sufficient,

command Of the basic skills to be successful in school. Elementary

teachers blame the home; junior high school teachers blame the

elementary school; high schools blame the junior high schoolsi-etc:-----

Should we in the middle school say "the buck stops here" and

initiate a plan of action to equip our pupils' with the skills ihey

need?

22. Would you be willing to have students participate with, members on

an on-going planning committee?

23. Would you feel comfortable abandoning much of what we now teach

and develop your instructional program around the interests and

out-of-school experiences of your pupils'?
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24. Do you think staff members would be encouraged to do a better

job is parents were more supPortive and actively involved

in the affairs of our school?

25.. Do you feel that everyone loses when we fail to develop in

terms of his potential, a student's intellect and self-esteem?

26. Many parents must care for younger children during school hours

and cannot, therefore, visit teachers during that time. If

the parents of your pupils would visit you at the end of the

school day, would you be willing to remain in school one after-

noon bi-weekly to meet with them?

27. If teachers cannot remediate pupil learning problems with extra

assistance from Federal, State, local and priVate agencies, should

those,teachers be denied access to this assistance?

28. Is it realistic for our school to have a single code of discipline

(treat all pupils in the same.manner according to the offense)?

29. In your opinion, is a good school one in which rules and regulations

are strictly enforced and violators punished?

30. In your opinion, does a good administrator use all of those

resources available to him including "U" ratings to insure that

staff implement a viable instructional program?

45
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"HOW I.S. 158 PARENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS VIEW THEIR SCHOOL"

CHECK "1" PARENT COMMUNITY MEMBER

How many of your children attend Public School?

How many of your children have dropped out of school?

Are you a High School graduate?

Did you attend school in New York City?

INSTRUCTIONS: Below are some questions which will help us in our

efforts to make I.S. 158X the type of school yau,

as parents and community members, would like it to

be. In the space to the left of each question

please put a"Y" for Yes, a "N" for No, and a

"D" if the question does not apply to you.

1. Are the schools meeting the needs of all children as best

they can?

2. Does your child like to go to school?

3. Does your child feel free to honestly discuss his school

adjustment with you?

4. Do you feel free to visit you child's school without an

appointment?

5. Should parents feel free to visit their child's school with-

out an appointment?

6. Do you feel you demonstrate, to a satisfactory degree, your

interest in and support of, the education being received by

the children in your community?

4 6



7. Should deliberate effort be made in our schools to help

children understand and appreciate cultures other than

their own?

8. Do you feel you know enough about what is going on in your

child's school (the schools in your community)?

9. Have you made an effort to learn as much as yam can about

the educationaliprogranypolicies and practices of the schools

in your neighborhood?

10. In the middle school, should pupils be afforded information

about, and given experiences in the world of work?.

11. Do you feel middle school pupils-are mature enough to select

their non-reyired subjects and the teachers who will teach

them?

12. Do you feel school staffs should be rated according to the

achievement of their pupils?

3 3

13. Do you feel children whould be assigned to classes on the

basis of ability (how well they read)?

U. Do you feel parents should be caasulted in rating school staff

members?

15. Do you feel pupil achievement is influenced by teacher attendance?

16. Are there influences outside the school which affect children

and make it difficult for schools to succeed?
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17.Do you feel middle school pupilst should be afforded the

opportunity to participate in some of the decision making

processes in school?

18. As part of his school experience, would you be willing to

have your child work part-time on a voluntary basis in a

neighborhoodaestahlishment?

Do youthzseem to_learn more out of school than they do in?

O. As a parent and/or community member, do you think your

active involvement-in the schools affairs would help that

school become mare effective?

21. Many parents do not visit school during school hours because

they must care for younger children. If your childis teacher

were available to see you after the close of the school day,

would you visit school more often?

22. If schools cannot correct pUpil learning problems with extra

State, Federal, and private funds, should those funds be cut off?

23. Should our school have a single code of discipline and, therefore,

treat all pupils in the same manner for the same offense?

24. What do you consider to be a good school?

4 8
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25. What do you consider to be agmod teacher?

4 9



TABLE 2

SMEARY OF STUD1NT STAFF PARENT commuNITY UESTIMAIR aSSPCNSES

QUES. NO.

STUDENTS

YND
PROFESSIMAL

YND
AUXILIARY"

YND
ATTINDED N.Y.SCROOLa

PARENT
YND

COMMUNITZ,
YND,

53. 116 35 10 8 28 6 3 21

2 20 147 10 25 7 3 35 1 5 4 25 o

3 160 7 18 17 8 2 15 21 5 4 23 2

140 27 23 12 7 3 12 24 5 4 15 1

5 167 0 8 27 8 2 33 3 9 25

6 108 59 6 29 4 2 4 214 12 4 5 311 1

7 32 135 8 27 1 9 26,113 20

8 1% 12 7 28 2 8 .17'1:9 2 7 10 1

9 85 82 9 26 II 2 10 26 3 6 10 1

10 145 22 10 25 10 - 15 21 7 2 19 1

11 108 59 3.5 20 2 8 122214 1 8 6 1'

12 15 152 12 23 10 33 3 8 1 16

13 149 18 20 15 .3. 9/ 8 28 1 -14 1:



SUMMARY OF STUDINT STAFF PARDIT COMMEITY QjESTIONNAIR RESPONSES 224_21

STUDENTS PROP. AUXILIARY ATTENDED N.Y.SOHOOLS

PARENT 00IVENITY PARIC-,126ITY

QUES. NO. IND YND YNDY'NDYNDIND YND

14 12 155 28

15 165 2 16

16 130 37 10

17 167 0 2

18 161 6 33

19. 37 130 6

20 26

21

22 15

23 18

7 9 1 23 13 7 2 12 13

19 2 8. 36 0 9 0 24 1 5 0

25 2 8 12 24 2 7 19 6 1 h

10 9 1 19 17 6 3 18 7 3 2

2 10 19 17 4 5 22 3 4 1

29 3 7 20 16 4 5 14 11 3 2

9 10 23 3 6 3 17 8 h 1

24 12 5 -2'1,,,,2o 5 2 3

20 8 2 21 15 6 3 21 4 1 4

17 1 9 25 11 4 5 18 7 h 1

4 1

24 30 5 10

25 10 10 1

,;
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TABLE3

fel LUSE SUMMARY OF STAFF RESPOBES

"FUNCTIONS IND LEARNING FOCI OF A SCHOOL FOR PRE lc EARLY ADOLESCENTS"

nos maituu

1. 1 prefer to emphasize the

validity of student attitudes

and feel 1:13 30 3 10 10 38 27

1. students need to have the facts

presented to them via the outdo-

dm.
1 prefer 0 have fixes He

demarcation within days to

assist. in student control 2 13 20 30 34 11

I pre er o have v: :i e me

demarcations withindayt in tpite

of 'student Citrol stoblems,

Triiefer to each one concept

at 4 time by, Oa instru6s

tional ttrate:# 28 22 25 39 25 11

AM .0048 an,ly chang c. my is ru

tional stritegietin theltsit of,

leedbaCk frOt 4.:studints.

I find it sest to use

intrensic motivational

rewardi stets. 38 27 10 5 12 58

I nse rens# mo va on syste

such as gradet

I am at ease using pupil-

pupil, pupilluOils

transaction'sitterns, 30 40 5 10 13 52

I prefer to uteteacher-pupil

transictictal patterns

Our studente willmake wise
, ,

choicesof learning experiii
, ..

iencta ,' 10 30 35

,

10 21 44'

s I Adshatize teacher direction

of learning experiences
. .

If pertittedli usen s can ,

asp* 'ili the prescription

oflphaviora.VoutcOmes for

teac : it! 1 : transactions

33 28 13 13 62,

.I should preterite t e eha, oral

outcomes foraach core bated upon

diagnoted student veaknepsea,

within:a died' me

; I.pre etto have contrnl of the

instructional. : it 60 1 21, 20 3

.ItnolOowtollan forstudent

choiCes inle: :loiiee

9 Students e1f.explorat4on

in relationtO Uti4aation

of diecipline for long range

..1111.6.an be,acilieved 7 110 28 16 20 38

1 emphasizemes ery pfirade

approprietOaterials within a

given discipline ,
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I.S. 1581 SIARY OF STAFF RESPONSS (CONTID)

RESPONSE FREQUENCY

3 2_ 1 _O 1 2 3

10, Students should be closely 10. 1 prefer to hae students under the

the

11. 1 prefer to use the

sequential-chronological

textbook a roach 41 20 14 30 37 8

11. 1 use pe non.sequential conceptual

approach to instruction

12. 1 can easily manage dif.

ferent initiated teach-

ing stations in my

, classroom 25 45 69

......~1.1.....~1~ vi.

12. 1 prefer to teach in large-open

undifferentiated spaces

13. I use open questioning

techniques most of the

time (encourage students

to express o inions) 13 22 40 10 30 35

13 1 utilize structured questioning

techniques designed to have student

give back specific information

14. I like to see students

spending open class

periods.exploring various

interest areas 58 13 1520 4

1 , 1 like to see students spending

non-assigned class piiiods .in care.

fully supervised study hall

1 believe concepts sho.i

be introduced in a some--

what sequential pattern

based on individual

student ENress. 15 44 16 12 34

Ti3,

29

.1 believe concepts should be

introduced on the basis of

group progress.

R. 1 believe feedback an the

success ur failure of

teaching-learning trans.

actions should be analyzed

on a rou basis 10 53 12 2 28 45

1 . 1 believe success or failure,

of teaching-learning transfactions

should be analyzed on an

individual basii

NOTE: Under "Response Frequency" above: 0:unable to locate myself on this form; 1=slightly

descriptive, "over"; 2=sometimes descriptive;

3=generil1y descriptive

ir

enter
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The foregoing questionhaires completed by students, parents,

community people and staff members have not been used for the

.purpose of gathering hard and fast data. As previously stated,

those subtle and often unrecorded gut feelings of our relevant

publics could not be obtained in this way. As people read and

react, they invariably develop extreme of defe.ns-iveness and/or

aggression.- The questionnaires were designed to determine paren.-

tal attitudes and therefore were not productive of measurable

data.

An apaisal of the informal interviews and questionnaire

responses leads to the conclusion that all concerned feel that

the schools of District 12 are not doing the job they should,

--!--:7-and indeed, are capable of.

Student Questionnaire Responses:

Responses to the student questionnaire forces one to con-

clude that frustrations arising out of inflexible learning

situations, curriculum content foreign to the student needs and

interests, and a general air of insensitivity.- TheSe produde

alienation and result in decisions by many students that there

is no point in trying. Out of this frustration, many have

developed disparaging self-images and have all desire to succeed

academically. A school climate which motivates and offers out-

lets for the innate talents of these students can serve as the

vehicle for reversing the failure pattern which many have become

5 8
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accustomed to.

Sixty-three percent of the students indicated they had

been in New York City schools five years or more; 26% four

years; 8% three years, and the remainder between one and two

years.

Asked how they liked school this year as compared to

last year, 53% of the students checked "more". The following

table presents the studentratings at the other levels:

"The same" "A little more" "Less" "No opinion"

20% 14% 13% 0

Sixty-three percent of the students indicated they usually

secured the help they needed from their teachers with 8% indica-

ting they did not receive enough help.

In terms of discussing school with their parents, 34% of the

students checked often, 38%, sometimes, and 17% said seldom.

A tabulation of student responses to the question that

asked about help they were receiving in the various curriculum

areas is presented below:
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TABLE 4

I.S. 158X Students' Perceptions of Their
A.cademic Progress

Curriculum Areas Yes No Not Sure

neading 80% 8% 12%

Speaking 70% 24% 16%

Writing 66% '18% 16%

Mathematics 81% 8% 11%

Social Studies 70% 12% 18%

Science 61% 18% 21%

Within a set of ten questicns designed to elicit opinions

reflectinq student attitudes toward their school and.its instruc-

tional program, all calling for a "yes", "no", or "don't know"

answers, fifty-three percent of the students again indicated they

like school now better than they used to. Other student responses

in this area are presented below.

TABLE 5

I.S. 158X Student Responses to Questions on
Their School and Instruction

Yes

Daily homework assignments received 66%

Value of-school work to later 'life 85

Perceived aspirations 30
,

Parents Influence on future 65

Treparation for future choices 28

Is our school better than others 64

Do parents 'feel our school is better- 71
than others

lio friends,think our school is better 83

TeaCher.assistance when you don't under-72
'stand-

6 0

No
Don't
Know

30 4%

14 1.'

66 4

33 2

9 63

10 '26

1 28

5 12

'28
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Students were asked to describe their attitudes and behavior,

especially in school by checking "often", "seldom", "not at all",

to indicate the degree of applicability to themselves of each of

twelve statements. Student responses on these items are noted

below:

TABLE 6

How I.S. 158X Students Perceive Themselves
Not
at

Often Self. All

- I respect the rights ofSffiers 85% .14% 1%

-I protect the property\of others 73 24 3

-I am an independent perSon 58 32 10

?' -I do my school and class%work 67 23 10

I study my lessons 74 19 2

try to use my leisure time wisely 89 9 2

-I like to help other people 48 50 2

- I like to-participate in school activities 76 11 13

-1 partidiplite in.group activities outside 5.2 26 22

of school

'participate by answering questions in class 63 23 14

- 1 do my assigned work in and outside of 54 28 18

school freely

-1 ask for help when I need_ it 42 3:". 23

6 1.
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The rating of 9% in "How other students treat you", is twice

as high as the "don't care" ratings in all areas except "Did you

learn as much as you wanted to this year" - 15%. This rating of

9% in relation to the other "Don't care" suggest that the area
.. --

of peer relationships is truly a significant one. The validity

of the 9% is highly questionable. The 59% indicating they are

dissatisfied with the way they read would lead one to question

the validity of 15% "Don't care" when asked "Did you learn as much

as you wanted to this year?" When comparcd with the other "Don2,..t

cares" the 15% rating is three times greater than the others

except, for the rating on "How other students treat you" and even

here it is 3/5ths greater.

Parent/Community Questionnaire Responses:

An analysis of the Par.9,c/Community Questionnaire reveals that

a large percentage of parents and community members feel detached

from the schools. One is led to believe that these constituents

feel their potential for involvement in the schools is viewed

negatively by school personnel. As a result, they have left

decisions about the schools t; the educators. One concerned parent

stated:

"There arc many things going on in my child's
school that I feel are not right, however, I

don't go in until they really get bad, er I

am invited in. I don't go in because I have
known of teachers retaliating against children
when thc parents of these children have ques-

\ tioned school practices. What the teachers
say go on a child's record and the child can
be hurt later on."

62
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A positive home/school relationship is one of the most import-

ant components of any successful school program. When teachers and

parents see each other frequently and informally, in a mutually
-

supportive atmosphere, they provide the reinforcementsnecessary

for supporting the total program. Parents need to be informed and

to know that theirs is a vital role in the development of their

children.

Inner city parents are beginning to demand ,(and rightly so)

to be consulted before broad policy is decided upon and implement-

ed; to participate in the evaluation process, and to play a role

in deciding what efforts will be undertaken to upgrade and improve

the performance of their schools. But their numbers are far too

small.

Responses to the questionnaire were returned by 30,percent of

the parents. Although the number of returns was lower than expect-

ed, it was large enough to form a representative sampling of our

parent population. I did not separate the responses according to

student grade level because I found that,some of the parents had

children in both grade 6 and grade 7.

Parental responses about the length of time their'-01.0dren

had been in District 12's schools agreed substantially with the

information provided by the students' themselvls. I found, how-

ever, that some parents were not sure if a given grade school was

in the district and the school number was written on the question-

naire.

6 3
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Sixty-eight percent of the parents indicated that thz,y had

visited the school one tr three times during the school year. A

low of 2 percent indicated they had visited four to seven times,

and a negligible percent indicated they had visited more than seven

times. Indicating why they had visited school, most of the

parents checked "requested and voluntarily".

Parent respom:ents wefe asked to check "agree", "disagree",

"no opinion", against six favorable statements about aspects of

our school and its teaching. Eighty-three percent of the respond-

ents agreed with the statement, "In my opinion, the supervisory

staff in our school affords support and direction to their teachers".

Fifteen percent of the respondents marked "no opinion". The larg-

est percent of parents indicating disagreement with a statement did

so next to "I inspect student's work on display in our school"-

53'..percent. This high level of disagreement was perhaps due to the

fact.that most parents came to school for a special purpose while

enroute to or from work and time was of the essence.

Parents were asked to respond to thirteen items relating to

the success realized by their children this school year. In addi-

tion to indicating if their children had realized success in school,

parents were also asked to indicate their satisfaction or dissatis-

faction with the success or lack of success realized. Parental

'response to the thirteen items follows:

6
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1ABLE 7

I. S. 158 Student Progress
by Their Parents

as Viewed

Yes No Satisfied
Dissatis-
fled

-Reading 62% 38% 58% 42%

-Mathematics 66% 34% 58$ 42%

-Vocabulary 58% 42% 3396 67%

-Speaking 73% 27% 65% 35%

-Getting along with school staff 75% 25% 72% 28%

-Relating to classmates 69% 31% 60% 40%

-Adjusting at home 56% 44'% 45% 55%
. . .

-Respecting the rights of others 75% 25% 68% 32%

-Showing an interest in school 82% 18% 80% 20%

-Discussing school at home 48% 52% 65% 35%

-Showing an interest in reading 51% 49% 42% 58%

-Wanting to come to school 85% 18% 83% . 17%

-Planning what he (she) would
like to be

53% 47% 69% 31%

In their responses noted above, over fifty percent of the

parents indicated satisfaction with the progress realized by their

children in each of the areas this school year. Although the parents

indicated that their children had realized progress this year, for

no item did an equal percentage of parents indicate satisfaction with

the progress realized. This difference in realized progress and

6 5



satisfaction suggests that our parents have hIgh expectations and

aspirations for their children.

Eighty-five percent of the responding parents indicated they

filt I.S. 158 was a better school than other schools their children

had attended. This favorable rating may have been influenced by

the fact that ours was a new facility and parents were impressed

with the physical plant.

In terms of their involvement,.over two-thirds of the respon-

dents indicated that they had been encouraged to take paft in school

activities and that they did plan to become more involved during the

coming year.

Staff Questionnaire Res-ponses4
-

All of the staff members indicated that they felt it realistic

for I.S. 158X to set as a goal meeting the social, emotional and

educational needs of all student's. But their-other responses did

not indicate an awareness of what these goals migbt be. Nor did

they imply a high expectancy in terms of those process skills

necessary for independent discovery, evaluation, making judgments

and drawing conclusions based on these judgments. The large per-

centage of responses suggesting that teachers should control, the

learning environment implied a lack of faith in the abilities of

stur.ents to set meaningful, realistic goals and to implement

independent group programs of action leading to the attainment

of them. These staff views, which lean toward highly structured,

fact-oriented, teacher-controlled learning environments are con-

trary to the needs of inner-city minority youth and to the devel-

6 6
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opmental needs characteristic of miccle-school students.

Staff responses on the Learning Focus Inventory revealed

that less than twenty-seven percent of the respondents strongly

favored student-centered learning environments. Factors possibly

influencing tive preference for subject-centered teaching/learning

over student-centered situations, might relate to the fact that

our colleges require undergraduates to select major subject areas

for concentration. Further, the N.Y.C. Board of Education pays

teachers an increased stipend for specializing in a.given subject

area.

The priority accorded to slzbject-area specialii-ation by both

the colleges and the Board of-Education has served to de-empha-

-size the inter-relationship of knowledge. In addition, student-

centered situations call for individualization of instruction.

Primary attention is given to the interests and diagnosed needs

of students, with prescriptions based on these needs. Instruc-

tion of this type calls for increased teacher flexibility and

the development of appropriate management systems. Many teachers,

due to unfamiliarity with individualized instruction and the fear

of increased disciplinary problems, under such a system, resist

its introduction.

Just as parents have a need to consulted and involved in

a meaningful way with the total.educational program, teachers have

certain needs as they attempt to facilitate the learning process.

6 7
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In a research study of the needs and-problcms of teachers, the

N.E.A. found that five problems outrank all others in importance

to teachers: (1) protection of job security; (2) adapting instruc-

tion to the wide range of pupil abilities and achievement; (3)

relating understanding of pupil indifference; (4) an overabund-

ance of non-instructional duties; and (5) providing forAndivi-

dual needs when class loads are too large.

The..ie,achers' questionnaire prepared for this practicum was

the most detailed of those used for the survey. Respondents,

reported in this survey, answered all items on the questionnaire.

Sixty-three percent of the teacher respondents were men, the

apr.oxiziate percentage of males on our school staff. All of the

respondents had qualifications beyond the bachelor's degree and

three percent of the staff was engaged in post-graduate work.

None of tho respondents had earned degrees beyond the masters

revel.

Only th.)ree percent of the staff indicated tNey had taken in-

service courses during the school year. Thirty-six percent of the

respondents indicated they had taken college credits during the

school year. Thi:s high percentage is perhaps attributable to the

fact that New York City requires thirty hours beyond the bachelor's

if teachers are to maintnin their licenses. Snlary increments are

also given for thirty credits beyond the bachelor's in a specific

area of speciali::ation.

Cs
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All of the teacher respondents indicated they had partici-

pated in staff development programs during the year. They also

indicated that these workshops had been either very or fairly

helpful. None of the respondents indicated a level of helpful-

ness below "fairly".

-The school curriculum was considered to be suited to the

needs, interest and abilities of our students by 71 P-ercent of the

respondents. Only five percent indicated "no" in this area.

Only thirty-six percent of the staff felt that the core

curriculum was an excellent instructional vehicle, seventeen

percent, above average, and twenty-eight percent, average. The

remainder expressed no opinion or felt the approach was below

average.

Seventy-six percent of the respondents thought the quality

of instruction in our school was either excellent or average.

Eighteen percent of the teachers offered "no opinion" in this

arca.

The teachers were asked to rate the severity of 12 possible

problews relating to our students, staff, parents, and materials/

equipment. The answer choices listed "none", "slight", "serious".

The only conditions checked as serious by more than one-third of

the teachers were student behavior, student motivation, and super-

visory assistance. The rating or supervisory assistance as

serious by more than one-third of the staff was strongly influenced

by thc belief of teachers that supervisors should engage in immed-

6 9
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iate punitive action for student behavior they considered dis-

ruptive or atypical. Too often teachers failed to realize that,

in many case, student behavior could be classified as reactions

to their actions and supervisors had to take these into consider-

ation. In addition to teacher disagreement with supervisory hand-

ling of student problems, it is recognized that, during the first

half of the school year, our supervisors were unable to involve

themselves, to the degree desired, with supervision of instruct-

ion. As indicated in the body of this report, we were a new,

school and a considerableamount of our supervisors' time was

spent with those administrative tasks directly related to open-

ing a new school.

Sixty-nine percent of the teachers indicated their use,of

the corc approach, individualization, and grouping were often

effective. This rating of the effectiveness of their success

with core teaching was especially significant since only thirty-

six percent indicated they thought the core curriculum was an

excellent vehicle for instruction. If our questionnaire had

been structured for teachers to indicate problems teachers were

experiencing with core teaching, w'c would have gained some in-

sight into this discrepancy.

In their appraisal of the CNectiveness of our supportive

personnel, at least three percent of the teachers indicated that

all of these staffs were effective except the guidance counselar.

70
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Only thirty-three percent of the staff-felt the guidance coun-

selor had been effective.

The question about parents drew positive respons'es. Three-

fourths of the teachers said parents were very responsive, and

a majority felt our school encouraged parental interest in

students' intellectual and emotional growth.

All of the.teachers indicated they would recommend a friend

to work in our school.

A substantialomajority of theteachers reported excellent

or good relations between themselves and other staff members,

students, parents, and counselors.

Asked about the main trend of change in our school, the

teachers answered as shown on the following table:

TABLE 8

Teacher's Perceptions of Change
At I. S. 158X

Trend

G F ?
Students' social development 28 16 40 16

'Students' progress in English and Lang. Arts 50 30 9 11

Students' progress in Math 39 30 13 18

General student academic progress 46 23 18 13

Students' attitudes toward.school 33 47 11 9

Students' social development 34 30 26 10

Students' self-image 44 28 18 10

Parents' interest in education 34 29 28 ,9

Students' aspirations 25 30 18 27

Parents' school involvement 33 32 22 13

School/community relations 35 27 22 16
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Auxiliary Staff Ouestionnaire

The auxiliary staff questionnaire was given to all non-

professional staff members. In their response, two percent

reported that they had not attended school beyond the elemen-

tary level; seventy-four percent had gone to high school:

twenty-three percent had taken college courses; and one per-

cent had graduated from c-Alege.

All of thc respondents indicated they had worked in the -

district three or more years with fifty7six percent at the

fourth-year level, thirty.three percent at the fifth; and

eleven percent having served six years or more.

Responding to thc question on good features of our school,

the percent of auxiliary staffs' responses for the'items listed,

follows:

Building 8S%

- Supervisory Staff 76%

- TenChing Staff 68%

-Curriculum 77%.

-Parental Involvement 53%

-Star' Relations 43%

-Assistance to Staff 75%

-Supervisory Receptivity 69%

Iu terms of job satisfaction, seventy-six percent of the

respondents indicated dissatisfaction with "lunch duty". The

next highest level oF dissatisfaction was fifty-thrce percent

r-^e)
14
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for hall patrol. These were the two areas in which all persons

were more or less independent in their contacts with students.

There wm.less than fifteen percent experessed dissatisfaction

in the 6her assigned responsibilities. The higheSt area of j_ob

satisfaction was ninety-six percent for "individual and group

assistance to studentsu.

On fourteen items relating to students'behavioral attitudes,

and interests, the auxiliary staff gave the general student body

ratings as noted below:

TABLE 9

How The Students of I.S. 158X Were Rated by
Auxiliary Personnel in Their School.

E G S NI U

-Peer relationships 5% 50% 30% 15%

-Student/teacher rel'ationships 15% 60% 18% 5%

-Student attitudes toward school 30% 50% 15% 5%

Student involvement in learning 5% 15% .60% 15% 5%

-Student response to adults 590 5.0% 30% 15%

-Provisions for active learning 10% 50% 30% 10%

-Student involvement in decision making 35$ 40% 15V

-Student council activities 15% 45% 30% 10%

-Student self attitudes 5% 20% 5% 15%

1School discipline 12% 20% 65% 3%

-Student care of public property 5% 75% 18% 2%

-Student initiative 10% 80% 10%

-Student self pride 28% 65% 5%

-Student school spirit 35% 30% 10%
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Goals and Objectives
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Working from the research results oUtliffed'in the preceding'

chapter, we then proceeded to develop a set of concrete goals and

objectives for the project. It must be stressed,'however, that

it was ,i.,fficult and, in some areas, impossible to state the

goals and objeetives in quantifiable terms.

Since I.S. 153X opened the same month thc_practicum was

initiated, we lacked data on the achievement level of students

1,)eyond that in the cumulative student folders supplied by the

Feeder schools. Much of the data needed was missing from these

'folders.

Accordingly, we did not attempt to measure the school

against itself in terms of achievement levels, attendance,

behavior, and the like. Rather, the attempt was to compare

I.S. 153X against other intermediate and junior high schools in

District 12. Results of these comparisons are offered in the

appendices to this report..

With that disclaimer, the followirere the stated goals

and objectives of the practicum:

To be in n position.to identify diverse -- and desirable --

teaching-learning environmentT was t major goal.

To attain it, we identified the following objectives:

-- To identify different teaching styles and preferences.

along the staff.
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-- To identify different learning styles among the students.

- - Given that information, to match students and teachers

according to their respective s,tyles..

A second govl was discovery of individual sttitudinal and

behavioral characteristics among both students and staff with, a

view toward structuring-the new and diverse teaching/learning

'environments.

At the- same time an important goal was.to promote an under-

standing _on the part of both staff and students that behavioral

characteristics differ by age group and background and that each

should not regard the other's behavior as atypical.

-- From that understanding, it was hoped that staff attitudes

could he changed -- to realize that, because a student cannot read

at or near grade level, does not mean that he or she lacks other

strengths. In other words, there would be an attempt to discover

the strengths in individual students and to translate them for the

faculty so that those strengths could be capitalized upon in help-

ing the student acquire needed skills in reading and mathematics.

To accomplish all of this, we identified still another set of

objectives:

- - To develop a staff commitment to the values of a diverse

teaching/learning environment.

- To promote parental acc:,ptance of and support for non-

traditional patterns of instruction.

7ij
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-- To obtain non-tax levy financial support for the prog'...am.

-- To avoid the possible roadblocks to the program inherent

in contractual restraints imposed by union agreements.

-- To develop faculty sensitivity to the special develop-

mental needs of inner-city, minority, and poverty-level

youngsters from the middle School years.

From the broader goals and objectives, we developed more

specific goals dealing with measures of performance and student

achievement. Again, it must be stresSed that time and other con-

straints mitigated against the development of strictly measurable

objectives in these areas and that comparisons were made not with-

in the school hut against equivalent schools in the same community

school district. These goals were:

-- At the end of the year, to have I.S. 1S8X students demon-

strate an average growth in reading and ma:t-h performance

of at least one year and in numbcrs greater than those for

other middle schools in the district.

-- To realize a progressively significant increase in the

number of I.S. 158X students passing in their major sub-

ject areas during the school ycar.

-- To reduce by a significant percentage the number of I.S.

158X students achieving below grade level in reading and

mathematics.

-- To improve average student attendance as compared to that

in equivalent schools elsewhere in the district.
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Finally, as a'strategy, the Reading .Inventory

was to be employed as a diagnostic tool to identify student needs

and foster a schoolwidc program of articulation to help teachers

tailor an interdistiplinary program to meet individual student

needs.

As will be seen in the succeeding chapter, "Statement of the

Problem", the obstacles to achievement of these goals and object-
,

ives were many an6 serious.. And, as suggested in the section on

evaluation, the outcomes .were difficult to quantify in absolute

tetms. But, at this writing, both goals and objectives still

seem sound and, given adequate time and dedication, attainable..
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Statement of the Problem

The major focus of this practicum, (developed from Septem-

ber 1974 - June '1975) has been the development and implementa-

tion of a program of an instructional/learning environment whoSk--

structure would be significantly diverse to accommodate the-

varied abilities, interests and teaching/learning tyles of the

students and staff of I.S. 158X, an inner city middle school.

Due to the ingrained and often self-defeating attitudes which

inner city poor students and their school staffs generally have

as related to their potential for success in the school setting,

the question had to be considered, "Could our proposed program

effectively deal with the problems and often unconscious aspi-

rations of its participants, while at the same time, function

within thc constraints of our.union contracts, Board of Education

policies, and community suspicions which had developed as a result

of persistent failure in the system"?

In this practicum, I have accepted the precariousness of the

challenge with theconviction that continued failure of our stu-

dents and those who teach them must be reversed:

To achieve such a reversal, I realized that changes, adjust-

ments, and in many cases, complete reversals, would have to be

considered in the roles and activiticl of all those human resourc-

es directly and indirectly involved in our scnool setting. In this

parcticum report, therefore, I have attempted to answer certain
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basic questions relating to the educational delivery system in

our school and those human beings who make up our school commu-

nity population. These questions and answers have been gleaned

from the questionnaires and interviews (taken from our relevant

public) as presented earlier.

I fully realize the limitations of time placed upon me by

Nova and due to the nature of things, answers to these questions,

to the degree desired, will not be re"alized within the time span

allotted. However, answers,to the questions presented should

show that school resources should be used to provide greater

equity of educational oppoxtunity for inner city poor children.

Specifically, thi- practicum proposed to answer the follow-

ing major questions:

1. What are some of the characteristics of a school which

provi'd-e'S diverse teaching/learning environments:

2. Ilhat do we need to know about the student/staff popula-

tion in order to implement an effective program cf pro-

viding sucli environments?

3. What arc thc long and short range priorities in a school

offering such environments?

4. How can we develop staff commitment to the values in such

environments?

5. How do we educate parents about this nontraditional

:wronch and secure their active support?

7 9
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6. How can a program of diverse teaching/learning environ-

ments he effectively supplemented by non-tax-levy support?

7. How can the possible negative effects of contractual

constraints be avoided when structuring a school around

diverse teaching/learning environments?

Theoretical Rationale:

Twenty-five years ago, the New York City school-system ranked

among the best in our nation. Since that time, however, the system

has been increasingly attacked ror its failure to adequately teach

its clients the basic skills and, therefore, equip them with the

knowledge and skills necessary for their maximum growth and develop-

ment. The failure of the system has been especially evident in

those schools located in minority, low income areas of our city.

Community School District 12 is located in one of these areas.

In addition to low student achievement, the district's schools

arc characterized by high rates of student absent.eeism, mobility,

vandalism, staff turnover, and staff absenteeism. In developing

this practicum, I theoriied that, as a result of our program of

diverse teaching/learning environments, we could significantly

decrease, in comp.irison with the rest of the district, the percent-

age of children achieving below the level of minimum competency,

as well as the. levels of truanty, vandalisn, staff absenteeism,

Tnd 5taff tt:rnovox. I based that theory on the following:
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1. Students who score in the lowest quartile in reading and

math on standardized tests will show positive chancs in

behavior as they experience academic success in.school.

In thcir study of seventy-six second graders, and fifty-

. seven third graders in the Grcenburg, Ncw York public

schools, Freclow, Charry, and Preilich,4found that, as

these students made Significant progress-in reading.and

math Skills, they progressed socially to a point where

they were viewed as being "free of behavioral problems"

2. A student's motivation and, consequently, his 61assroom

performance can be positively affected by instructi.onal

approaches suited to his learning style and by curricular

content which relates to his interests- and experiential

.level. While at the Center for Coordinated Education at

Santa Barbara, Dr. L. Rubin5 conducted'an experiment in

an attempt to discover if "natural style" should be a

significant facte.r_in professional training. He conclud-

ed that:

"Teachers do vary in the way they go about_their
tasks, and they do find some tactics considerably
morc comfortable and efficient than others. While
their styles arc not immutable, they have a deep-
seated preference for curriculums that fit."

4Junc Charry; Preilich, Bertram, "A Profile of Children's Behavioral
Change", a rating scale developed throuth the Greenburg, N.Y.
Rublic SchoOls.

5Louis Rubin, "Matching Teacher, Student, and Method", Today's
Education, September-October 1973, Volume 62, No.6.

8 1.
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Ile also stated:

"Since children, too, secm to prefer one style
to another, we would be well advised to search
for arrangements that place both teacher and
learner at the right table".

3. The school environment has a critical effect on the deve-

lopment of learning behaviors. .In the effort to create

.a viable educational program in our school, we had to seek

positive changes in all aspects of the schoog environment.

In his study of "The Dimensions of the Elementary School

Environment", Sadker6 concludes that discovering the com-

ponents of a school's environment should be the first step

in understanding the learning process, "since learning may

be defined as resulting from an individual inter-acting

with hi.s environment"

4 Underachieving students will realize improved rates of

progress when placed in heterogenously grouped classes

(classes with students aclA.eving at varying levels).

S. Teacher expectations arc an important factor in student

achievement.

6. If teachers understand and arc truly sensitive to the

emotonal and developmental needs of students, their

behavior will reflect an increased'e'ffort to promote

stu(Lent academic and social growth. The acceleration

and unevenness or physical development and physiological

change in middle school age students have many emotional

6David Sadkers, "Dimensions of the Elementary School Environment",
rhe Journal pf Educational Research, Vol. 66, No. 10, July -
August 1973 p. 465.



and psychological side effects which school staffs

must understand and deal with positively.

7. Reimbursable programs can be effectively used to

supplement tax levy school programs. The financial

crises in our cities delimit the amounts of tax levy

monies available for our schools and reimbursable

monies can be used to fostcr programs of individ-

ualized instruction.

S. Direct and active parent/community involvement ina

school's program tan havt a positive effect on that

program.

9. Niddle schools can meet the widely varying intel-

lectual development characteristics of their clients

tirrough learning activities which embrate a-bread

range of modes -- reading, writing, listening,

making, and doing.

JO. Planning and articulation procedures can be implemented

at thc middle school level which will- foster the develop-

ment and implementation of a coordinated diagnostic,

prescriptive, multi-cultural,.interdisciplinary curriculum.

11. Supervisory use of efficient man!;lement techniques will

encourage improved movement of stnff toward deY;ired'levels

oF performance.

8 3



12.Porsonality development is an important part of the

cmergin.g adolescent's training and his transition from

childhood to adolescence. It embraces those areas that'

pertain to thc individual's interaction with his or her

social milieu. The middle school can accommodate this

,cmerging personality through a curriculum that is

flexible in scope and sequence. Provisions should

also be madc for greater student-teacher contact

over larger blocks of time.

The I. S. 15SX School:Community

I.S. 15SX is a new Intermediate School located in the South-

cast section of The Bronx, in New York City. The school is cen-

trally supported by the Ncw York City Board of Education as a

public school under the direct supervision of Community.School

District 12. C.S.D. 12 is composed of three Early Learning

Ccntcrs (pre-k;adergarten and kindergarten) twcnty-onc elementary

schools, throe junior high schools (grades 6-9) , and five inter-

mediute schools (grades 5-8). According to the 1973-74 school

census, the district has 'a total pupil population of 23,389.

Ethnieally, the pupil population is 54.2 Percent Puerto Rican,

39.9 percent Afro-American, 2.8 percent Other Spanish surnamed,

and 3.1 percent Others.6 Ethnically and economically, the dis-

trict has experienced dramatic changes in the last few years.

6Board of Education, City of New York, Community School Profiles,
(19'73-1974), 1 .12c.



ill the 19605, the ethnic ratio was fifty percent other, thirty-

three percent Afro-American, and seventeen percent Puerto Ri.can.

During this time period, the District was categorized as lower-

middle income and upper-low income. It is now regarded as a

pocket of poverty.

The immediate I.S. 158X school community, in terms of com-

position, is seventy percent Afro-American, twenty-ninc peTcent

Puerto Rican, and one percent others. The immeei.ate school com-

munity has not experienced the same dramatic changes in racial/

ethnic composition as have those o other district schools.

However, it is experiencing the general social ills which charac-

terize the district andthe Southeast Bronx in general.

fn.1970, the area was designated by the Mayor's Task Force

on Poverty as "a pocket of poverty". The once well-kept apart-

ment buildings and one and two-family dwellings arc now either

abandoned, in serious disrepair, or, in many cases, inhabited by

families too large for the. meager accommodations originally pro7

vided.

There is widespread unemployment in thc school community and

sixty-five percent of the residents have incomes below the poverty

level, Most of the families in this category are either' totally

or partially dependent upon private, Federal, City, .or State aid

as a means of survival. This forccd dependency has led to overt

expressions of futility, helplessness. and anger. These social



ills are reflected in a high percentage of drug use in the area,

burglaries, thefts, prostitution, youth gangs, alcoholism, school

truancy, poor student achievement, rivalry between Afro-American

and Hispanics for recognition, and othcr attendant ills identi-

fied with a deteriorating community.

The physical and economic realities of a commly are more

than just a backdrop for the process of education. Rather, the

character, strengths, and difficulties of a community permeate the

educational process.

Thc environment inSide of the school, I maintain, plays an

important role in the educational proce5:.s. At times, the envir-

onment of the school community and the school interact. Vandalism

is hot uncommon nor is thcft and, therefore, security is a press-

ing problem at I.S. 158X.

Community conditions.can make educational achievement diffi-

cult for the students.of a given school. However, the educational

program described in this practicum was specifically designed in

response tp the needs and problems of children in one particular

middle school. The program functioned under circumstances diffi-
\

cult for educators. The community cries out for appropriate and

innovative educational approaches but, at the same time, serves

to worsen the chances for thos.c innovations arid approaches tr

function smoothly. Difficult conditions can never be an accept-

able excuse for thc failure to educate, or the failure of a
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teacher or of a school system. However, it is important to con-

sidcr the settir in which thc innovations and approaches are

being developed before adopting a viewpoint on their effective-

ness or the skill with which they are administered.

Staffing of I. S. 158X

In addition to its community-related problems, I.S. 158X

opened with a teaching staff of which less than seven percent

had prior experience with pre-adolescents in a school setting.

The staff, transferred from C.S. 34, was serving undcr waivers

of license requirements granted by the Board of Education.

To give the reader a better understanding of the conditions

under which diverse learning environments were introduced at I.S.

l58X,,some historical .background on the, staff's prior e'xperiencc

is in order.

In September 1969, I opened C.S. 34X as an upper7grades elem-

entary school. The initial staff in that school was transferred

from C.S. 92, an overcrowded school in the district. Except

classes achieving on or above grade Aevel, all fifth and sixth-grade

pupils attending C.S. 92 were transferred as our pupil.population.

This meant that the school no..t only received pupils achieving be-

low minimum levels, hut alsoth5t, according to a check of teacher

records, teachers transferred into thc school appeared to be those

least experienced or regarded as reast likely to succeed.. However,

through muLi.al support and committed involvement, the staff by and

S7



large developed into onc of the best in thc district. And it was

this same staff that opened I.S. 158X.

We learned that C.S. 34 would be closed in December of 1973,

and in February of 1974, I was appointed as principal of J.S.

158X (to be officially opened in September, 1974). The stat: was

advised by the Community School Board that C.S. 34 would remain

open until the end of the school year, at which time they would

be afforded the option of transferring to LS. 158X or to other

schools in the district. Out of a staff of professional teachers

and experienced auxiliary personnel, two teachers requested trans-

fers. These two teachers indicated they would prefer to continue

workin with elementary-age pupils.

Those staff members opting to come to I.S. 158X did not do

.so without expre. ,ions of anxiety. Tnterestirigly enough, these

sentiments by and large camefrom the professionals and not the

auxiliary staff members. The staff feedback cited: (1) deteri-

orating conditions in the I.S. 158 neighborhood; (2) problems with

neighborhood youth gangs; (3) anticipated absence of parental in-

volvement; (4) high rates of rape and other forms of personal

assaults; (5) parental negativism toward and attacks upon school

personnel;(6) wide-spread vandalism; etc. It was in this climate

of apprehension that we had to open a new school and develop posi-

tive attitudes toward change. Could we begin to consider imple-

menting new programs and speak of options for pupils before we

8 S



dealt with the perceived fears of our implemeliters?

As we considered this question, we realized that, founded

or unfounded, the expressed fears of our staff were, for many

of them, real. I decided against an all-out attack upon and

ovell confrontation with those fears. Instead, I decided on a

variety of indirect means designed to encouragethe staff to

examine its attitudes.

The first step in this direction was to create a.climate in

which the staff would be encouraged by some of the potentially

positive and viable conditions/elements in our now school communi-

ty. At a May 1974 staff conference, the staff was sub-divided

into l'ive groups. Each was assigned the task of informally dis'-

1 a statement made by Robert C. Weaver when he was Secre-

tory of thc U.S. Department of Housing aad On4an Development.

The participants were advised that no minutes need be taken

of their discussion; however, they would be asked to report back

to the total group. The following is the statement they were

asked. to discuss:

"We will doubless come to appreciate that some
of their values - although strikingly different
From those of the dominant group in our society -
arc not only utilitarian but worthy of emulation.
Many of their patterns of behavior,while unacc'ep-
table to the majority, may be compatible with suc-
cessful urban living; others yin require modifi-
rNtion...opinion influencers often confur,c adjOst-
ment with conformity,. believing that only middle
clar,s oriented values can r:ake an effective adnpt-
at!on to urhan liFe."

0:77
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Reports from the small groups revealed the following atti-

tudes :1) The 7taff generally felt it-was not prejudiced;

(2) There is some good in all people. However, parents Often

do not become actively involved in the positive direction of

school, therefore, school staffs do not have thc opportunity

to engage in a meaningful exchange with them: (3) Administrators

in I.S. 156X tend to take the side of parents against teachers;

,(4) Parents do not want to worl: with the school. Instead, they

want to dictate school policy; (5) Most of our children don't

know how to read. Therefore, it is difficult to plan for them.

The staff discussions did not suggest that attention had

been accorded to the known and conceivable strengtlls within our

school community or the true fears of our staff. If our staff

had related to these strengths, it is conceivable that they would

have evolved ways of_ using them to strengthen and enhance our

school program.

As I reviewed my conceived purpose at the staff conference,

T realized that I had failed to take into account the fact that

it is difficult to scpPrzite man's emotional self from his rat:3.on-

al self. Our staff had shown us that they could not simply, by

request, deal with their emotions, openly and constructively. I

now had to explore othcr alternatives in the hope that I could

evolve an approach which would generate positive staff thingking

about the hob ahead. A natural flow from this positive thought
3
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would be a willingness and demonstrated effort toward developing

a viable educational program in our new school.

When people engage in informal, positively challenging, and

enjoyahle experiences, many strange and wonderful things happen!

We'begin unConsciously to relax, interact, and oftcn betome sup-

portive allies. It was with the.se thoughts-in mind that I made

my next formal attempt to help the staff face and examine their

feelings about our new school community and, at the same time,

gain some insight into the challenges and success potentials to

be found in this ncw school. The district office cooperated with

ps in this endeavor by underwriting the transportation costs for'

the total C.S. 34 staff and studcnt body to visit and tour the

new ,school, LS. 158S. These tours were scheduled for three

separate groups. All incoming pupils and their parents were

invited to join the tour and engage in follow-up discussions.

A luncheon and informal gathering were planned for as.part of

each tour. In these sessions, selected staff members presented

the groups with background information on C.S. 34, including

statements reflective of our philosophy as a school orgaization.

Following these presentations, the visitors were encouraged to

raise questions and react to what they had seen and heard.. This

school community exchange proved to be a valuable experience.

As an example, thc parents of 252 students agreed that their

children would take public transportation in order to attend

I.S. 158X.

9 1
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One outcome of these tours was an overt expression by many

of our staff members of an improved awareness of and sensitive-.

ness to the problems and concerns of our new school community.

The most vocal staff reactions referred to the modern archi-

tectural design of the building and the possibilities for ex-

tended and variecLlearping experiences. Although the physical

plant generated much excitement and was constantly referred to

in informal conversations, it was in our curriculum area and

class cluster planning sessions that one realized an improved

staff attitude and reduced anxiety about .moving to a new neigh-

borhood. In these sessions, part.icipating staff members actively

involved themselves in evaluating and making recommendations re-

garding new materials, course offerings, class organization,

, selection oC core topics, home-school communication,'and:the like.

The feedback from these sessions provided the basis for our new

school organization and curriculum.

The Middle School - A Description

In the United States, the middle school has emerged as a form

of school organization specifically designed to meet the education-

al and developmental needs of youth between childhood and adoles-

cence. Scholastically, youth in this age range are usually in

grades 6-8 altbough some middle schools arc organized for grades

S-8. Middle school youngsters generally range in age from
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Youths in the middle school age bracket arc known to have

developmental characteristics which set them apart from older

as well as younger children. When compared to the older school-

age groups of school age youth, middle school youngsters are

somewhat awkward and lacking in sophistication. Whe: compared

With elementary school youth, middle schoolers arc more resis-

tive to adult authority, more con ious of their peer culture,

and less consistent in their expressed nerds and desires. As

conceived, the middle school identifies the behaviors and needs

which characterize middle school youth and structures the effort

to meet these needs and modify student behavior. Some needs of

middle school youth and structured middle school programs to

meet these needs arc noted:7

Middle school youngsters tend to have short attention

spans and varied interests. The middle school day is-

usually divided into a 7-3 period day with each period

of 36-38 minutes duration. The schedules arc usually

flexible so that youngsters who have special interests

and become involved in special projects, may pursue

those interests beyond the normal class period.

2. Middle school youngsters Lre highly conscious of their

physical development and differences between the sexes.

Yet they laok the Social maturity necessary to aid them

7Thomas L. Gatewood and Charles A. Dig, The Middle School We Need,
Washington, D.C.: Association for Curriculum Development, 105.

9 3



in eFfectively dealing with their emerging physical

differences. To accommodate this sometimes frustra-

ting condition for their clients, by and large, all

class experiences in the middle school are co-edu-

cational. This supervised mingling of thc sexes

serves to .i.rect their positive supportative growth.

2.1 - Federal statutes and regulations

rezognize this need to delimit out:

previous focus on differences between

the sexes.

Title IX rc'quires schools to discontinue
the practice of organizing classes on the
basis of sex.

The smallness of middle schools tends to discourage those

. impersonal relationships -which so often exist between

staff and pupils in large urban schools.

Io addition to promoting broad pupil/teacher

relationships, the middle school organization provide's\

a home-base (official class) for each pupil. In this

setting one-to-.....ne relationships between teacher and

pupil are elcouragel. Class members become a pseudo-

family by planning, initiating, and cooperating togeth-

or, with each member giving his allegiance and stipport

to the greup.

9 ,t
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An unique and esrential aspect of the middle school

organization is that it provides for sharing and

cooperative planning. All staff members who work with

a given group of pupils are afforded common planning

time. This common time permits the staff to share

curriculum ideas, engage in cooperative planning,

discuss and plan for the individual and group needs

of puldils, set goals, plan strategies, and engage in

continuing evaluation.

S. Increasingly, middle schools are adopting individu-'

alizcd instruction and affording their pupils cur-

ricular options.

6. Many of the sophisticated activities (formal dances,

marching -bands, interscholas.tic-sports) generally

associated withthe junior high school, are de-em

phasized in middle schools. Focus is on the pupil

rather than on th:T prestige of the school.

7. Inter-disciplinary instruction generally is fostered

in thc middle school. A large percentage of middle

school teaehers come from the elementary school and

thus arc able to combine the diversified talents of

the elementary teacher with the specialized talents

of the junior high school teacher.

The solution to meeting the needs of the middle school child

does not rest in know-how or in viable approaches to be used.
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Rather, it rests in the-7*Tinancing of mandated programs. The

cost of properly educating a middle school child has been placed

at one and one-half times the cost of educating a youngster in

the traditional junkor high school.S Since boards of education

arc not generally willing to place middle schools in a "special

needs." category, it is not likely that special and additional taX

. funding will be coming their way. School leaders, however, re-

cognizing,the need for a specially structured program(s), adapt-

able to the needs of their clients, can- pursue additional funds

through State, Federal, and private agencies. Iheeffort.is

essential if .the potential of this age group is to be realized.

Assessment of Pupils

I.S. 158X has a population of 784 pupils ranging in age from

11 to 16 years. Of the total, 257 live in the Tremont Section of

the district and use public .t:ansportation to travel to and from

school: As indicated earlier, these pupils opted to attend I.S.

158X rather than the neighborhood schools to which they are of-

ficially zoned. The remaining 527 pupils live in the.immediate

school neighborhood and, with few exceptions, arc officially zoned

to attend I.S. 158X.

The ethnic make-up of our pupil population is seventy per-

cent Afro-American, twenty-eight Puerto Rican and other Spanish

sur-named, and two. percent Other. A large majority of the.Afro-

8Wi1liam'M. Alexander, The Changing Secondary School Curriculum,
New York: Holt, Rinehart Winston, Inc. (1967) 418.
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American pupils livc in thc immediate arca of thc school and a

majDxity of thc Puerto Rican pupils come from thc Trcmont section.

A .study of thc 1974 Metropolitan Achievement-Test results for

pupils attcnding I.S. 158X revealed a broad rangc in pupil achi-eve7

mcnt. In rcading, thc range wns from non-readers.: to thosc achiev-

ing four or morc ycars above grade level. The schoof-wide median

was-2.1 years below gradc level. On the April 1973 Mctropolitan.

Achievement Tcst in Rflading, pupil scorcs averaged ninc months

highcr in word-attack skills than in reading comprchcnsion. This

data was takcn from the cumulativc rccords of pupils, since,they

wcrc in elcmcntary school when the tcst was administered.

Thc avcragc difference between comprehension and word attack!.4

skills of almost onc ycar was found to bc .significantin pl,anning

the middle school curriculum. Contacts with thc feeder schoolS

from which.thcsc pupils came rcvcaled that a disproportionatc

emphasis had bccn placed on vocabulary developmcnt as compared

with comprehension.

We know that many of our Spanish-speaking pupils Come to

school with an olready-developed language system in Spanish.

Although thcy arc ablc to speak English, thcir dominant language

is-Spanish. Thcy arc taught in one languagc at school and com-

municate at home.in anothcr. Afro-American p6pils also expar

iencc a similar:problem as differences in phonology, grammar, and

lexicon,create a barrier between them and thc teaChers who use

9 7
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standard English. Many Afro-American pupils ,follow a pattern of

sub-standard English characterized by (1) inaccurate word inflec-

tion, (2) immature vocabularies, (3),word mispronunciation,

(4) usage of simple and fragmented sentences, and (5) narrow con-

ceptual dimensions. In planning the curriculum, we sought to

eliminate this verbal destitution as a general cause of academic

failure.

A study of the Prescriptive Reading Inventory resul_ts for our

Pupils indicated thift--they were especially deficient in those pro-

cess skills needed to make judgments, compare, predict, and gener-

ally interpret information provided them. These process skills

arc closely related to the effective needs of pupils. When af-

fective needs are met, when properly developed, pupils can attach

meaning, value and hope, to what they learn and thus, progress
.

toward acquisition of needed cognitive skills. The poveTty-based

child especially needs exposure to challengi g, stimulating,

thought-provoking situations, since his experience in these areas

outside of schnol arc limited. Theorizing, we agreed that if we

were to successfully meet the affective needs of our pupils, our

teachers had to become faciljtators of learning rather than serve

as dispensers thereof.

Given the poverty and attendant social ills in our school

community and the fact that_the vast majority of our pupils arc

achieving at levels below the national average, one might expect

that these pupils would be apathetic toward school. Quite the .

Os
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contrary; I.S. 1S8X pupils demonstrate a liking for sc,hool. Our

average pupil daily attendance is eighty-seven percent as com7

pared with a district junior high/middle school average of seven-
,

ty-seven percent.

Of our total school population, we can cite about ten .as

being chronic class cutters. Interestingly enough, on.ly.six of ,

these pupils are not selective as to which class(es) will be cut..

The figurc.f.or pupils referred to supervisors fr)r disciplinary

reasons is slightly higher thar, two percent.

9 9
el;
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Program Development

This section describes the component parts and processes

engaged in at I.S. 158X in the effort to establish a diverse

teaching/learning environment.

1 0 0
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Staff Development

With the opening of the school year in September 1974, the'

entire C.S. 34 organization moved to a new school in a differ-

unt neighborhood, with a basically different student'population,'

and servicing, for the first time, students in the middle-schdol

age range. Of our total school staff, only four had ever taughst
1 1

pupils in grades above the elementary school level. Nor had

these teac'hers taken college cours.as_geared to instrdciion at the

middle-school level.

Opening a new school in icself was difficult task. But,

given the problems outlined above, I.S. 1S8X faced a really

challenging and difficult assignment.- Our staff development

program had to be consistent with these' recognized problems and
needs.

Basic Considerations

We recognized that the degree to which the educational

program at I.S. 158X would be effective would depend upon thc

staff effectiveness. If the program* was to have a positive

impact on the lives of our students, the staff would have to be

developed to the point where it would react positively to the

changes we wished to_ introduce.

One imindate from the Community School Board is that each

school develop long-range ?lans fdr staff development. These

plans arc to be disseminaLed to all staff members and st,bmitted
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to thc district superintendent during the first week of the

second month of each school year. In February, 1974, .when we

began collecting data from feeder schools on incoming students,

we initiated the. pre-planning of curriculum and staff organi-

zatjon for the 1974-7:) scfioel vear. The resulting assessment

of staff and pupil needs, and the recognition of the problems

inherent in opening a new sehool, guided our thinking as we

attempted to structure our staff development program.

The school, during 1973-74, was organized on an inter-

locking cluster, inter-disciplinary basis. Representatives

from each of thc disciplines met with the supervisory staff

to plan the'staff development program. The committee met

several times during the Spring of 1974 and ultimately came

up with a plan for consideration by _the total staff. As prin-

cipal, I had supported many of thc innovative curriculum ideas

suggested by the staff, with the proviso that the staff develop-

ment program needed to support -!;:lic proposed innovations. The

.staff felt a sense of ownership in curriculumdevelopment and

that sense of oiqnership was evident in, the final Staff Develop-

ment Plan. Since there had been a continuing dialogue between

the committee members and their respective constituents, there

was no need for extensive study and discussion by the full staff

prior to adoption.

.Initially, the I.S. 158 staff development program was sche-

duled to begin during tho summer of 1974. As planne.d, the pro-



gram was to be open to-all staff and stipends were to be paid

to the participants. Monies for the stipends were to come from

funds Jlormally allocated by the New York City Board of Education

for training new school staffs. But, two-weeks prior to the

scheduled opening of the workshops, wc 'were advised that no

. funds were available and thc workshops had to be abandDned.

The result was that we opened our new school in September

of 1974 without henefit of the kind of development program con-

sidered vital to opening a new school. Added to this disadvan-

tage, thc administrative and teaching staff had worked at C.S.

34 until the end of the 1973-74 school year and had no time to

undertake the administratiVe tasks neccfsary.to opening a new

school. The tasks had to be deferred until after...the new

school year was under way and pupils were in attendance. The

staff development program at I.S. 158X.did net formally get-

under way until November 1975.

We wanted to develop a ney conceptual instructional program

incorporating diverse learning environments. At the same time,

the first weeks of the schOO1 year were in many ways frustrating

for the staff, As a result,,ours was not an easy task. The

staff was experiencing a new environment; new pupils; an absence

of bOoks, Materials., .and supplies in sufficient quantity; an
--

. unfinished scho61 building, and related problems. How then,

could we develop a staff training program which fostered under-

10 C,
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standing and implementation of learning 'environments which pro-

vide for and fostered individual differences and resourceful-

ness? How could we move the staff from its narrow concept of

structur.e, which had been reinforced by their first experiences

at LS. 15Sx? In our search For answers, wc concluded we would

have to support the staff's positive desires We attempted to

structure opportunities for staff to experience the satisfac-
Afi

tion to be derived from instructional experiences which maxi-

mize the success potentials oF their pupils. These'opportuni-

tics would serve as the foundation of our on-going staff develop-

ment program.

The challenge in structuring diverse teaching/learning

environments nt the mi,ddle-school level for inner-city students

was an especial_ly diff:.cult one. To meet it, our in-ans for a

school staff development.program, we recognized that staff mem-

bers need:

A conscious awareness and understanding of the

developmental stages of pre-adolescents.

2. Knowledge of the possible influence which_ the

physical, psycholo-gical, socill, and emotional

chancs of pre-adolescents have on the learning

process.

3. Knowledge of the possible negative impact prior

failure in school nas had on students and their

jrnssible adverse reactions to rigid classroom

'standards.

1 .1
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4. Awareness of the need to adapt instruction to varied

ability levels and to assure opportunity for success

by all.

S. Awareness of the need to support individual staff

members with instruction and direction in the

methods of individualization of instruction.

6. Recognition of the need to offer staff the opportu-

nitY to experience success and to witness success-

ful middle-school instructional practices in opera-

tion.

With these needs in mind, the almost non-existent prior

staff experience with middle-school students, and all of the

given needs and problems mentioned earlier, the fi'i-st weeks

of the 1974-75 school year proved especially difficult for

many staff members. In some cases, the difficulties were the

result of personal inadequacies. In others, for reasons beYond

their control, teachers and administrators were not realizing -

the job satisfaction they had previously enjoyed. Due to their

necessary administrative inliolvement, the supervisory staff was

unable to afford the staff the broad supports they wished and

needed. In the resulting climate of dissatisfaction, teacher

resistance began to develop. There were rumors of administra-

tive scapegoating, inadequate supervisory support, and supervi-

sory inaction. Several teachers reported that they had stopped
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frequenting the teacher's room because someone was always com-

plaining; and just to listen was demoralizing.

in their individual contacts with staff members, and in

cluster and arca conferences, the supervisors ateempted to

offer the staff support and. to familiarize them with the many

problems we were experiencing as a new school. Initially,

-these supervisory efforts had little positive impact. The ad-

ministrators also were working under considerable pressure and

often found .it necessary to defend themselves against attacks

from the staff.

.Bureau of Child Guidance Consultants

In view of this developing strained-relationship between

staff and administration, I invited a teaM of consultant7i from

thc Bureau of Child Guidance (Board of Education, Mental. Hygiene

Department), to conduct a series of workshops in our school. The

major goals were:

. To provide a non-threatening forum in which the

staff could ventilate their fears and concerns.

2. To initiate a plan of action designed to sensitize

our staff to the developmenral needs of our students.

3. To provide a vehicle by which our staff could be

helped to reconcile their life styles with the life

styl.es of our studentS aild school community.

4. To provide a vehicle through which the lines of com-

munication could be kept open between administration

and staff.
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Thc total school staff.was invited to participate. To

facilitate participation, each staff member was assigned to

one of five groups and scheduled for two common free .periods

cath w.cek. Two BCP Consultants .,(one social workcr and one

psychologist - one black and one white) were assigned as

resource persons to each groUp.

The purposes oF thc workshops were outflned at a general

staff conference preceding thc first group sessions. In re-

sponse, the staff agreed that thc idea had merit and volun-

teered tp participate. As might be expected, when thc groups

net, they did so with caution, curiosity, and,..to a degree,

misconceptions. As principal and initiator of the Workshops,

I had requested consultants' services through their supervi-

sor and did not mcct with them as a group. As a result, there

was no common structure or approach which pervaded all of the

groups. Each had its own individuality and sense of purpose.

This, in soMe.:....cases, led to an agreement to prpmote change.

But, because of my failure to pre-plan with the consultants,

and, despite tIveir awareness of our goals, an absence cf task

orientation existed in some of the groups. The result, in some

instances, was a forum for expressiols of staff dissatisfaction

rather .than a vehicle for promoting mutual staff-administration

support. And absence of direction from the consultants led to

.drop out of thc workshops.
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At the close of the sixth and final session, representa-

tives from each of the groups were invited to meet with a

representative group of the consult:, uate workshop

outcomes and develop a report for to the school

staff. The following is the comr1 'e's report.

Report of Seminar at I. S. 158X
March, 1975 t-

Initial Objectives:_ _
. To explore with staff (teachers and paraprofessionals)

problems which might be interfering with the school's effective-

mess in achieving its educational goals.

Current Objectives:_ . _ _ _ _ _ _

To act on the, problems raised at the meetings for

presentation to administration and staff of I. S. 158X.

Problem Areas:

I. Communication

1. Pedagogical differences of opinion

2.1 Realistic standards of expectation for children

3. Questions of discipline

4. Impact of cultural and ethnic factors on the overall

functioning of school

S. Role of administration and school staff- F.xpectations

and Limitations

a. Principal and A.P.
b. Teachers
c. Paraprofessionals
d. Supportive services.
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Suggested Solutions:

1. Monthly staff meetings - finding ways to make this

an effective tool for more meaningful communication

2. Use of a "Suggestion Box" (Signed or Unsigned)

3. Grade Meetings tO air common concer: ind their

solutions

Fact finding committees of teachers and parapro-

fessionals, who, through elected representatives,

may wish,to share their views with administration.

5. Adequate feedback to teachers following supervisory

informal 'as wel? as formal visits.

6. Pedagogical differing viewpoints, disciplinary

methods,.and other specific problems or questions

to be dealt with by means of ,the most appropriate

above methods

7. A special conference or seminar to be considered

with the view of understanding more clearly the

respective roles of the principal and all other

school personnel in regard to their specific

responsibilities to the children, the community and

to the Central Board of Education.

8. Consider inviting individuals with expertise who can

give de,:per insight into the impact of different

cultural and ethnic backgrounds as they impinge on

school functioning.
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Collating Commictee: Dr. Sabato

J. Breslau

E. Golding.

The report suggests tht- he workshop session with BCG

consultants was a failur in t 15 of the pre-set geals. The

workshop sessions, however, did provide a vehicle through which

staff concerns could be more clearly identified. In this

respect, they could be considered a success. In planning and

program development, we would have to give attention to the

problem areas presented in the committee report.

In a staff conference, following distribution of the

report, the staff indicated a desire to continue exploring the

goals initially set for the sessions, but not with the same

consultants. After some discussion, we agreed to invite a

specialist skilled in child development to conduct future work-
.

shops. Ms. Joyce Tisi, a teacher of Ethnic Heritage Reading,

volunteered to serve as coordinator. Ms. Tisi would poll the

staff and recruit a representative grouvto meet with me in

order to more precisely clarify our interests, suggested work-

shop structure, and the type of person(s) we would want as

consultants.

I met with Ms. Tisi and staff representatives early in

November of 1974. Ten teachers and four paraprofessionals took

part. The staff group indicated that they would volunteer to

participate in the initial workshop sessions we were now plan-

ning. The need to work as a group, to take initiative, and to
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`.

openly use feelings and experience was emphasized as essential

to make the workshops effective. We also agreed that the fail-

ure to structure experiences designed to facilitate such a

learning climate in our workshops with the BCG Consultants had

contributed to our f1urc o realize the desireo outcome.

Dr. Kandler,_Jacol,. hospital

We contacted Dr. I. Kandler, Director of Mental Health

Services at Jacobi Hospital, Bronx, New York. Dr. Kandler

agreed to a luncheon meeting with members of our staff to

familiarize them with his background and qualifications, discuss

their expectations for the workshops, and his role as workshop

leader. During the conference, Dr. Kandler reveald that parts

of our school dist=ict are within the catchment are f his

clinic and many o. our pupils are serviced .by that ra ncy. The

staff also was imlopessed with the fact that, througth 's clinic's

service to the 'district's children and families, Dr. Kandler had

become well versed with the social problems in our .area fid their

impact on individuals and family groups in the community. The

staff concluded that he waS prepared to provide insights beyond

those that relate to pre-adolescents in general. Mis background

vould enable him to relate to those pre-adolescent needs peculiar

to our pupil polaxtion.

Dr. Kandler aTreed to personally conduct five luncheon work-

shops for the group (one per week) and to.refer other members of



his Staff for additional workshop groups should thc staff so

request. The group agreed that each workshop should bc developed

around a case study. The cases woul- represent typical rathcr

than atypical pupil behavior. The decision to study typieal

cases was based on a consensus that generalized approaches of

relating-to staff concerns could be developed. In atypical

cases, a variety of influences impinge. Individual approaches-,

not necessarily applicable to others, would have to bc developed.

Staff members particlpating in the. ncw workshops seemed

highly ploased with the sessions-and the resulting suggestions

for dealing with pupil 1,0bavior. FollOming the final session,

Ms. Tisi reported to t-

1. The participatIc ,1,1ff found the woTkshops highly

valuable and

1.1 All staff mernbc,r!; should avail themselves o

the opportimmity to work with members of Dr. Kandler's

staff.

2. Culture seems !;_. be the most important determinant of

individual bchz1vicr,

2.1 Thc reactio teachers to certain 1)z:oil behaviors

are often -nconsastent with reactions .Z--,77 home. The

pupil react. rdingly.

3. Staff should try to ovoid extreme negative reactions to

what they might 7.,on atypieal or personally directed

negative pupil be Icior.
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3.1 When staff members reject pupils for what they

consider to be negative behavior, they reinforce

the pupil's feelings of alienation and thus pro-

voke continued negativism.

When speaking with parents, staff members should .be

specific when oeutioning their reactions to pupil

behavior. They sjiould .seek suggestions from parents

in terms of how they might elicit more pOsitive

responses -fm tireir.pupils.

S. Parents should be offered positive reasons for school

visits.

5.1 Parents take the failure of their children as

indicative of their own failure, therefore are

reluctant to witness this .conceived failure.

In workshop sessions with Dr. Kandler, staff members were

encouraged to use their own feelings and past experiences as an

importnnt'aspect of any observation, action plan, intervention

or evaluation effort. The use of case studies as the core of

these work-shops provided the latitude necessary to encourage

sharing of individual feelings with others while, at the same

time, gaining perspective from each other's fecdbnck. This

emphasis on sharing and the development of n variety of viable

approachcs For dealing with behavior, 5erved to promote staff

solf-lcarning and experimentation which we hoped would continue
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beyond the workshop sessions.

Reviewing the structure of the staff workshops with

Dr. Kan11-1pr, as compared with those led by the B.C.G. Consultants,

it was apparent that all parti-cipants must be fairly clear about

theirprofessional goals and purposes for being involved. The

purposes and goals of the workshops must provide a framewor

around which the participants can remain task oriented..

OnGoing Staff Development in Area of Mental Health:_

As suggested earlier, our goal was to establish a process

.by which the staff af I.S. lSY.X would become sensitized to the

developmental needs of pre-adolescents and especially the

special needs of the school's pupil population. The goal w'as

based on the belief that, with this new understanding, the staff

would come to feel less threate:ned by the student behavior con-

flicting with their own value systems. With increasccd emotional

security, it was further hoped that the staff would begin to

demonstrate caring attitudes and enter into contracts of mutual

support with pupils. As Glasser 9
puts it:

"Teachers and students must become involved; --
.when students are involved with respoRsible teachers,
people who themselves have a success identity and can
fulfill their needs, the students arc then in a posi-
tion to fulfill their own needs".

9W1 llinm Glnss-r, Schools-Without Failure. New York: Harper and
Row (1969)
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The workshops engendered a conviction in some staff members

that they felt they could, through an improved understanding of

their students, begin to be more responsive and caring. And they

attempted to translate that view to their colleagues. What as

needed was a mechanism to continue improvement in stnff !10.

standing of both their own attitudes and those of their pupils'.

Suciir a mechanismv, it vas felt, could reinforce the feelings of

hope which seemed to be to-emerging among some staff members_

Accordingly, teachers and auxiliary persons in the school's

cluv,ters ware encouraged to plan menthly meetings, at which-they

would discuss both the group dynamics within their clusters and

individual students with adjustment problems. Specific concerns

of each staff member were to bo shared with other cluster mem-.

bers before the meetings to allow time for study of the problems

and preparation of recommended solutions. The cluster supervisor

and school guidance counselor were tc serve as permanent resource

'persons to the group. If the nature -of the problems to be dis-

cussed indicated a need, other members of the pupil personnel team

and/or outside resourze persons were to be included. Efforts were

to be made to develop action plans for each problem and the out-

comes evaluated at subsequent meetings. ---

The e1ust,2r sessians served three major purposes; (1) To

proviCe a vehicle by which staff members would be encouraged to

monitar their interatio= with students; (2) To'open the channels



of communication between teachers, students, pupil personnel

workers, dnd supervisors; and (3) To promote consistency between

members of a cluster in setting standards, placing demanL. upon

students, and in dealing with individual pupil-adjustment problems.

Matching Students and Teachers:

In the school setting we censtan7-1y encounter students we

catezori:e as underachievers. As schtiol personnel, ve-Us'ually

attr-bute the poo'r performance of underachievers -to their short

atIontion spans, inability to concentrate, emotional disturbances,

.etc. In an effort to impro,c the adjustment of such students,

we .F.ten, during a given term, shift them from teacher- to teacher.

Fin-ally, at some .point in these changes, we arrlve at placements

in which the youngster will respond favorably. Very often the

students begin to progress academically. These placements might

be with teachers who arc rigid, highly structured, and who domi-

nate the teaching/learning process or, in other instanceLs, place-

ment 7might be ith teachers who arc less structured, less threa-

tened by-atypical student behavior, who use a variety of.instruc-

-tional approaches, and who demoostrate a genuine concern for

student interests and welfare. When finally assigned to a teach-

ig/learning situation which cwaplements his needs, the indivi-

di:al student begins to realize success and the negatives by which

ht- was previously identified arc dissipated:

Fai too often our attemp- to discxrrer viable learnimg envir-

ont for unsuccessful students have come only after they begin
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to rebel a.gainst their cl ;1(!nts and becomo we n:fer

to as "behavior problems". lc has ,.en at this point that thc

search for a workable placement has begun. The fate of these

youngsters has been determined by chance. Students have,.how-

ever, often hcen placed initially with teachers with whom their

behavioral style's have blended. They have been ablc to be them-

selves and thrive in thc classroom environment. Youngsters who

sat quie;.ly and failed to achieve but presented no overt adjust-

ment problem hav.e been lost in the shuffle with the stigma of

"low ability" or "underachiever". The great disservice to these

students could have been avoided if we had been knowled.g.eable

enough nt the onset to create learning climates that mould per-

mit them to rurue learning ':.hrou711 their natural styles.

In the absence of knowledge and procedures for relating

learning climates to natural styles, me have been inundated with

a variety of new programs, new techniques, and nem approaches to

the curriculum. Many have taken on faddish dimensions and arc

no more thap administrative devices for implementing the same

old curriculum.

During his lecture to the New York Nova Cluster, Dr. Boszo

of the State University at New Palt:, described am experinTnt

in which the major goal was to stimulate and facilitate persona-

lized education by matching teachers and students by-the compa-

tibility of teaching/learning styles. Dr. Bosco and his team
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of consultants proceeded on the premise that, given suitable

matching devices, students could be assigned to teachers of

suitable emotional make-up and preference for instructional

approaches.

I vas excited by Dr. Bosco's experiment and arranged to

meet with him to discuss his work. He 4xplained that zl major

component of the experiment was a communications system which

alioyed educators to "place their problems in a framework for
4:.

.ianalyS'i-Sof particular problems and proposals directed towar4

Lboth fdcilitation and remediation". Specifically, the areas

of analysis in determining pr'eferences for teaching and learn-

ing styles were:

1. Symbols and heir Meaning - The individual

processes through his nervous system theo-

retical and/or qualitive symbols and arrives

at meanings peculiar to his personal thought

processes.

2. Cultural Determination of the Meaning of Symbols

The meaning which a person attaches to symbols is

influenced by his familial and peer group experi-

ences as well as his individually perceived sense

oF purpose.

3. :lodalities of. Inference - The individual draws

tentative conclusions as to symbol meaning based

on definition, differences, comparative relation-

ships :and appraisal based on accommodation of the

foregoing three, and deductive reasoning.
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4. Memory - The degree to which Memory is possibly

influenced by protein inhibitors, diet and chemical

supplemeffrs etc.

S. Cognitive Style A combination of the above four

sets rep'resents the manner in which an individual

seeks meaning.

6. Teaching Style - The manner in which the teacher

translates meaning which hc arrives at through

his cognitive style. Of primary import 1:-.:re is

the teacher's demeanor, demonstrated concern for

effective teaching practices, and his theoretical

or qualitative use of symbols.

The discussion led me to consider -the positive gains which

could be realized in terms of teacher job satiSfaction, student

achievement, and student social adjustment if we could match

student, teacher, and method. I also envisioned a reduction in

the need to move poorly adjusted students from teacher to teacher

in search of "thc right place" If my enthusiasm was well found-

ed, there would be less probability of erroneous conclusions that
.

students were hostile, unmanageable, uncooperative, in need of

clinical help, etc.

I left Dr. Bosco with the promise to contact him at the State

University after I had presented the idea oF co!=,nitive matching to

my staff and community superintendent. In the interim; I contacted

Mr. Maggio, Director of the Alternative Junior High School in
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District 7. Dr. Bosco and his team of consultants had been help-

ing Mr. Maggio to employ cognitive matching in his school. On

my visit to.the alternative school, I obseTv,ed an elaborate set-

up which we could not possibly employ under our current funding

arrangement. In addition to the initial screening and assign-

ment of students, the alternative school had a staff of diag-

nosticians who supplemented tax levy personnel with on-going

Andividiial student diagnosis and prescriptive materials.

I supplied our staff with materials on cognitive matching,

a description of thc program at the Alternative School, and

arranged for a representative staff group to visit that school

and observe tlie program in operation. The visit led to staff

endorsement of the matching program.

Acting on the staff's endorsement, wp submitted a request to

thc collunity superintendent for funding of initial workshops.

Duc to limitations in time, funding for training, and the

difficulty of programming staff for workshop participation, only

a pilot group of ten could be included in the May-June training

sessions. Dr.. Bosco had indicated that a mjnimum of twelve one-

and-a-half hour sessions would be necessary to profile thc staff

and train them in the theory and process of cognitive style. In

addition, he advised.me that, oncc the program was implemented,

on-going involvement of the consultants with our staff would be

required For maximum effectiveness. Selection of the initial ten
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participating saff members was difficult. The decision to

participate had been unanimous. And our-programming arrange-

ment did not afford us the personnel to provide coverage to

free all staff for participation. Finally, it Was agreed that

priority for participation would go to those staff meM-b-ers who

had at least one common prep period three times a week,The

remaining staff would rotate in coverage of the second period.

-We agreed that the workshop sessions Would be held during the

last two periods of the school day on Mondays, Wednesdays, and

Fridays. The end of the school day was considerod desirable

. in order that the sessions might be-extended beyond the sche-

duled 1 112 hours whould It be considered desirable to do so

on a given day.

During the workshop sessions, profiles for the ten parti-

cipating staff members were developed and they in turn develop-

ed learning profiles for. all of the students in our school whO

had opted to transfer to I.S. 15,8X. An attempt also was made

to profile all students in our feeder schools who were Sche-

duled to.attend I.S. 1S8X in September. We experienced con-

siclerable difficulty because there had not been enough time to

set up proper articulation procedures nnd because the feeder

schools werr.: cona-ed in Cle-ir own end-ter,7 activities.

howcvef, nble to lain some leneral in5i;JIts into the preferred

le:Irning styles of our ncw student population.
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With an increased awareness of their own instructional

styles and the preferred learning'styles of the student popu-

lation, the staff suggested that more should be done to develop

instructional strategies and materials reflective of this new

knowledge. A propo.s:1 for continuing our staff development in

the arca of cognitive matching was presented to the Community

School Board for summer funding. However, moni.es _for programs

had been frozed and the plan had to be dropped.

The assignment of students to classes for the 1974-75

school ycar was, to the degree considered practical, on the

basis of their cognitive maps and the preferred teaching styles

of our teachers. However, there was little follow-up to sec

that teachers became more knowledgeable in the area and adept

at developing instructional strategies and individual prescript-

ions based on these maps. A thorough uaderstanding of cognitive

matching and the development of viable programs based on its

tenets is an involved process. We lacked the resources to pur-

sue training and implementation beyond the workshops with

Dr. Bosco and his team. For a sample of materials used in our

.cognitive matching prograM see appendix S.

Staff Povelopment In ()Ten Hducation_ _ _

In thc oFfort to structure loarninp; environ7lents focusin2;

on thc individual learner, many teachers expressed the desire
.

to provide instruction in open classroom settings. To be effec-

.tively implemented, the open classroom concept calls for flexi-
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bility in the use of space, furniture, and equipment as well as

informal teaching-learning situations Our new school building,

with its demantable partitions, open carpeted areas, and movable

furniture, provided an ideal setting for this instructional

approach. The one major barrier to implementation was the fact

that none of our teachers had taken courses in open classroom

management nor had they worked in open classroom settings.

I realized that those teachers wishing to try open educa-

tion would need a tremendous amount of support and guidance if

they were to i.3tablish learning areas which recognize the

interests of students and stimulate the extension of those

interestS. The tasks of blending Freedom and academic rigor;

to tune into what thc students are sayint: to formulate the

appropriate questions: to kno when to intervene and when not

to: to become a true facilitator and not a dispenser of fact:

were all tasks that they would have to confront in their new

classrooms.

As principal, I lacked the skills and knowledge to pro-

vide the staff with the training and on-going technical support

necessary to.implement a challenging open-classroom program.

Nem- was there anyone clsc on staff with such expertise. I began

to scout around For a tea,,.her who had been successful in open

education ,7id was willinp to transfer to our schnol. This teacher

would have to assume sone instructional responsibilities in addi-

tion to serving as open-environments coordinator. The staff did
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not object to an outsider coming in with this dual role since

they realized the need and the fact that none of our current

staff could handle the assignment.

One month before the school term ended, I was able to

secure Ms. Miller from a neighboring intermediate school as our

teacher - open environment coordinator. Ms. Miller had served

as an open-classroom teacher for two years at the elementar7

school level anl for two years at the intermediate level.

Prior to the end of the school year, Ms. Miller met fot,

,an afternoon with the seven teachers in our school who were to

initiate the open education experiment at I.S. .158X. Four ,of

the teachers.were to work as a team in spaces that were com-

pletely open except for moveable furniture which could be

used as dividers. These four teachers wanted a completely open

structure with flexible grouping according to interests and

skills needs. The remaining three teachers would also work as

a team. However, they felt less secure with the concept and

would work on a scheduled basis in areas having moveable walls

which could be closed to create separate classrooms.

In her conference with.the Seven open-education volunteers,.

Ms. Miller explained that she would not act as a supervisor or

rating officer. Her primary Function would be that of a faci-

litator of the teaching/learning process and of a resource person.

She would assist teachers in identifying student needs, develop-

ing and prescribing learning experiences commensurate yith.these

needs, evolving creative learning practices and experiences, and
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demonstrating techniques which might be used in the class-

'room setting.

nuring the year, 117. 7 met regularl (onze a

we) with the
, as a group z-A):;: :risitad each teach-er

individually in ti. assroom setting at least three mas a

woek. Her effort e rewarding in that each parti.:: lijating

teacher grew and (j.0 _loped in the skills of classroor41 anage

ment. During the yn.1:, several reco=endations for ci:-

adjustments, materia:s, movement owt: of students, etc., came to

me from Ms. Miller and in many cases, the group. To the degree

possibLe and practical within the ftamework of our school pol-

cies and organization, I complied with these requests.

Initially, one member of the team of four, found it dif-

ficIlt co relax his control to the degree necessary for effec-

tive implementation of the open classroom concept. He asked

to withdraw from the program at the end of the school year.

Ms. Miller, this teacher's arca supervisor, and I offered him

encouragement and increased support. By ear's end, he had -de-

cided he did not want to.leave the prograM. Mr. S. still has

ri6t relaxed hi-s ,approaches to the degree desired. However, in

terms of his sincerity, commitment, professionalism, and dedi-

cation as a teacher, we are certain he i1l continue to progress

in thedesired direction.
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National Aeronau:, : .,istration Workshop_ _ _

In an effort to :rvr,,,' curriculum and affor our staff

direct experience in of ring Hlter-disciplinary ins ruction in

areas of high student r sought permission from te

conunity superintendenT r lton Levis, to invite a team of

consultants from the Nat ^ A.,fronautics and 'Space Administra-

.tion co c3nduct a serit: .-...r,s-pace workshops. Dr. Lewis

approved, and I contact.c.: NASA, assistant uducation-

al prograas officer, to rr a personal visit to the center.

On .Septemher 20, 19- district curriculum coordinator

and science coordinator me in a visit to the NASA Flight

Center to discuss our prap,15nl. Wc met with Mr. Crone and his

space science education ccIn,..t,Itants, Mcssors Aronson, Bilhorough,

and Popo. We spent the morilin7 of September 20th discussing our

school district, our plarts For T.S. 15PX, our 2oals for a NASA

workshop at I.S. 158X3 antl Jagree to which the people at

NASA felt they could help realize those goals. As a result,.

NASA agreed to conduct a .t.ro 1.veck works:hop in our school from

December 2nd to December 13th. The goals of the workshop would

he to uso aerospace hnowhow, stafF, materials, and equipment as

in.;truments to:

1. Help staff 1#2arn -:.nom7h about the various aspects

of integrated curriculum and classroom management

sysloms to 'initia e, operate, and maintain these

aspec,ts of curriculum development and implementa-
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tion with .rn-going in-scool and, when

avaiiahlc, outside support.

1_
l..l Provide staff with- direct experiences in

curriclum integration.

2. Provide staff with a vehicle through which they

could engage in pre-assessment, planning, anci

evaluation of their own learning experiences..

3. Assist staff in recognizing the many and varied

skills, interests, abilities, and talents of

our students.

4. Demonstrate that the teaching of any concept can

he developed from simple to complex, concrete to

abstract.

S. Demonstrate that student 'interest and involvement

can he used as guides in determining the degree of

FOCUS on a given coacept or skill.

6. Demonstrate how varied learning experiences may be

used to promote the acquisition of desired skills.

7. Demonstrate the transfer value of learned knowledge

tla real experiences.

8. 1-emonstrate ways in which activities students enjoy

may he used to promote the development of critical

and logical thinking.
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9. Use cocTerative student/staf' -parent activities

as vehic:22.1s for developing a-nd prom,D. 7-Ig whole-

some attHtuder..._ feelirugs., an sens loivLty.

To lielp insu.r,e 1.-alizatiorn of our goa2s uithin a limita&

time frame, and rmach the largest number of stzff, students

and parents, we areed that NASA consultants with backgrounds

in English, science, mathematics, and social Studies would

conduct the workshops. Each specialist would pIan experiences

around common aerospace activities for presentation to each

group. All groups of staff, parents, and students would be

scheduled for a double-period workshop with each consultant.

In order tht I miTht assist the consulLtants in determin

ing the 7L-ype of activities which might be of special interest

to our sttaff and students, we spent the afternoon tourinfg the

space cemter and viewing films uf varied activities_the speci-

alists had developed during workshops with other school staffs.

12 8
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The Planning Process

At t.;:e end of my, one-day Visit .7al. NASA, I agreed to return

I.S. ISSX slu:::-re with my stm.F information I had

a-quircd on my v-i1.1,7 and to coopervely develop with them

eur perceived -L:m terms of the.,2mbove goals.

In planning a:1-- I.S. 158X, we c1:12 the following:

In a gemerul staff conferen I shared with the

staff my imrresions of my 17'.-±:sit to NASA. literature

on NASA 'w-as distributed to the staff. Our goals as

agreed upen at NASA were shared. Staff questions

were ntertaimed with meaningful interaction.

A P.T.A. neeting followed, at which thc same proce7ss

was followed.

A quesnenna±re w;7:-.,i_T circulated to staff and .parents to

elicit training n-oeds and, 5-et priorities. Summaries

of o=77. perceived =cds prepared and forwarcLezd to

N'SA 7T)lomc with s rff imd ,-=,.tudent profiles. The -.staff

zz general d.esign framework for the workshop.

L VOT: with the di.1;tTic:_, Science Coordinator on'

this ziesd FIT and arwrdd i "to .NASA (Diagram A) .

Two iArFore the :m.:ginnElrIsT of thc workshop,

r. g h o 77' the :;ASA ziirn v is i ted thc scbool

t o inspect 'the si c and meet wd th the staff on thc

final Licign. We were unabLe to schedule a school-
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DIAGRAM "B"
.

FROM: CHARLES L.DUNN, PRINCIPAL 7_.S. ISSX

SUBJECT: SPECIAL PLANNING CONFERTNCT. (N1A)

ALL TEACHERS AND 71!EIR ASSISTANTS, AS -ER THE SCHEDULE BELOW,

ARE ASKED TO MEET WITH ME IN THE CONFERENCE ROOM O. THE scHnn

LIBRARY FOR THE P'JITPOSE OF OFFERING IMPUT RE: USING THE SERVICES

OF NASA IN OUR SCHOOL PROGRAM.

DAY AND STAFF

PERIOD

Appendix A

TUESDAY 9/24/74 WEDNESDAY W25/74

BANKS, COLEMAN, S71JILLANTE
DRAPKIN, MILLER, 2nROWITZ,
TISI, EISEN, TAPI.7.1, LESSER,
LIEMAN, FINXR, h.7-2RK

ROSS, fLOTHEM71,-, MARCUS,
WEBER,

BEMKAT, S010,
TEELER, BARATVA
GOTTLIE-5, SCELSA,
LA PO=

HENDERSON, PERRY,
BACKER, LINDER
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wide meeting with Mr. Bilbarough, so he met with

selected staff members in small groups which set

up the final design of the program.

- Finally, I developed a tentative schecling arrange

ment and presented it to the staff in a general con-

ference. With some modtiications, thm schedule was

set and forwarded to NASA.

The Scheduling Process for ParticiFants -

Diagram "B" outlines the schedule implemented during thle

NASA workshop. This schedule provided that: Each teache=parti

cipated in a minimum of three workshmps, each ot JaAchs
different curriculum area. Stpdents were imrokred with thi-

teacher in at least one pf the wortgdpios. However, two mi=iTe

workshops were for staff and comsultamts w±=h mm stzdeirts

involved. All students pmTtici:pated Er at Leas= two waricsihar,t.

All students were involve& im one auddtomium pre

sentation. Time was provide& for parem_ts and staffs

from other.schools to pm-rti=dpate dm the workshops.

And selected students from 'AT-chotals

distance;of I.S. 1S8X a==nded presemcations.

The first day was devoted to setting up thm workshop as,

claissroom visits by the NASA ransmiltant and stimient briefings,

informal small-group discussions with time NASA rzonsult-ants, and

a meeting between the NASA staSof mmd supettsors. Dis=uss-
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ions also were -aimed at group-bond-building among workshop

participants wnd the establishment of communication patterns

between staff, parents, and consultants.

The schedule was designed so that each consultant would

conduct two workshops per day. When the consultant was not

involved in a workshop, he was free to meet individually and

in groups with staff for evaluation, planning, and additional

assistance for program implementation.

Thc,,wor'kshop leaders were aVailable until 4 P.M. each

afternoon f .Thshlring of ideas and reacting to the written

evaluations of staff participants. As a result of these

afternoon -sessixyns, considerable cross-cluster support and

sharring occurre.d.
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Workshop Format

Staff:

Each staff workshop session began with a problem-presented

to the group by a consultant. The staff was encouraged to con-

sider the problem for a two-to-five-minute period as it applied

to their specific curriculum areas, i.e.: reading, math, social

science, or science. Staff suggestions were posted for later

reference. Following this exercise, the consultant developed

the problet with the staff,and again had them identify the

various points at which the disciplines were integrated. The

second list 'was posted alongside the first.

A typical-workshop experience follows: -- Problem: Why does

the effect of magnetic attraction vary with distance?

INVESTIGATE fi DISCOVER

BACKGROUND
INFORMATION: You may have noticed that anmagnet does not-affect

another object until it suddenly lifts the objct'

all the way to the magnet. Then again, you may

have noticed that a particular magnet will do this

when the magnet and the object are separated by the

same distance each time you try. The force, in this

case a force equal to the weight of the object,seems

to depend on the distance between the magnet and the

objects attracted.

1 -3
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It has been found that the forces between two

magnetic poles varies inversely to the square

of the distance between them.

MATERIALS: 1 Magnet

10 File cards - 3 centimeters (cm.) square

10 strips Adhesive tape (adhesive on both sides) 1 cm.

30 grams Iron filings

1 sheet of paper

1 Balance

ACTIVITY: 1. Cut out several file cards 3 -centimeters (cm.)

square. Make about ten of these squares.

71. Cut ten pieces of adhesive tape that sticks on

both sides. These strips should measure 1 cm.

in length.

3. Place a strip of adhesive tape in the center on

one side of each of the square file cards.

4. Press the end of the magnet against the tape on

one card so that it sticks.

5. Move the magnet around and slightly above the iron

filings to pick up as many filings as possible.

6. Lift the magnet, card, and the 'attracted filings

and place them on a sheet of paper.

7. Pull the magnet from the adhesive so the filings

on the other side of the card fall away into a

small pile on the paper.

1 3 4
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. Usc this card again and attach it to the magnet.

Attach another card by its tape to the back of the

'irst card. You now have a sct which has twice the-

thickness of the firt card.

10. Gather a second pile of iron Filings using this set

oF cards.

11. Pull thc magncti from the adhesive of this two-card

set so the fil,ngs on the other side of the card

set fall into second pile on the sheet of paper.

12. Repeat this prazedure with three-card thickness,

Four-card thicI,:mss, a d so on to a ten-card

thickness._

13. Place .each pille of filings lifted on individual

places on the shect of paper.

14. PZease nate that the piles of filings represent

distances from the magnet.

CONCLUSION: 1. How does the pile of filings gathered with the

first card ,..:_7amparc with the pile gathered with

the second card?

2. Do the piles gathered by the othcr cards show any

relation with each other?

3. About how .many piles of thc.size lifted by', the

magnet with the ten-card thickness arc contained

in thc pile lifted when thc one-card thic.kness was

used?
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4. What observations can you make about the strength

of a magnet as related to the distance away fr'om

the object it lifts?

COMPUTATIONS: The force between two magnetic poles is inversely

proportional to the square of the distance betwen

them. Representing the pole strengths by m and m'

respectively and the distance between them by d,

the force f, is found by the equation:

E * m m'
2

Students:

Concept and skills development for the students was similar

to that noted above for staff except that no direct reference

was made to the inter-relatedness of the disciplines. Although

'they were included in the development. Following preentation

.of the problems, the students were asked to observe, and or fcel/

manipulate the materials and objects to.be used in the experiment

and hypothesize as to how they could be used to resolve the-Tro-

)blem. Following each workshop session, the participating stu-

dents had something tangible to take away with them, such as

pictures, pamphlets, model parachutes, model airplanes, and

model rockets. A number of typical workshop experiences For
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students are outlined below.

Topic -- Living_in Space

I. Introduction to focus on.the human factors in long-

':erm space fli,ght. Will include samples to show

evolution of space foods. Skylab food tray will be

demonstrated.

II. Each Participant will perform as many activities at

the following learning stations as time permits:

A. Data game - an experiment in observation and

communication.

R. Measuring reaction time

C. Measuring vital capacity

D. Determining mass in a Weightless environment

E. Demonstrating low mass at a high velocity-

micrometeroid hazard

Time for workshop - - 2 to 3 hours

Number of participants - - 30 maximum for each session.

Facilities needed - - Room with tables (not desks with arm

writing surface ). and projection screen.

Topic - - Aeronautics

I. Introduction tc principles of flight

IT. Each participant will perform as many activities at Ihe

following learning stations as time permits.
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A. Using a wood sling and styrofoam ball to study

Bernoulli's principle

B. Using a funnel, sand and a plastic cylinder to

study the Coanda Effect

C. Comparing patterns surrounding 'air foil shapes

in a smoke tunnel

D. Constructing models to demonstrate aircraft control

functions

E. Constructing a device to demonstrate an Instrument

Landing System

F. Begin the construction of a rubber band-powered

model airplane.

'Time for workshop - - 2 to 3 hours.

Number of participants - - 30 maximum for each session.

Facilities needed - - Room with tables (not desks with arm

writing surface) , and projection screen.

'o ic - - Honitoring Earth Resources From Space

Each participant will be given lithographs,of ima'gery, frOM

the Earth Resources TechL-logy Satellite-1 (ERTS-1) and begin

construction of a montage of the northeastern United States.

Activities using the montage for application in science, geo-

graphy, social studies, and history classes will be rried out -

as time z!llows.
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EaCh participant will:

A. Construct a montage of the northeastern United States;

B. Compare features_on the montage to oil company maps,

Geological Survey maps, and National Geographic maps;

C. Experiment with color filters to understand

how ERTS iffiages arc obtaii.-d and produced;

D. Determine the scale of the montage which they have

constructed;

E. Vi_ew a selection of color ERTS slides and learn how

they can obtain color imagery 'or classroom and student

use.

Time for workshop - 2 to 3 hours

Number of participants - - 30 maximum for each session.

Facilities needed - Room with.tables (not desks with arm

writing surface), projection screen,

overhead projector.

Assembly Programs:_

In each assembly program there.was a short film presenta-

't:1-on, a demonstration and discussion led by the consultant, a

question and answer period, and a tour of auditor;.um displays,
.

The display included a varuety of weather Forecasting instru-

ments, a model space capsule, model rocket, space suit, model

:Tace cabin, picLures, radar station, etc.
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FolloW-up Activities:_ _ _
The workshops served to motivate staff and student

interest in science and aerospace. To capitalize: on that

interest, science teachers assumed responsibility For the

core topics of their respective clusters for the first

marking period of the second term. In addition to the in-

school follow-up, letters of appreciation were sent to NASA

Assistant Director Crone and 'to the consultants.
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This section Tyesents the

Curriculun Design
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VII

Curriculum and Design

General Considerations

Just as thc middle school child's physiological develop-

ment is unique, so is his intellectual development. The

developmental characteristics of middle school students dic-
T..

tate that their curricul be equally unique. Ln designing

curriculum for I.S. 158X, ue took into consideration th.:ose

.developmentaj mc!cds characteri:stic of nrcadoleScem-fts as well

as thosc ne s peculiar to our student population. We also

gave conside7-abie attention to the success potential fur viable

staff/student interaction as the curriculum was being imple-

mented.:

I.acceptd the fact that our curriculum would serve as

the.foundation for our school's educational program. Not only

would it address the subjects to he taught and materials to be

. used, it would also identify with clarity the objectives and

goals to be pursued in an effort to effect educational change

in the development and behavior of our students. As.Stent and

Hazard put it:

"The curriculum content and developmental format

significantly affects a child's perception of hirself,

his peers, and society in general." I°

10
Madelon D. Stent, William R. Hazard,and Harry N. Rubin,
Cultural Pluralism in America. New York:Appleton, 1973, 23.

1 4 2
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The school, through its curriculum, serves as a trans-

mitter of culture and values. It offcrs to students models,

ideals, and life styles to examine and possibly aspire to.

The staff 'knew my agenda was to establish a diversity of

teaching/I:carnin!: environments. However, none of us knew for

certain just how .broad the progralm should be. We knew that

curriculum planaing and development should take into considera-

tion staff expertise, its experier::ce and commitment, and the

resourees avalIzble for training. We sought a curriculum that

would bring living- and learning closer together - - A curriculum

that would not only reflect current attitudes and values in our

society but also encourage examination and acceptsnce of diver-

gent opinions.

It was necessary to assess the.skills, abilities, interests;

and family-community life styles of our students. This informa-

tion then would have to be interpreted for our staff in a manner

'which would result in increased awareness of its, meaning. The

procedures used to gather the data and approaches Used to develop

increased staff awareness were presented under the sections oh

"Problems Identified", and "Staff Development". As indicated

earlier, we lacked the time necessary For an in-depth assessment

of student needs. Consequently, initial curriculum development

did not reflect the desired degree of planning. However, we did

visit other intermediate schools in New YOrk and discussed curri-
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culum with their personnel.

In these visits, we found that, for the most part, curri-

culum were subject-centered. Subjects were taught in isolation

and there was little or no attempt to establish continuity

among them. Supervisors and curriculum specialists in these

schools indicated that they were interested in promoting inter-

disciplinary curriculums. However, due to tradition and staff

resistance to this type of planning, they had realized little

success in this area.

Relating what we had seen during our visits to what we had

learned about middle-school students in our district, and to what

the literature says about the middle-school child, we know that

our goal for a diversity of teaching/learning environment would

have to reflect a curriculum other than found in the other schoals.

We wanted a currixulum which emphasized the process of inquiry

rather than the acquisition of facts, the interrelatedness of

learning experiences, and the cognitive as well as affective needs

of our students.

Shortly after my appointment as principal of. I.S. 158X in

February 1974, I learned that I would not be freed of my responsi-

bilities as principal of C.S. 34 until the end of the school year.

In title, I was principal of two schools, simultaneously planning

14
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the demise of one and the birth of another. This dual roll= made

it difficult to engage in the necessary planning for the G ening

of I.S. 158X.

Board of Education cutback's ruled out a planned summer .pro-

gram which was to have been devoted to planning. I was immware

of the cutbacks until two weeks before the end of school. ccor-

dingly, in late May, I started meeting with a representative

group of staff members to plan the summer program. Attention

was given to the concerns involved in planning the new curricu-

lum. Alth6ugh a summer program 'did not happen, these concerns

served to guide us in our curriculum planning do-ring the e.arly

part of the 1974-75 school year,

Theoretical Considerations

The theoretical basis of our curTiculum caircerns took imta

consideration the purposes of the middle-school: specifically:

1 - We design a curriculum for students in the pre-

adolescent stage of their gr:awth. They niexe no

longer considered children in the romantic sense

and yet neither were they adults with attendant

emotional and social responsibilities.

-'. The curriculum would have to provide for promotion

of self realization. Earlier in this report we cited

the possibility that many of our students had developed

poor self-concepts as a result of continued failure
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throughout their educational careers. The curriculum,

therefore, had to provide opportunities for all

youngsteTs to experience success. Wealso were aware

that factors other .than academic success contribute

to low self concepts. We would- have to plan to deal

with them.

3 -We had to plan for the broad growth and development

of our students by creative use of the standard

-curriculum prescribed by the Board of Education for

the grade levels serviced by our school.

4 -We had to plan for experiences and exploration of

areas related to the varied student interests.

S -Directly related to opportunities for establishing

individual success patterns, is common practice for

the middle-school to provide for individualization

or instruction.

6 -While not a stated purpose of the middle-school, is

a mandate of. our District Commiinity School Board for

all its schools and reflects a theme common to the

Five purpose,s of the middle-school outlined above.

This suggests a curriculum focus that is individua-

lized, diagnostic, prescriptive, interdisciplinary,

and multi-cultural.
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In addition to the theoretical concerns which guided our

curriculum planning, we were concerned with informaelon from

feeder schools on incoming students; questionnaire responses

from students, staff, and parents; district goal-s; staff

interests and expertise; the physical layout of the school

plant, and contractual limitations.

To facilitate development of curriculum reflecting our

theoretical concerns and providing for the peculiar needs of

students and staff, the staff agreed that each team of

teachers (major subject:area teachers servicing a group of

75-130 stud-erits) would select a common core topic aroung which

to develop the instructional program.11-

We agreed that the core topic approach would serve to

promote subject integration and eliminate the tendency of many

teachers to teach in isolation. The approach would also pro-

vide for continuity of instruction and reinforcement in skills

areas. To coordinate the instructional program, we agreed that

each teacher would fill out a "systems approach to instruction"

form for each marking period and share the completed form with

other members of the team. 12 The systems form serves as a tool

to assist teachers in identifying specific objectives, goals,

11Appendix "B"

12Appendix "C"
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expecIed outcomes, and teaching strategies they hoped to employ.

All members of the cluster were encouraged to rcinforcc an under-

standing of the identified concepts in their respective subject

areas.

The focus on interdisciplinary learning developed around

core topics demanded an increased recognition of and movement

eoward an Integrated school curriculum. But what developed

in our school, interms of subject assignments, might seem like

contradiction of purpose. I refer to the fact that there is

.a clear delineation of what each teacher is to teach, when hc

is to tench it, what each student is to receive, and when he is

13to receive it. In reality, there is no contradiction. In view

of the severe skills deficiencies of our students, our staff's

inexperience in working with middle school-age students;. and the

limitations placed upon us for staff development, we had to build

in those riafeguards necessary to seeing that the many and varied

needs of our students were being met. Although instructional'

schedules arc clearly spelled out, a degroe pf flexibility is

luilt into the program for individual's or small groups of stu-

dents. This flexibility permits students to continue with group

or individual projects beyond a given period with the understand-

ing that they are responsible for their assignments in the curri-

culum arca which they miss or are late reporting to.

13Appendis "0"
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Limited staff, budget stringencies, and staff inexperience

the middle sc_hool leve-1, forced us to limit our curriculum

offerings during the first year. We moved with caution in this

area in the hope of ultimately being able to develop .a program

of curricular offerings which rruly reflecred our philosophy

.about school experience for students in the middle-school. For .

the school year 1974-75, curricular offerings were divided into.

three categories: electives, required, and mini-courses. Std.-

dents had many choices available to them in the'mini-courses,'
-

although they had to select participation in only one. (The

curricular allocations are noted in Tables 10 and 11).
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TABLE 10

I.S. 158XRequired Subjects by Grade Level

Subjects Grade Allocations

6th 7th

132

READING X X.

SPELLING/GRAMMAR

JOURNALISM

CREATIVE WRITING X X

LITERATURE

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

SOCIAL STUDIES

URBAN STUDIES

HEALTH & PHYS. D.

SPANISH

GEN. MUSIC

ART

SHOP & HOME ECON. X

AFRO HISPANIC CULTURE

1 E0

8th

X
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TABLE 11

I.S. 158X - ELECTIVE SUBJECTS BY GRADE

Subjects
GRADE

6th 7th 8th

SPANISH X X

VOCAL MUSIC X X

ART X X X

INST. MUSIC X X

DANCE X X

DRAMA X X X

TYPING X X X

ETHICS X
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An observer examining our curricular offerings might be

tempted to conclude that they do not differ significantly from

traditional junior high school curricula. However, there should

be an awareness that there are basic curricular requirements

imposed by the State Department of Education and the Board of

Education. As state/city-certified institutions, public schools

must provide the mandated curricular. How the curriculum is

implemented, however, does made a difference. A description of

I.S. 158X's implementation pattern follows:

Reading Skills

OUr reading program is completely individualized on the

basis of student needs. Every student in our school was gi.t.en

the McGraw-Hill Prescriptive Reading Inventory,14an instrument

developed to identify areas of student weakness on nine-two

objectives considered necessary to successful student achieve-

ment in reading. The P.R.I. tests are machine scored and indi-

vidual as well as group profiles of student needs returned to

the teachets. These profiles identify those 'student needs and

behavioral patters which must be dealt within an instructional

program. The group profiles suggest class groupings for instruc-

tion on specific objectives. The objectives are also identified

according to four levels of mastery (blue, green, yellow and red)/

During each marking period reading teachers cooperatively agree

on the ten objectives of focus for that period. These objectives

14Appendix "E"
1 5 ;',
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are circulated to all staff who, in turn, provide reinforcement

experiences in their respective areas.

Instruction in reading deals with the development of skills

such as word .recognition, vocabulary acquisition, reading compre-

hension, rate, recognition of various reading purposes, and oral

reading for sp-cific purposes. We stress the importance of a

student's facility to apply his reading skills to all situations

calling for interpretation of the written mord.

.Literature

In literature instruction is devoted to p17ose, fiction,

prose non-fiction, poetry and drama. Emphasis is placed on

acquainting.the student with various literary forms and encour-

aging him to investigate them in terms of his personal enjoyMent

and .satisfaction. Student creativity in role playing and on

developing scripts from reading materials is encouraged. The

content of the literature program is multi-cultural in the hope

that each student will be able to use literature as a vehicLe for

understanding himself and his world with greater comprehension,

awareness, and enjoyment.

Langu.aye:

Spelling grammar, journalism, and creative writing are ca-

tegorized as language. In language we stress writing, speaking,

and listening. The program identifies the language curricular

components separately to insure teacher preparation and instruc-

1 5
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ion in each arca.

. Writing - development of thc skills necessary for ease

and effectiveness of writtcn expression. In

creative writing, students write on topics

indigenous to their personal experiences and

dreams. ln journalism, students again are

encouraged to write at their experiential

.levels. However, a major aspect of this

program is the development of school and class

newspapers. Spelling, grammar, sentence and

paragraph structure, punctuation, capitaliza-

tion, and related skills are stressed. Students

are taught the skills of functional and creative

writinR. Writing is viewed as a means of com-

munication and self-expression.

Speaking -Linguistic fluency is seen as a means of effect-

ive oral communication. Oral communication

patterns peculiar to the life styles of the

students arc encouraged and compared with those.

patterns common to our larger society. Students

develop an awareness oftheir own style of

spcil4ing and the effect it has on others in a

variety of social situatioo.s...-

1 5 ,1
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Listening - Effective listening is stressed as a means of

gaining information, processing information,

and finally, evaluating it.

Mathematics

Mathematics instruction is based on the forty-two S.R.A..
15

Math Mastery Objectives. A machine-scored printout identifies

the levels of achievement of each student on forty-two basic

math .objectives considered essential fo-: suCcessful student

performance at the middle school level. The math teachers in

our school agree on the objectives to be stressed for a given

period and each teacher is responsible- for developing data-

bank materials for a given objective on four different levels.

These materials ate placed in a central pool and made available

for duplication and use by all math teachers in their instruc-

tional program. This sharing activity encourages individuali-

zation of instruction suiied to the needs of each student.

The mathematics objectives provide for instruction in

arithmetic, geometry, and algebra.

Arithmetic includes numerical computation with integers,

fractions, decimals, and percents. Number thoory, graphs,

number basis, automatic response and approximations arc taught.

leachers are encouraged to relate all of these s1Alls to the

experiental levels of our students in their practical applica'--

tions.

Appendix "1,- 15:i
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In geometry, we focus on direct measurements, units of

measure, areas, perimeters, volumes, geometry of simple

figures, constructions with compasses and straight edges,

making models of solid figures and again, practical applica-

tions.

Algebra includes set theory equations and inequalities;

properties of the sets of integers, of rational numbers, and

of real numbers from an axiomatic viewpoint; verbal problems;

linear graphs; systems of equations, and practical applications.

We' offer a variety of learning materials from which students

ci.n synthesize an individual method of learning. Our math lab-

oratory has a lending component which affords teachers measuring

equipment of many kinds, mathematical games, cassette tapes,

programmed materials, activity/task cards, and the like.

At the end of each marking period, we conduct a school-

wide systems test based on the teacher-developed mathematics

objectives. If sufficient student mastery is not indicated in

a given objective, it is carried over to the next marking period.

Each student has a math folder in which he keeps a record of his
16

progress and samples of the projects in which he has engaged.

Science:

The sciences arc clustered into three major areas of study:

chemistry, biology, and earth,sciences. Teachers decide the

areas of focus for a given period with a variety of experience

in each area available to the students. In addition to tedcher
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generated activities, students arc encouraged to generate their

own .

All classes arc assigned to the Science laboratories for

specific periods during the week in addition to class time For

theory exploration. Ideally, we would prefer to have an indi-

vidualized science program offering students assistance and

direction as needed. However, the teachers handling the pro-

gram ate not specialists and lack strong science backgrounds.

Generally, they are insecure about implementing a science

program of this complexity.

Our goal is to develop a science program which is acti-

vity- and experience-oriented with an emphasis on discovering

Facts, observing phenomena, developing and testing hypotheses,

and deducing general principles.

Social Studies:

Orban studies, although listed separately on our list of

required -subjects, is a part of the social studies curriculum.

Other disciplines included arc history, economics, anthropology,

_aild.to a degree, political science. The major areas, of Focus

arc:-

16

Ski 11 I3ui lding: Students arc offered experience in
_

Appendix "F"

building map and globe skills, research

skills, reporti'ng skills (verbal an(I

.written), media analysiS skills, inter-

viewing, and community organization/part-
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ictpation.

General Background: A'variety of textbooks, films, film-

strips, and teacher-developed materi-

als arc used to generate the students'

awareness of American and European

history and their influence on pre-

sent-day life in our country and

zommunity.

Specialty Study Areas: Student experiences will b.e_con-
.

centrated in the areas of urban stu-

dies (ethnic groups, city planning

and urban renewal, transportation);

Afro-Puerto Rican history and cul--

ture, and environmental studies.

Special Interest Studies: Students will be encouraged to

pursue their own special interests

in social scienc6s. Books, media

materials, trips, and other opportuni-

ties, -will be made available to broaden

the students' interests in this arca.

Students of Afro-Puerto Rican culture

will visit frequently the district's

Culture Museum to develop greater

awareness and interest.-To the degree

poss,ible, the social studies curricu-

lum will be problem-oriented. Emphasis
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will be placed on processes and concept

development.. All students will have

individual folders in which they will

log their experiences and maintain

samples of their progress.

Health and Physical Education:

The Health and Physical Education program is designed to:

(1) promote physical activi,ty and physical fitness; (2) develop

student competence in body management and useful _physical skills;

(3) develop a conscious awareness of safety practices; (4) pro-

mote individual and group understanding support; (S) promote

individual awareness of and appreciaton for:. the Ieffects of

physical activity upon the body; (6) prOvjde opportunities for

the exercise of student initiative; leadership and responsibi-

lity; and (7) reinforce basic learnings in other areas of the

curriculum.

Activities in which the students participate include basic

,and creative movement, rhythm and dance, perceptual-motor skills,

team sports, and gyMnastics. Competitive interscholastic sports

are discouraged.

All students arc assigned to the gym for a double period

each week. Ideally, we would ,like to hav students particinate

in directed physical education activities for 'at least one period

each day. However, our staffin pattern does not permit such a

schedule.

159
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Spanish:

Spanish is the (--;ly foreigh language offered in our school.

Staff limitations, again, forcud us to limit foreigh language

offerings. Since we were assigned only one foreigh language

teacher, we chose Spanish. The school community is largely

Hispanic and, although many or the students are fluent in the

colloquial for of thc language, they do not understand or

speak Castilian Spanish.- And these same'students do not read

or writc the language'. In addition to offering Spanish for

the Spanish-speaking student, the language is also taught to

English-speaking students. Exposure of-these students to

Spanish promotes.and develops their multi-cultural experiences

and understanding.

Thc audio-lingual approach is used in Spanish instruction-

al program. Reading and writing are introduced as students

develop proficiency.

Perceptual Development

I.S. 158X has three non-graded perceptual training classes.

.Students are grouped in these classes according to the degree

oF their perceptual deficits. In organizing these classes, we

recognized thnt there are children who lack the readiness for

learning because of developmental lags in the areas of percep-

.tion, gross motor coordination. auditory discrimination, and.

visual motor integration.- 13'y identifying these deficits and

developing an individualized-learning program .which involves

160



systematic remediation, children will be prepared to learn.

Children are selected on the basis of n diagnostic

screening consisting of the 5ender Motor Gestalt test, figure

draw.ings, measures of auditory and visual discrimination,

measures of lateral dominance as well as scores on standar-

dized citywide tests, teacher rating sheets, and attendance

.records. Progress made by participation in the program will

hcqletermined by re-examination with these same measures at

thc end of the 1974-75 school year.

Objectives of the program include:

1 - To identify the deficits of perceptually disabled

students.

2 - To develop techniques for creating individual

profiles of learning patterns and needs of each

.child in the program.

3 - To devise a curriculum and techniques to be used

in the classroom environment which meet the educa-

tional needs of each child.

4 - As a result of the individual focus of the program,

we expected that along with academic growth, there

would he improved attendance, improved peer rela-

tionships, and development of a.more positive self

concept.

1 G 1
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The rationale behind the establishment of perceptual

development classes is more pragmatic than theoretical. The

benefits which can accrue to youngsters twelve-and older are

questionable. However, the reality of the symptoms manifest-

ed by a large number of children who seem capable of learning

and yet had attended school for five or more years with re-

markably little to show, seemed to Suggest that i5erceptual

disability might be the genesis of their problem. Despite

their advanced years and the expected presence of considdra-

ble emotional overlay, we felt that a program geared speci-

fically to perceptual training was worth investigation and-

perhaps a last hope for these children.

The tangible, results of our experience with perceptual

training methods for sixth grade children indicate that pro-

gress can be made by children who have failed in conventional

classrooms. Although one year is certainly not enough, all

children in this class are better equipped than before to deal

with the world. It is hoped that this experience will carry

over and that they will be able to function more efficiently

n other school situations.

In our perceptual development classes the performance of

the teacher of reading is a visual and auditory experience, as

well as a kinesthetic and emotional one. Particularly appro-
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priate is the exposure of children to thc publi.shed creative

writings of other children such as "TheMe Nobody Knows".
CZ?

Instruction in mathematics is highly individualized mak-

ing use of a variety or concrete materials as teaching aids.

Considerable emphasis also is placed on the emotional

needs of children. Group discussions, individual appointments,

continued warmth.and attention from teachers, the frequent

experience or success, and timc spent in helping each child

to understand his own learning style are the components of

tLis important arca.

Small, task-oriented activity groups have been organized

for those students in the program who show Rrogress in mastery

oF the assigned activities. Their purposc is to employ stu-

dents as tutors for their less-advanced classmates and in thc

process, increase their own achievements. And, they should

become positive Forces in the tcaching/lcaraing process.

In the arca of gross and small motor control, the Frostig

exercises arc used alon:r, with many project-devised movements,

body games, and body image techniques. To provide additional .

perceptual training, the program is c.rafts-oriented. The child-

ren learn to knit, scw, crochet, embroider, weave, and string

beads. Hach or these rather complicated crofts activities arc

broken down into small, simple steps to which thc children can
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relate. Knitting, for example, is a five-step task, with care-

ful verbal instructions and much repetition. Aside from the

actual perceptual gains and the tangible skills, real feelings

of mastery serve as invaluable suppors of this avenue of edu-

cation.

The program relates very specifically to the individual

needs of each child as ascertained by the initial evaluative

selection procedure. These learning profiles provide basic

information on which the prescriptive learning program for the

year is built. Modifications are made as the child masters

.pvescribed learning kills

Mini-Courses

As we neared the end of our first term at I.S. 15SX,

organizationally and administratively I felt we were approach-

ing a semblance of stability and it was at this point that I

approached the staff about the feasibility of offering mini-

courses. I first presented the idea to the staf assessment

committee and, after some discussion, it agreed to support the

program. Nith that endorsement, I moved to present the idea to

the staff and parents' association.

Tn a January staff conference, 1 sug.gested offering mini-

'courses durinr, the last period or the school day on .!ondays,

Tuesdays, and Fridays. The purpose of the mini-courses would

be to afrord the teacherschoices (not necessarily academically

oriented) which accommodated their needs, interests, talents,
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and abilities. The mini-courses would also afford opportunities

for student-teacher contacts in relaxed environments, with

reduced staff student ratios, under conditions in which students

would not worry about grades, and staff would not have to be

concerned with measuring a student's progress by some pre-deter-

mined set of guidelines.

Staff discussion produced enthusiasm and interest. I sug-

gested that all staff members be included on a voluntary basis

and that they consider teaching their hobbies, special skills,

and interests outside of their area of formal training. I also

mentioned that there may be students with interests and talents

which did not match those of a given staff member. However, the

presence and involvement of the staff member as a non-directive

or generating participant would serve to promote a program truly

representative of the interests and concerns of our students.

Staff members were advised that they would be asked to fill

out a form indicating the title and a brief description of their

respective mini-courses. Parents and members of the community

would also be invited to participate as mini-course leaders.
17

Proposals for mini-courses were prodigious in number. Many of

the suggested courses were in areas foretgn to our students and,

due to their limited exposure, did not attract their interests.

The staff was especially pleased with the fact that all

personnel, professional and auxiliary, would be involved. The

17
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reduced staff-student ratio resulting from that involvement

would truly afford staff and students an opportunity to inter-

act in a non-threatening manner and one that supported the needs

of all concerned.

Two weeks before the start of mini-courses, all eighth-

period classes were contained in homerooms. Teachers, using

a proposed description of the min-course schedule and course

offerings, asked all students to make first, seCond, and third

choices of courses. Only three children from each class were

permitted to opt for the same first choide. Students were

asked to take their schedule of courses home and to discuss

their choices with their parents over the week-end. They were

to turn in their minicourse choices to their official teachers

during homeroom on Monday.

At the end of the school day, on Friday, I was bombarded

by students wanting to know why a majority of students in one

class could not elect to take a given course as their first

choice. Although their teachers had explained to them the

necessity of affording all students the opportunity of taking a

courst of their chdice, I had to continuously reinforce this

fact. The students were not satisfied wit'a my explanation and

I decided to pursue the matter in another way. On Monday, I

met with each grade separately in assembly to explain our

reasoning. I used the chalkboard to demonstrate the numbers

*I 6 6
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involved if as many as two students from all of our classes

opted for a given course as a first choice. I then put the

weight on their backs by having them react to the purpose of

our mini-courses and their perceptions of what would happen

if one course had fifty students and another had only three

students. The students solved the problem for themselves and

voiced approval, recognizing the limits involved in the program.

When the mint-course requests were all in, a tally of stu.-

dent choices was completed and, to the degree possible, they were

assigned to either their first or second choides. "Collecting

Stamps" and "Folk Singing" were busts with no students express+

ing an interest. We discussed the problem with the teachers and

they agreed to switch to audio visual instruction and video pro-
1

ductions respectively. We were able to recruit individuals with

expertise in these areas to assist the teachers and their courses

went well.

We were unable to secure the services of any parents or com-

munity persons as workshop leaders. However, a number did volun-

teer to assist.

Initially, we experienced considerable difficulty with the

mini-courses. The students understood the rationale for limiting

the numbers in each course. But there were those who, neverthe-

less, wanted to change once the courses began. In many cases,

1 ti 7
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students took it upon themselves to appear at a course other

than the one to which they were assigned, or to leave school

at the end of the seventh period. To deal with this problem,

we found it necessary to institute a program of "Hall sweeps".

Five minutes after the mini-courses started, members of the

supervisory staff who did not teach mini-courses and parent

volunteers would go through the halls collecting all students

who were out of classrooms without official passes. The stu-

dents were taken to the library and detained there for inde-

pendent reading. As time went on, many students decided to

attend the courses to which they had been assigned. Others

decided to use the time as a study period in the library,

Supplementary Curriculum

In the formative stafe of our program for diverse teach-

ing/learning environments at I.S. 158X, I was fully cognizant

of the limitations placed upon us by tax-levy supports and

Board of Education curriculum mandates. I knew that a degree

of change could be realized by employing new methods, proced-

ures, and processes, and yet these were limiting in terms of

the need and programs which we envisioned for meeting these needs.

To further our purpose, I began to seek support from outside

the tax-levy structure. The remaining pages of this section of-

fer.:a descriptive analysis of those non-tax levy programs which

we brought into the school to foster achievement of our goal.

S
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Learning Enrichment Media Center

The Learning Enrichment Media Center is a combination

tax-levy and state-funded program. The c.enter was established

to make available in the school an area where small groups of

students could meet in a non-threatening ehvironment to

strengthen their skills in reading through the use of multi-

sensory activities using content from all curriculum areas.

The Learning Enrichment Media Center is located in an

open-environment carpeted area the approximate size of three

average classrooms. The room is of adequate size to permit

the open display of various learning materials, and to allow

students easy access to.the available materials.

Although we make extensive use of multi-media equipment
1

and materials in all of our classrooms, the center serves as

a special and unique supplement to the classroom instructional

program. In addition to being a non-threatening area removed

from the classroom environment, the Learning Resource Center

serves the following purposes:

1- Provides students the chance to move from a structured

subject-oriented environment to a high-interest, inter-

disciplinary framework. Thus, it allows students oppor-

tunities.to ape and appreciate relationships befween the

various disciplines.

1(
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2- Permits the student freedom of choice in his selection

of activities within the framework of pre-determined,

individual needs as diagnosed by evaluative, prescrip-

tive data used in the school. Research has shown that

measurable progress results when children participate

in choosing their learning experiences, e.g. The Samuel

B. Huey School in Philadelphia.

3- Extends the availability of multi-media sources for the

purpose of delimiting teachers and textbooks as primary

vehicles for learning, and thus develops within students

an ability to engage in independent, self-generated

learning and thereby, to become reflective decision-

makers.

4- Serves to broaden the range of technological tools avail-

able to each teacher in the school, all of whom may use

the Learning Enrichment Media Center as a lending library.

5- Serves as an area where parents can recognize the need for

their constructive involvement in a rela'ively unstruct-

ured environment.

6- Serves as a vehicle through which students think and work,

toward consensus wit, others whose self-interest and

values may differ from their own.

7- Makes available a variety of multi-ethnic materials for

the purpose of promoting multi-cultural awareness.

170
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A maximum of thirty students are serviced in the center

during any given period by one teacher-coordinator and three

paraprofessionals. Students request permission to visiZ the

center through the official teacher of the subject to which

they are assigned at that time. The official teacher contacts

the center via the intercom to find out if space is available

For the student or to 1-.!ake an appointment for a later student

visit. Teachers and students may make prior appointments for

visits to the center For work on special projects.

Copies or all students' P.R.I. profiles are on File in

the cen.ter for use as guides to the stqff in assisting stu-

dents to select experiences suited to their levels of perform-

ance and needed skills.

The basic educational approach used in the centei= uffcrds

students considerable freedom to discover the inter-connecting

relationships oF things and ideas. The teacher-coordinator

and paraprofessionals serve-as facilitators and resource per-

sons to students. fn addition to the profiles, subject area

goals are also on File in the center.

All school staFf members are encouraged to visit tho center

;mid use the materials and equipnent to enriQh their classroon

prorams. The teacher-coordinator conducts reularly scheduled

workshops for parents and staff to familiarize them with the

materials and approaches used in the center. Parent volunteers

171
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in the center are encouraged to assist in individualizing the

program.

Project PLAN

In December 1974, I proposed to the.New York Urban Coa-

lition that I,S. 158X be considered for inclusion in Project

PLAN, school-based program with an environmental-education

component funded under the federal Emergency School Assist-

ance Act. The Coalition is a non-profii organization attempt-

inT to bring the resources of labor, the Trivate sector, and

community groups to bear on urban problems, including educa-

tion.

At the time, the Coalition had been operating in another

district school for five months. Following several conferen-

ces with Ms. Margaret Chiara, Project Director, our school was

approved for inclusion in the E.S.A.A. proposal. Ultimately,

the proposal was approved with minor modifications and our

school along with two.clementary schools in the district be-

came the participants in Project PLAN for the 1975-76 school

year.

Although this practicum was proposed for the 1974-75

school year and Project PLAN was not implemented until the

197S-76 school year, our application for participation was made

during the course of practicum. It is also to he understood

that the process involved in writing proposals and securing

fr7
+
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funding is a long and trying one and there is no short cut to

compliance with established guide lines.

The following description of the environmental component

of Project PLAN has been excerpted from the proposal submitted

to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Grant

#320775-00313(529); Project #529-A250111. Project PLAN is

being implemented in our school as described_in column 2 -
_

"Activities".
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OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

114, 1975

To Whom It May Concern:

We are happy to have been included in the proposed New York
Urban Coalitions' "Parent Professional Development Program
(Project Plan)." I have read the descriptive narrative of
the program and find that its goals are in consonance with
those we consider vital if our schools are to be responsive
to the needs and demands of society.

329-0800-01

TELEPHONE

A positive home-school relationship is one of the most important
components of any successful school program. When teachers and
parents see each other frequently, formally and informally, in
a supportive manner, they provide the reinforcements necessary

.

for effecting the total efforts of the school. Parents need to
participate, to be informed, and to know that theirs is a vital
role in.the development

. their children. Parents are demanding,
and rightly so, to be consulted before broad policy is decided
and implemented, to participate in the evaluative process, and to
play a role in deciding what efforts will be engaged in to upgrade
and improve the performance of their schools.

Just as parents have a need to be consulted and_ involved in a
meaningful way as relate to the total educational program, teachers
and auxiliary staff have certain needs as they attempt to
facilitate the learning process. In a research study of the needs
and problems of teachers, the N.E.A. found that five difficulties
outrank all others in importance to teachers. The five perceived
needs of teachers were: (i) protection of job security; (2) adapting'
instruction to the wide range of pupilcbilities and achievement;
(3) relating to pupil indifference; (h) an overabundance of non-
instructLonat duties; and (5) pr,:,viding for individual needs when
class loads were too large.

1 "i t
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"Project Plan" May 14, 1975 Pg. 2

While attempting to address the needs of his many constituents,
the school principal must be forever mindful of his commitment
to the total educative process. He must serve as a catalyst
and.leader in improving education in his community.

If implemented, "Project Plan" will provide a monitoring
program with ongoing evaluation and re-assessment of need as an
integral part of this cooperative effort. This cooperative effort
of involvement and information, feedback system will reduce resis-
ance to the principal's efforts and offer increased support
for his-position as an educational leader.

With this guided support from my community-school power structure,
as principal, I will make those final decisions necessary for
movement toward our perceived goals.

Our schools contl..rue to be the primary institutions, through which
societies' values are transmitted. By our compulsory sdhool attend-
ance laws..,_we demonstrate our belief that our schools can and should
perform this task. Recent expression of displeasure with schools
have come from all stratas of society and yet, there has been no move
to abolish the "public school system." There has, however been cries
of redirection of approach, curriculum focus, and increased community
participation. With these cries has come an increased awareness
that our youth, through their peer groups, work experience, community
contacts, and family experiences, learn more of the behavior import-
ant for constructive participation in society than they learn in
the school setting. The schoollmust, therefore, establish lines of
meaningful communication with thse out-of-school institutions as
a means of enriching its educational program. Project Plan will
afford us this vital link.

During this period of budget deficits, our need for supplemental
aid is greater than ever. Our tax levy supports are being cut,
and the challenges to our abilities as educational institutions
are increasing. Our survival a5 viable effective societal institu-
tions must be supported thnpugh those resource:; not generally
available to us.

Very truly yours,

Charles L. Dunn,
CLD:jr Principal

17 IS
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Basic
PilotXXXXX
Bilingual

Need: There is a need to stimulate each student through a set of
planned multi-sensory, multi7cultural, interdisciplinary,
group and individual experiences which provide opportun-
ities for individual success, group cooperation and Which
enhance'academic motivation.

Priority Rank of Need: 2

Supportive Data to Justify Need: Previously Submitted

III. Specific Objectives of Project FLAN, in order or priority,
are as follows:

(1) Ob'ectives

To be in a condition in
which by June 30, 1975
OD% of the children
from each of the project
schools have had the
three day experience at
Pocono Environmental
Education Center (PEEC)

1. The teachers, parents 1. By June 30, 1976
and supportive staff a formal written
from each participating statistical analysis
school will have a of all persons
Parent-Staff Orientation attending the PEEC
Weekend prior'to the center will be com-
children's experience. pleted by the

Project Adminis-
2. PEEC staff will visit trator.
each class and the parents
of the children to orient
them prior to giving PEOC,

3. Each school community will 2. A question-
establish a group of people
including the Field Repre-
sentative, Community Aide
and School Liaison to organ-
ize, coordinate and promote
the PEEC experience.

L. Each school community will
assume the responsibility
of providing transportation
for staff, parents and child-
rpn to FEEC.

5. The implementation of this
objective will be documented
by extensive video, photo-
graphic and written(in the
form of agenda and minutes)
data andsummary of this ma-
terial presented in the
final report and/or dissem-
ination conference at the
District 12 Ethnic Heritage
Center (May, 1976).
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naire will be
given to Parent-
Staff Orienta-
tion Weekend
participants .

to assess their
evaluation of--,-
PEEC prior to'
student visita-
tion.
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Supportive Network

One of the major difficulties a school faces when it

attempts to design and implement strategies for its own develop-

ment and renewal is the fact that it is somewhat isolated. A

public school usually functions as a nearly autonomous institu-

tion, receiving communication and directives from the outside

but enjoying considerable latitude in developing particular

strategies to meet its needs. This situation arises because

the district office is. necessarily heavily involved in matters

of funding, staffing, quality of program offerings, enrollment,

resource allocation, and the like. A district will always pro-

vide some specialists to deal directly with the schools on or-

ganizational and curricular questions. But the number of

schools tb be serviced, coupled with the wide variety of their

programmatic strategies, makes thorough programmatic interven-

tion a practical impossibility. So, when a school seeks to

modify its internal organization to change the way in which it

sdelivcrs its services, it tents either to rely heavily on its

own staff resources or to try to create a support system of its

owa.

The Coalition appreciates the difficulties faced by both

a school, like 1.S. 15RX, which wants to make major organization-

al chapges to better deliver its educational product and a

district, like Ilistrict 12, which is highly interested in the

particular needs of each of its schools but must - by law and

7 7
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available resources - first address those questions which arc

more generalized and which programmatically affect large mem-

bers of its schools.

because it appreciates these difficulties, the Coalition

tries develop linkages among schools involved in similar

developmental strategies and which could, therefore, benefit

From frequent sharing.
\

I.S. 15SX has been a member of such a rictork during the

past year. The network is primarily built around the fact that

all of thc schools fn it have newly initiated and Coalition -

,

supported planning teams. In addition, each of the schools is

interested in organizational change, the possibility of mini-

schools, questions Of staff development, and thc role of the

principal in supporting change. Schools from Districts 5,

and 12 are involved in this network and, periodically, repre-

sentatives From the altern:7te high schools have participated.

The network itself has been jointly supported by the Coalition

and the Learning Cooperative, a program of the Board of Education.

17S
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B. TO Aucp:T THAT RELATIONSHIP IN EACH OF THE SCHOOLS BY

PROVIDING TWO ADDITIONAL AND INTERLOCKING SUPPORTS TO

THE SCHOOL AND THE CHILDREN: THE-OUT-OF-COTIUNITY LIVING_ _ _ .

EXPERIENCE AND THE LEARNING ENVIRONNENT DEVELOPMENT_ ,

EXPERIENCE

I. Out-of-Community living Experience_

Ft was proposed that by using the .facilities and resources

of the Pocono Environmental Education Center (PEEC) (R.).1;

Box 268; Dingman's Ferry, Pa. 18328) an extended out-of-

city living experience can be offered to about 1,500

children and 150 adults (parents and staff) from the three

project schools. The experience is scheduled over a 15-

week period durin the school year. Approximately 100

children and 10 to 15 adults are at the PEFC center for

a two half. day pel'idds each week. The PEFC exTerience is

coordinated by school liaison, the field representative

and community aide in each school. They organize and pro-

vide overall coordination for on-site PEF:C-exTeriences and'

relate those experiences t-o all .other components 6f this

proposal. The activities at t. center arc organized by

PEEC personnel. The PEEC experience is so designed 4nd

struttAired that it is intended to:

a, Work to break down the effects of minority group

isolation by expanding the learning experiences

nnd the horizons of the children.

179
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b. StimLiate the children to positive reflection on

questions related to environments and what it meanS

to 1 ive within any given environment ;

C. Enable the child to see his own community environment

with a new and constructive clarity;

d. Provide an extended group living experience for adults

(parents and teachers) and children in which traditional

regular role definitions will be significantly altered;

e. Stimulate the school staff to question some of their

basic assumptions about curriculum and the learning

process and to begin to change their approaches to the

children so that they relate more effectively to the

whole chi Id within the ,school setting;

1. Bring some of the adults in the children's daily lives

(parents and teachers) together in a situation which is

neither functionally segregated nor heavily role defined

and thus begin to encourage both the childre:' and the

adults to create .me-r..0 ,human, integrated, positive

learning 'coramunities within their school.

The particu.lar objectives and activities deliMited in the

planning for the PliliC experience and included in th.e Needs/Objec-

tives Section 0 f th i.s proposa I .
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2. Learning Environment Development Experience

The crux of Project PLAN is the manner by which it esta-

blished situations in which:

a. The development of the planning team in each school and

the shared living experience at PEEC can be analyzed and

assimilated by participants so tha. t they produce long

term positive effects on the children, staff, parents,

school, and community.

b. Clear and realistic assessment andyevaluation of project

activities is publicly visible and a dynamic for con-

tinuing project-gene-rated success (both programs and

processes) is established.

The project, by demanding the integrative activities related

directly to the child's learning and-living environdent, links

all activitids and objectives to the daily world of the school

and community in such a way that the results must necessarily

leave positive, visible, planned changes in the environment of

the school community.

These changes must, furthermore, be perceived by the participants

as self selected, related to publicly articulated needs, and created

by the collective energies of the participants if the project is to

be successful. Thus the perception of "ownership" of both the plan

ning process and programmatic results is proposed as the single

most important evaluative question.

1 I



The underlying assumption is that thc strong positive effe.7ts

arising from the creation of the planning teams and the experi-

ences of shared living in PEI:C can be focused, enhanced and in-

ternalized in such a way that the schools, the children, the

stiff and community people come to better unde.,:- the impli-

cations of prolonged group isolation and to acquire tools which

can be used to change this situation.
, A.set of carefully planned

activities is developed which enables the participants to plan

for and implement positive changes within the learning environ-

ments of the schools and the general living environment of the

commun it y.

Specifically, a team of teachers selected from C.S. 129 by

the principal and the SWF in consultation with the Coalition,

11 worl, to recreate their learning environment i.n such a way

that the final implemented design (to be completed during the

academic year) clearly supports and enhances the objective set

by the students and staff who live and learn in the space. This

will clearly demonstrate the systemic, manipulable nature of

environment -- whether manmade (as in the school space) or natur-

al (as in the setting).

It is strongly felt that the integrative possibilities of the

environ:lent projects are valuable to the extent that

they tlarily and support the le,trnin;: process. The project,

accoydingly, S bein!! carried out at C.S. 1 2 9 ber-Ruse it has

1 '2
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already had a year of constituency supported planning and has -1

made formal requests through its planning team to lursue a learn-

ing environment project. Furthermore, because C.S. 129 is organ-

ized as a conglomerate of mini-schools, the selected space is a

mini-school environment. Workiug in and on a mini-school space

will further reinforce and support the development of the small

learning communities which are the primary centers of learning/
\

living in C.S. 129.

However, like many New York City schools, C.S. 129 has exper-

ienced incredible staff changes and confusion due to mandated

budget cuts. Hence, the original intent to work with an already

established team has been undermined. Instead, a team has been

selected, using the process outlined above, a process basically

alin to the team. It therefore is both trying to become a team

and to carry out the learning environment project.

The potential and value in modifying spaces to support parti-

cular learning-living objectives is made clear to the three parti-

cipating schools in a series of workshops will be developed by the

participants and will be shared through the District 12 Heritage

Center.

To facilitate this process, the Coalition will make available

to the schools a learning-environment designer, with broad exper-

ience in working with teachers in urban schools and with materials-

coustruction 5udgets.
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.......>:..f..The:',fopowing documents illustrate the procedures followed

in developing activities for the PEEC experience.

TO: ESAA Team

FROM: Askia Davis

RE: Pre/Post PEEC Activities

Th.e purpose of this document is to suggest activities and stra-

tegies that can augment the learning experiences of the children

at PEEC. These activities may occur before or after the PEEC

visit and are designed to:

a. Expan the learning experiences of the children;

b. Enable the child to see his own cummunity environment with

a new and constructive clarity;

c. Stimulate the child to become involved constructively in

maintaining that which is desirable in his environment,

while reconstructing that which is not;

d. Encourage teachers to utilize their skills to develop new

approaches to curriculum.

It is our hope that you receive this paper as a guide that shoud

be amended to fit the needs of your class.

Terminal Objectives

Before the completion of the school year the students will:

1. Select a vacant lot within the community and remodel it

according to what they perceive to be the community's needs;
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2. Construct, within a designated area of the classroom, a

controlled environment for the maintenance of plant and/or

animal life (terrariums, aquariums) etc.);

3. Design and implement a project that will change any envi-

ronmental eyest,re which may exist within schoolgrounds, so

that the area will meet the standards set for a productive

learning environment;

4. Develop the knowledge and skills that are necessary for the

planting and care of certain food plants within the class-

room;

5. Demonstrate verbally or in writing their ability to draw

generalizations about relationships in the animal kingdom

as they relate to or affect relationships among humans;

6. Make a chart of actions that individual students may take

to eith-r improve or prevent the deterioration of environ-

mental circumstances.

By the year's end, the teachers should have:

1. Become involved in designing and implementing a range of

teaching strategies (concept attainment and formation, role

play, group investigation, synectics, etc.), that would

have motivated the students, to become constructively in-

volved in the learning process;

2. Allowed students to have curricular input while designing

the units on environment education;

8
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3. Sharpened their environment knowledge and skills to become

resource personnel for the various projects undertaken by

the class;

4. Made use of their knowledge and abilities in seeking out

supplementary information, materials, and resources;

S. Enhanced positive relationships with the community through

involvement, with residents, in a project for school or

community improvement e.g. remodeling of the vacant lot,

a school exhibit, etc.;

6. Selected various areas of the units and incorporated them

into their curricular plans for the coming year.

When these objectives have been accomplished, a change in the

school's make-up should be detected. 'This positive change would

have been generated through the use of relevant and constructive

activities which enable the students to understand concepts and

recognize relationships.

1'36
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Please come and hear about this beautiful center an id ts
postibilities for creative learning experiences.

If you have any question:3, or would like to sin up for this
week-end orientation, please call Mr. Askia Davis or
Ms. Marie Smith at 329-080, or come to the schooUs library.

CLD:tm Sincerely,

Charles L. Dunn,..
Principal I,S. 158X
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VIII

This Section presents a description oF the

Prolram zat ion and Inpl ementat ion .

188
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VIII

Organization for Instruction

Our society is a pluralistic one and pluralism demands that

we have options - choices - viable alternatives. To effectively

exercise their future optiol.., students must be afforded the

opportunity to develop self-reliance, self-confidence, and

courage to take responsibility for their own learning. As

educational institutions, schuols must do more than afford

students experiences designed to transmit our social milieus.

Instead, they must serve as teaching grounds for devising means

of solving dilemmas, opening minds to things to come, and deve-

oping strategies and eliminate roadblocks to new directions.

As John Gardner put it:

"If we indoctrinate the young person in an elaborate
set of beliefs, we are ensuring his early obsolescence.
The alternative is to develop skills, attitudes, habits
of mind and the kinds of knowledge and understandings
that will be the instruments of continuous growth and
change. Too often we are giving our young folk cut
flowers when we should be teaching them to grow their
own plants. We are stuffing their heads with the prod-
ucts of earlier innovations rather than teaching them
how to innovate. W3 think of the mind as a storehouse
to be filled when we should think of it as an instru-
ment to be used. 19

If the roles of staff members are to result in opportunities

like those which Gardner describes, the Y must be affotded, through

the administrative system, opportunities which free them to pro-

mote such experiences. Gardner's views represent the thrust of

19
John W. Gardner, Self Renewal: The Individual and the Innovatin
Society (New Yorl Harper & Row, 1960, p. 56.
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our thinking in our efforts to foster diverse tcaching/lcarning

environments. Thus, we had to offer our staff teaching situa-

tions wuich would encourage their support of the program.

In an effo: to afford our staff input in terms of how our

school would :)rganized for the 1974-75 school year, I provid-

ed them with a profile of our anticipated student population and

the project staff allocation which had been provided us by the

community superintendent. The staff also toured the new school

building so that they could become familiar with its physical

features and how these might influence our organizational struc-

ture. School staff members 'vonnteered to research thc litera-

ture on. middle _school 'organizational patterns, visit middle

schools in our city, ar:d to combine this information with the

information we had on our students, physical plant, and staff,

as a ba-sis for recommending possible organizational patterns

forthe new school. The supervisory staff agreed to serve as

resource persons to this group and I offered to invite members

of the district staff with expertise in the arca to meet with

tlw committee. Prior to beginninn their research, I reminded

the committee that any form of'c,lass organization and instruc-

tional approach they agreed upon, would have to be reflective

or. the school district's commitmcii.t to heterogenous zrouPinc'.

and instruction founded upon an individualized, inter-disci-

Tlinary, multi-sensory, multi ..cnral, diagnostic-prescript-

190
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ive-evaluative approach. Although our -classes had always been

heterogenously organized, there were some staff members who

strongly objected to this form of organization. But, since

heterogenity was a district mandate, this was not a negotiable

item. In consideration of the concerns experessed by these

teachers, I agreed to delimit the spread of student achieve-

ment scores in class assignments.

In mid-May the organizational committee prese.nted its report

to the general staff. Their recommendatiuns were sound and

evidenced a genuine concern for the smooth oppration of the

school. The one area about which they expressed considerable

caution and concern was the use of open-space instructional

areas. The committee emphasized its awareness of the positive

features, according to the literature, in open education. -How-

ever, some of the committee members had observed attempts at

open education in other middle schools and they felt that no one

benefitod from them. As they viewed open education, there was

an absence of structure, leaving a veit that destroyed the teach-

ing/learning process.

By the end of May, the individual staff members had returned

their preference sheets and recommendations for our 1974-75 organ-
20

izational structure. I conferred with each staff member on his/

20
Appendix "X"
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her expressed preferences and recommendations, and to thle degree

'feasible, honored them.

As a result of planning and of staff suggestions, thenl'Aeachers
X

were organized into teams of two to four each. Actual te4m,struc-
---' A'

Jr
tures vary, although all are inter-disciplinary. Paraprofession-

als and teacher aides are assigned to each team. The paras pro-

vide direct instruction to targeted students and the aides assist

in clerical tasks.

Team members are responsible for instruction in the areas of

reading, spelling, grammar, creative writing or journalism,
\

social studies or urban studies, science, and mathematics. Quota

teachers provide instruction in health/phySical education, Span-
\

ish,\ typing,-home economics, industrial arts, Afro-Puerto Rican
\

history and culture, ethics, art, and music (instrumental and

vocal).

The classrooms of teamed teachers are clustered to provide for

flexibility and ease of movement. Students travel independently

outside of their clustered areas to quota teachers and specialist

areas (library, funded programs, Learning Resource Center, etc.).

The number of students assigned to a team varies, depending upon

the number of members in a team with an average of twenty-seven

to twenty-eight per team member.

The organizational structure is outlined below:

20
Appendix "R"

1
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1. Five teams of two cl4sses each:

Staff Rationale: Teams larger than two claes in size

are inadequate in meeting\the emotional needs of middle-
k

school stud-entsand-foY6i 'the students to relate to too

many different personalities at a t3-c in theiil develop-

ment when they are most insecure and searching.for their
;

own identity. If teachers have to relate to large num-

bers of students, they will not be able to afford indi-

vidual students the emotional supports they so desperate-

ly need during this period of their development.

1.1 Students are divided into sub-groups across class

lines on the basis of their skills deficiencies.

2. Three teams of two classes each, working in an open

environment, flexible-scheduling setting.

Staff Rationale: Same as noted above with the exception

that many students are independent learners and will

function best in an open environment. The cognitive

profiles and demonstrated performance of these teachers

suggested that they would do well in this type of envir-

ment. One of these four teachers also served as our

teacher-coordinator of open environments.

3. One team of two teachers who work with fifty students

who are reading two or more years below grade level and

who,cin addition, have unemotional overlay.

193
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Staff Rationale: The presence of these students in the

mainstream presents a situation which makes it difficult

for underachieving students who'do not present behavior

problems, to receive the individualized attention Caey

need.

3.1 The learning, experiences in these classes are

actiVity oriented, with students assigned to

community experiences four times a week during'

school time.

5.2 The curriculum in these classes is developed

around the community experiences of the students.

Math and communication skills serve as the major

areas of focus.

4. One team,of three teachers works with sixty students

who have been clinically evaluated as perceptually

disabled.

Staff Rationale: Perceptually disabled students in the

mainstream are expected to do as well as their peers and

with the same -ease. Because of their disabilities, these

children cannot rise to the levels expected and, in the

face oT continued failure, are often irreparably damaged

and develop serious emotional problems.

19,1
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S. One team of three teachers.

Staff Rationale: These te4chers .1d worked as a team

for two years during whic\th-"y developed an effective

working arrangement which met their individual needs as

well as those of their students.

5.1 These teachers work in an open environment with

flexible schJduling and individual student con-

tracts. The teachers engage in on-going coopera-

tive planning and allocate student assignments for

large blocks of time.

6. One team of three teachers serving thirty students in a

non-graded setting who have been clinically diagnosed as

brain damaged.

6.1 These students are taught in contained classroom

settings and mainstreamed for instruction 13; a

specialist.

7. One team of three teachers serving twenty-four students

who have been clinically diagnosed as emotionally disturbed.

7.1 These children are taught in contained classroom

settings and mainstreamed into shop classes.

In the organizational-structure described above, except where

otherwise indicated, all of the classe's are organized by grade

(6th, 7th, 8th), The teams, however, are non-graded. A team

195
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might contain one class in each grade in the school. Our cross-

class groupings for instruction on the basis of skills needs also

serves to meet the emotional needs of many of our students, which

is influenced by the unevenness of their physiological growth and

development.

In our organizational structure, as principal I am the instruc-

tional leader of the school. Our instructional staff, however,

relates directly to our assistant principals according to their

areas of specialization. The assistant principals have vertical

responsibilities in terms of subject-area instruct-ion and hori-

zontal responsibilities which relate to their administrative

areas of responsibility.

1 o 6
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Figure 1
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Team.Organization

FIGURE: I The Organization of teams in 1.5. 158X 1974-75,
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:Team relationship

: Direct relationshio
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on grade

P = Principal

AP 2 Assistant to Principal

T = Teacher

Quota Teacher,

ST= Special Class Teachers
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Supervision of Instruction

B) title and rrole definition, the principal is the instruc-

tional leader in.his school. He is responsible for establishing

conditions which will promote optimum growth in both staff and

students. To perform this vital task, the principal must be

accessible to and involved with these two major constituents of

the school community. The principal's-role as instructional leader

in inner-city schools is especially vital since these are general-

ly characterized by a chasm in the perceptions which urban ghetto

'youth and their teachers have for each other.

/n his instructional leadership role,,the school principal

must serve as curriculum designer as well as facilitator of imple-

mentation and process. He must create and indeed take advantage of

existing opportunities to afford his staff avenues of understanding

and developing appreciations for the value systems of their inner-

-ity clients.
5,

He must help his staff recognize the positives in their stu-

dents demonstrated strengths and capabilities. These increased

insights will help teachers to recognize: (1) problem solving in

the efforts of youngsters to reconcile the values of their, neigh-

borhood with those of the schoo-1; (2) leadership potential and the

'ability to plan strategies for the youngster who can bring the

class to attention when the teacher has failed in this endeavor;

(3) the students' highly developed communication system and sense

199
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of unity as they empty a school building, irrespective of the

wishes oF the adults in their world; (4) student perceptive

abilities when they denounce teachers who rive their classes

"fre:e,periods"; (5) the appreciative and cooperative nature of

students vhen they prevail upon the administration to afford

permission For the class to give their teacher a surprise party;

(6) student creative ability as evidenced through grafitti; (7)

a student's natrve intelligence when without prior experience, he

taks n clock radio, or other device apart and puts it back to-

g,ether without assistance or instruction. Creating avenues for

increased staff awareness as noted abov ,:. arc cssential.if the

principal is to have a viable foundation on which to guide the

development of an effective instructiOnal nrogram.

As indicated in t.he staff development section of this report,

the many problems associated With opening a new school diluted

initial opportunities for my sustained and on-going involvement

in the instructional program. Added to this problem was Ihe

district's assignment to other responsibilities, people who had

worked with the staff as supervisors when we planacd the curricu-

lum and organizational structure for I.S. 1S8X.. These supervi,sors

were replaced hy two assistant principals transferred From junior

high schools in the district. Paradoxically, I did not meet these

newly assigned supervisors nor did I have any contact with them,

200
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until two days before the staff met for orientation in September,

1974. The staff reported three days earlier than the students.

From this arrangement, as one might imagine, our supervisory

program got off to a bad start.

Without previous contact with or knowledge of our newly

assigned supervisors, the program was at a disadvantage. I was

unfamiliar-with their supervisory experience or expertise. An

area of special.concern was the degree to which there_was a con-

gruence between the educational philosophies of these two educa-

tors and the school's philosophy. How would these philosophies

and perceptions affect our program implementation?

When I met with our new supervisors on August 27, 1974,

shared with them our plans and goals for the 1974-75 school yeai.

The supervisors expressed support for the program and appeared to

be enthusiastic about being a part of the process.

In terms of experience and expertise, neither of our new

A.P.s (Ms. Smith and Mr. Unger) had worked in a middle school.

All of their previous supervisory experience had been at the junior

high school level. Ms. S. had been in the New York City school

system for seventeen years and a supervisor for four years. As a

supervisor, her primary experience was in discipline, guidance,

and administration. She had not been directly involved in the

supervision of instruction.

201
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Mr. U. had worked for twenty years; eight years as a classroom

teacher, six years as a high school dean, and six years as a

supervisor. As a supervisor, he had been responsible for the

social studies program and administration-related duties. His

undergraduate major, however, was in English.

Both Ms. S. and Mr. U., although impressed with our curri-

culum, expressed co4cern with our allocation of subjects to

staff and the fact that teachers would be responsible for pre-

paration across the board in two or more curriculum areas. In

response, I.reinforced the fact that curriculum, as well as sub-

ject allocations, had_come as a result of staff i,Lvolvement in---,

setting goals, determining- priorities, student perceived needs,

and their (staff) own expertise, needs, and interest. In addi-

ion, I indicated that our focus is on the teacher as administra-

tor in an interdisciplinary setting and, therefore, narrow sub-

ject specialization had to be discouraged.

In our discussion, Ms. S. and Mr. U. indicated that they felt

somewhat insecure and to a degree, inadequate to come in at the

beginning of the school year and actively involve themselves in

monitoring the instructional program according to goals set by

the staff. They agreed that they were new to our school situation

and staff and it was to be expected that there would be difficulty

establishing meaningful supervisory-staff relationships. This view

was based on the fact that, for whatever reason, staffs in school

2 U
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settings tend to be suspicious of supervisors. As we considered

the problem, we arrived at a consensus to assign supervisory

responsibilitie's to Ms. S. and Mr. U. as per our organizational

requirement. But rather than have them initially take leadership

roles, they would encourage capable staff members to do this and

they would function in supportive roles. For the first part of

the school year, they would focus on establishing positive and

supportive relationships with-the,...staff. They would engage in

informal observat-ions and frequent feather contacts but not write

up any "file" observations unless such an action was considered

absolutely necessary for the welfare of the students and good

order of oui school. As principal, I would meet more frequently

with Ms. S. and Mr. U. than is normal, formally and informally,

to offer them support and direction and to engage in an exchange

on views as to our school goals, progress being realized toward

their achievement, and to assist in the development of alternate

strategies where indicated by need. We fully realized that too

aggressive involvement in implementing action plans for the achieve-

ment of our goals could result in lowered staff morale and a lack

of confidence (staff and supervisory) in the possibility of reali-
22

zing those goals. As Gwynn put it, in her tasks for supervision:

22
. J. Minor Gwynn, Theory and Practice of Supervision. New York:

Dodd, Mead and Company, Inc., 1961. p. 32.
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"Supervision is an expert technical service primarily aimed at

studying and improving cooper-
-,

the quality of instruction".

)ualities which affect

Based upon our discussi, we agreed on the following primary

,administratiVe and supervisory assignments for the 1974-75 school

year:

1. As principal, I would assume responsibility for the

,xotal administrative and supervisory program in the

school, delegating to the A.P.s and other staff

responsibility for implementing policy decisions.

1.1 Supervision of the English/language arts program

(reading, literature, creative writing, spelling-

grammar, journalism).

1.1.1-1 would be assisted in this area by an

identified master teacher who would not

serve as a rating officer.

1.2 Supervision of math and science

1.2.1-Assisted by an identified master teacher

who would not serve as a rating officer.

1.3 Supervision of all quota teachers.

2. Ms. S. would assume responsibility for schoolwide guid-

ance and discipline (we had one assigned gUidance

counselor and no assigned dean).

204
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2.1 Ms. S. would also have administrative responsi-

bilities not identified here.

3. Mr. U. would be responsible for su vision of social

studies and all funded programs.

3.1 Mr. U. Would also have administrative responsibi-

lities not identified here.

3.2 Mr. U.'s horizontal responsibility would be to grade

six.

4. A teacher selected by the staff would be compensated in

terms of reduced class coverages to serve as teacher-

leader of grade seven.

S. Ms. B., a teacher, would serve as teacher-leader of

grade eight. The leadership of grade eight was not left

to staff selection because of the necessity of having an

experienced, qualified person involved with high school

articulation. Ms. B. had, in a previous job experience,

demonstrated her efaCtiveness in this area.

Throughout the summer of 1.974, I struggled with the problem

of constructing a school schedule which would accommodate the many

variables which I considered essential to good staff development
.

(supervision) and the instructional needs of our students. In the

area of staff development, I was concerned with: (1) making avail-

able blocks of time when teachers of a given subject would be free
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to ( ngage in planned or informal discourse for the purpose of

improving their instructional effectiveness; (2) making avail-

able b1oc.L7i of time vhen all teachers on a given grade would be

Free to ergage in rarMal Or informal exchange on concerns common

to their grade; and (3) n: n i available common free times lOen'
. .

all members of the re L -.2am were available to engage in
"

un matters which related to their
.

planned or informal exc.

instructional programs and the'adjustment of students. I worked

out a schedule which accommodated each of the foregoing needs.-

In addition to meeting staff perceived needs or wishes, the

scheduling arrangement made availab lc blocks of time when the

supervisors, according to their areas of responsibilfly coAld

meet with those individuals or groups of staff members.

To avoid complaints of being overwhelmed wito meetings and/

or conferences, we agreed not to post a long-range schedule of

meeting times. Instead, we agreed that each supervisor should

lead the members of his groups to set goals with which they felt

comfortable and'committed. He then would seek agreement on 'sche-

dules for meeting, evaluation, development' of alternative stra-

tegies, and/or set new goals once progress was realized. This

approach worked well since we were able to meet without conflict

at least once, and sometimes twice, a month with each of the groups.

At ono point, one or our union representatives raised the question

206
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of "so many meetings". In addition to being able to justify our

formal group contacts, we'were able to cite an arbitration decis-

ion between-the Board of Education and the United Federation of

Teachers which suppoi-ted formalized supervisory/staff contacts

during teacher preparation periods when the need was indicated to
/3

improve the teacher's performance.

Ageudas .,ipervisor staff contacts were usually

-cooperatively agree-d'-upon by the respective groups. Resource

persons as indicated by rt,cvl, also are invited to group meetings.

The guidance counselor or a member of thc pupil.personnel team

attends most of the team conferences, singe individual student

adjustment is nlmost always on thc agenda.

Their initial approach to involvement with .,:;taff suggested

an understanding that supervision is a supportv servi:cc For

instructional ;, provement, Our staff had defir :heir curricu-

lar objective., ind S. nnd U. had the res: -osibility to meet

these ohjecti.s.

Appendi:.. v
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IX

Evaluation Design and Procedures

Intrduction

The progrzam elescribed in report, "Creating Diverse

Teaching/Learning Environments at I.S. I58X", was developed

during the 1974-75 school year as a Maxi II Practicum. As

described in the introduction of this report, My major ob-

jective was to promote the development of teaching and learn-

ing climates at I.S. 158X which would result in a significant

improvement in the academic achievement of I.S. 158X students

when compared with the average achievement of students in the

other middle schools of our district.

Data cited in this report reveals that !;tudents in Com-

munity School District 12 continue to fall, at an increasing

rate, below acceptable levels of grade performance, the longer

they stay in school. I have suggested that this deterioration
--

in student performance is not.the result of decreased innate

abilities, but rather the results of what does not happen while

they are in our care. I have suggested that, through a well-

planned, systematic program designed to diagnose the needs of

these students and supported by prescribed instructional approa-

ches tailored to these needs, we could achieve a reversal of

these failure patterns. For school staffs to effectively assume

this task, they must be sensitized to the needs of their students'

recognized and supported in their areas of strength, and trained

in those areas of need. 209
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Evaluation Desi

The descriptions, analyses, and findings of this practicum

arc the results of an on-going process of quantitative and qua-

litative observations and formative interactions between the

writer and his staff at I.S. 158X. Observations, interviews,

questionnaires, standardized achievement tests, and record

-analyses were the principal evaluation techniques. Special in-

tervieWebservation guides and checklists were tdeveloped to

strengthen program development and assure uniformity and com-

prehensiveness 'in the collection of data.

A major component of this evaluation was a comparison of

the achievement results of T.S. 153X stulents with the results

of students attending the three ether inteTmediate schools in

our Community School District.i Students in these schools were

all similar in ethnic composition and the socio-cconomic levels

of their neighborhoods arc similar. In Fact, all of the schools

are within a ten-block-square arca.

Classroom Visits and Conferences--

Each member of the 1.5. 158 staff was observed formally or

informally at least once a week by the school's assistant princi-

.pal and every two to .three we ok s by the principal.

These visits afforded the supervisory stafC an opportunity

to observ., rhr teaching/learning process, assess the use of ma-

terials ar1-1 implementation of desirable instructional practices,

210
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and develop plans 66 action for assistance to staff based on

identified needs.

The supervisory staff used checklists to record their

observations during these visits. These rhecU4:,Ls ,fered a

variety of aspects of classroom management, teacher prepara-

tion, and the quality of teaching/learning. Staff was rated

on a scale af 0 - 5 with five representing the highest rating.

Space was also provided for supervisory comments in each of

the twenty-five areas listed on the checklist.

Questionnaires

All staff members were asked to complete a questionnaire

at the end of the school year. They were asked to relate to

specific-aspects of the year's program and offer their recom-

mendations for changes during the coming year.

Questionnaires also were Aeveloped for auxiliary personnel

and for the professional staff. These were designed to gain

insight into staff perceptions of the total school program, its

effects upon them and upon students, and their personal attitudes

and opinions.

A student questionnaire elicited-information as to how they .

felt about themselves and school, their subjects, teachers, and

types of assignmeuts they received.

A parents' unestionnaire provided information on their per-

ceptions of our school, subjects, teachers, and the school's re-

c) =
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ceptivity to parental involvement. They were also asked in what

ways they felt thc school program was successful or vas failing.

in meeting the needs of their childrr'n.

All questionnaires used in this stud'y nro reproduced in

Appendices X - 2 .

Recorded- hata and Test Results

Data for comparison of test scores was collected from records

on Cile in the communisy superintendent's o-FTico. In addition,

data not'available in that office was collected directly from the

schools against which comparisons were made. These included figures

on enrollmet, attendance, ethnic composition, pupil and staff po-

populatic,ns, ar,d experience ol professional staffs.

Data Analysis

.Rcsponses to questionnaire items and of test scercs have been

prepared according to frequency distributions and percentages.

Tables. crts, and graphs have been included in this report.

In most cases, these arc accompanied by descriptive analyses. How-

ever, in some instances where they present results more clear,ly than

narration, they s'tand alone.

In submitting this report, I wish to omphosir:c the importance

of evaluation as an on-poing process, it is no lorL,er adequate, in

evaluating educational 'programs, to confint, the critical process to

one report at the end oF the scho-1 year. As edue::tors, administra-

tors and public servants, the so-called bottom line of the educa-

tional process does not and cannot define or explaiu the process-:

2 1 2
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Like students, innovations do no simply succeed or fail. Stu-

dents go through a series of complex learning process changes

during the course of the school year and it is crucial that the

report and evaluation supply a portrait of the school in that

process and not just report on the test results at the end of

the school year.

While test scores are an important part of any'evaluation,

and are included and analyzed in this report, they are the basic

educational needs of the child; and a program that helps teachers

use and.improve their professional skills. These are just a few

of the standards by which an educational effort is appraised.

In preparing this evaluation, there is recognition of the

fact that the quantifiable changes that occur in a- classroom over

the course of the year are important. But the process through

which these changes take place is just as important. Often,

proposal can help modify and improve existing programs, as wel1..7,

as supplant them. This practicum used much of what I knew about

my staff and attempted much of what I hoped for. This report

seeks to present a unified pictmre of a rear in a given effort as

well as a portrait of progrdms in progress.

The physical and economic realities of our community are more

than just the backdrop before which the pxocess of education.itakes

place. Rather, the character, strengths, awd difficuLries of this

213
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community permeate and infuese the educational process. At times,

the environment of our streets and the school interact. Vandalism

is not uncommon in our area, nor is theft. Y t, their occurrence

has heen 'minimal this year.

Community conditions make educational and academic achieve-

mentJdifficult for students in our area. This practicum was

specifically designed in response to the needs of our students

and those charged with guiding them. Our program functioned under

very difficult circumstances for educators. In addition to being

a new school with a staff foreign to the area, the environment

cries out for new and innovative programs. But, at the same time,

the setting creates difficulties for the smooth functioning of

such programs. Difficult conditions can never be an acceptable

excuse for the failure of an effort, a teacher, or a school. It

is important, however, to reinforce an understanding of the set-

ting in which our program of "Diverse Teaching/Learning Environ-

ments" was implemented in order to formulate a viewpoint on the

effectiveness of this effort or the skill with which they are

administered. And, without a dount, many pertinent influences

which will go unreported here due to the complexity of the school

situation.

2 1 4
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X

rvaluation Results

Results From various evaluative procedures arc presented

in this scetion. Data arc given in appropriate form for each

evaluation goal. Since these goals formed the sub-systems of

OUT major focus in this practicum, a summary will be presented

in terms of this Focus.

Goal Student Standardized Scores

1 Alsed-standardized test results as a measure of student

achievement.- 'These instruments afforded data relative to thc

1-levels of student achievement when the school year began and

levels of performance at the end of the school year. Results

from the Metropolitan Achievement Test were used as indicaters

of average student performance when our year began. The New

York City tests were used to measure student performance at

the close of the school year. The inconsistency in use of test

instruments came about because NCW York City abandoned the M.A.T.

test as a standardized measure of student achievement at the end

'of the 1973-7d school ycar.
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In'an effort to determine the possible impact of the program

at I.S. 158X on academic achievement, thc student population was

divided into two groups. One group (XX) represented students

who entered I.S. 158X between September, 1974 and November, 1974.

The second g.oup represented students who entered LS. 158X be-

tween December l, 1974 and June 30, 1975. This distinction was

made in an effort to isolate a group oF students who had been

exposed to the program for a minimum of eight months. In select-

ing eight months, wc rccognied the fact that our teachers had

been Functioning under rather trying conditions (few supplies,

new students, new school, little supervisory leadership, etc.)

and thereFore, had not been able to afford their students the

desired instruction In order to make a difference with students,

teachers need time.

An examination oF our admission/discharge transactions for the

school year 1974-75 revealed a mobility rate of 116 percent. This

high rate or admissions and discharges also underscored the fact

thatthe achievement results for our school as a whole in April,

1975, was not truly representative of the impact of our instruc-

ti.onal program.

Examining the results presented in Oranh I, wc observe that

in Word Knowledge, thc students enter-inv. I.S. 15RX between Septem-

ber, 1974, and November, 1974, achieved an average growth of 1.4

218
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and 1.3 years in grades six and seven respectively. This gain

is compared with a lost of six months in the sixth grade and

seven months in the seventh grade. Although the 1974 base for

the second group of students does not represent a true compari-

son of these students' progress or lack of progress, it does not

show the negative impact mobile students can have on school-wide

standardized test results. An examination of the test results

reveRls that progress in reading was realized by both our sixth

and saventh graders. In comprehension, the scores for our sixth

and seventh graders reflected changes of 1.2 years, and seven

months respectively. The mean growth in comprehension for stu-
,

dents in our control group was 2.1 years in both the sixth and

,seventh grade; nine months greater in the sixth grade and 1.,4,

years greater in the seventh grade.

A review of student cumulative records in September 1974

revealed that many students did not have z.e.lent standardized

scores in mathematics. I knew that-We would be using the SRA

Math Mastery Test as a diagnostic tool to determine the specific

needs of our students for instructional purposes. HoWever, we

needed a standard school-wide score against which to compare our

year's mark. To secure thii data, the Intermediate form of the

Metropolitan Achievement Test was administered in math to all

students during the first week of October. I used the total

2 1 9
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math as a pre-test to be compared with the results of the April,

New York City Test.

The Metropolitan Achievement and New York City Tests both

measure concepts, computation, and problem-solving. I did not

use the M.A.T. as a post-test tool for all sixth grade students

because the N.Y.C. Test in math was administered to all sixth

graders. The N.Y.C. Test was a mandated system-wide test and

there was no need to duplicate our efforts. Additionally,

these were,the same instruments used in the other intermediate

schools of our district. One of our goals was to compare the

achievement of I.S. 158X students with that of students in our

district intermediate schools. Table 12 presents pertinent

information regarding mean grade equivalents on the pre-tests,

post-tests, gains between pre- and post-test results, and the

standard deviations. This information is presented for those

sixth (and seventh) graders who entered our school in September

and remained through April, 1975.

Table 12

Pre and Post Standardized Test Results in Math for I.S. 158X -

Sixth and Seventh Graders in attendance September-Apri1.74/75.

GRADES
----6th Grade 7th Grade

Pre-Post- Mean t-test Pre Post Mean t-Test
Test Test Gain Value Test Test Gain Value

MEAN 4.88 6.10 1.22 4.05 5.62 6.93 1.31 5,51

STD. .83 1.09
DEVIt.TION

1.22 1.72

2 e
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Note.' 6Mh grade t--"e.st alAge- = 4 05 which signi-ficant

1.1e .05 leveli, least

L, grade t-Test = 5.51 which is significant

:he .05 level.

a-T *lath pre-test data noted above irtv 'icates i*mt

158X students ±n both the sixth id seventh

gmues were achievizg below the level of minimum

competency in math.

b-The mean grade equivalent for I.S. 158X students in

September, 1974, was 1 1/4 to 1 1/2 years below

grade level.

c-The size of the standard deviatiOns in both tl-e

sixth and seventh grades.indicate differences in the

total scores of the students who remained in I.S. 158

from September, 1974 through April, 1975.

d-The mean gain scores reflect positive gains of more

than one year in math for the students between the

time of the pre-test in October and the post-test

in April, 1975.

e-The gap between national norms and mean grades

achieved by our students decreased but it did not

decrease sufficiently enough to reflect average

performance at grade level. In relation to the

national norm, however, the average performance of

our students was above the national norm expectancy

2 z,
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ized more than a y rts growth

with tin:, a year of instructic-

f -Based tr-tzr pre-test scores wh=ch reflected a

previoLl- avc.r-qe growth of eight months per year E.:7

the silo) -rOvrs and. approximately seven-and-a-halE

montht,sr -14th per year for the seventh graders; du.k-

ing th- '"74 75 school year our sta&ents improved at

a sign :ahltly greater rate in Math than they had

during previous school experience.

Goal - Pruress in Tri_ed Subjects

This goal is evaluated in terms of major subjects

required of all st.L- nts.

This goal was Intet by ihe program as reflected in Table 13.

The data presented this table reveals that an increasing

percentage of children realized marks of 65 (passing) or more in

the four major curr±2cul.um- areas of English, Math, Social Studies,

and Science. This In=ased percentage of passing students was

realized despite an im=raase in atudent population from 670 in

September, 1974 to 717,4 in June, 1975.

`2 "Z..1 4.J
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TABLE 13

Percentage af I.S. 158X Students Passing and Falling
Major Subjects for FOUR 1974/75 Marking Peric2ae.,...

MARKING PER CDS
SUBJECTS

1ST 2ND 3RD i7E 'TOTALS
N PFN P FNP F N

English 673 43 57 692 53 47 760 62 38 754 EB 17

Math 670 56 44 692 60 40 760 68 32 754 - 15 24

Soc.Stud. 670 63 37 692 64 36 760 70 30 754 62 18

Science 670 49 51 692 51 49 760 63 37 754 85 15

End of period grades reflected a student's classroom perform-

ance, Systems Test results in the subject area, and-project per-

formance.

a. The program was not as effective as expected with those

children who presented serious learning deficiencies.

Specifically, I r efer to those students who entered

school achieving three or more years below grade level.

There were approximately 150 students in this category

and of this number, in grades six and seven, fCrry-itwo

percent were held over in their respective grades.

b. The general consensus of opinion among teachmors is that

general progress was made by all students as a gronp.

Teacher judgment was_based on pupil performance wtth

reference to: increased pupil participation amd effort;
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ridence of growth in skills and abilities; 64.trarl--

ra=on of more positive a=t±tudes; increased Impil

±mterest; and evidence of p.Daslii growth in criticaJ

thinking skills.

c. Supervisory observations in classroom visits through-

out -the school year showed a steady increase in tte

&emonstrated ability of a large percentage of pupils

to handle material on their own respective levels.

Comparison Diagnostic Science Test Scores - Septemb- and

May 1974-75:

Class- Cl
Clams Average Average Change

202A 39% 52% +13
202B 35% 46% +11
202C 45% 62% +17
2020 22% 55% +33
222A 42A 60% 4111
222B 43% 61% +18
222C 36% 64% +18-
222D 52% 74% +22
302A 50% 711 +21
30.2B 45% 591: +14
3.02C 42% 52% +10
Ian 39% 50t +11
soap 40% 55% .+15
322A 48%. 61% 4.13
322B 56% 86% 430
322C 66% 74% + .8
322D 51-1 all +30
220 56% 6.0% -4-4
2221 39% 49% 4 9
32:0 art yst +12

-321. 43% 601t +13
325 37% 52% +15
TOTAL
SCHOOL 44% 60% +16

9 9 14.) -
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ALI clases showed progres ranging from +4% to +30%.

An anal,f'siz., olf these resultT showed the great effect of pupil

mobility, Z.Asses 322A, 31.Z-1.. 322C and 322D all were taught

by the swot, 5=ience teacher, Jet 3228 and 322D showed a 30%

gain, whirm,2109 and 322A showed gains of only 13% and 8%. The

two classes with the high smcres had a high degree of pupil

stabiliy while the low scoxg classes had a much higher de-

gree of -pupil mobility.

Goal - Student Avtendance

ed , As indicated in Table

the aviermre excont student attendance at I.S. 158X for the

1974/75--choo1 yea= was 85.47. This attendance figure was 3.81

perces= highex thamthe ava=age student attendance in other I.S.

schools in the dkrtrict_

It is interes=ng to loft* that the lowest permant attendance

for tikm T7Y4 in June anh,,:.tho-figures for I.S. 1S8

;Ea thomo was third. the top, at 86.08 percent. These

SIgurm* =2:gest that ye aid :have holding power and our students

wanteetiT -..roame to school, One should also note that just over

a th --0;-E caul- stuZenms cam:eo school by public transportation.

OUTS 5s._ Ite only smhool in tihm district with such a large per-

centage o students being busmi to school.

. -
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Table 14

Comparison of Average I.S. 25 8 Student Attendamce with the

Average C.5,D. 12 I.S. Attendaace by Mblath, 1974/75.

onth,----

Aver--.,ge Attendance

C,S.D. 12
T-5.'s DifferenceI.S.15E

September 82.69 31.70 .99

October 88.05 S3.54 4.51

NoveMLer 85.21 U.2D 3.93

December 85.13 S2.67 2.46

January 84.50 En.35 4.15

February Not available

March wn.59 S2.90 3.69

April r, 0,
83.01 2.90

May 8" 0q 80.41_ 4.68

June 136,08 79.1Z 6.96

Tot;41s: 5.+7 81.67 3.81

t = 3-2 witn a critical value of t at th..-5. .05

-The special program at I.S. I318

comtributed to its greater sTraent attendance,
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Goal - Students Achieving Below Grade Level

The results of the Metra=litan Achiev.ement Test ln Reading,

1971-74, were used to show the progress im reading of 365 stu-

dents attendivg I.S. 158 during the 1974-75 school year who had

remained in the schools of :.ammunity SchtImI District .12 :for that

periodof time. The New Yorlk City Test in Reading was used for

dataon.the 1974/75 school year because the MAT was not admin-

istered as a city-wide test for that period.

The percentage of student word knowlefte scores be.ow, on,

-or above grade Level for the five years period is presemted in

Tables 15 and16. The percewrage of stmdents having :comprehension

scores below, on and above gvadm level is presentna Table15.

The yearly rate of mhange is also presente2.1 in these r,..ahIes. Of

important note is =he fact that the permemtage of ztudlents achiev-

ing below grade level increasttd at a ,tf .01 si-gmifficance.

Through grade six (from -grade n&ree grade six). In grade

seven there was a -3-3.6 percent in the rate of comprehension

change and -28.3 in the rate DrE word Inomledge change. These

reversals in change are also esipeciaily important when we con.-

sider the fact that thesm stween:ts had bmsoman to estaibLish fail-.

ure patterns and had ente=ed the transcent stages off eir devel-

opment; a most difficult p..eiodi in humam dexelopmen't..

a. I did not apply the same reporting procedure

to student achLevement in math as r did jn

9 7
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reading because much required data was not

recorded on the students' cumulative records.

Priority for movement from grade to grad.e in

New York City is given to student performance

in standardized reading instruments. Little

or no importance as a criterion accorded o

math.



TABLE15

Percent of a Select Group of I.S. 158 Students Above, On, and Below,

Grade Level in Reading Comprehension Over a POUT Year Period 1971-75.

Achievement

Levels READINGCOMERESICII

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 '1974/75

YEARIZ RATE...ORANGE

BELOW GRADE 35.4% 51.9% 724 80.9% 5.0% 46.6 39.4 11.7 .33.6

ON GRADE 53.3 33.1 18.9 9.9 24.7 .61.6 -42.9 -47.6 149.4

ABOVE GRADE 11.3 15.0 8.7 9.2 21.3 32.7 -42.0 5.7 131.5

TOTALS: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0



TABLE

Pend of a Select Group of LS. 158 Students Above, Oa and Below

Grade level in L.{16112.4.edge Over a Four Year Period, 1971 . 75.

WORD ENOWLEDGE

YEARLY RATE CHANGE

.ACHIEVEMENT 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

LEVEIS 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1971/72 1972/73

BELOW GRADE 51.5% 62.1% 68.0% 58.0 42.0% 20.5%, 9.5%

ON GRADE 38.6 30.6 29.3 34.3 43.6 .L.0 -4.2

ABOVE GRADE 9.9 7.3 2.7 7.1 14.4 .2.6 .63.0

TOTAIS: 1010 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1973/74 1974/75

43.8% .28.3%,

17.0 27.1

162.9 102.8



TABLE17

A Comparison of Standardized
Math Results of 1.5. 158 Students with the Results of

Students in All C.S.D, 12 LS. Schools
for Grade 6, 1974-1975,

009ARISON
SCHOOLS

. 0 1,1158

DISTRICT 11TH DIST,

CANS ',1EANS.

CONCEPTS 5.2 5,0 5,1 5,6 5.,2 0

COMPUTATION 5.5 5.1 5.5 5.8

APPLICATION 5.0 4.7 4.9 .4 5.0 0

TOTALS: 5.4 5.1 5.4 5.8 5.4



.........

Table 3 reveals that on the Metropolitan Achieve-

ment Test in Math, administered to all students

in October 1974, our sixth graders achieved an

average grade equivalent of 4.88 while 7th graders

achieved a total score to 5.62. On the past tests,

the scores of these students were 6.1 and 6.93

respectively. According to the N.Y.C. Standardized

test results, 86 or 36% of the 238 sixth graders who

took the test, were achieving below the national

norm. The pre-and post-test results indicate that

considerable progress in math has been realized by

I.S. 158 students, since there was a moan gain of

1.22 years on the sixth-grade level and 1.31 mean

gain on the seventh-grade level.

213

Goal - Teacher Expectancy

The "self-fulfilling prophecy" has long served as a pervas-

ive force in the achievement of inner-city poor children. Their

instructional leaders have not expected them, as a group, to be

ableto realize those standards set as national norms. Operating

on his loweTed expectancy as educators, we have failed to afford

the masses of these students the guidance, leadership, support,

and indeed, challenges which would enable them to rise above our

2 3 5
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limited expectations. Consequently, there has been a steady

regression in student achievement rather than movement forWard

commensurate with national expectations. A major goal of this

program has been to stimulate our staff through supports, in-

sights, direction, leadership, etc., in such a way that they

would begin to demonstrate behavior to enable students to suc-

ceed academically and commensurately with their abilities.

There is evidence that we have begun to move in 'this direction.

The standardized reading and mathematics scores for 1.5. 158

students reflect a school-wide average of one-year-plws growth.

This indicates that our students progressed academically during

-the 1974-75 school year at rates greater than those e=sected

nationally. This progress also suggests that the quality of

instruction in our school had, to a large extent, met the needs

of our students.

In October, 1974,*profiles were prepared for all classes in

our building. These profiles reflected the standardized levels

of achievement for all students in these classes and provided a

class mean in reading and math. In addition, each student was

rated on a scale of 1 to 5 in terms of his previous adjustment.

The cooperating major area teachers were asked to study these pro-

files and make predictions in terms of Where they thought they

could move their classes by year's end. Since all classes were

heterogenously organized, no teacher could view his as a "bad

class". In addition, this approach forced the teachers to set

236
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certain performance objectives for themselves. Each month, in

their planning, teachers were asked to identify their specific

goals and aims as relate to their initial predictions for their

classes. These predictions served as their performance objec-

tives. At the end of each month, our teachers submitted to

their respective supervisors evaluations of their goals. Su.-

pervisors used these projections, evaluations, and personal

observations as guides to the type of assistance they 'would

afford individual teacher.

Thaa7.challenge of bel2.g asked to predict Wiat they would be

able to do for a group of 'students served to motivate aur teach-

ers toirmake consistent demands upon their students. OUT-purpose

in.this endeavor was not to change teacher attitudes but rather,

to have them demonstrate behavior which encouraged student suc-

cess and, in this area, we realized movement. All of our.tea-

chers predicted high success rates as indicated in Table 18.

Teacher prediction and student failure was statistically

significant at the .001 level, t=2. The data presented in

Table 18 is especially significant in that it reflects a continu-

ed high expectation for student performance above the fail, level

in spite of the fac't that students did not, during :zny given

period, in any subject area, reflect in achievement at the grade

levels predicted by their teachers. These predictions were made

for the coming marking periods after teachers had computed results
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for the period just ended. In most cases, teachers did not

change their predictions downward where there was a gross clif-
f

ference in their predictions and student performance. However,

in a few cases were these commensurate with the actual levels

of ,performance .

There was a high correlation between the percent of students

receivkmgaspecial achievement commendations in their subject area

clas..s:es and teacher predictizns as noted in Table 18.

MARKING SUBJECT AREAS
PERIOD ENGLISH MATHEMATICS SOCIAL STUDIES SCIENCE

Pres!. Per Pred. Per Pred. Per Pred. Per

1 20 10 20 10 10 20 20 30

30 20 20 20 20 20 . 20 40

_
3 40 10 20 30 20 30 30 30

4 40 30 30 20 20 40 30 40

From the data presented above, one can see that the student/

teacher correlations were lowest in English, the area which en-

compasses_ithe most reading. It is to be noted, however, that an

increasing percentage of students received commendations in each

curriculum ar71a.
.....

a. - Supervisory formal and informal observations revealed

that there were varying degrees of movement on the,part

23,8
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of teachers towz.rd affording their students challenging

classroom experiences commensurate with their meeds and

abilities. Where there was evidenced teacher resistance

in this area, inrreased assistance and direction was

afforded the teacher. Our use of the "Supervisory Man-

agement Check List" which became a part of all teachers'

official file had a positive impact on the levels of

staff performance.

Goal - Sensitizing Staff to Student Needs

During the 1974-75 school year, we engaged in several

activities at I.S. 158 which we hoped would serve to promote

inoreased staff awareness of and support for OUr students. The

school year has,passed and at this point in time I am not -pre-

pared to venture, as a result of my observations, a statememt

as to how successful we were in achieving this goal.

If we use as success indicators for this goal student achieve-
.

--

ment, attendance, trausfers in and out, parent involvement, and

the like, I can readily say we achieved our goal.

However, when we examine student referrals to the dean and

supervsors for disciplinary reasons, the frequency and level of

informal student/teacher contacts, voluntary involvement of staff

in extra-curricular activities, staff/home visits and positive

\ contacts, I would say we failed.

As recorded by our school dean and area supervisors, an average

of eighty (80) students (many repeaters) wore referred to their

offices each week. While this almost ten percent referral rate is
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TABLE 19

A Conparison of Standardized Reading Achievemenn. Results of I.S. 158 Students

with the Results of Students in All C.S.D. 12 LS. Schools in Grades 6 & 7 1974/75.

-SCHOOLS IND GRADES
DIST. COMPARISON OF I.S.158

I.S.158 I.S. X I.S. X2 I.5.'T3 MEANS WITH DISTMANS

READING 6th 7th 6th 7th 6th 7th 6th 7th 6th 7th 6th 7th

LISTENING 6.3 6.7

commEmsION 5.2
6J.

won sTupY 49 5.6

5.1 5.5 4.1 5.4 6.1 -5.9 5.65 5.62

5.0 5.6 4.7 5.2 6.7 6.5 5.4o 5.82

4.8 5.2 5.4 5.4 7.2 6.3 5.57 5.67

TOTAIS 5.1 6.1 4.9 5.4 11..$ 5.3 6.9 6.5 5.45 5.82
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significant, the reasons for referral in most cases were quest-

ionable. The logs reveal that students were referred for such

behavior as refusing to put a straw in the wastebasket, cursing,

refusing to-pick up a piece of paper, refusing to move from one

seat to another, calling the teacher names, etc. In most cases,

teachers have undermined their own authority as well as the

authority of supportive staff who deal with more serious infrac-

tions. In two-thirds of the cases, the respective staff members

could have related to the problems in positive ways which would

have served to endear them to the student(s) and reduced the

possibility of recurring infractions.

Staff involvement with students during free time or after

school hours, was almost non-existent. Of our total non-super-

visory staff, there were only five teachers and eight parapro-

fessionals who voluntarily gave of their time to students. They

failed to take advantage of the available opportunities to get

to know students better under informal, non-threatening conditions.

This was also true in our staff/parent relations. Not one member

of our non-supervisory staff attended an after-school parents'

meeting. Two of our teachers, however, made regular home visits.

I have serious doubts as to how far we might be able to move

toward satisfying this goal in the future. However, we shall

continue to try.

2 4
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In addition to our workshops on understanding the middle

school child as described in the staff development section of

this report, our environmental studies program has a build-in

component for out-of-school informal student/staff contacts.

This school-generated program may serve to promote increased

staff sensitivity to the.non-academic needs oT our students.

Goal - Non-Tax-Levy Supports

During the 1974-75 school year, we had five non-tax-levy

supplemental programs operating in our school. Three of

these programs were funded under Title I and two under Spe-

cial Needs.

a - The Bilingual-Bicultural and English as a Second

Language were two Title I programs operating in our

school. The specific goals of these programs were to

increase the achievement levels of a select Spanish

student population through bilingual-bicultural edu-

cation. Both Spanish English were used interchange-

ably in the instruct lal program. Instructional

taterials were also in Spanish and English.

An important part of the program was the intensive oral-

aural instruction given to students. Much of the class-
\

room time devoted to this program was used to give stu-

dents an understanding of English and to teach them

about the language's sound system and structure. As

knowledge and use of English increased, students were

246
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gradually introduced to the use of the language in

both reading and writing. For the most part, Spanish

was used for translation and clarification purposes.

Positive reading results were achieved for both the

sixth and seventh graders in this program. In compre-,
hension, the sixth graders went from a pre-test score

of 4.0 to a post-test score of 5.2. The seventh graders

went from a pre-test score of 4.3 to a post-test score

of 6.3, a two year increase. In word knowledge, the

sixth grade went from a pre-test score of 3.8 to a post-

test score of 4.5. The seventh grade went from 4.1 to

6.2. In both comprehension and word knowledge, the

sixth graders realized more than i i/2 year's growth.

b. The Comprehensive Attack on Reading Disabilities was a

Title I program funded to help student's who were below

level in reading achievement. Priority of service was

given to those students with the greatest need (years

below equated grade level). The Mc Graw-Hill Prescrip-

tive Reading Inventory was used as the diagnostic tool

to determine student skills deficiencies and tailor their

instructional program accordingly. Target students were

treated in a lab situation individually and in small groups

by a lab-teacher a:zd paraprofessionals.

The sixth graders realized a total post-score of 5.5 as

compared with an average pre-test score 4.9. The seventh
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graders had an average,pre-score test score of 5.6 and

a post-test score of 6.7. Both of these total scores

were statisticall; L4ignificant.

c. The Diagnostic Approach to Remedial Mathematics, another

Title I program, was designed to upgrade student achieve-

ment, in mathematical skills and concepts. Students se-

lected for the program were those must in need of addi-

tional help based on their standardized M.A.T. scores.

In addition to their treatment in the DARM lab, these

students were also serviced in ti,e regular classroom

math program.

The total achieVement score for sixth graders was 4.6

from a pre-test score of 3.3. The seventh graders went

from a pre-test score of 4.0 to a post-test score of

5.6. In both grades, the students did better in com-

petition and concepts than they did in problem solving.

d. The Ethnic Heritage Reading program was a Special Needs

funded program for students achieving below grade level.

However, because it was felt that the instructional

materials used in this program were of value to all stu-

dents, we were permitted to organize the instructional

groups on a 30/70 ratio; soVenty percent of the students

below grade level and thirty percent selected without

regard to reading,level.
. Students in the EHR program were
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removed from their official classes, on a non-graded

basis, for treatment in a lab situation on the basis

of their skills deficiencies in reading. The centvnt

of reading materials used in the program was developed

around Afro-American and Hispanic history.

Students scored very high in word knowledge in the pre-

test. As a result of these high scores, students did

not improve significantly during the year. On tile

contrary, they scored significantly lower than was

expected of them on the basis expectations drawn from

thtir pre-test scores. Nevertheless, post-test scores

were at grade level. The validity of the pre-test

scores is questionable.

Pre-test scores in reading were about eight months below

grade lev131.. During the year students made improvement,

although not significantly. They did not improve as

much as the national sample; therefore, their post-test

scores were one year below grade level.

The large size of the standard deviation for the differ-

ences between predicted and actual post4test scores

should be pointed out. The standard deviations for the

three subtests are extremely large mainly for the word

knowledge subtest. Some students scored well above

expectations and others well below..
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A more uneasy finding was the very low relationship

between pre- and post-test in word knowledge. The

correlation coefficient was .11 which means that

none of the post-test scores could be explained by

the pre-test scores. How the students scored in the

post-test was not relatea to how they scored in the

pre-test... It further points to the questionable

validity of the MAT scores.

Another disturbing finding was the moderate- or high-

negative relationship between pre-test scores and

gains for the three subtests. The correlation coef-

ficient for word knowledge was -.77, for reading

-.68 and -.65 for total reading. Between forty-two

percent and fifty-nine percent of the gains were

related negatively to the pre-test scores; many .of

the students who scored low in the pre-test gained

the most and many of the students who scored high,

gained less or even showed a loss. In many cases,

the program was beneficial for low-scoring students,

but it was detrimental for some of the high-scoring

students. This also questions the validitx of the

MAT scores.

Information about each subtest of the MAT in reading

is reported in,Table 22. The information is reported

in grade equivalent scores. The table contains infor7.

mation about the number of students and mean grade



TABLE 11

Means and Standard Deviations for the Pre-Test, Actual Post-Test,

Predicted Post-Test, Gain Between Pre and Post-Test: Difference

Between Actual and Predicted Post-Test, t-Test Values for Gains

and Differences on Each Subtest of the MAT for Students in the

Ethnic Heritage Reading Program, 19?4 1975.

Predicted
1

Post-Test Post Test

Test Mean SD Mean SD E3-75

Icrd Knowledge

t-Test

Gain Difference Value

Mean SD Mean SD girITE

4.83 1.46 4.97 1,48 5.57 1,80 .15 1.18 -.61 1.38 49 1,71

Reading 4.44 1.39 5.47 1.50 5,11 1,69 1.03 1.05 .36 1.18 3.80 1,18

Total Reading 4.47, 1.09 5,15 1.45 5.14 1.35 .68 .67 .01 .70 3.92

National norms at the time of pre-testing were 5.7 and 6.7 at the time

of post-testing.

t-Test values significant at the .05 level, at least.
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equivalent on the pre-test, post-test, predicted

post-test, gain between pre- and post-test, and

difference between actual and predicted post-test.

Goal - Parent Involvement

Sustained parent/community involvement in the affairs of

I.S. 158X was not realized to the degree desired during the

first year of operation. Our failure perhaps was due in part

to the fact that ours'wasa_new school and we found ourselves

overwhelmed with the administrative and supervisory problems

related to a new school organization. However, some movement

was realized.

a -In December, a Parents Association was organized and

a slate of r'7ficers proposed.

February.

b -Parent Attendance at Special

Officers were elected in

School Activities:

- Parent Fall Visitation 450

- Parent Spring Visitation 365

- M. L. King Celebration 550

- Spring Concert 165

- Dance Festival 21,8

- Assessment Days Activities- 385

c -School Advisory Committee on Funded Programs has a

fifty-two percent membership of parents.

d -Twenty percent of the members on the School Assessment

Comiittee are parents.
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e -Thirty percent of the members of our School Develop-

ment Team are parents.

f -Throughout the school year, we had frequent visits

from parents as relate to their children. Parents

did not, however, involve themselves in any large

numbers when the involvement was not specifically

identified with the interests of their individual

children.

Goal - P.R.I. and Interdisciplinary Instruction

The Community School Board has mandated that all instruction

in the district be developed around the philosophy of individua-

- lized, interdisciplinary, multi-cultural, diagnostic, prescrip-

tive - evaluative, approaches. In September, 1974, the Pre-
,'

scriptive Reading Inventory developed by Mc Graw-Hill was ad-

ministered to all students in our school. The P.R.I. is a cri-

terion - referenced test that measures student mastery of spe-

cific behavioral objectives and skills needed for reading. The

results of this test were reported in individual student, class,

grade, and class grouping profiles and pinpointed individual

student needs. A teaching prescription with a choice of materi-

als (already in our school) was prepared for each un-mastered

skill or,objective. Teachers were free to select the material

and method from a broad range-of choices, to fit the needs and

learning styles of each student.
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The plan was to have all teachers use thc P.R.I. results

in their resper.zive subject areas. Accordingly, a program of

training, on a voluntary basis, was implemented. The purpose

was to provide staff (professional and auxiliary) with the

skills to enable the'l to interpret diagnostic test results,

to select appropriate materials for individual students, to

understad a wide variety of instructional programs

and materials, and to evaluate the effectiveness of their in-

struction. bight teachers and ten paraprofessionals volun-

teered to participate in the program.

To Facilitate use of the P.R.I. results and promote inter-

disciplinary learning, cooperating teachers were required to

select core topics and use related content For thc instruc-
11tional programs, in their respettivc subject areas. These cor'.;'

topics, objectives, and projected instructional activities were

submitted to the relevant supervisors at thc beginning of each

marking period.

Throughout the school year, arca and grade conferences were

devoted to the interated curriculum. P.-R.I. Inter-visitations

demonst.rations and cross-grade sharing were also integral parts

of the program.

The specific impact of the use or Core learnings and P.R.I.

cannot he isolated. However, in view of the previous Failure

patterns of our students as represented in Table 7, we can infer

-11

Appendix "13"
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that the prop.ram had a pusitive impact. Supervisory observa-

tions revealed that teachers were implementing the program

with varying der.rees of enthusiasm. During the 1975/76 school

year, when many teachers should be more comfortable with the

concept or interdisciplinary teaching, core topics , and instruc-

tion by objectives, we are certain this pros*.ram will have a

greater impact on the teaching/learning process.
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Summary Statement
_

In this practicum on "Creating Diverse Teaching/Learning

Environments at I.S. 158, An Inner-City Middle School", I have

attempted to describe a process in which I engaged as .principal.

In thi-s effort, I have been concerned with actions designed to

reverse the consistent failure pattern which has come to

characterize the students in our school community.

Throughout this report, I have attempted to demonstrate my

belief that the success of an educational endeavor must be

based on a consideration of the unique needs of the individual

child and instructional approaches commensuate with these

identified needs. ,To be effective, education must be intimate-

ly related to family, community, and the broad range of-services

essential to the growth of whole people and healthy living en-

vironments.

I have identified programmatic attempts in our school to

relate to some ofthe problems commonly associated with middle

. school students. Specifically, I have described:

I - Flexibility of grouping and the presence oF varied

classroom activities as efforts to meet the short

attention spans 'of Many of our students.
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2 - Sex education, co-educational activities, group

counseling, and a de-emphasis on competitive

sports as efforts to help students.become more

understanding of and comfortable with their

physical differences.

3 - The use of open classrooms, with their informal

individualized structure, as means of satisfying

our age-group students' desire for informal personal

settings.

4 Individualized instruction in all classrooms and sup

plementally funded programs which afford our students

the individual adult attention they need and desire

during this period of their development.

5 - Our efforts to foster informal adult-student reiation-

ships outside the classroom setting have not progressed

as rapidly as we would wish. But Project PLAN, our

Environmental Studies program, does show promise in this

area.

I have described our teaching/learning environments, which,

by their structure, reflect planning, recognizing that (1) in

every group of learners and teachers', there exist differences

in quality, desire, and intent as relate to the encumbered

negotiations; (2) there are differences in student interests and

aptitudes in various subject areas. I have described the effort

to acommodate these differences in an effort to increase the pos-

2 8
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sibility that all students will succeed in their areas of
strength. (3) Each child should be traiffed to take pride in

his efforts and ultimately be in competition with.himself. Our
use of school-wide Prescriptive.Reading Inventories demonstrates

an attempt to identify the specific needs of all students and
tailor the instructional program to these needs. Through his

prescriptions and contracts, the child progresses at his own

rate and is thus in competition with himself.

I have described "diverse.teaching/learning environments"

as structured environments which accommodate a variety of teach-

ing and learning styles. Provisions are made for teachers who

prefer to teach in one curriculum area primarily; many curriculum

areas; dominate the Aeaching-learning process; operate as the

ultimate authority; teach from the experiences of students; text-

book oriented; etc. For our students, I have described environ-

ments for independent learners, visual learners, audio-lingual

learners, creative learners, those who learn best by doing-touch-

ing-fealing, group learners, and those who must be closely super-

vised and directed.

Staff members are afforded the opportunity to select instruc-

tional areas, their cooperating teachers, instructional organiza-

tion (clustered-open, contained-traditional) clustered-flexible,

open-flexible), grade level and instructional materials, and the

development of curriculum commensurate with core topics and pupil

needs.
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Our pupils exercise their options by independently

(1) selecting mini.courses; (2) selecting time slots,for

programmed courses; (3) the independent and group activi-

ties in which ther-will'participate in their individual

courses; (4) completing contract choices ("you must", "you

ma);", "you should"); (5) selecting and planning field trips;

and (6) officially expressing a choice of assignment to open

areas, clustered areas, or a contained class setting.

Finally, if, during the 1975-76 school year, we are able

to continue and expand on our initial effolts as described

in this report, we will have a significantly positive impact

on reversing the failure pattern established by a large per-

centage of the students who attend I.S. 158X. We cannot

project the possibility of our successes being replicated in

any other school or school system; education does not lend

itself to this type of generalizing. What happens in a given

school depends on those who inhabit that institution, their

perceptions of:what is, and what they are doing about it.

Specific ideas and approaches may be shared and adopted. How-

ever, the manner in which they are implemented will depend on

the implementation.
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SMULE OF NASA STAFF EEVELOPMENT WORKSHOtS

RSSOMCE PERSMS MCNDAY

- 1st WEEK

TUESDAY

DIAGRAM B 'ONTID

'WEDNESDAY

PAGE 2

i THURSDAY Mir

TIME: 9:0040:22

STAFF

14sser

hiller.

LePore

Blankfield

Eisen

'TIME: 10:24.11:56

'STAFF*

Martin

Whitter

Kirk

-;TIME: 94040:22

;STAFF*

llsi

Henderson

Hofberr

Marcus

9:42-11104

CLASS

Henderson 2023

, I I re 4, ,

...

:1:32.2:50

CLASS

Lesser 222E

TIME; 12;50.2:12 'TIME: 12;50-2:12

CLASS CLASS

Blankfield 3020 , Finger )

! Coleman) 320

I TIRE: 11:58.1:30

I CLASS
Henderson 225

" , I

1 TIME: 9:00.10:22

STAFF

SeekFerry.

Miller,Solomon

' Lehrer Teller

Kirk; '06ttlieb

9:00.1622

STAFF*'

Marcus

Lepore

Hofherr

2nd WSEK

TM: 9100.10:22

STAFF

Backer

Linder

Finger

Lieman

ItIRE; 9:00.10:22

'STAFF*

Sabatello

Henderson

Russo

! Ross

Tisi

TINE: 121504:12

CLASS'

En Icin'322D

TIRE: 9.0040:22

Russ6121

Slbatello 117

TIXE r:,12 :50.2 :12

STAFF.

ROsa Tisi

itirk......Hotherr

1 Henderson

*. 'eau lc A ARS P 'AN STAFF

1

TINE: 14...A

CLASS c:5°

ColeMan 321

TIME: 9:0040:22

STAFF*. .

P11

Midfield

Lesser

TIME: 1:32.2:50

CLASS

Teller 222B.

T11010:24.11:56

STAFF*

Martin

Whitter

TLIC: 12:50.2:12

CLASS

tpore 227

'TIME: 9:00.10:22

!CLASS

I Whitter 202A.

TIME: 9:)0.10:22

C"Tabioel 3020

$1110,0110ft0

0
TIME: 1132.2:50

CLASS

TIE: 9:42.11:04

CLASS

Tiei 2020

Sabatollo 117

TIME: 11:58-1:30

'CLASS .'

Solomon 222A

TTMEI 1:32.250. TIME; 11:58.1:30

CLASS CLASS

Blankfield 3020 Rose 2025

TIME: .1:30

Henderscn 225

,
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11122a
How do we learn about

ourselves and ather

i4 cur

environnent?

ONESIA
5Lcsa1 Sld.t.

l. To learn about aninala of th
world.

2. Tolernhocliatogeoend

grapby relate to the variety

of animals in different area

3. To learn how animals help

men around the world.

4. To learn the rola of ani-

mals in =logical chetah

Actes
1. Contact the National Aud-

ubon Society ell to ob.

tain materials about an-

imals.

2. Uso individual viewers to

learn aht various ani-

vas and geography,

3. Watch nature shows ot TV

and roport.

4, karts about endangered

species to bo researched

by students.

5. Have students make and cn-

cyclopedia of Animals by

collecting pictures and

attaching a report about

where it livco its habits,

its relatiohip to man..

6. Visit onasection of the.

Bronx 2oo to obtain pdoh

tures and inforoacion ab-

out specific aaimcls.

APPRID/K

T4 TASODORS N. OATH= SCHOOL

JalaL .

congtum ouuE1.92r1s a ida
.

BLOCX D

SLIIIIZIEL 0.14/412111"443,Min :: 11131110 ESItgl , cla Stuiii s " Sod al di
Periodic meetings viith members of

thd block to indicate how the RI?

is progressing timowise,. Raring
of ideas snd suggostions from coll.:

togues.

gore positivu feedback when do-

sorved. Constructive criticism

handled gently. llexibility ro-

carding length of units.

AIREAM:
Provide access to typewriters

and art supplies, library time

to rosearch rtports,

area s

Parents awaroness of concept

of open classroom (gay Etpt.

meeting) Cooperation regartng

disruptive troublesome students.

Participation it classroom oper.

1. Indepandant study by mutual consent.

2, writing of.reports (individual and

mall PouP)
3. Total class activities.

1, Initially introduce each topic to

the class as a whole. Grouping is

to follow with individualized instr-

uction as tho ultimate.

2. An individual contract will be made

with each studont with a spocific

time limit.

3. Groups will be met with or a rag-

uler schedule (s.,-..me day each week)

Students will work independently

on the remaining days. 'bac* will

be available to offer assistavl to

individual students.

4. Peer tutbring will be instituted

§112119.

1. Initially introduce each topic to ,

the class as a whole. Grouping is

to follow,with individualized instr-

uction as the ultimate.

1. nolo class group and individual

activities depending on the dir-

oction of unit,

view of students

dividual work and groatb

(report writing etc)

Hi-weekly conference.

Diagnostic tests will

bo employed at the start

of tach topia..

depond on the topics tom:

plexity and the ir.A:Mua1:Y

strengths and weaknessmot

the child.

each child will:be

abated weekly througkre....,:

view of studenti.workand.

by way of question's con-.

cerning the Concepts:whieh

wore to be developeL

A general quit at the

end of etch unit is

possible approach.

kience

Ciuestions et the end of

each assignment.

kallIZALI-Lts.

Periodic, regular reportv:.':

=tins, activities.

2 9



:On TOPIC I

0
c)

corsza =Mt PaORCTIONS Ot 19N975 1VE 2

II, ,eittr.,.aatia

kuse of wrd problems Fo-

blots related to lying

things to demonstrate sets.

2. Using the systems of the

human body as elements of

a set.

3, Charting of the systems

of the body and interpre-

tation of the chart.

4. Recipas of food to demon-

strate mcasurement,weight,

volviza and the conserve-

ticn of quality.

5. Problem solving involv-

ing the four computational

skills with terminology and

vocabulary related to self

and other living things.

6. DiscUscion of temperature

and its relationahip to

the aquarium in the science

root,

7. Picasure height of self-con-

vert to inches and feet.

Use metric je9suteent.

8. Weigh self-chart, compare

height and weight on bar

graphs.

III. lalar4,1111
A. Passages for the develop-

ment of varioue reading

and vocabulary:skills will

deal with the following to;deal

1, Han Ind Hia'Senaes - what,

they :re for; how he uses them;

how they affect his life.

CCIfIVENTS_ MED
EVALUATIVE moza7,

4."



CCM VPIC I

CCAIELAITO CMICULUM paOJECTIONS

cac11VITS NEEDEDVJECTIVES
rr, Science

Activities (con't)
1. b) A.V.I. materials

clay and paints (models of
systems)
microscopes

2. One creative project (clay'
model or repart on filmstrip
or book)

273



7CO] TOPIC

Hew did the physical

develoement of ran

and the earth take

place?

0

covElim COICOLlE PRCOCTIONS FOR 1574-1975 PAGE 3

OECTIVES

I. Social Studies

1. To learn the stages and de

elopeent of men.

2. To learn through evolutice

how man developed, (learn°

ing anthropological terms

e.g. natural selection, ex-

, tinction etc)

3.\To leariecharecteristics of

the different men.

ctivities

1. Visit the Museum of Natural

History Anthropoloey e.
hibit.

2, View filmstrips on how

man began.

3. Write reports on different

classifications of man.

4. Engage pupils in nap studies

of locations of early man.

3. Research meaaings of tech-

nical terms,

6. Have picture study of the

characteristics of these

men.

II, Mathelatics

1. Develop the idea of the

natural develocment of

mariadconparetothe

seetente of umbers.

2. Through the use of number

lines explain the concept

of B.C. and A.D. Ccopare

this to the piste value of

ambers.

Staff

Perodic meetings with uembers of

the block to indicate how the UN1F

isrprogressing timewise, bring
of ideas and suegestions from coll-

eogues.

Er:JP-dal-

More poaitive feedback when des-

erved, Constructive criticism

handled gently. Flexibility re-

garding length of units,

Sevisor
Obtaining maps at different

stages of man (maps of the earth).

Supplying pictures from which to

=pare menet their different

stages. (Museum of Natural History).

legleend Parents,

Parents awareness of concept of

open classroom (early Sept, meeting)

Cooceration regarding disruptive

troublescoe students. Participation

in class= operation.

JANIZE.AISALLAARS

1, Total class discussion tree mat.
erials, Independent study on

parts of unit.

Mathematile.

1, Initially introduce each topic

to the class as a whole. Group.

ing is to follow with individual-

ized instruction as the ultimate.

2. An individual contract-will be

made with each student with a

specific time limit,

3. Grcups will be met with on a reg .

ular schedule (Same dey each

week). Students will work in-

depently on the remaining days.

Teacher will be available to

offer assistance to individual

students,

4. Peer tutoring will be instituted

Sgience

1. Initially introduce each topic

to the class as a whole. Group.

ieg is to follow with individual-

ized instruction as the ultimate.

Social Studies

Biweeekly testieg of

knoeledge frcm materials

erovided. Final unit test.

Matheeatics

Diaenoetie tests will be

employed at the stert of

each topic. Time will de .

pend on the topic com.

plexity and the irdividual

strengths and weaknesses

of the child.

Each child will be ev.

aluated weekly throuch

review of students work

and by way of questions

concerning the concepts

which were to be developed.

A generalidee,at the end

of each unit is a eossible

approach.

Science

Nesticts at the end of

each essianment,

ka-nkale At]
Periodic, regular reeorte,

exercises, activities,



CORE TOPIC II

E-

CT:LP-ELAM CURRICULUM PROJECTIMS POR 19

OBJECTIVES COMMITgENTS NEEDED
II. Mathgmatics
3. Chart the anthropological

development of man and in-
terpret the time periods.
Use subtraction to eStimate
and approximate the length
of each stage.

4. Investigate the develoyment
of a monetary system and can-
pare to our present-day
system of dollars and cents.
Use of decimals in the four
operations.

5. Explore concept of the"decimal"
meaning "ten" as it relates
to early man and his count-
ing on ten fingers or ten
toes.

6. Experiment with Roman numerals.
7. Make calendars and discuas

their develoyment.
8. Work with clocks; learn to

tell.time accurately-add
and subtract minutes and
hours. Relate this to the
early sun dials.

9. Demonstrate the meaning of
leap year mad wily we must ob-
serve it.

10. Change Esyptian Numerals to oUr
numerals. Explain they existed
5,000years ago. What year
was that? Practice reading
large nuMbers.

U. Use word problemsOf the core
vocabulary to.strengthen basic
COmPUtational:wale.



CORE TOPIQ II

0

co

OBJECTIVES
II/. Languar;e Arts

A.Passages for the devel-
opment of reading and
vocabulary Skills will
deal with the following
topics.

1.Geolocical Development
of the earthland, rock
forms; ice age;

2.Pre-Historic Earth; din-
osaurs,reptiles.

3.Early Man-his life and
culture;tools and weapon;
Cro-magnon;Java;Neandert

4.Tho development of the Ham
Sapien;his life style and
culture.

B.Trip to American Musuem of
Natural History.

C.Time-Line Project-children .

create time line to shpw
development of man and-berth
along with accompanying reports
Would be a group prject with
each child responsibly. for a
particular period of time.

D.Dramatization-children write
and act out a play with charac-
ters representing the various
stages in the developmmt of
man. Would require research
to substantiate accuracy.

CORRELATED CURaICULCH PROJECTIONS FOR 197

itgall 00 O.

277
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CO:ZE TOPIC II. 09JECTIVES.
IV. Science .

1. Understanding of
a. geology (rocks)
b. ecology (how animals

affect earth)

Activities
1. Use of sample rocks

to examine
2. Reporting
3. Filmstrips
4. Uso of books an topics
5. Migroscopic study
6. Painting

r7 00

CORREL:am cmucuum PROJECTIONS POR

CCUMITFINTS NVEZED



Llp TOPIC III

What can we learn

tout the earth and

it3 mourns?

MEWED CRIICULT
,TIONS E 1.974-19I PAC .

OBJECTIVES

I. SgSlettl:21
1. To kern about latitude

longitude.

2. To learn about time
30R03,

3. To learn map and globe

skills.

4. To find out how climate

and geography affett the i

people of an arca,

5. To learn about the
wealth

of natural resources.

kAk,
1. Learning map and globe

skills end the terms

needed.

2. Analyzing maps.

3. Reading various maps

(geogrephicall topo-

graphical, prodecti

reeource, population)

4. Reading materials to

see how climate, geo-

graphical features

affect a country.

5, Construction of topo-

graphical maps of

specific areas,

1. lighatW.
1. Tale about how thines

.'eultiplyu as it relatee
to plant,

reproduetion.

2. kik graphs and eharts

have At:dents recomd the

growth. of their plants,

3. vote the ages of ocks

and by use of bte-linos

observe the natural order

of numbers,

C2NTMENTS NUM

Periodic meetings
with members of

the block to indicate
how the UNI?

is progressing timewise,
Sharing of

ideas and suggestions
from colleo-

pas,

More positive feedback when de-

served. Constructive criticism

handled gently, Plexibilitm-

garding length of units.

Igtrvisor.

SUpply various maps end globes,

Reeographed individual maps of

arm stedied,

ORUILTIOLL
katteliGEIRiTS

'Social Studies

1, ledependent
study by mutual consent,

2. riting of reports
(individual and

mall group)

3. Total class
activities,

dsronts
Parents awareness of concept of

of open classroom (early
Soet. mmet..

Cooperation regarding disrup-

tive troublesome students.
Part,-

icipation in classroom
operation.

athematies

1. Initially
introduce each topic to

the class as
a whole. Grouping is

to follow with
individualized in-

struction as thmltimate.
2, 11 individual

contraet will be

made with eeChestudeliwith
a

specific time limit.

3. Groups will/be
met ith on a

reeular schedule (same day

each Igek). Students
411 work

indeiendently on the reebeing

days. Teacher will be available

to.offer assistance to indivi-

dual students,

4. Peer tatering will
b instituted.

Settee

1. Initia:l'e introduce
each topic to

the class as a whole,
Grouping is

to follow etith
individualized in-

struation as the ultimate.

14WELLtS
14.11hole,class groUp and indivi-

dual activities
depending on

----the direction of unit,

EURIVE e_11:2LES
cial Ste_ties

Si7eeekly teetene of

keewlo* from nntcri:ao

provided. '?inel Unit

atheeatics

DiAgnostic tests will

be employed at the start

of each topic.
Tiee eill

depend on the topics cot-

pluity and the individual

streng0 and weeknesses

of the child.

Each child will be ev-

aluated weekly through

review of studients work

and by way of queotions

concerning the concepts

which were to be developed.

A general quiz nt the end

of each unit is a. pesible

approach.

Sdat36_

Oeztiens on each topic.

One creative project due

(models of'systams)

14111..741Art;L,

Per!..edic, regular rep-

orts reorciaes,
activities.



CME TOPIC III

CORREL;TED curtnIcaum macTIONS FoR 1974-;.

OBJECTIVES CCMM1TMENTS NUDED

1 II. Mathematics (con't page 9)
4. Practice using large numbers,

(reading writing them, adding
and subtracting them while

Idiscussing planets and their
relationship to earth.

I5. Introduce the concept of light
years and compute using large
numbars.

6. Find the distances between
planets.

7. Compute the time it would
take to travel from one
planet to another. Could
we do it?

8. Use the sun as the center.of
the universe and use symbols
to express the relative dia-
tance,of each planet to the
. sun

. 9. By use of word problems related
. to the vocabulary of the topic

review and strengthen the four
! operations.
i10. Scale drawing of the planets.
771 Lancuzee Arts

. . ,.

1 A. Passages for the development
of reading and.vocabulary Mt-
ills will deal with the follow-
ing topics:

i 1. Geology and the Physical Struc-
i ture of the earth-land forms;

water;mountains;rock formation_
; 2. Climate and Woather
3. Astronomy - Earth's relation to

other Planets.

281



CORE TOPIC III

CORREL4TED CURRICULUM PROJECTIONS FOR 1974

OBJECTIVES
III. Langu-a7777t7(een't page.10)
4. Minerals- how they are mined

and used.
5. Volcanoes
6. How the earth gives us food.
B. Magazine Project-children re-

search magazines for informat-
ion dealing with any aspect of
the earth (climate, geology,
relatior, to leaflets, growth.)
Prepare a booklet containg
articles and individual sum-
maries of each.

C. Research Project; Reports
telling about how some as-
pect of the earth or its
resources affect the life
of man: may deal with effort
of geography, or fertility
of the soil or the presence
of material resources.

IV. Science
1. RiaT(reproduction,how

foods are preserved)
Activities

1..Filmstrips
2. Books
3. Clay and paints-models
4. Field trips (rocks)
5. Nature Walks (wildlife)
6. Watch germination of plants
7. Have animals in classroom for

children to observe
8. Microscopic study

9. Experimentation with plants to
observe condition for growth.

10. Planting
U. rolo playing

A 0 r.)

caeczwra NstDED



C077 TOFTC III C73,1V,^7*:"Z:

IV. (con't page 11)
12. Ccnstrcticns
13. Group rt.;perts

2 8 3

CartELiiTa.g.a.-/ICULUN PRCJECTICVs

ISME.M

1971
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'ow
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CMATED
IMECTin:', Cl i?i,-7 F 73

...x.y...

., a CCC
r4

bl nr unaramant

bef:!re the Declaration

of Ir,lepeakilco.

2, a n and uncler-

st ..),!:. of the Des-

1,,racn of Indepea-

an unierotnnd.

of our constitu-
1 ,

T!:! stuents

of crit',cal

n U,

, e, F.

Wcrld War 1,

Wo:Ld War

11.1.:'13 Of
k.7.4

1,;

0.4kia I

.4:1

aa topics to

3, 1..ra ;:oeut

aurroudin6

f14.

tias in our

history.

.5'
t.ic museum of

tii fity of New YorF,

M-17'7.70

.........,,....

.---...- .,,,i, o;i- c roei.a
, SI .,rc.r. . c."

,ilith mcrfarr, of the bloci.
1. iny,:!,.,enc.ent study

c) indLoate hor, the unit ' by ntua' consent
1 /4' ',,1.'J prOUCinr. tiMi5e. 1 2. .ratl.r4; sl report

f,harin
Of ic';i....w; and

ni,li.:-

(.1.vi.1'.:al anc...

,- snitiemi..; .:

.

whi7n duervecL
Coa:

.:,,ivo, criticim

'nand, Fent17. Fle:'.-

,1,-

\
li';n:th of ui.At.

roide
IF7.7.77-tyrite%

nnu :!:rt
f'.4p11.,:!",,

arery tiric tO re-
\searea rel!ort.!._a Pr...ro

'tren%s

Anrene3s of concept

of open
olasi..,room ...--

(car!ly Sopt. meeting)

Cooeration resarinrj,

r4tive .trouble-

sem students. ?ari-
c1patien in classroom

o:vdtion.

t.lAils
,

Deadlincs must be met.

Indi,peadent work is

_.4ectn,(1.
. .

.

\

1. Total cl.-,s

at:',!ittes
1

\'17.-17:7777,y in-

tre,Luo, ;..r.h,

toie to the

cle., ar, a ,:.nola

. ,r. in;:i.,:idual co

1,ract will

r,ndi.; with caen

LCts ieltiLa

111.it.

3. Greul!;. will bc!

met w:th on a

r(..t!,;ler achatue

1 4me i'-- ,ara

T.X.P;;TE

v,ments ia-

cliyal work and

geAn (rert
etc.)

Dl-wci;.:kly Nn-
ferenets,

ice
CC tcs-,,

br,
;:t the

start of ulch

Tim
'r'..cocnd on

the topi.o complaity
th

strot.;:: :!esk-

r.eoe.es of the child.

SE:ft ch116 will te

eir.,1.,;atui weekly

threKh rcviea of

tudents woer: and by

of v.stions con-

!urninhe concetts

to be

Wekl Stts A rEcatral ruis at the

!

will wc:t. in-
,

en tne ihie approach,reeinic coye.

leci,cher will be

a\11.1.1t, to

end o: etch u% it s a

r

'eacn a.ssig;zant,
offer ....Y6'.stance L,3117,,In 81,4
to inoivitual

in5titt:ted,

Periccic, reEular

reports, exercises

e
be

at,ICer.1,s,

4. Pci:r =orirls' will aw,.vi-i
a.

of





'CRRELATED CURRICULUM PROJECTIONS FOR 197-75

CO:..ZTYLTS

'.aEDED

0

6.4

COP,E TOPIC TV CWCTIVES

(lir; the ,:pvi:rn-

mcnt of the charts to Ceniast

develop? 4 thc, population of

rural areas,

2, By use of ratios com-

im the amount of

, living in the

et and west in

miler days,

nAt, ni,:recntag2 of the

tv,al-TETTion lived

in cities, lived in the

'1 were women, etc,

1 r
the ratio of

I r.qators to the number of

rentatives in Con-

'

Crpute the number of

rqresentatives of a

1:J.:!te based on ILLo to

p4ulation,

6, Introduce fractional

nurl',y..rs while talking

al,nt what percent of the

Covress must vote af-

;imatively for a bill to

bL paued (or betoed)

r.:!kc bar and lino com-

pnring the present day

population of ten major
,

8, Piscuss percentage and

ratios.as they relate to

Lhe impeachment of R

president....

9 u,se'..,ef.:.thc cirrcnt
.:W.C6i3115 A4;11

am14....

IORMWIONAL EVALUEM
RIIAMIKITIO, .. 'APFR.OACrIES

lcience
4

il, Inially introduce

1 each tor:ic to the
I

4

class as a whole,

Grouping is.tio folloto

with hdividual in-

struction as the ul,

timate,
,

2, An individual con-

tract will b6-' made

with each student

with a specific time

3, Giriut'ps will bc! met on

a regular schedule ,

(same day each week)
1

Students will work I

independently on the 1

remaining days.

Teacher will be

available-to offer

assistance to Indivi-

dual .students,

4, Peer tutoring will be

I instituted,

14pNage Arts

Fob] Clact group and

Individual aetivities

Iftpendency on the dir-

lection of unit,



COPE TSPIC IV OEJECT:VES

Now did the p,overn-
meat of the U. S.
dovelop?

CORRELATED CURRICir..0 PROJECTIONS FOR

CCt.".AITi.IENTS

5'
Congrezo - House of
flpz.ezentatives -
Sen%te.

6. Development of Local'
and State Government

7. 9 Row Laws are made.
8. Relc.tion of U. S.

Govern:r,ent to other
Go'..crents in the

9. Concept of Representa-
tien.

B. Bfographies - research
units and writing of
biogrpohics of past
f,ercs significant
4r. the development b.f
government in thc U. 8.

C. Charts - Construction
!

and written explantion
of charts and diagrams

'

dcpicting the political
sIncture in U. S. on
either a.fcderal, state,;
or local level. Would j

rezuire significant
amount of research and
keen understanding of thd
concepts involved.

D. Dramatization of some
aspect of government in
otaration

SCIENtE
I7---Zinz in air and space

(ballons, airplane,
1rockets, and spaceships).1

2 8 8



V

'rht role has,

techneley

in the dcvelopment

the ':nited Stat.

289

CUREM,TED CUR[GU= MECT72S
1c)7!....75

!;cr'h1

1. new con!,rest betwan a

iojical nociety

r-thd ah undndoned

ccuntry, Compare life-

tItyle of Y.enya or

P,1,' 17

Cni=TU
ORMIM-1I, l!aUTIVSW:.11,t) ' oll.;,A0)01c) ' JI:'; :u.'.01,66577POriViiC r,ectiu, SErirti7,71

577;',777-,,,,7;ics
iTliumbcts of the ;777777, stdy ,Roicw of student's in

,

block to indicate how by mutual onsent diviLal wtrk and
tho tmit is

progressin0. 'dritini; of reports '',re,;;th (renort
Snaring of (individual and wriLlnr, ea)

'ideas '.:1 nuggestiohs small goup)
11;i-weekly confLitce',',ian native to , from colleapes,

3, Total class activ- il.c.P..tics
J. S. citizen.

.crinioal - Yoe posittel ities,
l'.5Z7,(717-tccts will

DC te% peci,le
77,17when deserved, ;"Aathzmicn

the employed at the
livv as we? DI5OWS

liConstructive criticism 077757717
introduce stect of each topic.Ir4d1 ed gently.

Flexi- each topic to the Iia will decnd cn
the n'owth

of't'n, '',)il't'
roolrdinv Icuth cic ,, , ,kle

t'L. tol,ic's com-

L. ,,,, , ,f, ,,, -,,, 1
,,,,, ,,.

I, ;,, frm a ncw nat',In
of unt'4.

uru,pin Is tO
::cley and the in-

t,

te hi4hly developed INniT7isor . Provide
; follow with individ-

.,iivh%11 strength
:(.1',.y.

,ace;ss to tppixriters
ual instruction az and wi:knesses of

3, fluvir:w rociety in pre- \ahd art supplies, s the.ultimate. tho child.industrial revolution !Library time to researh 2, k individual con- Idch 6i1d Nill te
,ye7,rs,
reports,

trnct will be made
3:valuated weekly1,,:arn ahout mittc,r in-. !Punan and Parents

.with each'studoht
thrcl,# rovicw of

1vent:4ns tharing the In- OirTentz
l' with a spocific

!student's work and
rial Revoltion 1777as of concezt

! time limit, lby way of Questions
(1,r,p'r,ar,is on aeility to if oepn

classroom (oarly3. Croups yill be mot i coner:rning the con-\
proucc more

efficiontly,Sopt.
meeting) Coopora- with on a regular copts which were to

mso production,
stand7 tion regarding

disrupt- j schedule (same day- be Lveloped.
,

ardition,
ive truhlesome

students; each week) Students
,Qr.oral quiz at the

i 5, '4:nd en Industrial
Participation in class- will work indepead- 1 e.:!d of each unit is

volut::,on to show how
room operation,

. ; ently on. the .remain- ;a pc%ible
approach.

t',.; U. S. countries to
i'l,,niln

ing days, Teacher 'Sc.i..noa
c,row, innovate,

produce. kadlines
must be met. will ha available

i Questions on eachndepondent work is to offer assistance t pruict.

4, Peer tutoring.will , rcports, exercises,

!Its

expected,
to individual

students,
,-

.

, Periodic, regular

be instituted,
and .activities,

0mre production rc-

vrding.bnd output

-vs. factory output. Use
ratios to express this

iroduction.

Contrast the cost of



PLEN512.
What role has
technology played',

in the development'

ef the United

States?

OBJECTIVES

CORRELATED CURRICULUM FROjECTIONS FOR 1.974-75

COMMITMENTS ORGANIZATIONALMEM' IBIRGEMENTS'
_

Mathemolcs (cont.)
Iaborinvolved in
something hand-made

instead of factory
made. Mention over-
head.costs. Compute
Using decimals in-
volving dollars and
cents.

,Note the poPuration
density of an un-
developed coUntry.

Compute the.number

of people per square
mile in each and
compare.

4. Using a histogram
compare the average

yearly income of a
family in both
societies.

Comphte the cost of'

buying groceries for
a family for onevile
Use advertisements

from at'least three
'stores. Comparison
shop. With this
practical activity

compute costs using
the addition of'

decimal numbers; .if

oranges ar.e.5 for

69$ how Mel is:2?

Wile cPmperint
prices, Or NOrigus.

articles use sucIL'

!Science
I

117--TEItially introduce
each topic to the

class as a whole.

Grouping is to fol-
low with individual'

instruction as the
ultimate. .

2., eAn individual con-

tract will bd made
with each student
with a specific time

limit.

3. Groups will be met
on a regular schetal
(same'day each week).
Students will work
independently on th
remaining days.

Teacher will be worai

able to offer
assistance to in-
dividual students.

4. Peer tutoring will
be instituted.

Lan a e Arts
e c ass group and

individual activities
depending on the direct-
ion unit.



com TOPIC V

%hat role has
technology 040 i
he development

of the United
States.

CORRELATED CURRICULMTROJECTICS

;ccirecomprs
NEEDED .

OBJECTIVES

Mathemati-cs .(conit.)
symbols as:c-z..

6. By use of a bar
graph or chart, trIce
the population in-
crease of an industr-
ial country for 25
yedr-intervals being
with the birth of the
Industrial Revolutl_on.

. Compare available lan
usable for farming'in
various countries by
computing the area'in
square miles. ConVert
these measurements to
inches, feet, yargd,
etc. Also use metric
system. .

. Compute amount of
fencing needed for an
African village. Give
dimensions and com-
pute the perimeter.

9. Cook various foreign
foods and use recipes
to stress measure-
ments. Use a small
recipe so that each
element must be
doubled or tripled
thereby strnegthening
multiplication of
whole and fractional
numbers.

trsrq.',0

2



C3

CORRELATED CURRICULUM PROJECTIONS FOR,:

COMMITMENTS

CORE TOPIC V OBJECTIVES NEEDED-

What role has Mathematics (conit)

technology played 10. Emphasizo four

in the development basic skills

of the United through various

atates7 word problems
related to the

E-. topic.
z
0 Language Arts
u 777-717giEV-i-for the de-
...... velopment of reading

:-. .

vocabulary skills will
ca dcal with the fol-

lowing topics:

>.4 1. Effect of Industrial
1-4 Revolution on life-
A
z style of people.

a3 2. Effect of Industr:ial
a, Revolution on Agri-
a.
.2

culture.
3. Comparisons od de-

veloped and un-
developed societies

14. Effect of technologr.
ical growth on pop-
ulation distribution

15. Relationship between

i

sr4.entifir,dtscover-
ics and tIchm,logical

i ,:*roleh i

,enLrast.betwee pos-
-________

itivo and npgative
offcct of technolog-
-ice' ,rowth.-------



TCF:c

rolo has
chnoSogy pla.yed

In'the Oc.vc1c:2.-
,:nt of the
United States?

o*,

I 1

CORaELL'InD - JCI:LT.1 PROJECTICNS

CO7WEVTS
oNNTI.:Es nEZDTED
1,cncue (con't)
B. Roport on some

alzooct of technol-
crowth and
io effcct upon
society.

7177-1717corstanding of
wc..ther ric =chines
to prc,fict weather.

2. Uindcrct.anding of
fcct of machinery

(technology) on man.

T-.7---t7a=av3ilable on
topic.

2. fi1ps
3. rozorting

rtELchiocs
5. wcathcr charts

....... I



_ CORE TOPIC VI

What effects

have the de-

° velopment of

transportation
: had on man?

CORRELATED CURRICULUM
PROJECTIONS FOR 1974-15 LTA.

OBJECTIVES

ocial Studies

To have studenti
leani

about ma3or'dia-

coveries in trans-

portation.

Finding out how trans-

portatin rat im-

portant in the ex-
1

pension of the U. S.
13. To see how the world

'has ushrune due to

advances in trans-

portation,

14. To see how trans-

portation has inp.

fluenced agriculture

and industry.

Activities

ng accounts

of Is or

coveries in modes of
1

transportation.,

2. Contacting, various

groups fort mat-

erials about tPans-

portation '(airlines

railroadsli etc.)

3. To view
filmstrips

on, modes of

transportation

throughout the

world.

:cliicus 'how
,

eities'l,deve1opett,

COMMITMENTS

;REM

Staff

ing of materials
and ideas,

Principal
.

tooperation and support

Permission for field
trips.

Su ervisors

1.
ecure pictures of

transportation from

early times to

present.

2, Ordering Of'new

materials - use tf

aquarium teriarium.

Pupils and Parent

Reinforcement at ',lame.

ORGANIZATIONAL=err
Social Studies

TrinTillrii study by

mutual thsent..

2, 'exiting Of reports

(individual and.'
.

small group)

Total class activit-

ies.

Mathem:tics'

71Erillintroduce
each topic to the

class as whole.

EVALUATIVE

IfFEMEg

Social Studies

&dents in-

dividualiOrk and %rowth

(repo'rt.iriting, etc.)

Bi-weekly conference,

Mathematics

Irreazi tests will be
employed at the start of
each topic. Time will

depeud on 'the
'topic's

complexity and the in-

dividual.strengths and
Grouping is to folltweaknesses

of the child.
with intlidual

in.,. Each child will be ev-
-structionl.as the luated weekly through
ulttnate,

1 eview of student's
workAn individual cot and by, way of questiont

cencerning the compts
which were to be developed,

k general
quiz at the end

of each unit is' a possible

approach.

Science

Questions on each

assignment and.cco,

struttion ofmachine.
Langua e krts

erlo lc, regular
reports,

exercises and
activities.

tract will
be tee.'

with eacOtudent

with a sliecific
time

limit,

3,:Groups will.be met
with on e regwlar

scheduleUsame day
eiCh week)

StUdents
will Work

:indepandr

ently-onIthttsMainr.

indays Teachera
314 be available

toôffer assistanee

to, individua:L

.:;studente:.'



cORE TOPIC VI

OBJECTIVES

What effects have

the development

..of transportation

had on man?

CORRELATE CIELCULULPROAMILIzzi Ltez
OMM1TMENTS

RIEtED

ictivities (con't)

based upon trans-

..
. purtation,,

5 Group work on

various methods

of transporta

tion,

Mathematics

1 Compfle informat'''.

about the costs

various means of
I

transportation speeds'

etc and compare

Use terms such as

2. Interpret charts and

tables on air distance

and time.

3, Compare distances

between cities'by

car, bus) train,

plane etc.

4, Find but why air.

line passengers

are limited to a

certain amount of

baggage,

5, Learn to weigh bag-

gage with scales,

6, Find the dimensions of

local bus terminals

airports and landing

strips. Use area and

perimeter,

, ORGANIZATIONAL

1"1
1111111.11~001.

4 Peer tutoring will

1. be instituted,

I Science

17,7ratially intuduce

each topic to the,

class as &whole,

Groupingis-6 follov

mith individual in.

struction as the

ultimate.

2. An,individual con-

tract will be made

with-each-student-

with a specific

time limit,

1 Groups mill be met

with on a regular

schedule (same day

'each week) Students

will work independw

ently on the re-

maining days

'Teacher will be

available to offer

aisistance to in-

dividual students

4., Peer:tutorinoill

'be instituted

La u elrts

e c ass group anct,!4,!

individual activities,

depending on the

direction of unit,

EVEDATI:E



CORE TOPIC VI

2 Whit effects have
the-development .

'Of transportation--
o had on man?
CY

OBJECTIVES

CORTIELATED CURRICULUM:PROJECTIONSt

commItmeNT,
R6SDED

Mathematics ( 1

7 Compar,, the ,
costtz cost
ween varov- Lties.
,Use_decimala in-
volving the'four
basic skills

S. Set up a post.
office; sell air
mail stamps; weigh
and charge for air
freight and air
exprpss.

9. Discuss parallel
lines as they
relate to
latitude lines.

10 Interpret.inform-
ation on bar.and
line graphs which
have parallel

.11. Compare the monetary
systems of several
countries G.. g.
4,5 francs 1 dollar.

.12. Use the four'basie
computationaltkills
'in.various,word. ,

problems ,ethploying the
'topical vocabu ary.

LanKmage Arts-
A. 'Passages.for,develop-

ment:nr:reading and
vocabularkskillsY
will deal.With:the y
following00.0

Q



csi

CORE TOPIC VI

What-.effects have
the development
or transportation

. had on man?

°C3

CORRELATED CURRICULUM PROJECTIONS F.M:19.7'A'

OBJECTIVES

-Language Arts (cod't)
1. Discovery and uses

of various forms .of
transportation.
Effects of ;:rans-
portation upon
many different aspects
of man's life (where
he.lives works uses
leisure time travel),

3 Relationship between
transportation and
industry.

4 Effects:of trans-
portation (all forms).
on exploritt and

5.

oaying trans-
portation,

B. Field.trips to J. F. K.
Airportnnd Penn
Central Railroc.d
Children prepare
pictoral essays in
conjunction with the
trips,

C. Major Reports Each
child prepare a major
report dealing with
the advent uses and
effects .:of one specific
form of transportation
Would require use of most

; of research skills learned

3 l)

COMMITMENTS'
FTEDEU---7



CORE TOPIC VI
43
- What effects have
1.4 the development of
gtransport;11ion had
y on man?

CORRELATED CURRICULUM PROJECTIONS FOR-197

COMMITMENTS
OBJECTIVES

. NSEXE15
Language Arts (con't)

during the year.
Science
77--Maerstanding of

how machinas help
man move things
more eaSilY.

2. Understanding and use
of energy'as force in
transportation
(steam electricity)

Activities

1. building machines
2. reporting
3. files
4. 1W415
5. ,,,440000orkigg

301



Churlo:: L. Dinin

APPENDIX "C" Principal

THE SYSTEMS APPROACkTO INSTRUCTION

levoess: To use monthly pupil-ataff developed tote as an inoentive to
pupil achievement and guide toward sucoseaful teaching practices.

To use the aceumulation of stocks and bonds by individnal pupilo
and dlasson as an incentive to academic success.

TO use tho ratinag and accumulation of these stocks as indicators
of individual ind class academic success.

- Te use the accuMulation of these same atocks, bonds, and prizes as
toola for behavior modification.

- To capitalize on the varied resources of the companies represented
on 'the C.S. 34 stock market to enhance the total sohool curriculum
and thereby make learning mow relevant for all children.

Iiroceduree to be Followed:

..Orgeniznall :glances heterogeneously.

- Identify all *lasses by the names of companies listed co ths steak
market.

:Administer monthly tests in reading, math, language arts, social
studies, and soienco to all pupils.

Theaotests axe to be developed by:the pupils, to:adhere, and
nupervieors of each of the curriculum areas.

- The initial rating of each claps an the steak market will he
determined by ito placement on inventory tests to be administered
in Gude curriculum area in SepteMher .

The monthly posting of each class atter September will be in
terms of gains and losses over the preceding months standing.

- The content of each monthly test will reflect tho goals set by
the.teaohers and pupilc at the beginning of that month.

Ths teat: will measure the followings

- Skills and concepts to be knowa by all children
- Skills and concepts to be taught in ow% &pads
-Specific information taught in eadh blnok.

- A teacher-leader in eadh block is to be repponsible for collecting
and organizing thntest materials of his block

'The monthly goals for each block which will indicate What the
,pupils are ta be taught are to be submitted to the respective
sUpeivioors by the respeotive teacher-leaders by the second Thureday
of oadh month

- Stock aertifioates aro to bo issued for aoademia improvement,
attendance, and sooial actiuntment.

Academic, Issued bi-woekly in classrooms
(1 boy, 1 girl, 1 either)

- NO limit in to be placed on the nuMbor of certificatea issued
for Ittendance.

- pooialdutiustment - Issued weekly in classrooms
( 1 boy 1 girl)

- Per gains on tho monthly systems testa, olanses will be awarded
stodk oertificates as indicated below:

5 points - Bronze 7 pointa illvor 10 points - Oold

Menth* incentive award* will bo given to the highaet cohieving class in eedh
block ae indlcate&beloy.

let Pizza Party 2ma Movie Party .3rd-Field Trip(by bus) hih-Television Show
$th.74101d:Trip(by train) -6th.-Film(in :Wheel)

,

265

302
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I. S. 158X
800 Hcme Street
Bronx, .Y. 10456 'APP!.:NDIX PC"

Charlea L. Dann
Peincipa1

SYSTUiS APPWACH TO INSTRUOTION

Teacher
--/Lrea

Claes

Concepts to be developed

2.

3.

/4.

5.

6.

gidllo to be Developed

1.

2.

3.

14.

5.

6.

7.

For Period of

303

.2 6 6



courceu to bo 113uci ;

8.

10.

_eztptions for Curriculum Intoxra tn
1.

2.

3.

5.
tNthematics

-2-

1..

2.

3.

1.

Scienco

1.

2.

3.

14.
Soo:kal

1.

2.

3.

5.
COZ7Z11.11411

t;

,

30,1

AP PEND I X "C" (CONT ' D)

,..1.41.

267
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c

RECOGNITION
OF

SOUND
AND

SYMBOL

=',.

''''

Phrase

Definition 4n

Conte,t

1.
Vowel

Sounds:
Matching

Likeor
Variant

Word

Definition at
Context49,

Word

Definition in
Isolation50.

Multi.meaning
Words

arid Del
initions

52.

Synonyms:
Selew at

54.
Homonym

Pairs:

::,,fretion

;$1

55. I
lontograohs:

Sel-ction
LITERAL

COMPREI
iENSlOEVent

Sequence

58.
Stnry

Setting

59.
Story

Detail:
Reca;tor

Descriotive
Words

'INTERPRETIVE

COMPREHENSION

62.
Cause

or E f
fect

53.
Inference

64,

Conclusion:

Forrn,!or.GO.

Predicting
Future

1.,:tion67.
Main I dex

Sworn.e:.
Tideor

Theme

83.
Characwr

Analy!.is:
69.

Character
AnalysiN:.

Maiiye or
Canso

2
Consonant

Sounds: Lottots

PHONICANALYSIS-----'----\5,

Consonant

Substitution!
Initial

and
Final

\_?..)...

7.
Syllables;

Number

T
, 5.,

,
.

.

8.

IiIlyminciAtiord
Parts

\\5'

\
\-;------

9.
Siltint

Lette'rs
''.1!, 'I

10.
Silent

Vowels

11.
Variant

Vow-i'if
Sounds: Y

12.
Variant

Vowel
Sounds:

r-controlled

14.

Phonetic
Parts:

Variant
SoundsSTRUCTURAL

ANALYSIS17.
Inflected

Words
(Endings)

and Aff
ixes

18.

Possessives

19.

Adiectives:
Positive,

Comparative,

Superlative

21. Pi
swoons

23.

Contractions:
Worrl

Paucof
Verb

Phrases

20.
Wind

St f
octure:

Endings,
Spelling

Changes

27.
Verb

Tense

34,
Def

iningAf f
ixed

Words

70.
Char;a. ter

Attalyr.v;.
1)-citotive

Words,
Tons

or
Attitude-.

2.
Sensoiy

Imagery
4,

Figurative Exor
essior`

Definition
77.

Mood

8,
Time

Span arvf
Perim;

CRITICAL

COMPREHENSION
83.

RealityandFantasy
'343



CLASS SUMMARY SHEET .
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APPD1DIX "In

Jinn COURSE SELECT/ONE

AN100 Is, CRAFTS MRS .TATfI

Barticipating be introduced to tha fundamentals of Arts &
arafta. Miey wiIf be encouraged to bo original and creative in t.heir
constructions.

Approximate Cost Per Pupil kir Term: $2.00 each:
-

Anal CHESS FOR BEGIENEHS MR. LIMAN

The conse will cover moves of each piece and :the 1.,..fmme of chose. Mess
is one 'of the oldest and most wideay playact game:: in Vle -world. Anyone
interested in learning the game of chess should Of, isidcr the:course.
Development or the monta:. processes that go into .planning strategies
making judgments, weightier, evidence, etc., will be a pam.rf-the c=rse.

Approaimacce cast: $1.00 per pupil

0102 (COLLECTIM STA.n.fPS AND COINS .1fft. TEIMER
. .

Collecting staips .and conns:from riousplaócs threughaut the World will
serve are vehicle .to introdocing7pupils, to the Iraried.:(--etures azid
peopl.e Tr:our-world. Partidipating pupils must be prepared to engage
in extensive reading .,:and. rasea

Cost to be .dotermined by individual pupil interestrarld.level of
inifelyement.

#11103 _FOLK:MMHG MR:TERRY

Hr...;.:Parry will be encouraged to docelop an appreciation:Mir the varied
cult:fres -anirl.rfa-styles of different ethnic ligairps throngh theiT folk music.

OZOLI GIRL TALK MRS. LESSER,

Participants will iniormalltiy rctd:scuss mtters -,of.7concern tc individual
group members as well as tneznrup as a whole . fa*. topics might include
growing up, family relationships,, fashions, gram474-6, .etiquette, eta.

hit135 GREAT BOOKS MRS .,11ARTIN

It-tis7never too early 'to begS#- an 'appreci..-tion t the: "human -experience".
The7great books, presents theemcmplishreens, fresetn=itais,, and...fund-
AusentalAnquiries of westom---eiri.lz- atizzat-

. .

A=troducing, in a doltheared fcrn: .saresixT.Les... of these bariks,. wet:hope
tacfrlent the seed of interest.»trich .:r=" ow-anct.; cause the. pupils to

'!.. -.Trader: some of the direct 7staterionts coar.ep'-in...tle books iwhichzare of,
i:.'.---ttrethighest af taniersnwiting, :and an'-'thesametimesserve:as

'primary models of the -problezuw.of.icankinti--- the ...clisciliFircr-s of'...freedom.

thoughtjinto qrcpransion . On1y-rhildren7who enjoy reading
:..' /-i...hozild apply. for this course.
.:; - ........ - - ..... -

HORTICULTURE tel.S. RaUSTON'.1H106
. 3. .

.11:f.:Botanical Gardens:.where, ho4 and wrivi and:when.

Miscussion of: soils, plants (t.twabor ,and outdoor), mettings/se B3t

'4Participating pupils' w-M...o.a.s:o Tient, transplant, =d.ow -cuttings
f. rand seedlings. The cla.lafflaice.. pr--t: lecture, ,discusrten -and the0z7

'Tput into .practice. Readinwa.ltris zemi additional' viraoo4pupers. will be
:affordod the pupils'.

;transplanting , lighting (nuturva ar.4 wzd=ring, plant fozois; etc .

TT ALT au MR.. ifiltRILIMA
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ITALIAN (CONT/HURD)
APPFADIX "I"

MR. BARATTA #M107

2) Developing a basic conversation for everyday living in Italy aria tatriet

:3) Introduction to Italian culture.

#11108- ^ KNIT We - PURL TWO MRS. HOFHERR

Pupils' will be -taught the basic techniques of knitting and encouragedto be creative in their.designs and creations.
Appromtmate cost: $3.00 per pupil

MICHOFFS

"Latta Find Out' is a research oriented project, -Pbpils' will, beencouraged to applY techniques of research to oeuareinformation
on topics of interest to the group as well asindividnals within thegrnsp.

-

#10.10 - -LOOK Yotrhisr papri -cuss) 1& 1.33#6:smr.

Pupils' will be trained in the art:of body'oarriia5a, talking, sitting,body care and the proper use of make-up.

.0111 LOOK YOUR MT...SCHARR CLASS).
. 7f6. 14(0/1BURNE

Pupils' will-be trailed in the art of body carrimge, talking, sitting,bodY care, and the proper use or make-up.........
#g112 MAMTALK

. MR. MARCUS
.

Fellows wilI.cengago'in informal discussions dealing withissatterscif
special -concernA0 mnles...and

tackle...thldividual'prohleas ot. group:asthma.- ......ea. .1

MATHEMATICS (ADVANCED) MRS. EISEN.

Pupils' will engage in experiences:designed toxleveacop higher ma-th.:errand concepts.

Only pupils' demonstratingehove-average
abilty in.:.=tIkt.:sbouldz:upply..

Those pupils' should also be
potential.specialThigh_mtluma:.referrals..

poi 4 MODEL BUILDING MR. =nix'
Pupils' idil engage in designing and ennstructing variod models td!:
special..interest to them. ,

Approxtmate cost: $3.00;per pupil
- - .. . . . .. ...
PHOTOGRAPHrotucnotopin5 mikAt juapam

Studentswill first learn tho scientific princtpkgstbehtad pters:takingJind developing (i.e.
light,..leno,.photographiezbeuctstr7) :Studentswill then learn how.to tako pictures proper1y4::howto :davelopmnd4irint.They-will develop a "good" sense for tho phOtograph-

Approximate cost: To be determined by-aevel of pupil-involvement... ....
PHOTOGRAPHY .MR..IEPCRE

'5tudents:A(111 learn to take end develop ptattn7=zdth anaemphasisum::photography as an.ert and as.a means of makingmlatement,==showIng
-a personal pointor view; plust photography as:=1.ed -to other'grophiaprocesses.

APproximate cost: Pupils' to purchasa ? their films........
- 4. ./-
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. APPMIDIX "I"
PIANO FOR BPOINNERS MS. KIRK

279Studonts will learn how to road music.
They willlearn how to usotheir fingora ao_the kqvroard. They will be encouraged to continuopiano studies, .z.t. their

individual rate of speed.
Approximate cost: $1.75 per pupil

164(=*
0118 PXTP.AGOREAM$ADVASULD MATHFMATICS) MR. WEBER

A course in Experimental
Geometry, including logic, constructions,problem selving-and z!paco relationships. Group will meet twice a week.No costs.

0119 SCRABBLE

Through their acti.ve
participation in this game pupils' will learn basicword attak skills, broaden their vocabularies, increase their readingability, and be guided

toweIrd improved
socialization skills.

MR. SOLOMON

0120 SHORTHAND MS. SPEAKS

PUpils' will -bc trained in tho basic skills of using sounds and symbolsrather than words to c:,:sey meaning.

Only successfml typing pupils+
'sbould apply,

0121 TECENIQUD&OF PITCHING
MR. BACKER ,

.
.Pepils! will_be trained in the fundamental

skills of pitching a baseball..Thoapecifia:skillm_to he developed will includo control, the curve,scrembell,.slidori-ohaoge-uPi knuakleball, pick.offs, fielding bunts,and coveriaavbasem.

in22 7T5R-.COMIE4ITY EXPERIEME
MR.*COLEMAN

ParticipatingqpupiIswill be duided through simulations of real -community experiencet. Through .walking ,tours, interViews, pdrsonalexperiences4they will_develop a repertoire of activitim. real tothe iife styler of onr-echool community. They will,role play the -"haves" and the Tnave 's; the powerfUl and the powerless.'Their experiences will t4ke thum through the political, social,oconomic and historical dimensions of their_community. They willexperience.the complex interactions of our community strecture andtho effect of'these structures on inter-group relations. Communityparsons whose viewe are :elevant to the
selected tasks will be invitedto serve as resource persons.

#M12 THEATRE GAMES
f' MRS. DANZIGER. .

. _

Pupils' will develop the basic skills of acting. They will be required...to road imeks, and plays,
write scripts, view special programs, role play,and prepare small productions for auditorium presentations.

gmla wicAnau LAUDS MR. GOTTLIEB

Through.the use of films, slides, and printed matter, pupils' will be_introduced to tho veiled
and exeiting places of interest their families'might visit on their vaouticna. Primary attention will be given tovacationing in the H.Y. Statc. Math, reading, and social studies willalso be reinlbrood as the pupils+ plz.n

tbeir budgets, select articlesof clothing, plan rerates of mnp reading, select
camping gear, etc.- - -----

#M125 WOOINCRKING
NR._JEILLANTE

'Pupils+ will tbe taught the une of various wood shop tools and requiredto engage in individual and



NASA Theme Pervades All Areds Of School

tr

MR. ARONSON OF NASA.

The NASA project at IS 158 is
a three-pronged approach to the
application of the theme of Space
to the curiculum.

There a re teacher-training
workshops, auditorium programs,
and, most important, classroom
activities pegged to the theme in
every subject area in the school.

The entire school is involved.
eachers and students from all

of the junior high and interme.-
diate schools of the District are
also invited to participate.

Students can be seen flying
r. lanes in the schoolyard. They
E re having a lot of fun, and at
the same time observing balance,
t,ir currents and various other
!cientific phenomena pertaining
to flight.

The plar.,..; they fly were con-
: tructed L. them with rnathe-
inatical precision from reading
1)lueprints.

Development of communica-
tions skills plays a major role in
their study of Space flight. They
learn how life depends upon lis-
tening carefully and following
instructions to the letter.

An art display called "Man in
Motion" graces the main corrid
of the school.

"Through this program," said
Principal Mr. Charles_ Dunn, "we
give our students handl-on ex-
perience in an area which is of
great interest to them and yet
alien to their ordinary experi-
ences."

"T(:achers and para's are as
motivated as the students to ask
questions and they become deep-
ly involved too," added Mr. Amos
Berkal, science supervisor at
#158.

The principal expressed his
appreciation of the thinking and
effort that went into the plan-
ning of this program both on the
District level and in the national
Space center. He paid special
tribute to the efforts of the spc
cialists who gave the training
workshops and the auditorium
presentations: Mes sr s. Lloyd
Aronson, George Pope and Larry
Bilbrough.

El proyecto NASA de la escu-
ela 1.5. 158 es un enfoque de tres
dentados para la aplicación del
teina espaclal al curriculo.

Se estdn ofreciendo talleres
para entrenarniento de maestros,
programas en el auditorio y la
inds importante de todas, actiei-
(jades de salcin de clase relacio-
nadas con el tema en todas las
asignaturas.

Tricia la escuela estó envuelta.
Los rnaestros y los estudiantes de
todas las escuelas del Distrito
estan tambien invitaclos para que
participen.

Los estudiantes pueden ver
aviones volando en el patio de
la escuela. Ellos ademds de di-
vertirse están observando ba-
lance, corrientes de aire y varios
otros fencimenos cientificos rela-
cionados con volar.

"ler" --------1-.---

-44jamilgaggi
.

--

Los aviones ellos vuelan
fueron construn os pm- ellos mis-
mos. con prec dOn materna tica
usando lectura c'e copias.

El clesarrollo de las destrezas.
de comunicación juega un papel
irnportante en el estudio de vue-
los espaciales. Ellos aprenden
como la vida depende de escu-
char cuidadosarnente y de seg..tir
instrucciones al pie de la letra.

Una exhibiciOn de arte liamuda
"El hombre en Movimien:o-
adorna el pasillo principal de la
escuela.

"A tro.vs de este programa"
dijo el Principal Sr. Charles
Dunn, "le ofrecemos a nitestros
estudiantes experiencia en un
area la mat es de gran interés
para ellos y la cual todavia
lejana a sus experiencias diarias."

"Los maestros asi eorno los pa-
raprofesianales estdn tan motiva-
dos COMO los niRo para hacer
preguntas y se ent kw/yen real-
rnente," aiiadid el S. Amos Ber-

Suervisor de ciencia le la
158.

El principal expresO su agra-
decimiento al Distrito y a/ Centro
Espacial Nacional por el esfuerzo
y el empefio puesto en el planeo
del programa. El agradeciO en
forma especial los especialistas
que ofrecieron los talleres de en-
trenamiento y las presentaciones
en el auditorio. Ellos fuerons
Lloyd Aronson, George Pope, y
Larry Bilbrough.

waf.allim

a'

A

MR. PAUL SOLOMON LEARNS ABOUT WHAT I-1E WILL TEACH:
air currents, in this case.



Space Pro?ram At IS 158

District, NASA Cooperate In Unique

4.;

nt

soy

.4 4

4.0

"
e'Y .11!r:c1j.t

vo

ARENT MR. MIKE GOTTLIEB AND MRS. DRUCILLA LIGHTBOURNE too old to be playing withtoys? No way, when the toys are airplanes.
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NASA, the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration of
the United .States government, is
a most prestigious aggregation of
miracle workers. The agency
sends specialists into schools
around the nation to interest stu
dents in tha Space program, and
to initiate them into sqme of_the
wonders it performs.

NASA's educational program
deals, in genera..., with three
areas: aeronauticsi. or what makes
things fly; living in space, or the
human factors involved in long-
term flight; and -monitoring the
earth's resources from space, an
introduction to the utilization of
space flight in the study of
weather, in communication via
man-madetsatellites, and in many
other applications which are
based upon the study of geogra-
phy, social studies, math and
science.

Ordinarily, a NASA specialist
in one of these areas is sent to
a school with equipment in a
Spacemobile. Re makes a presen-
tation to students in an audito-
rium. But Superintendent Felton
E. Lewis had another idea: here
he saw a chance to put District:
philosophy into practice, a way
to reach our kids by offering
them a large number of partici-
patory experiences on a highly
individualized classroom basis
rather than just the opportunity
to sit and watch a demonstration.

At his request NASA agreed
to cooperate in such a venture,
and Dr. Lewis sent a team of
educators to plan the series of
workshops that was necessary to
get the program under way. To
the Space Center near Washing-
ton went Director of Curriculum
Mrs. Charlotte Frank, to present
the District goals; Science Coor-
dinator Mr. Paul Mancinelli, as
a technici in in implementing
them; prin Apal Mr. Charles Dunn
of IS 158, in whose school the
program was to be housed; and
Supervisor of Industrial Arts for
the Central Board, Mr. Samuel
Gary.

As a consequence, all of NASA's
specialists converged upon this
District to present a twelve-scs-
sion workshop for teachers and
para's of #158 and several of
its neighboring schools. Students
also participated in the sessions.

Young man learns to follow directions.

q

*



AetWeen,"..

INTERMFbFATE 6106. 158
COMMUMLTY SC11001:! DI STRI CT 1 2
BROMX, 'NEW Y,ORK:',

0.1,o4r,

iothis agreement f,-ftmly believe that the health of a school as both

APPENDIX 'It!.

METRARRUN:cT iYENT

':01,orgal)12ation. and a learning environment is dependent upon carefully develOped
,..1',4

All'onninmonar,leadership capabilities.' Well-designed and executed planning can

4.>,, I,,I1- - %-44,11 :, : pA,',, ', , : A (''''' ' '
1A6eus the-iesourees.of"the school on particular ,needs and problems while enabling

he bro4d,,s'clibol ponstiplency to participate fully and constructively in shaping.the
-

develoPeriaf .4' 1 eiwni nu precess and thus better serve its students and communitY.
. ,

; 4
., ;$

,
. ,

.-TherefOr4f0.'bpcaue Charles L. Duhn, Principal, the staff and parent representatives of 1

%,,, ,_.

II. 188 Whiqh is part of Community School District 12, Felton E. I ewis , Superintenden,

e decideklhat they want to dstablish a school wide planning process by creating a

Ont 1.fue:nCY ehied Plhnning Team through which the school's' various constituencies

,

'01in and' coordinate the ,further development of I.S-1!')8 and develop and implemen

ObgramStprOvided through the, ESAA grant: Project PLAN.

And' isthereas the New York Urban doal ti on i s commi tted to sunpohing tile creation,

Aeve 1 opment Adiactivitios of thih planning process in Intermediate School 1F,8.

Te prtio tI1s 7:007eement., IA. 158 (AdminiStrafion, staff, pareots); Communi ty

.

AeheolA)fttrictill.2 trigi-thelloWlork Urban Coalition hereby g6ter into' ajOrma,Lund04

itanci etnn to wo ogther to su port, the creation and' this Consti tdevelopment of 'uency
,

:.Pianni'nrj learn t I,nterined1ah 5Chool 15P,

'tits
A"I '

'



!AN'Ait
.0.f0j9wing comMitments defineithe nature of their mutual Linpbrt:

14.A.

-The MeMhership of the Constituency Ra7,ed Planning Team will_be selectedAthrough

procec.s wi,thin the I.S. 158 community. (Sof! attached Guide11,4s for

the DevcOoment of a Constituency Based Planning Team)

TheConktituency Based Planning Team will be empowered to:

school wide planniAg agent for all'of the programs aveloped:
)

158, and will be the active overseer id consultatim,With

tVieprincipal, of all activities set forth in the ESAA program:

nOct PLAN.

8:',..Coot*inate,for the principal the development of alternative'ilans to
-

-2-

,
.11mqtltthbo1 objectives, monitor the processof selecting among the

,

4V
'.4.a1terilat1ves and coordinate the developMent of those operational steps/

'
,

iprocedbres to be follo =wed for the achievement of these objective.

Make'recommendations to the principal and his administrative team on,

alternative plans, but the Constituency Based Planning Team will not
=

inSke,final program decisions -- this responsibility being folly

'',.

principal.

I zt .

III. ,'The Nei.,e.York Urban Coalition will'asSist in the creation and develOpment o
the Constituency Bawd Planning Team by:

A. Making available, as provided by the ESAA Project PLAN. Grant, fonds for t,

placement of a full time Field Representative in I.S. 158;
-

Pepviding technical assistance to the developmental
process as desci.tibei

dd d'eliMited in the ESAA grant. ( ilee attachments on Criteria for GrAnt

ikOtion)
;4:
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I

It is.specifically affirmed that each party:to the agreement

.understands that allocation of monies from all ESAA acconnts

is to be done in wys.which clearly and directly.support the

...development of the planning process in the school.. The parties

! 4 1

agreement will require evidence that projects calling

for.this dollar Support are in fact supported by the principal

and .tie Constituency Based Planning Team in accordance with these

guidelines.

1 . The Community Schoul Board and.District Superintendent understands that this

agreement is intended to support the development of a Constituencyllased

Planning Tearil in I.S. 158 and that all actifities must be undertaken within

4"theelear boUndries of istrict policy.

A11 parties to this agreement agree to develop joint evaluation and reportfng

procedures '-, as established by the ESAA guidelines.

In.the event that future cooperative arrangements are unattainable, each

signatory tb this Agreement has the right to withdraw by giving written

,notit0 of.intent; following guidelines estahlished in the ESAA grant.

To facilitate these agreements, NYUC designates Margaret'Chiara, as Projed..

Adlinistrator. ;Mt. Chiara will report directly to. Lynn Gray, Manager of

School Partnerships. She will work with Charles L. Dunn, PrinrHal, direc.0.1(.

or through.the T.S. 158 Field Representative, consulting on P- datters per7.

tailing to project implementation.

3 cl 6



This agreementis. entered into!wlth the expressed hope that the supporrw ich comes to

-4-

4
1.S 168 tj1 enable the total school better serve its staff, students:iand:community.

th-W;Ier. L. Dunn, Principb

Felton E. Lewis District 12 Suberintendent

'(Jtrt iur 11. Barnes.; President
'

Noi 'fork Urban Coalition

Witnvses:

3 2 7

P.A. President,



AMNDIX "L" Charles L. Dunn, Prin.

To: All Staff
From: Chas. L. Dunn, Principal
Subject: Staff/Parent Feedback on PEEC Trips - Week of 12/1/75

For your information, the following is a summary of comments made by
staff and parents who attended PEEC with our first student groups:

-- The experience proved to be a valuable one for the students -
socially, emotionally, and educationally.

-- Adequate supervision is essential. A ratio of one(1) adult to
five (5) students is desirable.

-- This ratio.. should be balanced on the basis of the participating
student population.

-- Buses should not leave without adequate supervision.

-- Staff should be consciously aware of those activities which
create stress arid anxiety.

-- Student participants should be briefed and screened in this area.

-- The braille trail is more frightening for those without blindfolds.
than for those wearing them.

Hunters were seen in the area of the five mile hike, however,
precautions Were taken to insure the safety of participants.

--Adult/student relationships wexedifferent and positive.
-- Initially some staff members had questioned the ability of bur

students to handle this relaxed relationship. The students
did well.

There is a definite need for a relationship to be established
between the supervising adults and students prior to making the
visit to PEEC.

To the degree possible, parents of partiCipating students should
meet and engage in exchange with the adults whowill be directly
responsible for their children.

Staff members and parents Should be consciously aware of the edu-
cational 7alues inherent in the planned activities.

-- Throughout the visit, learning activities were in evidence, al-
though"they were not highly structured or focused upon at all
times.

- Provisions should be made for on-going sharing between the adu]tc-
while on the trip as well as between the adults and students.

-- Pre-planning between all participants prior to the trip is
necessary.

-- Limits fur students must be planned,dscussed, and understood.

-- Staff members might consider using the school neighborhood as a
vehicle for planned pre-orientation experiences.

3 2,



PEEC trips APPENDIX " (CONT D)

-- Ms. Eisen will serve as coordinator of the pre-orientation
experienees for the February trips.

-- Activities should be clearly defined prior to,the trip so that
the students will have some idea of what they will be doing.

.-- Students who have visited PEEC could assist with this
pre-orientation.

-- Students awareness of self and others was increased on the trip.

-- The cut-off date for consent slips and '-ees whould be closely
adhered tol

-- Students should visit PEE0 with their assigned groups.

-- Students must be encouraged to wear proper clothing.

-- Health factors must be emphasized.

-- Participating staff members and parents are responsible to see
that student logs are kept.

-- Teachers should affbrd students opportunities for and trai.ning in
keeping logs now.

-- Classes scheduled-to visit pmc in February:

7-2'20
7-.22l
7-.202D
7/8-324

C-320
o,\ -32l

7-222C
7.-222D

CLD/bkf

3 9



PRE-PEEC ACTIVITY LIST
NAME

CLASS

DATE

APPENDIX "14"
980

pleaselist all the activities (lessons, films, discussions, field trips, etc.) you

have had with your class as part of our environmental program. Then return this

1ist to Annette Primiani before your class goes to PEEC. THANKS::

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION DATE

4.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

14

15.

16.

18.

19:
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APPENDIX VN"

.ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: Choose the best answer or answers. Sometimes more than one
answer may be correct.

The environmentjs:
a. Woodar and Lakes
b. Cities and Factories
c. Pollutian

All, our -mu=roundings

2- Which drawing_showe what is happening to the number of people in the
world

Billions
'of
,people

a) c) d)

1900 1980 1900 1980 1900 '1980 1900

Whidh drawing best shows what is happening to the amount of land for
farms and forests

Lots of
'Land

1900

b)

1980

c)

1900 1980 1900 1980

Most people live in cities because:

. Woods are dangerous with wild animals
There are more jobs in cities

. It is cold and lonely in the country
They like movies and music

331
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291
APPENDIX ultv, (CONTID)

. When lots of people live close together like in cities:

a. It is easier to feed thm and clean the garbage up
b. You can have better schools and stores
C. It is better' because you keep the pollution all in one place
d_ It is importemt to keep-:things clean because disease would spread

easily

. The reason the woods at PEBC_are cleaner than New York City parks is:

a. They have lots of people_cleaning up
b. Country air is cleaner
c. People who visit PEE are more careful not to pollute while theythere

. Wild animals eat the garbage

Before people came the land New York City is on looked:

a. Kind of like an empty lot does
b. Sort of like Central Park does
C. Sort of like the woods at PEEC
d. Nothing was there until they built the city

New York City's water comes:

a.. From pipes
b.. From-the ground
c. From the Hudson River
d. From lakes and rivers far away from the City

. New York City's food comes:

a. From stl,res
b. Only from farms in New Jersey
c. Only from farms in California
d. From farms all over the world

If farmers stopped working, city people would:

Have to eat canned and frozen food
. Probably starve to death

c. Have to eat artificial food
d. Have to grown their own food

332
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APPENDIX CONTID

1 . Which of the following are pollution

. Garbage in streets
b. Chemicals in'water
c. Smoke in the air
d.. Noise where you live

L2. In terms of pollution you can say that:

Both Children and adults cause pollution
Children are against pollution but adults don't car
Adults are against pollution but children don't care
only adults cause pollution

33. The 'hardest part of having a clean environment is:

Getting everyone to cooperate
Having scientist find solutions

C. Deciding whidh buildings to tear down
d. Getting factories to be clean

Most people don't keep the environment clean2hecause:

They don't know how
They don't care

. They aren't responsible for the mess
It costs them time and money

The most imerat4at reason for having a clean environment is

a. It looks much nicer
b. We need it for our health
c. We need it for wild animals and trees
d. We wouldn't have to sprid so mudh money on pollution and garbage



APPENDIX ' "0"

PEEC TREE KEY

How toluse this key:

'When you use this key to tree leaves, progress within the key from one step to
tile next. Logically follow the letters then the numbers in sequence.as directed
within the key. In many cases you will be presented with two possible choices.
Within s:Jrne plant groups there are more than two choices. Therefore., Within
each grotip of numbers check ahead to be certain' that you have considered all the
possibilities the key.presents.

293

In this key the Arabic numbers lead through sequential steps which direct you to the
name of the ulant whose leaf you are keying. The characteristics listed are based
on those of the Mature leaf. Please bear this fact in mind \vhen you work with
.arly spring leaves. To distinguish a leaf from a leaflet please note that in most
.laves, the bud is found in the angle formed by the petiole (leaf-stalk) and the twig

which it is attached. To distinguish a compound leaf from a simple leaf find.
bud. There are no buds at the bases of leaflets on a compound leaf. Terms

hich tnight need to work through the key have been illustrated. An attempt
.as been made to include as few technical terms as possible.

2he first word in.each line usually directs your attention to a' specific part of the
leaf. Begin your Interaction with the key by working on a leaf from a tree which
you are familiar.

. L.Leaf Structure
.A SIMPLE LEAF

nti re C entatt, Lobed

Blade of
'Leaf

Midrib

Petiole

Stipule

COMPOUND LEAVES.

LEAF MARGINS

Pinnately Cornpound

Serrate

334

Leaflet

Palrnately Compound

Leaf Arrangement

Opposite



APPENDIX "0" (CONVD)

A. Leaves needle or scale-like (in most cases evergreen)
1. Leaves needle-like

Z. Needles (leaves) in bundles with sheaths at base
3, Needles in 5's
3. Needles in 3's
3. Needles in 2's

14. Needles about 4 inches long
5. Needles stiff and sharp pointed
5., Needles flexible and long
5. Needles stiff, flat, slightly twisted
S. Needles rigid, twisted; may be pointed

at tips; cones decidedly turned
4. Needles 1 1/2 to 3 inches long

2. Needles in tufts or rosettes
6. Branches flexible, twigs stout and yellow;

cones with 40-50 scales
6. Branches not so flexible, cones 3/4 ;o 1. inch long;

with 12-15 scales
2. Needles single oil twigs.

7. Needles flat, blunt pointed
13. Needles with small stalks
B. Needles with out stalks

7. Needles four-sided and sharp points
9. Cones 4 inches or more in length; difficult to

roll needles betWeen fingers; branches
gracefully han.fing

9. Cones usually less than 2 inches; needles
diamond shaped in cross-section, can be
rolled easily between fingers
10. Needles yellow-green; cone scales round

and usually smooth; about 1/1 inch long
10. Needles.1/3 to 3/4 inches long, dark

bluish green; when crushed leave un-
pleasant odor

1. Leaves scale-like
11. Scales pointed, twigs not flat
11. Scales blunt, twigs flat

A. Leav.ms broad and in most cases not evergreen
11. Leaves opposite or in 3's on stem

13. Leaves in 3' s
13. Leaves in 2's

14. Leaves single
15. Margins entire
15. Margins lobed

16. Sinuses V-shaped
17. 3 or 5 lobes, edges saw-toothed

green abov, lighter green be:ow
17. 5 lobes, often very deeply cut,

Saw-toothed edges, green above
and whitish below
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2
3
White Pine
Pitch Pine
4
5
Austrian Pine
Red Pine
Scotch Pine

Jack Pine
Virginia Pine
6

Europeon Larct.

.Brnerican Larc

8
Hemlock
Balsam Fir
9

Norway Spruce

10
ed

.Red Spruce

White Spruce
11 .

Red,Cedar
White Cedar

13
Catalpa
14
15
Dogwood
16
17

Red Maple

Silver. Maple
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17, 5 1.-:!-;z:s, teeth coarse, dartkgie'en
ave and whitish. smooth d ''

prominuntly ribbed below; leaf'
leathery

17. 3 lobes with small teeth; bark on
young twigs green with white stripes

.^

16. Sinuses U-shaped
18. 5 lobes, smooth on both surfaces
18. Leaves smooth both surfaces, exude

milky juice when injured
14. Leaves Compound (leaf made up of leaflets)

19. i?alrnately compound
19. Plunately Compound

20. Leaves lack stalking, 7-11 leaflets,
whitish veins with fine rusty hairs

20. Leaflets lacking stalks
21. 5-11 leaflets, pale green tapering

at tip; almost smooth edged
21, 5-9 leaflets; definetly toothed
21, 5-9 leaflets, toothed but hairy

12. Leaves alternating.on stem
2?.. Leaves simple

23. Margins-entire
24. Leaf base broad, heart-shaped
24. Leaf base tapering

25. Leaves 2 to 4 inches long
25.. Leaves 4 to 6 inches long

23. Margins net entire
26. Margins cut deeply or lobed

,27. Veins palmate
20. 3-5 lobed leaves, smooth above,

hairy on veins below; margins
coarsely toothed; base of leaf
stalk fits over bud

28. "With. 5 sharp pointed deeply cut lobes
28. Square or notched at top

27. Veins pinnate
29. One or two lobes with some lobes

entire

,

Sycamore Maple

Goosefoot -or-
Striped Maple
18
Sugar Maple

Norway Maple
19
Horseschestnut
20

Black Ash .

21

White Ash
Green Ash
Red Ash
22
23
24
Redbud
25
Blackgurn
Cucumber
26
27
28

Sycamore
Sweet Cum
Tulip Po?lar
29

Sassafras
29. More lobes 30

Mulberry
31
32

30. Lobes irregular
30. Lobes regular
31. Lobes sharp pointed .

32. Leaves deepty cut, almost
midrib; basil lobes often
straight across the bottom;
sinuses almost circular
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Scarlet Oak
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32, 5-7 lobes, often with whitish
scaly surface below; sinuses of
varying depth; terminal buds
hairy, gray Black Oak

32, 7-11 lobes, widest above
middle, smooth on both
s.urfaces; often tufts of
hoir in vein axils; ter-
minal buds smooth, red Red Oak

32. Leaves small, 3-5 inches ,
5-7 lobes deeply cut,
smooth on both surfaces,
tufts of hair in vein axils Pin Oak

32. Shrub-like leaves 2-5 inches
lorg, damk green shiny
above, very hairy below Shrub Oak

31. Lobes rounded 33
33. Leaves U....cut, lobes pro-

rranetat; order leaves
bright olive green, smooth
on both sides, 5-10"long White Oak

33. LeaVes 3-5 inches long,
dark green, leathery, stalk
very short, bears fruit . English Oak

33. Leaves with large, rounded
teeth, ot: slightly, lobed,
may be slightly hairy beneath,
bark plates thick Chestnut Oak

33. Leaves broader near apex,
quite hairy below, bark
grayish Swamp White

Oak
3426.. Margins toothed

. 34. Teeth coarse, one end at each lateral
vein. 35
35, Leaves slender, 3 times as long

as wide Chestnut
35. Leaves not more than 2 times

. .

as long as wide . Beech
'34, Teeth fine, several for each main

lateral vein 36
36. Leaves very narrow, 4 or 5 times

as long as wide Willow
36. Leaves broader 37

37. Leaves not over 1 -1/2 times
as long as broad 38
38, Unequal heart-shaped base,

round stern
34. Is:at heart-shaped, slOes

equial at* base, atem t-nds
to be flattened 39

Basv.vood
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EXPLORING A DESERTED FARM

Sociology, conservation, economies, science -- all may he directly related to ady,of a deserted farm. 1.7 ri e rztunding why the farm %vas deserted can lead todiscussions of ahifting population trends and the economical hazards of small farms.
Lctermining whether the lvtd was put to best use and whether it was farmed
productively c ttn tie together several areas of study. Relating the history of thefarm to the prt-sent clay may help to demonstrate long-range tendencies.

Questions:

1, What materials Were used in the house construction? 10, ere they expensive
or difficult to obtain at the thne it was built?

a. What direction does the front of the house face?
3. Where did the house get its water supply?
.4. What 'xinds of tools were used i the house construction? What evidence is the7S What was the barn used for? How was it built?
6 I's '.1tere anything still growing in the reinains of the garden? If so, what?7. s there an orchard? What 'xinds of trees did it contain?g. Is there any evidence of boundary fences? How were they made - What toolsand equipment? Why were they built?
9. What types of trees are found around the house? Are they indigenous to thearea, or were they planted?

10: Is there a family burial plot? What is the oldest tombstone?l. What are the projsable reasons for this farm being deserted?
12. Was the farm farniAy wealthy.or pdor in comparison to other neighbors? -13. Are there any indiVations of poor land Use? Has erosion been prevalent?4. What was the prirriary use of the farm - crop growing, grazing for cows, etc.?How a n 1 f- u lent s the family?

338
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EXPLOP.INQ FENCEROWS

Fencerowa are generally thought of only in their utilitarian functions aa boundaries
or controls for livestock But they can also be sanctuaries for plant and animal
life. Near fields that are mowed, native plants can be found in the shelter of the
fences. Small animals, too, may seek the limited protection offered,by the
fencerow. Phyzical science information about soils and temperature, for example,
can be obtained. The fencerows themselves provide hints about the use of the
land and the attitudes of the landowner - energetic or lazy, poor or prosperous.

Questions:

1. Are there any animal hbmes in the vegetation of the fencerow? Any holes in
the ground?

Z. Does the fencerow have adequate food to Attract wildlife?
3. What evidence of wildlife is there in the fencerow (droppings, half-eaten seeds,

traese:)?
4. is the temperature in the fencerow higher or lower than in the surrounding are.

Hov:r does the clima:e of the fencerow affect the animals and insects living
there?

6. Are there any signs 'of erosion in the fencerow?
7. Is the soil of the fencerow richer or poorer than that of the open field?
8. What is the moisture content of soil near the fencerow? Compare it with the

open field.
9. Does the fencerow collect wind-blown soil? How? .

10. Is ths level of the soil near the fencerow higher or lower than that of the open
field?
What is the comiSactness of the soil near the fencer_ow?

12. Wli.tt is the rate ol water absorption in the fencerow? Compare it to that of
the field.

:3. Why was the fence built? Does it interfere with modern techniques of farming?
14. What tools and methods were used in the construction of the fence? What

material Wall used?
IS. Why waa that particular.type of fencechosen?
16. What can be inferred about the owner from thelences? Was the family

wealthy? Were they diligent in keeping the fences in good condition?.

Compliments of
Pocono Environmental Education Center
Dingmans Ferry, Pennsylvania 19328

1
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1, State:
Forest or park:
County:
Stream section:
From:

(Sketches - show trails,
2. Name of strearn:

STREAM SURVEY FORM

River ystem:
Map:

Tributary to:

Name of Stream:
.Nurnber:

.299

To: Length of section:
roads, tributaries, stations, barriers, springs, etc. )

Date:

Region Upper /Aiddle Lower

Altitude :
.7yrerage width and depth:
'7olurne:

aocity :
clor and turbidity :
rkalinity :

Air Temperature :
Water Temperature:
Hour and sky:
Pools: pize, type, frequency S T F S T F S T F.

Caused by
Shelter

Bottom type: Pools
Riffles

Shade :
Aquatic vegetation :
Character of watershed: Canyons, mountainous, hilly, rolling, flat, swampy,

wooded, open, cultivated, uncultivated.
Character of au! !oil, bedrock :
Condition of 3trearn: low water, normal Water, high water
Fluctuation in volume:
Gradient:
Source:
Barriers (type, location, height):
Diversions (tyne, location):
Springs (ineation, volume, temperature):
Tributaries (number and size):
Fish (kinds, aver. stze, abundance):
Degree fished (heavy, medium, light):
Spawning areas:
Fry, fingerlings seen (kinds, abundance):
Acces,,ibility of stream (by car or miles by trail):--
Pollution (source, type):
Rearing pool sites:
Remarks:
frnprovements:

*. Guide to the study of Fresh-Wtator Biology, Needham and Needham, Holden-Da.;
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POCONO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER

Velocity

With stakes mark A 31 meter.distance along a straight section of the stream.To find how fast the stream is flowing throw a short stick into the water slightlyabove the upstream mai-ker. "'crord the number of seconds it takes the stick tofloat the 32 meter distancr.. How many meters did the stick float per second?distance total f o f seconds=meters per second.
Measure the width of the stream at three places within the markers. To findaverage width: total of measurements 3 = average width. '
Using a string mark a line across the stream in three different places withinthe stakes. Measure the depth at three different places along each string (atotal of 9 measurements.) To find the average depth:total of measurements 9 = average deoth'
A cubic meter of water is the water in a container one meter wide, one meterhigh, and one meter long. One can find the cubic meter of water flowing persecond by:

average width X average depth X meters per second = cu. meters 'per sec.
Use the following information to answer the questiond below:One cubic meter of water = 999. 88 litersOne cubic meter of water = 998.09 kilograms
1. How many liters flow in this stream every second?Z. HOw many liters flow every minute?3. How many liters flow every day?4. Each person uses 567 liters of water per day. How many people coule livefrom this stream?

0 A



Crown
Forehead
Throat

Lores
Chin
Eye Line
Eye Ring
Superciliary
Median Line
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TOPOGRAPHY OF .1\ BIRD
Locate the following:

Whisker
mark

Ear Patch
FIRST BIRD WALK: See how many you are able to recognize already.

An old-timer took me on my first bird walk one spring morning. A House
flew uo as we started dOwn the path. On the lawn a short-tailed, shiny black

waddled about near where a was standing, head cocked
listening for worms.

A crested shrieked in the oak tree up which a Downy
was hitching its way. In contrast a Brown soiraled up the neighborinr
tree where our Owl was looking out of its. hole. Overhead a

. cawed and a was flying from the bay or lake to its favoz
garbage dump. From a thicket came the vigorous scratching of a

s.and from a branch above we saw, and heard the unoiled squeak of the Brown-
headed . Nearby on the feeder a Black-capped , , a
White-breasted , and a Redwinged were busy eating.

Over the garden a blacIt and yellow bounced in characteristic
flight calling "potato-chip." An orange and black piped its treetop
welcome to spring with loud whistles. From the barn door a fork-tailed
whizzed out. On a dead apple tree perched that harbinger of spring, the

From the distant creek came the rattle of a flying to its lookout
perch over the water. Near at hand from a maple I heard the dry trill of the
Chipping

My first half-hour in the field that first walk taught me how easy it was to
recognize twenty species of birds.

Time
Heel
Tarsus

Crown
Nape
Back

Secondaries
Rump

Retrices-Tail
Outer Tail.
Under -tail

coverts
Scapulax.s
Primaries
Breast .

Side .

Hind Toe Belly
Claw Throat
Inner Toe Chin -

Outer Toe Upper mandit
Middle Toe Lower mandibl

American Goldfinch Cowbird Robin
Barn Swallow Crow Screech
Blackbird Finch, Sparrow, Wren Sparrow
Belted Kingfisher Herring Gull Starl:ng
Bluebird Bine Tay Towhee
Chicadee Nuthatch Woodpecker
Creeper Baltimore Oriole Pocono EE Center

Dingrnans Ferry, PA.
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ECOLOGICAL. INTERFACE: BIRD and MAN

302

It is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank, clothed with many plants of many

kinds, with birds singing on the bushes, with vnrious insects flitting about, and with

worms crawling through the damp earth, and to reflect that these elaborately con-
structed forma so different from each other, and dependent upon each other in so
complex a manner, have all been produced by laws acting around us. CHARLES

DARWIN The Origin of Species.

Man's use of the landscape has frequently been detrimental to bird life. By eon,
verting wilderness into farms, parks, and cities he has had a hand in increasing

.the numbe r s of House Sparrowa, Barn Swallows, Robins, and Starlings. However,
defdrestation has also reduced habitats for tree-nesteis.

Mass avian destruction has been accomplished by tall buildings, high tension elecfi
wires, tall towers, telephone wires, highway fences, and lighthouses. These
structures have taken a great toll of nocturnal migrants as has the unexplained
magnetism that airport ceilometers has for the nocturnal migrants. Hayfields
though attractive to gallinaceous species take about an 85% toll of the nesters via
mowing. Woodpeckers and other roadside nesters fall prey to automobile collislom
Oil pollution from ships takes an annual toll of thousands of sea birds. More than
one Silent Spring has been attributed to pesticide abuse.

Through circumspection the .duck hunter eliminates more waterfowl than he guns
down. LEAD sFica missing its mark, rains on the marshes. The shot either
Binds in the mud or is eventually ingested by a duck who will very likely succumb
to lead poisoning. Two pellets are enough to do the job and a 20% annual loss of

water fowl results.

Invasion of island habitats by man's domesticated animals, cats, dogs, goats, slier
pigs, as well.as.rats, mice, and rabbits has also taken its toll of bird rife. Curre:
ly the Galapagos Islands are being threatened and though ironic we come full
circle to another Darwinian point of reference.

TRY YOUR AVIAN ECOLOGICA L IQ BELOW
1. Airports provide excellent habitat for Starlings Grosbeaks who foul jet

engines by being sucked into them.
2. After complete protection for 40 years, which of these birds show a conspicuo

comeback Warblers Shorebirds Sparrows Thrusl,es.
3. A sharp-shinned Hawk cate!ies a.chickadee. Good 13ad Neithex.
4. In general, the greatest threat to most wildlife today beside MAN is

_

too much hunting losi or destruction of habitat.
5. Gutting the primeval forest of the south has doomed
6. Inbreeding, disease, and brush fires at the Martha's Vineyard refuge was

responsible in 1931-for the extermination of
7. During the last Presidential Inauguration ceremony the U. S. Government spent

$10,000. to keep Hawks Doves, out of the trees along the parade routo.
8. Prairie nsarket hunting in npring and fall in Canada and inadequate protection

?at:lg.:min in winter !-,-.va aimost finisl-.ed the
9. M-irket.h!:nting and d*:.:tr.iction of oak and httech foress exterminated

1.0. Owls aid agriculture because they eat lots of nocturnal insects
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Action Socialization Experiences (ASE)

An ASE is a group activity that fosters reliance on group effort and support
to complete a task as quickly and/or as efficiently as nossible.

A number of "stations" are set up and equipped by members of the PEEC
staff. These stations may vary according to the ability of the. group. Each
group spends 15 minutes at a station and may be graded by the supervisor
according to task completion (10 possible points) and group cooperation
(10 possible points). At the end of the 15 minute period the group moves
along a trail to the next station. Travel time is included as part oi the
total time. Movement from station to station should be done as quickly as
pcs sible.

Examples and instructions for ASE's are included in the following pages.
After the groups complete every. ASE all will meet to discuss and review the
program actik'ity.

Scores will be totaled and posted in the Dining Hall during the next meal.

Equipment: A watch with a sweep hand.

General Instruc tior4s

Supervisor: I. The whistle will signal the beginning of each 15 minute
period. When all of the group has arrived and is attentive,
the directions are given.

Z. .Give the directions in the same way to each group. A
'story may be mide uP to give more realism. Some
suggestions are stated on the individual activity sheets.

3. Do not tell the group any more than they need to know.
Do not offer suggestions on how to complete the task--
let the group work it out. There is TIO "correct" way
to do a talk -- if it works it's O.K.

4. If the group is finished before the 15 minute period has
elapsed, a discussion may follow on how the group
accoinplished the task i.e., decision processes, cooperatl:
encouragement, male/female roles, etc.

5. Keep each group at your station until the whistle: Then
point out the path to the next station. Time begini on the
whistle so travel from station to station should be quick.

Q ,1
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3 0.-1

I'llt re r..! two narts 1...) grading. Ten possible points for
group couooration and ten f.Dr tan'c completion.

A. Tat;1-: c--)rnol,!tinn: ('ne actual points (1-10) will be
based ca time elapsed for :it:rues:Ilia completion of
thn taf..C. or th( total amount ..:ollectecl in the 15 min-
ute period. This will be cu by a PEEC staff menibe:

B. The second score is subjective and is based on the
groups cooperation.. VI,: following are some suggesti
for criteria to he used in evaluating "group cooperatie.
(1-10).

1) How many students offered suggestions in the
planning ptriod9

2) Did anyone take over in a leadership capacity?
3) B id all stedents,work at the task?
4) Did students help each other?
5) How much encouragement did individuals give to

other members of their group?
6) How much arguing and fighting went on?

7. Most important - Safety! Some possible dangerous
situations are noted on (he individual station sheets. Some
risk is involvod in some of the tashs bnt obviously dangero.
situations rrmst not be

8. If necessary ready the at ea for the next group.

Genera! Directions -- Participants

1. You ave competing againz,t each other as groups. The supervisor at ea.r.:.
station will grade the group according to how well they do the task (with

manimurn of ten points), and the group's cooperation ( also with a
z!,.a:;imum of ten points).

2. Wheal you hear the whistle, move as quickly as possible to the nent area..
Time for the next task s'.:artn when the whistle blOws; :After-15.minutes

'the whistle will 1:1olv again. 7ollowing the superviaor directions, again
el.Move z.s quicAly as pos ible to the next area. hip will continue until

every croup has bean to all the ar...,as. If you get done early, wait for

3. Directions for thc task will be gien when the entire group has arrived
and is attentive.

4. After all groups have virited every area, Ali will meet lo:c-ther at a
gi-..en area.

S. 1:esults will be posted in t.:e iltning Hall during the next meal.
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WATER CARRY

Stream or other source of water
I large bucIcet

ruler

50 fe,t irr the sov.rce -Di. water. The luc'f.et
'oe ti-.e %valet.. The rul,r Inc..ast.tre the

collected.

Objectl
To construct or find a vessel(s) capable of carrying water from the source
to a bucket. Only natural materials (leaves, hollow logs, etc) may be used
to construct this vessel.

ne.7,sib1e StorK:
You are in the desert in Arliona. You and your companions have planned we:ti
and have plenty .of water. One night while you are sleeping, the water leaks
out of the contairier. Upon awakening you find a small pool of water on ths
ground. In order to survive, you kno.v that you must get the water back into
the container before it all evaporates. You cannot cup the water in your
hands or use your mouth. Only natural objects that you find may be used.
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THE BEAM

Eaciament

I log approximately 12" x 10'
2 sturdy trees 6' to 10 apart
Rope to lash the log to the trees

Set-sp
..._-..

30 6

Lash the log to the trees so that the bottom of the log is 6 feet off the ground.

02,19c11

Get the entire group over the log without using either of the supporting trees.
No artificial aids may be used. No one may reach under the log to help
those on the other side. The only way someone can get back to the original
starting point to help is to go back over the log. Groups must start over
if the rules are broken.

Possible Story

You are skipping rocks along the banks of a small stream. It starts raining
very hard, but the weather is warm so you stay and enjoy the rain. Suddenly,
you realize that the stream has become swollen from the heavy rainfall. Your
path is, now covered by torrents of water. Your only chance is to get over
the stream's retaining wall before the water gets to you!! You only have
13 minutes! Remember, it is a wall and you have nothing to help you.

Safety

The supervisor should "spot" for the first person over. The group then
spots for itself. Make sure the group spots.

Q 7
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STRETCHER CASE

Equ:pment: 2 poles appro,tirnattly 6-7 feet long and 1 1/2 to .2-1/2
inches ir. dlrr.eter.

Set-up!
Make sure both poles are in s. convenient starting area.

Object:
Make a stretcher out of the poles using available materials (natural and
man-made) and transport a victIm for a certain distance. The victim is
assrned to be unconscious-on the ground and thus cannot help or hold on
in any way. 11 tile victim ilelpc or falls off the stretcher the group must
star! over.

I'ocsible.Story:
"1::,1 are hiking along a steep trail. One member of your group falls and

ikc Vazir head knocking them unconscious. There is also a possiblllt7
of spinal injury. Using the two poles that you have found you must tranzp....:1.
the unconscioe.s victim over a given distance as smsethly as possible.

F?fity:
Make cure the victim ia not haniled too roughly or dropped.

3 S
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ELECTAIC FENCE

1 piece of rope approximately 15 feet long
Z trees 8,10 feet apart
1 log 3-6 inches wide and 5,8 feet long

308

Set.-uo :
Tie the rope between two trees, at a height comparable to the ability of the
group (Sr High- 4 feet; Sr. High - 5 feet; maximum 5 feet), to simulate an
electric fence. Clear the area of rocks, sticks, etc.

Objective: -

Get the entire group over the rope using only the log, without touching the
rope or the support trees in any way. If anyone or anything (including ale
log) touches either the rope or the trees, the entire group must start over.

Feasible Story:
You are cut in a field having a picnic. All of a sudden a bull appears over a
slight ridge between you and the gate. You know that if the bull sees you,
you're in big trouble. You all move slowly toward the electric fence that
surrounds the field. Every one gets there without the bull noticing but ycr.:
now have the task of getting over the fence without touching it. The only
object lying around that may be of help is a metal pole approximately 8 feet
long. The posts holding the fence are also electrified.

Safetr_
The supervisor should "spot" for the first person over. The group then
"spots" for itself. Make sure the group spots!
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THREE FEET UP

Equipment: 2 logs appro:drnately 6 inches by 7 feet
I log approximately 8 inches by 15 feet
1 20 foot length of 1/2 inch rope

Set -up:
Place all the equipment on the ground in a pile

309

Object,:
Build a structure that will allow all members of the group to simultaneouslyget three feet Off the ground and remain there for 50 seconds.
Possible Story:
You are walking along a narrow trail in an area that is known for its lime-stone caverns. You are roped together for safety in case someone accidently.itcps off the trail. Suddenly, you hear a scream, the sound of falling rocks;.nd find yourself being dragged over the edge. After a 15 foot tumble downa rocky slope, you find yourself and your companions dazed and scratchedbut unhurt. You notice that the cavern you have faller. into is inhabited byrattlesmkes, who do not seem vary friendly. You ',mow that these /makercan strike up to three feet off the ground. You find three logs in the cavernand have your climbing rope. Using tinse items only, you must get everyoneout of range as soon as possible.

Safetyl
No one should be permitted to go tinder the &..ructure i any time. Standclose to the shorter logs. If they start to slip hold them until those on thestructure get down.
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Station Name

Time or Amoc-nt Grotto cooperation (1-10

2

3

4

5 :

6

7

8

9

10

11

Any Comments:
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APPENDIX "Q"

1. Cynthia

Matching & Augmentation
A. AV, QT, I: art work with Mr. Evans group
R. TAL, T7L, '.?z A: studnnt-tutor-:-:int inreading,

:o.ign,n% Qr;ET

T7L: write note to Leo.on ber tutoring acLivitins
D. Po..:sible Q0, QS: would liko Lo cook. Alanst rc!cipes

could road and work on at hone witil mother, augment
F tn T.

E. Bernel-Hoft food books -.Lab Q0, Q.

2. Floyd
A. QV, QCES: art work: possible art for scenic
B. F & TVL: augment 1 works alone on contract with

teacher direction
C. F & TVL: small group discusion with tnachcr lea&r

and writing assignmnt
D. 'Progranied instruction

3. Cheryl

A. Augment tvl mathing independnnt study using contact.
Stress reading TVL augment cooking recipes at home,
math lessons in fractions.

h. Rodney
A. Talk or read into tapes and listen Lo self usinE TAL

to augment tvl
V. TAL &FhDto augment ismall teacher lead discussion

group

5. Darlene

A. QCKH & QCK can't sit still very long, short term self
correct assignment
TAL, TAQ, QA augment i listening to tapes minor qcet

C. Augment m, d, k, possibility reading, sci, cr small group
D. Conking, group Q0, QS

6. Paul
A. TAQ, A, QCEM, QCET &

in nath
R. Augment TVI, And Aron

byteacher direction

augment k studeaL tutor student

gthen i individual reading activity
or usn of contract '

7. Carmen

A. Augment TVL, matching QCEM and a: tutored by student
B. Q0, QS, cookbook, possibly in a situation
*question map

2 5 2
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8. Victor
.

A. Augment i using TAQ, k & f, math teacher to have
him do i work

B. Strengthen m using k & F & TVL in science class

Y. Lonia
A. Ma%ch A, ?VI, small group work S T S as student

qce:1 t .f tt..achr

ms-,ro non-verba1 impact
C. Art class

10. Megdalia
A. Match A and inference patterns to augment TVL, TAL:

small group work individual reading and discussion
of materials

B. Contract - maybe helping augment i & TVL

U. Craig
A. 3trengthen tvl, tvq, tal, taq, suggest teacher

or Helena discuss above with Craig as coping skills
neces5ary for H.S.
other ;:treagths good.

12. Yodira
A. Teacher supervised individual reading strengthen i

augment qcot
E. Matching QV, QCES: art work:. drawinF strenghten 1

C. Chock on u:ntract work, maybe strengthen T
D. S T 3 as student: matching TVL

11. Amanda
A. .-trengt1-,en tvl using F teacher or Fara lead group.

Toacher use strong inference pattern, ..:1Ci,M, QV, QCK -

to get student to be helpful to others
B. 3 T 3 a5 tutor, strengthen TVL

lh. Diana
A. 1:atch QCET, I to strengthen TVL on contract roading
B. Augmmt tal with tapes on voc using qcet & I - make sure

she makes a ccgmdtment to come back and explain to teacher
ir she doesn't lik
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APPENDIX "Q" (CONT'D)

15. Doreen
A. TVL reading activity to strengthen
B. STS - as tutor for Leona Walker using instructions form

teacher F, QCEM, TVL, may help strengthen.

16. Mercedes
A. Augmmt tal: lietening to tapes close teacher supervision

since i and qcet are minor
B. Match TVL: writing: strengthen m and i voc work

17. Yolanda
A. S T S as tutor in reading using TVL and TAL to strengthen
B. QV, QT, QCES art work
C. Q0, QS, cooking

18. Joel

A. Strengthen tal: listing to voc tapes
B. Small group interaction, augment A using qcem

354
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Cognitive Style Mapping Groups - A/JRS

1. Student-tutor-Student

Reading: matching or augment TVL, A, QCEM, QCET

Cynthia
Admenda
Doreen
Yolanda

(tutor
(

( ft

(

with Carmen
with Leonia
with Yodira

Math: match or augment TAQ, A, QCEM, K

Paul

2. Cooking Group

Reading recipes, discussing cooking, using fractions possible
cooking activities at home
Instruotor: Ms. Santiago
Matching: Q01 QS
Augment: TVL

Cynthia
Cheryl
Carmen
Yolanda

3. Art Group

Matching: QV, QT, QCEE
Instructor: Mr. Evans or special work with specific teacher
Floyd (with Mr. Lonich)

Cynthia
Darleen
Leonia
Yodira
Yolanda

4. Independent Study

Either on contract or under teacher direction
Floyd match TVL & F, augment
Cheryl match i, augment tvl
Paul augment TVL, strengthen I
Victor watching TAQ, TVQ, K; augment I, programmed instruction with

Me Lovich
Magdalia augment i and cvl
Yodira aughient qcet: strengthen i
Diana match QCET & I, strengthen TVL
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5. Listen to tapes

Either in lab or class
Match or augment TALI I
Rodney
Darleen
Diana
Mercedes
Joel with Mr. Lovich

6. Small Group Discussion

Either teacher or student lead
Match or augment TAL, A, F, D.
Rodney teacher group (Mr. Lovich)
Migdalia student group
Adminda teacher group
Joel student group

7. Science Group - Classificiation Systems
Aagment M
Instructor: Mr. Lovich
Darleen
Victor
Mercedes

8. Writing Activities
Matching or augment TVL
Mercedes augment M with Mr. Quinn
Cynthia letter to Dr. Dworkin
Floyd with Mr. Johnson

9. Other Specific Acitivities

Cynthia match QS, QO Barnel Hoft books in food - lab
Darlene - lab, Joel Montairo - with Mr. Quinn math QCKH: short

assignemtns, constant change
Leonia - mathc QV, QCL, qcem to strengthen f with Mr. Quinn,

teacher begin to establish good non-verbal communications.
Craig - strengthen tvl, tuq, tal, taq, discussion of

importance of T elements in academic areas with Henene
Doreen - mathc TVL to strengthen M, individual reading with

Mrs. Holinari

Question on Maps - need teacher observations
Victor
Carmen
Paul

356
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APPHDIX "S" Conttd

:____

ContTnct
Art Wc.rt:

1.cLurc: e

Take Howe Projc:ct,:

EDL SRA

Plays
" Tield

Peer Tutni-Lnu,

Student. SertLnars
Shops
Community Re!,:ourcns

Science Experiments
Listening Stetions group

F (E)
Work '4ith Pitra Frofesiunz,...1s

:.--Lectures

Seminw:s

'. Modalities of Inference

Individual Reading
Independent Study
Programmitd Materials
Lectures
Controlled Readers
Peer Tutoring.
Contract:,

Seminars
Student Discussions
Small Group Projects
Peer Tutoring,
Take Home Projects
Community Resources

Student Discussions
Boxe ECOO.:A1iC3
Shop

Individual Reading Math
Independent*Study Math
Programmed Materials-Math
Contracts-Math
Lectures-Math
Science Experiment:3

359
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APPMDIX ":3" Cora

on{...A____

Play 5-drw:lati. es
: Video/Clo.s,.:d Ciren: :.
':Peer Tutor.; .w.

. ;1 PuppiAry
.: CrOup coun:-;, 1 i nt;

oC12

Skid tirs
iF...- 1 Tutr.wi ng
Ficild trip.;
Gr:1;00 e.,..0,iii:;;..1 i tip,

'f,:e.olo,,r-pit)i 1 coL ii::. ,. 1 I n;.;

QCS.

Peer Tutoring
Independent Reading
Inch.Tcndr.:nt S1:udy
Take limn:: pr(' jc.ets
Con L rac t Learni ng
Experi nen t s

.

Shop

360
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a

Theoretical Symbols

TVL
Filmstrips
TV
Independnt,Re;iding
Video
Plav's
I.ibrarv

'i)rsma
Flash Cards
Picture books

Magazines

reading

- District 12
Cognitive Stylet Mapping

INS1RUCTIONAL STRATESIES
To Match or Augment Cooni.Live Stule Elements

Qualitative Symbols

-Video
Filmstrips
Art
Shops

TAL
Lectul:es
Peer Tutoring
Brainstorming
Listening Station
Filmstrips
Guest speakers
Following directions.

Art
Shops
Science Expeziment
quesenaire kods

92
Home Economics (cooking)
Field trips
Art Materials "
Science/Other experiments
Shop

Qualitative Code Sxmbols

QGES

,--Mfuslc/Dance

. Art
:Film
HPlays
Shop

QCD1
:Peer tutoring
Plays
Music/dance
Community resources

OCKH
Shops
Dance
Gym and sports
Field trips

QCK
Pantomtme
Plays
Dance
Sports
Group Counseling
Social Interaction

.361

TIN
Scionce.Experiment
Home Economics
Prograipmed Math

Library
Filmstrips-math
Peer Tutoring-math
Flash Cards
Quescuaire Rods
Transimrenoies-math

:?:319

I.

Taped cassettes .

ReCords
,Sports.
Aud-x.

Lectures
Seminar
Listening Station:

Listening Station (sounds)

Music
Field trips (airport, environmental)

Home Economics
Field trips
Science-experiments

99I
Drama
Community Resources
Reporting,
Role.Playing
Socio-psycho drama
Show and tell .

QCET
Contract learning
Independent study
Independent.reading
Art
Community resources
Take home projects
Peer tutoring
Programmed instruction
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APPENDIX

The following program is designed to provide

an introduction tothe language of cog-ition style.

To insure maximum effectiveness from a workshop

of this type, you must know the proper uses for

the elements on the cognitive style map.

Your resource consultants ask that you

work through these program frames before the

pending session of the workshop this evening.

Please write all answers aa the program. A card-

board strip has been provided in each program.

As you propress from frame to frame; the correct

answer can be found in the right margin of the

following frame. Simply slide the cardboard strip

down to expoeo each correct response.



APPENDIX "T" (CONT ' D)

COgnitive Style.
Mode of Presentatioo-c Learning Lai :,:f.aokriaLs

:90ilatiattlpegsr El uta

Lirauditpry - the ability
to pereekire meadings
thr0401,:the sense OE hearing

makeibtee:

Major; vrittm% materials about
//atoning. Niaring muuie .

ov trotts,dg, not w,rda

321
-

POTestie'Sjn Seeding, Kit I, Level 7-4, Canq 02S. Euw.atte 6, "Icasda8 of Oa.
it.0.044ike (Scott, Poresman a Ce.)

(2)laiisand Learn, Series ILL, 0Liaten Cis See £:!/.01 X46adinasa (Educsiticpul Velm4i4r;4 E ,

'-. (3)014010A2114.The Cornezstone Raa4orcv Lgvia 2-3, "VOicoi of the *i411,26,
piHel'(field Educational PUblications)

2.9:01factory lij Navt:t et4,/buziso c4 material
to perceive meaning througil on usin2 the (;mnee a
the sense of smel1

Ileamples:

t1)(14041nor) Readere Book A. 1_,Nal: 2v ,11T.toll and Tail";
p. 86. (1/kbatell'Svioc, McGraw-1WD

(2)

(3)

44 8-savory - the ability qpi'

perceivemeaning thr(iush
the einee,of taste

, %maples:

,

-(l)ItaasklatiAncountars-RoatLtisa liwat 60 Mite ILI!
"SAn aema?d" p. Co.)

-i2)gge_JELOA1ca_h30,61trs, Boo!e: 4, Level: "141: 1*.koo It v. 4A (Waster
.Diviston M4Graw-Ht11)

(3)80leotionS from the 3116.1 Colahe P.41/Ati. Tha Olkvo ;look, Level 34,
Gooa Heart and a Lignt IlLm'," v. r:Iblidavisto

- I .
W.40.77: t4.10,..nrt?it empherite

1e0o-ts eat.tA (117 cooRing
irav ij L':; e't

, Also see SaLlsOss..,.pubilabct by 1,41vcIl LW:t.

363



gl-tactile - the ability to
perceive meaning through.
Ftlhe sense of touch

APPENDIX "T" (CONT'D)

Major: emphasia on
how things or people
f.el Veen teueled

322

;ftsmple3:

rit /, Level. 7-8, Card P23, Exercise 5, "Chamber of Horrors"

e(Scott, Foreman le
"APTeeties In_Re4djelg., Kit I, Leeel #23, Exercise 6, "CoMing of the

_Earthquake" (Scott, Foeeemen & Co.)
RerIcliag_Stiudy.Geltle, Learetng 100 Series Set.EA, Leval:.5 "Pain-

Friend or ree" p. 40, (Educational Developmental Laboratories - McGraw-Rill)

- the ability to
IpDerceive meaning through
liense of siiifat

*Samples:

....
Major: materials which contain
pictures or drawing

Oinor: highly descriptive
writing (with no pictures)

(*(1)Tact1.cs In ReadingYA, Level: 7, "Inference on Evidence" p. 110 (Scott, loves-

:Amen 6 Co.)
el2)Tactics In Readisig/A Level': 7, "Recognizing Time Order" p. 116 (Scott,.

ForesmAn & Co)
(3)geeeunteee.P.eelities in Readieg and Laneuage Series (ell titles) amlainA

, level 3; lalLsmuv,m, level 3; J:teez.lylenciria, level 4; Venterteme, levei 41
6;

e(Cembrjdge Fork Co.)
..Code Elements

CEH-Code empathetic - the
;ability to identify with, or
have a vicarious experience
of,:another person's feelings,
ideas or volltions

Seseples:

(Dractica In ReaeLnA, Kit 1. Level 7-8 Card #50 "Drivers Test", (Scott,

Foreseen Co.)
'(,2,)Cc_212,trldf____2_ieadinStudy Guide, Leecning 100 Series, Set EA, Leve1:5

(3)
'Jackie Robinson" p. 16 (Educational Developmental Laboratories - McGraw-HIM

Major: emphasis on how people
feel about each other, identifying
with others feelings (Emphasis
clay come from introduction
or queetions:.

Q CES-Code esthetic - the
ability of the indiviciaal
ander consideration of vlev/
With enjoyment.the "beauty"
and."purenese" of a resulting
fproduct, situation or idea

Keyword: appreciation,
senae of beauty
cultural appreciation

Examples:

(1) Liz:practice Ruatu, Book E. Levl h, "Flame-Colored Bird" p. 174
(Webeter Division, Her;rew-i11)

940 364
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(2) Voices from the Bottom, .Con ci1 f);.ivt; 1141,A, Lsv#A 15.6,

l'House Made of Dawn", p. 130, ta6alautom U;:blicisieTs)
(.3)

*gr.

Q CIT-code etthi - g compit-
moot ao a eet of Inaluee, a
group of moral principles,
oh1.114mtiona, svOtor duties

Examptas:

Majov: materials emphasizing
behavior which ask the reader
to :matte a decision as to whathar
the behavior oas "right or wzone
check Letroduction and quaotieoo

(1) ControlLed_Rudiria Studv_GuAck0 Learning DUD Serleas Set 4A5, level: 50

"Jackie Robinson" p. 16 (Educational Developmantel Laboratories - H=GrAm-11111)
0) n2alalltd_Etlidin2c Stmly Guide, Learning 100 Series, San 14,

::Cold Cash', p, 20. te4ucationa1 Developmental .6aboretlwior.;. . McGraw-Mkt)
0) tA:Olgtpt Sqvp: The Cornerstone Readers, Level. 24, fire! p.6

I:field Educational 2uhlications.)

QCE-codS; histrionic - staged
behavior Or a deliheratz,
ihibition of emoticn or tem-
perament

Swamp Les:

(1)(geb ,Iii.nor) Haw pas,...i1,10.d,
(Whster Divisive, McGrew-ilitl)

(2)(4ch AlAinor) Discovrina, Encoura,
Unit 1 - lock At Me, "HiAlloiiato"

<3)

q CK-code kinesics - the
ability to communicate hy
.0eana o non-linguistic
functions such as blusW.ng
and motions of the body,
tuch as shrugs, 611411114 end
gestures

Examples:

o.O.MOO,OarOw. ht

Major: materials on

Acrina or itittlskitea
(not to be confused with
twins.f.otional behavicm)

i-jook D, 35 "The First Jolty" p. WO.

tbd Iao h Ec!1flg and Language Sea's,
:4'34 Vt,.'..dfdam aook Co,)

Hajar: ta,ohs:.;.5.3 on

coaonisa.c.thp klarough (xdy

1angus8.o en t Dliguage

(1)Tilc4c4 l!f; RemtiLit,i;.!!. Laval: 7 "tnferanoes frozi AcLinna

',:orasman & Co,)

(2)400,21,1out,, thu C)rnarstone krgeders, Laval Y.3, "Talking W4th Your
Hands" p. eiL Meld Zdutatieet V:Iblications)

(3)

" Po 91, (Scott,

365



Q CIE-code kinésehetics -
motor !kill abilities

APPENDIX "1" (CONT'D)

Major: sports, athletics
(also possible vocational
materials emphasizing motor
skills & hand coordinatiop skills)

324

Examples;

(l)caateelled.Readielatneiy, Learning 100 Series, Set EA, Level: 5
0Jackie Robinsonu p. 16, (Educational Developmental Laboratories - McGrev-Rill)

(2)Control1ed Reading Study Guide, Leerning 100 Series, Set EA, Level: 5
i,"A Modern pioneer." p. 84, (Educatireal Developmental Laboratories - MeGram-Sill)
"Tioeriencinee Encounters-Realities in Reading and Language Series, Level 4,

Unit 1.4.etls See, "Frogs", p. 10. Cambe:.dge Book Co.)

Q CP-codeiproxemics - the
ability Oeen individual
to judge 'ellm acceptable
"criticalu physical and
social distance between
himself and others as per-
cived by the other person

Focepples:

4 IN mi II b

Major: on-socially correct
behaviors - ie. learning
how to behave appropriately
with someone from another
country,

WTastkee_Ineteadinee Ket 1, Leiel 7-8, Card 38, Exercise 9,

"Caged" (Scott, ioreemaneo.)
:(2.'SeleCtiont,Prom the Black, Ce:lege Readlng Skills, the Olive Book, Level 5-6,.

"Nobody_Knowsily N'emeeelee (Jamestown Publiehees) -

43)Ve4ceevgrom the Bottom, Coliegt Reading Skills,. ihe Olive Book, Level 54,
"Down These Mean Strects"4.11, 16 (Jamestown Publishers)

Q CS-code synnoetica -
personal knowledge of one-
self in all qualitative
euld theoretical eymbolic
forms in-relation to one's
environment

Examples:

Major: emphasis on encouraging the
reader to think about self - to
uaderstand oWn behavior
(check introduction 8, questions)

(1)Tactics In 'eading, Kit 10 Level 7-8, Card e5o "Drivers Test",

(Scott, Foresman & Co.)
(2)colleeelleafReadinieStudy Geide, Learning 100 Series, Set EA, Levelr5

,,,"Pnin-Frilitid or Foe?" p. 40 .adueational Developmental Laboratories) (McGraw-MAW
4."Controllid Reading Stud, Guidee Learning WO Series, Set EA, Level: 5

"Bill of Rights" p.72 ( ducational Developmental Laboratoriee) (McGraw-Hill)

qvCT-code transectional -

tile ability to maineain a
poeitive communicative
4nteraction which :signifl
.:O4Ustlyentluences the goals

Major: ono person positively
influency another person.

366
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of the persons involved
that interaction.

USempleas

(I) Btud kid; Learning 100 Series, Sat EA, Level: "Jemeeza
tory" p. 29, (Bducational Developmental Laboratories . MCGraw.Bill)

CA, Level BA, Level 2, "A New Job /or ...2" p. 89 (Educational Bevaiopositel
Ishotetoriee - McGraw-Hill)
8010514oexit...ogsWihaski College Beading Series, the Olive Book, Level 5-6,

,42 a$arv.tvi of tha Lift of Trenariata Douslase," p. 114 (Istoetown Puhl.tsherc)me. d.
METURALDETERMINIVTS

falai Major: Major empbasia or theuc of

sav4erial is OA family Interaction

Exisspleo:

m lead mounter - 11,eaility !tending and Languagn Series, Level: 62
Homes. (Cembridgu Book Co.)

(2)10 tiottlir_%011.11., A, Leval: 4 "ILI City M44 Ito Looked for alPeraPvi 64
-Oseetica-Me/1, /no.)

(3)22, Level BA, Level 2, u7raa t4t Nome R40.ar". p. 57 Caducei:local Developmental
LabOretories - McGrwe-11)

/ pdividneL

7%.
M4i2r: emphasis or focus of material

individua/ doing socethieg alms

les:.
.

. A. .
tiNgigmupt irtsadIngustuft...t4uitie. )7:1121ta 1.03 t CAD "A !Worse

!. PiOz$.Xe to n4.1710,02.001e,3:-.,A4 laboretort t2; agGrof.nit
.(1)1i:k- Better Zaader, A, Levci: 4 "Aiv.z., wt. 4A34) Igload"

.reo4Fef.a
.(3)0122.1gpaissetha Alackp Connga at SkLlL. Oltve Bock,

Leve/.4-6, "Coning of Aro fn HialLesippi" 58, Cht,,,IBtowa Publishers)
PIIMPONII.11Whi.111000131.00.001110....1*wolbromm..........., ra..

A Associate* :!ocue of waterial on
intoraction of or being illth friends

Ai Lzvel.: GiAle c Dada Ranch" p. 22
.4114 Inc.)

tho.Comerscm,a 7.-S Sid:IL:Ion 9, "Roe Do I
;tend?" p. 9X (Field Eflur.3tiud.

..lott.062, College ke.tming Olive felook,

"Pm'Ao", P. 125 , (Jwtori PulaiGht
307
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IRRAMIRS of INTURNCR

M Magnitude inference pro-
cess is aform'ofneste-
goricel thlAing".and uti-
/luts.noesie categorically
cleasifiediand attitudes
accepted as:true by tbe
individust:as tbwbasis for
sccsptence Or-rejection of
advanced hypothesis

Essay lea:

(1)8e a Better Reader, A. Level:
p. 10, Ceres:r(es-tall, Inc.)

(2)36 Aetter Readtr, A. Level:

Organizetion of material is
divided into categories, iteem
clessified, it, outline fore, ox
stressing organizational skate.

4 "What Do New Ragland Fishermen Catch?"

4 "About girds". p. 34,(Frantice-Rall, Inc)

D Difference deals with
bypotheses;of difference such
es. one-to-one contrasts or
ceeperisonsjof selected
characteristics or measurements

Zmaaplac:

Emphasis on constaete,
explaining or describing by
etroesing differences

(1)Geggro1led Readtalt Stvdv Guide, Learning 100 Series , Set EA, Leveld
Vain-Friend or Fce". p. 40 (Educational DevelopmentalLaboratories CMcGram-RillY

(2)R1obibet Sow. The Cornerstone Readers, level 2-3, "Alike But Different"
p.20. (Field Educational Publications)

It" Relationship protege
considers a relationship
between two or more character-
istics or esasuvements

Rumples:

(I)Tactics In Reading/A Level:

glistraga, Level:
,,,(Scom, Foreseen & Co.)
"rsctics In Reading/A, Level 7th grade,

(Scott, Foreseen & Co.)
(4),...:mlecLajjmlinstuiste, Learning 100 Stsries, Set !Us Laval: 5

h.sw..dmers Victory", p. 29 (Educational Developmental Lahoratoriaa, McGram-HilW

. 368

Emphasis on how an ides or
eubject relates to a variety of
other ideas or subjects. Briege
in tots of information

7 "Wide 0" p. 107, (Scott, Foreman & Co.).

7 "Recogotzing Time Order". p. 116

"Relations hipa". p. 113



ii Appraisal type of infsrence
oon.id.x.p with equal weight,
kyOtitbeeoof 011ithe pre-
Oinue,thras (magnitude. d
diffetence end rolstionabip)

,Im arriving at probable
, epadluvion

1411"P".

APPENDIX "T" *(CONT'D) 527

.

lAting I4D, 4: A in
p:,casentetion el gAteriels

Clftsetic /n 1 /A Level: 7911 grade, "Inference on EvIt&.4c*":

PO tto OTOOM414 .11 Co.)

(2)4Ontrolled Reading Guide, Learning 100 Series, Set SA, LaN42: 5
MAgingaroo Store p.48 (Zducational Developmental t,ebor*.tozies) (CGrev-11111)

(a)

4g) Deductive logic

lessmplar:

/..411.11..11 rarroc......m.a tall.

Math, Science or poat.ibly
phirsephy materiels, ope og
formulas

(1)ftlaEptce leaders Book C. Level: 4, "Trcublc &kora xt (riamotic",
'inactions Are Really Ilr,s0, p. 116 cud gqixithlwii;c Vold Off"2 p. 136.
Minter Division, McGrew-Bill)
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TNTRAVL3ITATIOU DURTM pl.:1G011)

((7,1a,,v4u Teach-r:; Agrc.om(.nt

Nature th,-; Grievance:

A junior hii.01 school t:,:acher is aggrieved in that
he 1)0lievos that participation in an intravisitation.prog-'
ram en on,- occasion during his unassigned period violates
Articlo IV A 2h, :ghiun ',:.clates to the establishmmt of
unas:;1Ened periods.

R,Aevant C;:nsiderations-Findinp:

The principal ha. n authority to direct the 1120
,,,f un,.:;s!;ined periods to activities related to prop-

.DraH.Dn Cor instruction so long as such assignments
d:) n)t constitute an unrewionable intrusion upon time
avnilable Le the tacher tc use as his profesnional
r -i: dictat,... 1:; visitation dc,signei to improv
1,aehing ahii.:.1-, is allied to preparatien for in-
:),1-u,_!tion, autlIcrity is seen here for the action of
/fte principal. in the present case. And since the
grievant ./ns direcbcd to "visit" another class during
rne unassigned.. poriod only, there is no question as Le
th reasonabl(mess, oC t,lic principal's action.

Grievan(:e 1);r!TITi,:1).-------

ST 2h 19611-5

Reference: IR-15-6h-Th

3 7 0
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.\PPI:NDIx"T " (CO:.;Tlin

Parents Questionnaire

Thic be am:wen-A by the Euardian of tho
below na,:-.:,;) -,7he inrrcra.lion requ..:!sted will :,Ar, us

to id,,ltify hc.w ycu reel about our school. and tlie type or
school ycu would like for iyour child.

Child's Name: Grde:

YrAir Relation to Child:

Pl.,ase answer the quotions below about your child and
our

1. How long hns ycu chill been in District 12 2ch-.m1:7?

How many P.A. meetings have you attonded this year?

1. 3 5 6.

3. Hew often havo you visited L..chool this year?

1-3 times U.mcs 9-12 times 13 or more

h. ally have ynu visited school this year?

1.Requected moflt 2. 7olunarily most

2. Reque,,te.1 Voluntary

Mark an "X" in the appropriaLc box below:

5. The principal and staff are friendly and helpful?

6. The.school is run well.
*

7. F inspect student work on-display in our sehool.

8. The children in our school behave normally for
their grcup.

3 7 I
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Dis- No
Agree agree opinion
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Afrroe

Dis-
ai7ree

3 3 0

No
opinion

9^ Th,,, atmosphere in our classes is good.

10. Tn my opinion Lhe superviory 7:t,:ifr in
our ;:chool affords support and direction
L_cur tr_:achc,rs.

Fnr rixt items mark an'"X" in ono of the boxes no:%t to each
to shm: if your child has improved during this school year.
Also indicate your satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the
progress realized.

Satisfied Yes No Dissatisfied

11-Reading

12-Mathematics

13-Vocabular7

st9ff

1.6.-aelaLth7, ta.cls.ssmates

17-Adjusting at home.

16-Respecting the rights of&hers

19-Showing ni interest in school

20-Discussing school at home

21-Showing an interest in reading

22-Wanting to come to :;chool

23-Planning what heishe,would like to be

24-How do Zra com;)are I.S. 156 with otner
schcols your ehild.ha3 attended.

1.-5,Ater

2-About thc,. same )1 -Don t Know

3 7 "'
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1)or2L; thi2 t;chool ofir enuh of tho Lo11owin ervicel;?

YeF; No Don't Know
25, Guic.':mc

27. Extra Curricular ActivUins

28. ,t.re you rrcouraEed to take part
in schnD1 activities?

29. Has any member of the school
staff visited. your hcme this year?

30. ljo you olan to becomo more involved
in 2ohr.)ol activitios next yea:.?

373



Yflur Ham.:

I "'I' "

au'iont Quotionnairo

tryirc m:dyf. eJur cchl

which meets the rv-Jcds of IL's students. To do this, we need

to know your wishes. To help us, please answer all of the

que;:tion.3

1. How ion:, have you been in New York City schools?

1 yr 2 yr.f7, yrs h yrs 5 yrs or mnro
,

vcu about ,7chc-e41this year?

mnre it a little

c. thc samo d. no opinion

3. Do you recel,re extra help in school?

b. Sometimesa. usuaJly c. seldom

e. like it less

Hark "X" for your answers in the boxes below.

Are you reivirg enouh help in:

5-Roadin

6-3peakinilf,

7-Uritirr,

8-Mathernatics

3 7 4

d. never

No Don't know
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\PIT.::1TN "T " (CMNT ) 3 3 3

Yes No
11-Do ycu receivo ho!m-,work daily?

1?-4111 your sch..)1 w;)rk h-.!lp you later?

13-Do you know whr.J. you ,:ant to do whr:n you
grow up?

1.11-Y1i11 your parent:; wishes influence what
y:)1.1 will do artuT Fraduation?

ynu be prepared to do the job of your
choice whr.n you grow up?

16-Do you.r,:?pl our school is better than other
1.S. sohoolll?

17-Do your parent:; thin': our school better
than other I.S. school.:.;?

1B-Do your friends'in othr!r schools think
T.S. 158 is a good school?

1/-Do your teacher's explain to your satisfaction,
abour, elas work'you don't understand?

nGw hitter than you ust=6 to?

Don't Know

"i?-,,at, kind of ip.=rson are you? Put an "X" in the box which describj
you.

Often
21-I res!)-, th,-2 rig'nts of ahers.

22-1 protect the property of others.

21-7 am an independent person.

211-I do my clxs x and Lxhool work.

2c;-I !Auc!y my lessom;

1,ry Lo help other people

a
7 k-

Seldom Not at all



If

Of'len L.;,--idom Not at all.

lik to hoT oLhr F=x)plo

2R-T 1 i ki to vIrtic:ipritc: in :-:ch(p-)1

2')-T In i,:mup activitic,n

30-I do ny assirr,n,::d work in and outside
of :;chnol freely.

31-1 am;wor qucstions in class.

k 171. hc!lp ,:hen I necd it in elasu.

Fow dc, fcyl 11):-Jut. Lhe things liL:tod bc?low?

32-The way ycu aro tauzht in school

311-The :ra.ies you receive In school

35-How you get. alnng with your ol.afl:Imatc

36-How your teachers treat you

37-The way people think you arc

38-How well you read

treat you

are m.nng.in scihool

h'.-Could you have learned as much 'ac you
wanted this, year?

h3-Hw mich you learned this year.

376
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Auxiliory '..11.7.!!.L;tionnaire

Para

Ycur ans:T to qutions co tbi..s clutionnairo

will h:lp uti Lo d,r!'ten-.1nr, how w.11 you thirJ.7 we ar,-: doing

in mil: :-.7hc:)1 and the areas in which we ..,:hculd consider

Ne,12.2 use an ?X? to incli.cate yeur answer to each

ou,,otion below.

1. How Car did you g.o in school?

College Courses

College Graduate

Hfh School Graduate

9. How long hove you been working in District 12?

1 yJar 2 year:3 3 years h years

1-2 years 6 years or more

What do you con.;ider to be some of the good features of our

:Ichool?

3-Buildirv7

)1-1pervisory,3 t.aff

5)-Teaching, L.;taff

6-CurrimIlum

7-Parental invJlvemmt

377
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8-:.;taft relatix,ns

,. 1.,:d, in uze a

ILNAI f-ati:;faction with the task and Nn to

indicate dissatisCaction with the task.

11_11a-a patr,)1

12- A.7.I.

fl-Lunch duty

IL-Attendance

15-Clwrical

16-Storerm

17-Accompany classes on trips

18-Student guidance

19-Individua1 and group assistance to students

20-Project activities

inter;)reter

a5sis:ame to students

23-Home visits

2h-Ident1 fy soecial so,ilal and acarkmic need:3 of students

interv:ws

M-Paren nrj,nni7,er

331



77-11,2cmpany sLudvn:.; nil medical visLts

ar:nc:/

3n-Co11 ,-!cn and dh;;LribuLion or LlIpplii:n

7TL-1valu,7,Lion oC students' prgores!;

EaLe :3Ludont's a: a ..:roup cn the iLems notod below

pla:.!1ft; an "./.." in th pn:printe b7ix to the rif,,,ht uach

item.

E G S 11.1. U
32-Peor relationships

.7i3-:_;Ludont/Leacher rolaLionships

-Uudent attitudn Lonrd school work

involynt in learnia;

36-jtudnt resporv;,2 Lo adult direoLions

acLi.ve :;tud:mt-learning

38-tudent, involvemcnt, in !,;(neraLing
:chool-widt!

59-Student, er.uncil

W-Student at,titnd,,:s toward self

ill7School discipline

h2-3Ludent 1-3pect, fol.*public property

113-Jtudont, initiaiive

udent sr:dr-pride

45-Studc:nt, school spirit

G=God
S=SatisfacLory .

UUnr;atisfactory ii. T,=n2e4,; Improvemnt

3 7 9
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Teacher's Questionnaire

Your answers to Lha questions in this question-

nairo will hr:lp me to detemine how well you thinl:

ar doingin our school and the areas in which

we 5;heuld consider change. 'Please answer all the

questions.

1. laat. is your highest degree?

Other,
Na Doctorate Specity

2. How many years have you been teaching?

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10+

3. How many yParsAlave you been teaching in District 12?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

338

h. Have.you taken any(in-service)courses this year?

Yes No

5. How helpful has our staff development program been to you?

Ver'y Fairly Not at all Not sure

6. Ha-if: you given any demonstration lessons or helpc:d
any of your colleagues to improve this year?

Yes No

7. Have our staff, area, and block conferences been
helpful to you thiS' year?

Yes No

8. Is our curriculum suited to the needs, interests, anil
abilities of our students?

Yes No To a limited degree

380
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9. Does the core curriculum serve as a valuable
Cor translating the continuity of things

fot our ztudents?

(JIL Above Average Average Bel ow Avcrogo

Don't know

10. Tn your view, what is the general quality of instruction
in our schools?

No
Excellent AveraYe Opinion

Abowi! Average Below Average

Indicate below the type of problems you have had this
L;chool year.

None
al-Students' behavior

12-Students mo'Avation

13-Audents' ability

1/1-Class size

15-Securing materials & supplies

16-Securing A.V.I. equipment

17-Securing .auxiliary assistance

lp-Securing clinical assistance

19-Securing supervisory assistance

20-1elations with staff members

91-Relations with parents

22-Relations with community

381

SliYht Serious
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l-fwl often and how effect ively h;ave you used the

Live
ef t. d

2:3-0.ore ra.chi nr2;

2)1.-Tem.,1 teachim!,

25-:.;mal ^fl, rc:up instruction

26-Ind vi dual i zed instniction

Plance an "X" in the appropriate box below.
Us eful S3 ightiv Use.

27-Teacher rIpecialist

28-Guidance Counselor,.

29-Sorial Workers

30-Psycholw;ists

3:1.-Lchool Nurse

32-A . . . Per:: onnel

33-Area sre ci al ists

3h-Block slIpervif3or

7ery

rt now-tile are the rarents- you contact?

34 0

Ineffec tivo
Of t 3ro. (-17.1

N u Useful

Not
'Fairly responsive responsive

36-In your view; 'have we encouraged parent interes t in 'the

intellectual and emotional growth of their children?

Yt:s Not sure

37-Do you plan to .teach in th'is srhool next y ear?

Yes No Don t know

3 8
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36.2:Jould you recommond a friend to work in our school?.

. !:ur

do y.-u. view tie following relationahivi?

Excellent Good

hO-Teachers ?: other staff
members

hl-Teachers studisnt:,

h2-feachers and rarents.1_,_

h3-Teach,,Irs and counselors

U-Teachers and consultants

Fair Poor

Aat is your opinion of the following change trende
.

in our school?

h5-Students' rate of progress in
.and I. A.

1.6-3tud:?nts rate of progress in Nath

h7-General student academic develop-
ment

U-Students' attitudes toward school

h9-Studenls' social development

- 50-Students' self-image

5a-Parents' interest In education

5:,'-Students' social developmont

53-Students' aspirations

5h-Parental school involvemont

5,-School community relations

383
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APPENDIX "U"

--- The Following proRram i.s designed to provide

an introduction to the language of cognition style.

To insure maximum effectiveness From a wlrkshop of

this type, you must know the proper uses for the

elements.on the cognitive style map.

Your resource consultants ask that you work

through these program frames before the pending

session of the workshop this evening. Please

write all answers on the program. A cardboard

strip has bc.en provided in each program. As you

progress from_ frame to frame, the correct answer

can bc foundin the right margin of the following

Frame. Simply slide the cardboar*strip down to

expose each correct response.

384
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5. the-this:4'8ot sheen OG the cognitive aryls sop la the
aet of rldailtios of tafereese.in.this Obt there are
five batters five different alessata. tha
lactose, SAWA mad are all elamosto la the
'awe as Mbdalleloo Woman.
...........,

APPENDIX "U"
(CONT'D)

.

S. Panel abaft ai esiplese aogetitits9 atyle alepoialeba elfit

011 20 4000*0. V00 Oho purpose of_laossiag the-preper
nese ter seta of the elessate le the 3 sots the peeves
provides a aeries of eagoltive style seats. Sabah asp vill
larrednea some ef the elements Goal VVNI have a peeper name
for sada olosset le oath sat. le sill Wale faith Panel S
Jaw's esp.

-......

....................

5. Set

7. /Ma Kit Reda Mlles
of

tebole *Aural OnOMMIIDOSk4 Inference

IC% '1't'All x
X

,. .

**Wive Style Map

-

1. Jeee sap abase aws'oloeserso Mead UM la the eat of
eyehole. 1 la tho eloaset la the set of culterel
SateiietO. la the sot ef Medalities a laSsrasee.the

absis le R.

...................

9. the met of eyWhole metals' tea type!, of cliesats. fmas
vOlahAtes *man oft Jee's mop are the 014MOMOO basso se
theoretical eqs661a.2syspottbal synhel elements begin
;a* thalattew 1,!. Tholeatevs TA owl Vit, stand forr sysbia Glossary.

S. elapses

.

10...:Verda sad aenhera ere seasplao of limegoktical systel
alasesta The theoreitical means that thay a-re-:eyehole
sbliGh4tead for'oessaing *lac, the veva cer stsadsfor the
astearthles yea *deo to esmk. 27r.c.le lilzmitical dadMait0
CIIa0 ?Ala are la thc.first *te the cognitive
atrial; mop.

...........................

9. Theoretical

, ,...

.

',...

ll. lak'the oat of eyehole a wird Ps tea type of theoretical
01Wholo a pegaitivo styles:tap Lismitstle Ct) Ts vaya4 to
sepasant:Ltheehooratiesel verd.aaneatAli P. ylcsamt which
Ceptilsethe lettsas T 1=4_14., laimewm my a
* (thaeretical): V (....-....,,',......) 'elePies.f:
...,.-- _

-----
.

10. set

14100.0......4PNA 7/1/..P.WW,Mem.

..
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APPENDIX "UP (CONT' D)
12. liorde Or %6D1114ggeel ;T) Lkanatot W ETAbatn m4Y bd
either mitten Waned eyehole) or epaken (Auditory symbols).
Ibe element Mellow a (T)thecretleal (V)vissal (01Inguist
symbol. The eleaeat m shosis a (2)theoretioa1 (A)
(L) ...inguietie symbol.

ONNOMMOSIN MAW

345

U. linguistic

1.1.212, the theoretical visual liamintle element refers
tower& that ere *level or we niothe thearet
aueltory Linguietia eleoser tory or .E4,
verde.

Tn. the oadmapOilerseRA "ow" "

rtioraimevis...7.Wasc amm*.rwmwmaa;a suCriarnwr ologgiat "

Li.

IMIY.=
I. the set of eultaral determinants on Joefs cognitive

qtyla omp the *lamest / refers to ladiviksslity. The pereen's
cultural patties of addlug casesessate or deeleloon alena
le *horst in the owed set on the sop W the steels
71tter

voilmollumalimamMani....

12. auditory

13. thnoretfte&
visual .

liaguistieg
theoretical
auditory
lieaulatie

15. The pewee uitia ea I elemme upp way prefer
tem* es cloudy aim% usiduts =Wog neapeeeibla for his
owe declaims. The.2 element to the ser of culture&
determinants Vageft to Cha wad . .

16. Writs the proper Satla a the tai elameato Sheen air. Jeep

cogaitirs style mop is Or one of sydsolm. 13. tudivideality

17. la the name mo, 4e1tevo1 letatmluosteo me guy em
ledividua my define btu nate la to oehe ommommte
sod decislout nleme. 2hte elemmer eallhe soastera aryls
map la sham by the lettere vhith refers to the mod,

theoretical
visool
limplattes
theerettosi
auditory
1/mulatto

( 16. To todaractined boa to nna upagitive style p it'ic
N`leporramt to undesstad thaa.relnenratnip ease. the renfese
elemeate on the sop. WM/ft dame nelatleasktgo is eme
of the chereetawietion of the elemot lie the third est
co Jeep esp. Ie the set eff 24n2o1itiso of tageraleo
the letter refore ro talettlemsthip.

.4,..1114M1111.1110111.0SOW 13011,1

17. I
lodividoelity



APPENDIX "U" (CONT D)
19. Xi-Otries-ueiwthe_selansosbip Prato/gm mate to hay.,

a greet deal of iefermetio° t. anderetand'hoo Wipes
tstermAlete. Thi. ttemOht proems is keens ss the
elammit:sed is shame so ths nap by the letter...

346

Milo Samos T in the set of oyibols sad the 19. Relationship

-lottart I fa the set of cultural detarsisonts are know a
gis 10t a cognitive) style amp.

21. la %ha sat of !fidelities of Wormers ea Jaa's Cognitive

1004 amp, the *Were to the aloseet .

oleanat io Obetactsciso4 ing7a;;Wiaop000f
paibarlas most doal of isfernation to toulapatiaihmo
also relate.

30. neiguitS .

22. Jaego alphas poweided ae introduction to 4 anew=
dia isesmitiml MA. gap; 2 ha the sat of eyeballs, :et ane

411 f Os 'Whew motes feltural toseralsoots end
liblalitiso of tatensoos. *the sestets yea ossrits the
proper owe few *orb of thee* elseents before yen °we ea
to mostber nap.

lerimersammarm.o. irheownwomm.0

0.11110411.4.1111011111=1Ik

21. relatiniship

23. ibiga, Josephine Madeline°
of

Oribas Catena Dateuelassea leferseee

(VOL 7.AL

41..

comitive lityle Mop

22. these:stied
visual
Lutietsties

theoretical
auditory

lintelstlot
Adividoslity t

relationship
tat Aoy sums
moo* fuer 8
to 21.

f

24. IlasSObine'e townies style sap Assn typse of

oynbial elements he the est of syMbels. Ihe 21ret szo
(II lbossatioAl.syshola, ?IL sad TM. 4$ mid 44122 are

,(4114nalitative eyehole Ada prize/fat attributes or

.

Mef the ebb's-itself. Soft Win& of elessets awe
le the eespitien style Unman es

ONIWORr
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APPENDIX "U" (CONT ' D)

23. The (Q) qualitative eyrbols begivaim* with just Q
(Whet than (IC) shows Josephine deriviegooasing fear
the seises. lh almaantga the S mane Savory. Thus the
e issuumeshich Ahoses her dertwlesseeminigrem her soma
of taste ta Aura es the map by the letters

.

vounommaiumNimmiftwamirm....

'347

24. sot

M. The elemmmt QS os.Joosphine's top lehicatee ehe derives
amaming from a variety oftastee. She ma probably distin-
guish testes well god mead hoopoe pereas;to elk if
remelt to know what ammonia*, ere ia your food. la
tbae elegem* the Q refers to Qmolitative end dm S refers
to

27. Theme elongate is the met of symbols witch begin with
the letters QC are malted Stualitative 05,10 stomata. au
Jeeepbinee map is the set of spools is elewemt QOM
ie istrodueed. This elemeet WTI; la catled
C SOU.

Makilliweillboligartaremarewsx.,^sinelaimeaftsftwa...catorwasesamr

Le* thlk devagrAi 49:99,-Quatteema Cada nide the Stble
refers to Josephine's siamiteust to a perticull'r code or
set of velem. if pas have a partieelar est'of values that
you feller them the *lemmas for ethie wouldMOW ecIPI wawa,wear am yaw top.

26. &wow

27. qualitative
Code

29. The alarm Q$ eni.ilmephimela map is celled 28. QOM
amor..0411Makosse evaimpwrtmemolmoseso 11164 111114810 ts ber *WM of "9""

tm the oat of symbols the elauset-Ohmt-refere to
Jesephimeo couuttemet to a pet ef wolves is Ohm by the
lettere, Q. ?he mane of thie *lomat im

1ML: The latter sepessests tho DOW, eleemmt is the eet of
lidelities of 24,4151.406. The D refers to the,thoeght premise
.04 meting Differemmos. I. loadhmigie the esamitiwe style
110970 mlY stre44*Aeso miticed di. lifferemes between this
'eAloae 4t14weleenats in the secemd amS, thisd seta amd the
:,elementeks the oat of !libels width costain more thea-ome
latter. This mama of fascism the 8 is
:Shown by the,letter, 8,La.the,Aot of"0"irr-Tf Imfereace.. ,

MINIIMOINERMacam 41Mr.P.

29. Qualitative
Savory

SO. Qualitative
Coda Ithis

U. The eloaset sa ea coguitive aryls nap Ifaimh represents
die noon* of metieg, tkifforemase is Ittausi OS letter 31. elf femme

389,



APPENDIX "U" (CONT ' D)

33. Josephine's nap Ohm's 4 elements in the eat of symbols.
write'the.correct name for moth of these elements.

Qs

2 Al. QCBT
INNON, .0.1

32.

348--

36. lititaChe correct name of the Deimmant on the ooguitive
style ses.

11.1X1=4/411%.1111LOWWW

A1.104....l.10/104ffialle/MOftrkla

33. Theorstieel
Visual
liagniaact
Theoretleal
Anditoty
Linguistic!
Qualitative
Savoryg

Qualitative
'Cods

Wale element on Jesso04ine's sap ta dtme4mat of emitvrel
determinants illustretes bow Toe Citte
ea Ces progress. The proper nem for this closest. Z.
Is

21. UMW San

Symbols CnItural beteraleenta

Cosmitive Style Ifelb

Photelitice

Tafel:ease

111

34. Differsece

33. Individuality

** Revise presses to
check correct sense
for elements
introducedi before
study of Panel Dp
San Map.

37. Oa See's nap (Panel D) tbe(Q)Qualitstiva oyabol for
tbo seuse:of touch (2) hos 'Wen added. Since it is one
off:the souses, it isobown au a Uretbur ewes A QC
olonent. The element tip:meadow:nig that muse of tomb is
Celled-Qualitative Textile sad is repromated in the
Oreyabois by tbe lettere

es.p.agroo. 40.10WIIM

390
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346 Ths elements 410 sod (IR im tho not,of symbols 481 SaMie
ellektiti". OW. Slere sbw 2009 UM of two of his casses.

efegitseeto maims his agape of taste (s) Soo u$es hie
DOM abilities to distil:II:dab shjacto by tcook. Tbio
abi3it0 to dark's amosias Oxon* the semis ofteugh, sbown

tba letters Qf I. called 1011~NOme

37. Q.T.

349

39. That shich is beastifol to as Individual La often said
to bat Setintimally pleasima. Taxi's sop shows that he bas

apponotation of the hoontiftl. This is shows fa the sat 30. Qsalitstiro
of 'armhole by the letters which *bow Qualitgoise Cada Tactile
2Beissitial, QC .

'10.4

40. *fee oOPessistiss for homy law Ile1;11231 eselorieet
lot beeetifel reletiedie. node goomory,, or ammo beaatifek
people. if Sam tolls you An; how ha stopped to onjoy tha
sanrios mftra he vas drioima hums ems *mains he would be
tailed &met orinriamos there hs woo deriving Citealtdat
Obr°,16b WIS

39. OCill

43. The gloasse QT in the sat of sylbole em gee's est
is called Tba alamant refers
to Saes ability to dsj th1T tueth.

42. $ama's appreciation fee beasty lo &gum sa his oOP
the eleseet WS which la called AOMNI03.0..

40. qUslitetos
Cods lathing,*

41. Qualitative
Tactile

\

4$. The set 4i Caltsral hoteraiasoto an Sse's map shows 42. Qualitatiss.Cods
this& is odditics to unktog asovegowato mid docisiona Estbotio
slam (I) Oom is also sosatiamo inflemond by his
A spaccites (...).

\

44. This intaractiam with his poor pomp gr ethers ages ms
'Imossiate is important toll= is his Peewee of &stein%
gmisdag. Iff Son told yea abaft ths bosseifel maarims bes. bit said thot he cousdalt rosily enjoy it becomes thews
-sos,no ass to shore it vith, you amaidlameng that his

fil'esoietiem few hoc*? (4CTS) lesteveotim2 with Ala
'other elegant on his sag

45. Ths-follawima behaviors sato asigalge esT orOb of ths
easiest* ea lasigs asp. Writs the comet emus id oath slomsot
:(UL) 4osi-elloge tietoeine to lotteeee et toOod otoggeboo

2. idnialwingrisod to build arbagembeif, Sam corsfutly
banLv the umnAmmi of oe 94609

3.'sisas ssise thanking Agee Magas ccr Soft oohed

aloyezrel of hie fries& to-look et gni Rive thtuir
*pintoes on curs ho was considoilmo,

43. A



45. (Continued)
OS) 4. non Sem /a cooking we Ow ey be eats wore

&trims the teatime process -than we tto at the dinner
table.

(D) 5. ibin Sam wee ts114 ble about thi* Tof wok a Tol
Am he sada eats to tell ma haw It vas differenr
!toe lest week's abcar...,

stalenftrolormaraumenwromem

APPENDIX "U" (CONT ' D)

4101101.1111111/

44. write do torrent name far eaCh of these elausats

a
TVL
QCDT

...1A.10=1.0.11fto

350

...Theoretical
Aeditory,Liesulatic
2.Qualitative
Tactile
3. Areociatee
4. qualitative
Sau!OrY
5. Diffeivace

welttat the oceritct new' for each of the
islinints'es Ikea map, lt is time to nova co to

tit ens what now arid malting elEssets ?ziev
See Paso/ 11.
eary elements you adimode, ippa hack =A

Om before Nib% Call

Semasstft.

Oaltural Dateradeffusta

2

Style Map

vat UV!" the 'est et symbols au
razi,,C1) ,tbseattioal spools. Thee L =trams
'rehire The V is TVL Mau

*tee:verde. The A la TX.' and

;

;0'4,14110110(oaa

,Internee

Modalities
L. ..of

Samantha's nap
1.inga/sti-t and

and refers

i$6 Salaticurain
Theoretical Viewed
Ltamiatio;
Qualitative Coula
Ethic

lio11.11

ee ape use *acreeical elates' CC 'have besot
?"0,Sp'SLiethis',:tea,Hrtloy includli both (1) thOlTatical fV)
MlomplWaii441500orOttoott: (A) ludjtury. Bowevor rather thou

di:400We .Lk.kuvr are-10:geintitative,
rstere Co ars. -,Thuip yvt)

'ItilialAulatitativm "am' etas eueberes. TAQ
was spolkaan*bsys.

4,4 Mamma
Auditory



APPriNDIX "U" (CONT'D)

pl. The difference barium the tag eleaseate andthe TAL sad TVL elements is that the element. ending IAQ refer to umber* rather than wordo. V. call them elenenteQuentitative rather tteo lieguletic. The too umtheoretical alemants ea Saararianis mar are mead:

11141Wwww........IMMmenkliftwftkak oalememacm06110...",,....~

itt4orawftsuilifair3ami. Isomme wraalinikaalawsea. memos ..Esswaraltmer=oftwapm.....wraallidassamo sommokassoms~wata..

32. Ileseethea !lap sham the maw tun dossers in the eat ofoat/ad fileterar;oaste_that Seatia sum did. Thom miasmata

351

50. Theoretical
Auditory
Quantitative

21. Theoretical

Quastitatiwal
Theoretical
Auditory
Quantitative

$341 the set of sidelitlec of int Zonate motherSlaw .hau beam ailed to Samantha t°11 asp. The almost Pt le'elm*. *wee tide oat/ refers to a thOroliht process which treecatesprieluz, 1416114, refering tc o firad etuaderdop,sora. Mit latter t an this aap a moods for the mealtimeStyli demur named

32. Tudivideallty
Associates

Naar psep.tv otbanv4ey receive a vsar lpforastiar try Asflod-e.vey to vetewiw it ascot& Lag to their previous4prd.. This aroma' of rotator Laing Ole 11In Revormetlec taihas ea MAI it order That SOINUthe sem thisweasel is- rum k the aIlacart to the set of oddities
af laters04. oft b42 114P '.'ma 100mon to Ole elementis

U.N. of the 1,,lorr elesseva .11 riot of readalities of!sternum Moe areal, beer, aoad. lie Mow that Itatm& for D lov
The d hes una--rziriattizait ea

Si. Sesoothasa eep eastaies all too;
Vivito the aorta* emu

530 Magnitude

34. X
Ifecadtada

aresaokomnakriasoameskaftws...=1.........onssamorma

40...tgassavavtasmaakasakkmilesImlermaillm

2114 k111111111MS .1.4.11.111.00.41WIla sr. k
Iturnmaime

...W11...aakkI01.4.01Pkimblinglara.m.s..............1....ass.

*wk.*.

393 ..

35./talatimdaLp.
Dilemmas
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57..The elweeet 4 10 the eat of! lodialtiez oE I

is called

So Sameathals ip csataiss manlier elearant 9, a set of
Modalities of Saferesoo L. Thid eldascat
Appraisal Inferential sOf shone the Oa Saar eleados

sro p.vseat oa the asp. 'Mt element which t: rde- e.sat

Saidathilmey use 11,1 and equally id the elestat .

352

56. Thaoretical Musa
Linguistic-written word;

Theoreticel4anditory
Lingeletio-epoken word;
Theoretical Visual ,

nuantitetlyo- written
umber:
Theoretical Aeditory

goentitative-spehee
number

37. raipitada

39.18tmeo Someatha hes the L so her sesp ma soy .esty that she .

, Appraisal Infermattal. Vasa sbie to thinhima about mom

isforiattea ohs say we either the 1, the D. or the M process. 56. L

Or ibei'may, ao dam* all three proosoess before nektaa
a decision. This process knout as r
is dhow& On her sap by the elansec----;

.10.11KNOMmoftsolo

11/

60.1he following are examples of maseosima pattatne shown
la the ihdelities of raferoaco. tat the correct ow for

-*lomat to f-staaft ef the omemple.
. Sotha is laeraisighow te fife a sotetayola. Zu

hot biarr to Operate it bar twined is oxplaialaa
la, tileforsat hoe that of. her eat''
hoe heard oeo nt beleaStol to o

fully she has deciast that the muoiC
tiR

1$4:0111;;,W7daliTEGO41-.gum Iresess.
hso mad% ow Awe a* -ifolftds Sa

Price. Sbe_ta prolestlY psialgag eat santPraegat 'sad 141,1A:rilw" the locaties boa
to her job. shopping erase, oeireraleaca
other factors.

LA0_4. .* ma eddasies scone
le art; However, she to cascamood efi to too this min relate
to other courses she bes taken or may talks Sm the future.

is 241211

39 Appraisal
laforostlel;
1.

61 , eio Smeamthe's map Uwe how tatioulaset eo lU
foes theesetiosl alassate Ss *a cat of 'foals. CAse3
thaw elemmati are basic to oesr ed!Smattiemol systers. it to
iiiPettaat that yam have a clam asnlordosatias of thaw,
If yes dlea't "few bactle La the preens got reviam.
/bet ot the ttodelities of tafereaco demists ara premix
us Samielthea mop. Were heaSsaing to fest a couplets
picture. Refer sow tO /sad / eed look at the oaw

qualitative elements vhith have been eases to leherte's

map.

60.
1.Differemse

3, Appraisal
Inferential,

4. Relatteaship

onsrosora.MINOM...P
394



62. Pan

APPENDI X "U" (CONT ' D)

Roherta

Symbols Cultural Deter:ulna:tea

Otiptitive Style Map

Modalities of
Inference

353

63. Ta tbe set of eyeballs we kose.that there are two types
of symbols. Moos dint are repeosentative of the real
Wall ere beam as theOretitel eyobeln. 'These tifkir.h

pwattent qnalities or att .r..0m of tbe thing ace called

i eyehole. Theorelensets which ere theoretical
begin with 'the .-letter Thine which are

Qualitative begin With es letter .

eneata
64. Three new qualitatiadon have bees added to ibterta's
nap showing that ebe usloneach of the live senses. tie haw
that QS is Qualitative Seem sod QT is Qualitative Tactile.
Write in tbe eleuent frost bar nap ethic& correspond to each
of the new symbols.

Qualitative Auditory
Qt slitative Olfactory
Qualitative Visual

63.

GS. llith QV, like Qtto ioneett. remieber thatAbis
is AA. Qialitative;,:net **abeotetical sywbol., liaberte enjoys
loakinir at pictesesailittovies and sberitotivos how people
leek: Men she is doWldllis Robsvt* is WARM' MT QV*

Trere enjoying lieneming to nests she yrottld be using
her Qualitative dettitorWskowa on the usp by the
letters

64. Qa

Qy
Q0

66 illfactory is doe seems of stall. Ily ming her Olfactory
(sense of asell) Rebertatte able to tell whet Le ar dieser
without looking in the Witham. Seentines sloe identifies
different places . by tbeireaell. The elosent on the nap which
*bole 'Roberti deriving eraning iron bar sense of 'swill

g 395%

65. Qsalitative
Visual;



APPENDI X "U" (CONT ' D)

. 67. The qualitative &lemmata that were on Samantha's map

and are no4 seen on Roberta's are QS and QT. QS is

and qT is

66. 0

354

68.20bertes map aloe contains 4 el...dente in the 6 t of

sodalities of inference. The correct name for each of those

elastosto Is :
67. Qualitative

, Savory;
Qualitative
Tactile

69.All S Qualitative eleasets relating to the 5 seneemaxe

shame in the set of eyehole on Sabana's map. They are:

40 QT

4,1

QV

68. Relationship;

marAitude;
Appraiial
Inferential

70. There are two qualitative et& elements se Baberta's

map. They are:

11....111110 IFIN.S1111/ 111111

Safer !Pam's,. V

.1

69. Qualitative
Savory;
Qualitative
Tactile;
Qualitative
Auditory;
Qualitative
Olfactory;
Qualitative
-Via

tt. V, new yma.shoold harawtberrommeofthe aleametwes the 70. QCST

amp. Them dMIS vows
dassomullWboadded. $ o let's look QC=

at another etlidant stip, Abobs V4404 0 .

......owowommii001110.1.

Sob U.IlaitLies
)?.

Catrarcl Deteineiram.e YGivi.T.MO

%- I it )
I.

D
It

0
! .

ii.

A

396
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73. Oa bob's map 3 new
qualitative elements are shaTn tn

the sat of symbols. These elements begi-minp, with the

letters are known as nualitative Code elements.

355

74. Shea a person can identify with or feel that they can

experience another persom's
feelings, they are said tot,.

apethetic. Sable nap shows that hs is able to do this

amidertose meaning this.wwy. !Wethy, the ability to identify

with another person's braises ie,shown:With the

Qualitative codes on the map by the element QC .

=111

73. QC

73. TheAwalitativs Codes QM and QCKS sound similar when

"tdif TV.1.4 tinurL7149114111iSi'es h;tont to gis

between then, lisseidtAi theAbility:tO7retelve-meaniug-

Ahrolgh:upe of no*.werbil communication or body langUage

344b as'fitial.exptessiOne:or peters*.
Kinesthetics is

motor Chill Abilities such es athletic Abilities and finger

dexterity.

Qta
QCK is

11111111

74. QCK14

76. if Sob told es that be enjoyed sports and played a

greet deal ws.would aiy that he hadACKS
. /Ube added thale coulAtidentify

airirrtseslinghensebere of the other teas when

that tome loot the gams, we would expect to see the

elemant. empathy, QC to be on his nap.-

73. Musics
Kinasthatica

77. Write the correct some for each of-the new qualitative

code elements that have bees added to SOhts nap.

QCSH
QCK
QCKS

4.1

76. Qualitstiv
Code

Kinestheti
QCOS

78. The element lir Lha set

on Sob's mnp vhilh I
thought pror.ers is the

or do1.11 rarth problems,

slesvInt,

of Hbdelities of II:Jerome

the me of the deductive

Shea Bob ieusing logic

is probebly using the deductive

77. QualiteS**7,,
Codi0.00aMiP

Code

goalitative
Kinestheties

71. Sob has to &cua lbat new car to buy. Se knows that the

rule is that American care are superior to all foreign nodals.

Therefore, if be is left with the choice of dracietnt Natssen

Pwrd and a Mercedes Deus his decision is clear. Bob will bur

the Word. la eshing this declaim Bob was using his deductive

modality of inforeleos which is shown on the map by the

latter .

78.

397
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SO. Write the ccirrect name of each of the elements in the set

of 40da2ities of Inference.

Ds.1019 vol=4.,
Ls

K. !ma Deena

Symbols Culture Detendneete

As
QT

in TAL V 2 "\
A.

in nil

tiCall
(PR

QCO1QT

tOQA
QO

Qat
QC=

CAssitise mar

Msdalitiee
. of
Inference

356

80. nematode;
Difference;
Delationehip;
Appraisal

Inferential;
-Deductiim

SlameMtsin Mbdilities
.otAnfirenoweirstair
cemplete.ICycimomeed
revisit refevitothe
appropriate program
frame.
Refer now to
to complete another
set

eleseent*se been added to thereat :,of Cultural
elearantiL:.1 'refers to.

;).ifsestAir. 'Previous I'Mtpoihevas,aboan isdiitdeala wboneelke.

eastenemente:and:dednicine:.alosie (I) Ortethe :are ,Influenced

by: -.0.1419ciatell (A)
ormm'a case the ;',1V above, thatr:she

wai*ldElaobe Influenced br her

83 Mem an individual la influenced by the family, "family

is whenever the individual own .ea family. Dolma iwaerriad
and bee two childgen. ;Oben oho discusses things with lter

hItgal', it is with or'usismad and children. Don, Ihamevor,

la
l

9 and:lives atibooms vialhie mother and grandmother.
They are his 1.1ramileInfluence. The elmemat es the nap
vddch sham this; familMy inflasam la .

82. :family

84. 'Doesee nap anon the complete set of Cultural Detensisauts.
Write the monectummes of each of the elements in tbla set.

Is 4 A: 71

:4



APOENDIX "U" (CONT'D)
85. Donna's map contains three additional qualitative Code:
Elements almost completing the eet of eywhols. The first
designatosbehavior we all hope are easy to spot in our 84. Individual ;
students. auslitative Code Histionic refers to artificial Associates;

or staged behavior. This behavior is deliberate and Family

designed to produce a particular effect. This element,
defined as staged behavior, is shown on the map with the

357

letterr

86. When we see the QCR on Donees nep we expect that she is
good at pretending or acting. She night also be good at
"actin*" in the ammo= to get some reaction from the
KRiehno6.1his staged:behavior is shown with the.element
CICHIgh2th means

_
- .

87, The factHthat Donna .,:tages behavior'to4produce,sone
effect does not:sayAhathsvis successfulAnilptting
whir shtwants. If Demm '...easuccessfuf in friflUescing
otheresse sarehs ialtraussectional,eud showzthia,on the map
by:theAlementACT. T64ability to naintaimopositive
interaction to influencataanother,person.istheAefinitiou
oUQuelitative Code .

85. QCH

r ANINIMMINNIM.111=1.1.41,

88..3elsted to beingableato.poeitively influence otherivis
the4ability to judgelthezeppropriste.sociaLandpbysical
distenewbetween,oneseMantenother person.'.'This ability
isvalied Progenies and istehoeu on Donna's.. Asep.by the
element-AC

-

86. Qualitative
Code Distrionic

87. Transaction*:

89. .If Donna is able to successfully deteralue-how close
socially she can come to her teacher, whetherzsbe can call
himbly his first name orals*, Anther sh.veanmdiscues persoma
concerns without enharassinglhie, ws say she bee

. If she
is also successful 13---Tranariiparticularly 88. QCP
helpful to her she *leo hae-0

90. Qualitative CodivNistrionica L. sham on Donna's map
by the element al romm

91. Writm the Correct eletexat ass, shown ea tbeTnep for each:
Qualitative Code Transactional .0
Kinesthetic Qualitative Coda

Qualitativetode Progemica

; qualitative Code

Isuperhy

111
.111111

sw!..

m .1%.*

89. qualitative
Coda Progenies;
Qualitative Code

,Trensactionel

90. Qat

3 9 fy



92. The three
complete. The
on:Den'e nap,
m4p, with all

APPENDIX "U" (CONT ' D)

eets on the cornitive style map are almost
last elsment.is added to the set of symbols
Panel I. This map shows you what m complete
the elements looks like.

Cultural Determinants

I

Modalities
of

Inference

91. QCT
QCICH

rICEM

QCP

358

Cognitive *Style Hap

94. TOLD:last elementAA theset of symbols, auslitative
'Code Ibmsaostica is definedrasjemowledge of oneself. Dan
stye hellponle-himsalrAand this is shown on hisleap by the
e.lement c s

95. If Dmm cms'gsneraily'predict how well he will do im
asosor om a test, heHprobebly knows himself fairly well. 94. NalitatiNe Code
S4 momalsO be ableteHtell hew wall heHwill do in en Synnoetica
aotivitrhe hes neverparticipated in before. If be is able
tO do this he is shoeing

96. A4Cognitive Style,llep is composed of three related sots
the flirst.of which larch. Set of symbols.
Therftsiwtwo types ofsymbol elements, Theoretical end
Qualitattse. The 4 theoTetical elements are

.mmmores mMlminme .WOMMs. OMMMO1P- 41...1.10)

400

...11111111.

95. QCS



APPENDIX "U" (CONT

97. There are 9 Qualitative Coen
Cheek your memor7 of these ordopo
the clement with its name.
1. QCNT
2. QCS.

4. QCK

QC8ii

7. QCO
ino"
Q7674

a. Qualitative
b. Qualitative
C. Qualitative
d. Qualitative
e. Qualitative
f. Qualitative
g. Qualitative
h. Qualitative
1, Qualitative

Code
Code
Code
Code
Code
Coda
Code
Code
Code

Ailments on the Hap
zaturite by matching

Esthetic
Proxemics
Histrionic
Ethic
Kinesthetic
Empathy
Synnoetic
Transactional
Mesita

AMOON..

98. The secontsiat-eu- the-Cognitive 8ty1e-114, Cultural
Determinants, /anteing 3 elements.' The *onset name for
oath element les

/: ; A: or:

359

96. TVL
TAL
TVQ
TAQ

99. The set of Modalities of Infereace Shams elements which

are named:

Difference
Apprmdaml Iaferential
Magnitude
DaJrctive
Nalatiouship

Show the letter which poi:responds

1011ww

eiral.1111MMIr

aw110

97. 1.41

2.g
3.a
4.1
5.b
6.f
7.c
8.0
9.h

98. individuality':
Associates
FAmily

100. Tom now have studied mnd reviewed the names of the elesents

on a Cbgnitive Style Mo. You know that a Rap is composed

of three sets.
Study Does-Amap. If there ars any elements of which you are
uncertain, review then in your program. If you do notemed
review, proceed with the rewnining frame*.

99. D

401
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101. Wite the correct na=e of each of tht e1ement:0 or,

Style ?lap.
360

?Vt. . , 111110.1rOMIWI

Titait

q11
.

(10

QV

GCS!

QCES

QC)4117

QCK

QCKK

17111110111.1.,

QCX

qc

Qta'

QCS

. CmgrAt ZerlaltINAIITS Is

At

11111111MCK.

D1

7:_

..6.1.1=1110..116

7.s .110 mWmmwmmmmwmmmm.mmmwmmmwft....AW.W

Check
Liuswiere
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101 Anewera-

Theoretical Symbols:

- Theoretical
TAQ Theoretical
TV1, - Theoretical
TVQ - Theoretical

Qualitative eyeballs:

SET / - SIMMS

Auditory Linpuiitic
AnditOry Qusett.tative
llama LinisuieLic
11sUa1 Quantitative

QA - Auditory
QO - Olfactory
QS - Savory
qt Tactile
Cr/ - Visual

(1P eroPpoceptive
QOM - Code-euphathatic
QCDS - 'Code-esthetic

Cultural Determinants:

7 -
A - Associates

- Individualism

Molatittes of Inferencesi

M - Magnitude
D Difference
R laletionehip

ApPialeel
- Deductive

Qat - Gedeethic
QCO Code4latrirmic

Code4inesic1 :.

1C111,,codeAinestbitics
(X2 - cadek-rommial
OS - Codesyseopties
cot - Code-transactional

SET III
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INTRAV1SITATION DURING UNASSIGNED PERIO0

(Classroom Teachers Agreement 1963-65)

Nature of the GrieVance:

A junior high school teacher is aggrieved in that
he believes that participation in an intravisitation
program on One occasion during his unassigned.periOd
violates Artic.le_IV 2b, which relates to the establish-
ment of unassigned periods.

Relevant Considerations-Findings:

The principal has authority to direct the use of
unassigned periods to activities related to prepara-
tion for instruction so long as such asSignments do not
constitute an unreasonable intrusion upon',..time available
to the teacher to use as his professional needs dictate.

visitation designed to improve teaching ability is
allied to preparation for instruction, authority is seen
here for the action of the principal in the present.case.
And since the grievant was directed to "visit" another
class during one unassigned period only, there is.:fiT
que'stion s to the reasonableness of .he principal's:
action.
Grievance DENIED.

Reference: DE-15-64-74

ST 24 1964-5
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Parents cuestionn:Aire_ _ _

This Form is to he answered by the guardian of the
below named child. The in!'ormation requested will help us
to identify how you feel about our.school and the type of
school you would lihe for your child.

Child's Name:.

Your Relation to Child:

rii'icle :

Please answer the questions below.about your child and
our school.

1. How long 'las your child been in District .12 schools?

1 yr_ , 2 yrs , 3 yrs . 4 yrs , 5 yrs

2. How many P.A. meetings have you attended thi's year?

1 7 3 4 5 6

3. HOW often have you visited school this year?

1-3 times 1-7 times 9-12 times
_ ^ 13 or more

4. Why have you visited school this year?

1. Requested most 2. VoluntarilY most

3. Requested F, Voluntary

Hark an "X" in the appropriate box below:

5. The principal and staff are Friendly
and helpful

6. The school run well.

7. I inspect student work on display in
our school.

S. The children in our school behave
normally for their age group_

cf5)4
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363.

Dis7
+Agree .Ligree

No
opi,nion



."

Dis-
+Agree JL119

9. The atmosphere in our classes is good.

10. In

our
to

my opinion the supervisory staff in
school affords suPport and direction

our teachers.

364

No
J)12_i nion

For these next items mark an "X" in one of the boxes next to each
to show if your child has improved during this school year.
Also indicate your satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the
progress realized:

Satisfied

11-Reading

12-Mathematics

13-Vocabulary

14-Speaking

15-Getting along with school staff

16-Relating to classmates

17-Adjusting at home

18-Respecting the rights of others.

19-Showing an interest in school

20-Discussing school at home

21-Showing an interest in reading

22-Wanting to Ceme to school

23-Planning what he/she would like to Le

24-How_do you compare T.S. 158 with other
schools your child has attended

A-Better 3-Worse

2-About the same 4-Don't Know

406

Yes No Dissatisfied
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Does this school offer enough of the following services?

25. 'Guidance Yes

"1

n..nedial help

Extra Curriculur Activities

. 23. Are you encouraged to take part
in school activities?

29. Has any member of' the school
stall visited your home this year?

3n. Do you *'Inn to become more involved
in schoo. activities next year?

407
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Don.'t Know



Charles L. awn,
Principal

N ARE:

I. S. 158X
800 lime Stroot

Bronx, N.Y. 10456

}REFERENCE SHEET

CUILIINT ASSICiT:

DATE:

AriemT "

SUBJECr
(S'now

1975/76 ASSIGNMENT }REFERENCE

GRADE
of two) 1 15:

1st

2nd

2rd

REMARKS1

SP.:2CM QUALIFICATICNS

ITISFOSITICR:

SIC1ATURE:

DO NOT WRITE BEWW

SUBJECT AREA:

CLASS: RCOM:

*NOTE: "TYPE" REFERS TO CCUTAINED, 2 CLASS CLUSTER, 14 CLASS CLUSTER.

READD:o
REMEDIAL READING
JoursALIsm
SPELLING/LANGUAGE
IRAMA/SPEECH
LITERATURE

TE:nATIVE 75/76 CURRICULUM OFFERRIGS

}}1,7:ATICS
SCIEICE
SCCIAL STUDIES
SPANISH
PREICH
A.P.R.C.
ART

G. MUSIC

CHOIR SEWMG
-111:.q. -MUSIC GRAPHIC ARTS
snics WOOD WORK
HEALTH ED. MOIAL/ELECTRIC
PHYS. ED. MATH LAB.
TYPING
CCOKING

408
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APPENDIX "X" (COWP I)) TIT77 23

Profile of I.S. 158 Zbaff by Ethnic Distribution, Title,
and Years of ExperiAnce, 1974 - 1975.

VIalL-

SuPez,7-3 yr'S

§0101, /.,'rker

,Psycliclogist

Secretaries

Puidance
Pounselor

Nurse

Attendance

School Aides
di:Paras

Custodial

% of staff
Prof.

non-prof.

TOTALS

mac DISTRIB4TIslk

ORO AMERICAN
.0-1 1-2
lbars Years

2 1L

HISPANIC
0-1 1-2 0-1 1;-2 3+
Years Years Years Years iemrs Totals

3

1

1 6 49

1

1

2 2

1

6 2 16 24

1 3 2 6

21.2 2.2 42.2
20.1

8.8 5.5

30.0 7.7 62.3 89

409



-',nnaire

Your Name

373

Cc are trying to make A-r s ol the type of sehno which
meets the needs oF it's stl. 'of:. To do this, we need to know
your wishes. T0 help us, 4s[ ^xsocr all of the questions
below.

1. How lone have you been -, w .ork City schools?

1 yr.
.. __ -2 yrs 3 yr 1 yrs_____ ______ ___ ______ 5 yrs oa- more ________

2. flow do you feel about s ol -tis year? ...

a. like it more b, i.. a little____ .......____

c. Feel the same d. , ,, TInion e. like it less_________

3. Do you receive extra hel i'l school?

a. usually h. sometimc c. seldom d. never

Mark "X" for your answers in 711(` boxes below.

Are you reccivins! enough help in:

5-Readin!;

6-Speaking

7-Writing

8-Mathematics

9-Social Studies

. . . 10-.S.cience

(i

4 11

Yes No Don't Know



Yes No Don ' t

11-1)0 you receive homework daily?

12-Wi1 1 your school wrl. help you later?

13-po you y want to do-wlien you
F,ow up?

14-Wi11 your parents' wislics influence what
you will do after ,,,,raduation?

1S-Will you be prepared to do the job of
your choice when you grow up?

16-1)o you feel our school is better than
other I.S_ schools?

17-Do your Parentsbink our school is.
bettor .tlian other I.S. schools?

18-Do your friends in other schools th:ink
I.S. 158 is a 5lood school? .

19-Do your teachers explain to your
'satisfaction, about class work you
don't understand?

20-Do you like school.now better than yau
used to?

What kind of person are you? Put an "X" in the box which describes
you.

Often Seldom Not at all
21-I respect the rights of others.

22-I proteci the property of others.

23-I am an iLndependent person..

2471. do my class and school work.

25-1 study my lessons.

26-T try to help other people.
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27-I like to help :her 7leop1e.

.28-1 like to partiipal in school
activities.

29-1 participate group activities
outside of schocl.

30-1 do my assignee work in and outside
of sschool freely.

31-1 ansyer questions in class.

32-1 ask for help when I need it in
class.

How do you feel ahtlut the things listed belowT

33-The way you arc taught in school

375

ldom Not at aLl.1

Dis Don't-
Satisfied satisfied cai

34-The grades you receive in school

35-How you get along with your classmates

36-How your teachers treat you

37-The way people think you 'are

-38-How well you read

397flow other-students treult you-

407Our school community

41-The progress you arc making 'd:n schmol

42-Could you have: 1:11arzed as much us
wanted this year7

43-How much you leamaad rhis, year.

412



Lunch': (.)m

Aux i Staff Questicmnre

Sec ty

Para

Your answer to Jie (;;; 11s on this quc.-....tionnaire will hclp us
to detTmine ;:;..:u think we arc CITo-ing in aur school and
the aras in wilich we uld consider clr=1Tge.

:-.1ease Use an " to indicate your fIsw_er to each question
below_

1. How far did you r:a in s'clioal?

Elementary_ Collc:e Courses

High School College Graduate

High Schaal graduate

2.How long hJvc you Fpaen ytorking in District 12?

1 year 2 earT 3 yee..72s 4-; years

5 yearz ;(') re7=rs ar mare

10-tat do you consi to be sar,- of to good features of our
school?

3-Building

-S:Ipervisory

5-LI-aching r

6 - Cur ri c u 1117..

7-Parental jrnvolv:;._

i;-;

3 7 6



8-St f f rr1tions

9-Ass st a a ce to st

3 7 7

1 - r v i o r t i

Por ti-losc activities 1 iL;ted helot.., you usc a
"*" to indicate sa t I. Faction with the t7. and an "X" to
indicatc d_issat is Fac-t:i on wi th the task.

I I -I; a 1 I r.-.:t-ro I
_

12-A . . I .

_

13 - LurLc h d !! t v

1.1-Attend;::::ce

er-i cal

16-Storeroom__
17-Accompany classes cat 1:.1.7ips

18-Student guidancc

19-Individual and group assistance to szadcn7.7_____

j uct activitic

2 1 - Lan ;,.;, u.a.p,o in tc rpre t

goal assistLLn.co t o s t

23-11ome visits--
. 2 (IC n ti EY s;)ecial social ;End nca1eu i c acccis of. studaInts________

95-Pa.rent interviews

26-Pa.rent oranizer

41 4
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27-Accompany students on medical visit!1;_.

parents on :!:C:11::." Visits

;

30-Colftction and distribution o sitp

51-Lv::luation of students' progress

Rate our students as a group on the ems noted beloty by
placing an "X" in the appropriate :Lc, the right o each item-

E G S N.T. U
3"/-Peer relationships

33-Student/teachc7 relationships

34-student attitudes toward school

35-Student involvement in learning

36-Student res-ponse to adult Aarections

37-Provisions for active studilqit-learniT_

3S-Student involvement in 7.e.merating
school-wide activities

39-Student council activities

40-Student attitudes toward self

41-School discipline

.42-Student respect for public_ propert-cc-

.43-Student initiative

-44-Student self-pride

.457Student school spi.rit

Note: E=Excellont S=Satisfac:torT
G=Good U= Un s a t EacZoxy N =Maa:ds7 Tmpro v cmcnt

4 15
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Teacher's nuestionnaire
_ _ .

Your answers to the questions in this questionnaire will
help me to determine how well you think we are doing in .our
school and the areas in which we should consider change.
P.lease answer all the questions.

I. What is your highest degree?

B.S. ma Doctorata

2. How many years have you been teaching?

Other
Specify

3. How Jiiilby years have you been teaching in District 12?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S. -9-...10.+

4. Have you taken a7-ny(in-service) courses this year?

Yes

S. How helpful has our staff development program been to you?

Very Fairly !ot at all Not sure

6. Have you given any-demonstration lessons or helped any of
your colleagueS to improve this year?

Yes No

7. Have our stafF, arca, and block conferences been helpful
to you this year?

Yes No

S. Is our curriculum suited to the needs, interests, and
abilities of our .students? .

Yes No To a limited degree
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9. Ite's the'core cairriculum serve.as a valuable vehicle for
translating tA'continuity oF things,,for our students?

Excellent Above Average Averai;e Below Average
,

Don't Know

10. In your view, what s the general quality of instruction
in our schools?

No
Excellent Average Opinion

Above Average_ Below Average__

Indicate below the type of problems you have had this school
year.

None Slight Serious

11-Students' behavior

12-Students' motivation

13-Students' ability

14-Class size

15-Securing materials supplies

16-Securing A.V.I. equipment

17-S'ecuring auxiliary assistance

187Securing clinical assistance

197Securing supervisory assistance

'2-01lelations with staff members

21-Relations with parents

29-Re1 ations with community
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How often and how effectivcAy have you used the following?

Effective
Often Seldom

_ _

13-Core teachin:..

24-Tcue teaching

23-Small-group instruction

26-Individualized instruction

Place an "X" in the appropriate box below.

27-Teacher specialist

7;1-Culdance Counselors

29-So-cial Workers

30-Psychologists

31-School Nurse

32-A.V.I. Personnel

33-Area specialists

34-Block supervisor

V,Useful

3S I

ineffective
often Seldom

Slip,htly Use. Not Useful

33-11oW rbsponSive are the parents you contact?
Not'

Very responsive Fairly responsive responsive_

_36-In your view, have wc encouraged parent interest in the
intellectual and .enotional growth of their children?

Not sureYes

37-Do you plan to tench in this school next year?

Yes No Don.'t Know
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38-Would you recoMr.!-nd a friend to wor in our school?

Yes Not sure

39-How do you 7:ieu ,L,he followin!; relationships?

40-Teachers CI other staff member5

41-Teachers st udents

42-Teachers and parent

43-Teachers and counselors

44-Teachers and consultants

1

382

- _

Excellent Good Fair Poor

1

What is your opinion of the 1-blilavimr.7 ehange tr-ends?
in our school?

45-Students' rate ef progress in. 'En-c71,11sh
and L.A.

46-Stodents'rate of progress in natil

47-General student academic develop-
ment

48-Students' a=titudes tovard .Te6ele.1

49-Students' social developmemt

H. .50-StudentS''self-imag,e

317Parents' interes:t in edueatien

52-Students' socifil developmernt

. 53-Students' aspirations

.54-Parental school involvement

community relations

419

Excel. Good Fair Poor
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TABLE 24

Profile of I.S. 158X Staff by Ethnic Distribution,
Title, and Years of Experience, 1974-1975.

ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION

AFRO AMERICAN HISPANIC WHITE
0-1 1-2 3+ 0-1 1-2 3+ 0-1 1-2 3+

TITLE rears Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Years Totals

Supervisors 2 1 3

Teachers 2 14 1 6 1 25 49

Social Worker 1

Psychologist

Secretaries

Guidance
Counselor

Nurse

Attendance 1

School Aides 6 2

Paras

Custodial

% of Staff
Prof. 21.2 2.2

Non-prof. 8.8 5.5

TOTALS 30.0 7.7

420
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FFTICIFrcY 7==E1T
C1;7CK LIST

wcck of:

Pulletin Boanis (attractive, current
reflects 7.upi1s work!

. .

Classroom progrsm displayed

IndiVidualizacion,
:-.Participatory learninp

..Haslthy 7hysical environment
.(srderly arrani,amcnt-free from litter'

Classroom decorum

Pupil siFn out book in evidence

Thacher and pera on hall patrol for
'passing 1

Pvriod:
Area:

S;ecific sueutiens offered
Dates to teacher

..

' Auxiliary personnel actively involved!

Pupils free from outer clothing (coatt
hats, etc.

).:Pupil Progress charts displayed

projects in evidence (current)

Pupil folders in evidence (current)

Y.,,-Reading in Content Arca in evidence

requlations observed
(wIrninr,-passing-line-up)

5. Pupils prepare.: for work (hocks,
notebooks)

Text books covered

l,": Dook Shelves in order F. labeled

Lesson reflects meaningful purpose

Lesson challenging

Teacher preparation reflected

Activities challunging and approprin

notaines established

I. Passinit routines observed

Teacher receptivity

porvi.sory Comments:

ii.6her/Para Comments:

.Supervlsorls 31.7ature

421 ,
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